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IIEP Afikan studies

C

The research undertaken by the International Institute for Educational Plan-
ning (IIEP) in African countries between 1965 and 1967 was an atteinpt to
shed light upon several important problems confronting educational. planners
in virtually, all developing countries. These problems included the integration
of educational and economic planning, the costing and financing of educational
development, the supplyof and demand for teachers, the effect of: rapid expan-
sion on the quality of education, the planning of adult education, the bearing,
of educational 'planning upon external aid; and the administrative aspects of
planning; including impleineritation.

The project was tindertaken,in three stages. The first involved the collection
and analysis of documentation- on three .English-speaking countries, Nigeria;
Tanzania and Uganda, and two French-speaking countries, Ivory Coast and
Senegal; where the studies were to be undertaken, followed by the drafting and
critical review of provisiolal reports. The second stage consisted of.field inves-
tigations by staff members and expert consultants, lasting one to three months
in eact case, and carried out with the co-operation of officials and advisers
of the countries, concerned. the last stage involved the drafting, criticism, revi-
sion and final editing of the report. k

Two,senior staff f -members of IIEP; Raymond :Lyons and Raymond Poignant,
directed ithe studies in the English-speaking and French-speaking countries
respectively, from ir46al design to final editing. In all, sixteen individual
case studies (eleven Concerned with English- speaking vountries and 'five With
French) were prepared for publication and issued promptly in monograph form.

The great 'advantage of issuing the individual case -studies separately was
that of speed.. By this method, the shorteit possible ;time efapsed between com-
pletion of the case studies and getting the results into the hands of the users.
Now that all the research work has been completed and the individual mono-
graphs published, however, the Institute has decided to 'bring together related

O



studies andissue them in book form. Three volumes of case studies on English-
speaking African countries are now being published, dealing in turn with the
process of educational planning, the costing and financing of educational deyel-
opment, and the integration and administration of educational development.

The present volume contains studies on the process of educationil planning
from Nigeria, Tanzania and Uganda. The Institute hopes that the reader, by
being able to compare approaches made in different countries to common prob-
lems, may be able to extract from their experience lessons which may prove
useful not only to the countries studied but_io all developing countries.

While gratitude is expressed to the governments organizations and many
individuals whose co-operation made these studies possible, and to the Ford
Foundation and the French Government for their help in financing them, -it is
emphasized that responsibility for the fits, analyses and interpretations pres-
ented rests with the authors. In making the decision to publish these studies,
neither Unesco nor REP necessarily endorses the views expressed in them,
but they feel that their content is worthy of open and free. discussion.
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This monograph by. John- Chesswas, formerly officer in charge of educational
planning in Uganda and now a staff member of the IIEP, portrays the practical
problems of educational planning and development in a newly independent
African-country. It describes the techniques used in coping with these prohleins,
not the least, Of which arise-front the factthat nations at a relatively early stage
Of developitient lack much of the basic statistical information that 'textbook plan7
nets' are sometimes prone to take for'granted.

The. author stress'es particularly the desiiability of co-ordinating all -stages of
Planning and development,.* task-which devolves on a unitthe planning unit
specially created for `thiS ,purpoSe within the Ministry of -Education. But he is

'careful to emphasize that the role of such a unit-is essentially an 'advisory one;
it does not make major policy decisions, though it may influence; them; nor does
it control the implethentation of polity decisions, though'it may, and should, -keep,
a sharp eye on it:Drawing on his experience in Uganda, the author shows what the
structure of an educational planning unit might-be and hpiv it might:best be fitted
into the institutional framework olnational-developmenk

Planning must start from cleir 'assumptions about what to be taught and how.
The syllabus and the methods by which it is taught are lielngtnodified in Uganda
in the light of changing requirements, and these Modifications involve certain
commitments in terns of educational resources and *lance. Indeed, it should
never be forgotten that the quantitative elements .of.jiiAucational planning are
largely governed by the qualitative requirements of edtltional needs.

An important contribution of this study lies in its destkiption of the techniques
0

involved in theTonnulation and implementation of an4catiOnalplan....especially
of the statistical techniques with regard to school buildings- teacher training, costing
and testing for feasibility in general. The author lays parOcular stress on the need
for adequate statistical ,information, an indispensa basis for any effective
planning, and firovides useful examples of how this n can be met in acountry
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Foreword

b

which has not yet had: the possibility of developing a sophisticated statistical
apparatus.

But most important perhaps is the conclusion, firmly grounded in the author's
experience in Uganda, that the elaboration and .implementation of an effective

`educational plan must be the result of co-operation and compromise, of a harmoni-,
zation of views which are not always convergent as between ministries, institutions
and individuals. It is the combination of technical competence, administrative
ability and diplomatic savoir-faire which will determine in the end whether a plan,
once-formulated, will win the measure of ministerial support and public approvil
without, which no effective implementation can be contemplated.

Raynxond Lyons,-ksenior staff member of the Institute, coflaborated closely
with the author in the original design of this study andvat each subsequent stage
until its completion. Officials of the Uganda GovernMent, espediallyjn,the Ministry,
of Education, also made very useful, contributions, mainly, in reviewing critically
the successive drafts.

0 PHILIP if Comes
Director, !IEP

0
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Introduction

to

Uganda is situated in East Africa on the northern and north-western shores of
Lake Victoria, at the source of the Nile.lt occupies an area of 94,000 square miles,
is roughly square in shape, and his a population of.over 7 rralliori,ncreaingt a
rate of 2.5 to 2.7 per cent per annum. The economy of the country is based ost
exclusively on agriculture, with crop cultivation predominating in thelake d
hill areas of the south of the country, and pasturage predominating in the flatter
and lower-lying areas of the north. Exports consist mainly of coffee and cotton,
though tea is becoming of increasing importance,. and copper, .rained in the
foothills of Ruwenzori, is also beginning to make a contribution to exports.

Uganda's contact with Western civilization started with the discovery of the
source of the Nile, just over 100,years ago. The country became a British Protec-
torate in 1894, and aChieved independence in October 1962, becoming shortly
afterwards anindependent State within the Commonwealth.

Western-type education was started by missionaries late in the 'nineteenth
century, and the first missionary schools were founded at about the turn of the
century. A department of education was established in 1925, and,a ministry of
education was superiMposed 'on it in the late 1950s; both were amalgamated into
the Ministry ofEducation in 1962, shortly before the grant of independence.

In 1964, total enrolments in ill aided schools .were 546,454, distributed as
follows: primary, 482,470; junior secondary, 43,397; (senior) secondary, including
secondary modern, 13,668; technical, 1,370; junior vocational, 1,473; teacher
training, 4,076. Primary enrolments represented 47:5 per cent of the notional age
group, but the htire is in fact misleading as most of the children were over-age
for-their-classes

No reliable data are available for non -aided schools, but such information as can
be gleaned from different sources indicates that enrolments in non-aided priiniry
schools represera,roughly4half of those in aided schools, the main concentration
beingin the first three classes. At the secondary level, the enrolments in, non-aided
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Edtitatinnil planning and ktO.velcilinieliein, Uganda

0

schools !night total 'between 10,000 and 15,000, including a.certain proportion.of.0pupils frpm neighbouring countries, especially Kenya and Tanzania.
,University eiiOation is conducted on an inter- territorial basis by.the University:

Of Fast Africa, cOefini-Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, with colleges at Makerere,
Kampala, in Uganda, at Nairobi 1n Kenya,, and at Dar-es Salaam in Tanzania.
The university Is autonomous, -but each of the ,three countries has strong repre-
.sentatidn onithe cOncil of the university.

The total cost of running educational services below university. '..eyelamountecl
to sorne'£7.'f million in the financial year 1963-64; Of this totals the central govern-
merit spent diectly some £2,3 Million on recurrent costs, and the spending ,of
local auth orities, fo: which no audited figures are available, is estimated at £4,360,000,
of whiCti about two-thirds came from central government grarks.,The income from
feel is estiniated'at.about. El million.

1
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a. The orgariizatiOnallramework
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.., The, eduCationit system .

. .

The structure of the .educational system 'in Uganda is shown schematically in
Figure 1 (p. 18). The mains dements of .this `system are the following:
1. The basic course, i.e., a stxyear

r,primary course-followed by a,two-year junio
secondary (JS) course. As a,iesult of the recommendations of the 1963 Education
tonimission,1 these two courses wilt be fused by 1967, into a single seven-year
primary course, with no examination for selection at the 'end of the sixth' year,
as at present. ,' . . .

2. The;secondary course, which is a six-year course - divided into two-parts, the
first four Years leading to the Cambridge Overseas School Certificate. (CSC),
followed, after selection, by a two-year course leading to the Higher School
-Certificate,(HSC). . . :

3. A'university course. of a minimum duration of tutee years, leading to an honours .

or pass degree, which is a London degree, the university having a close coPtiexion,
.with London:University. .. ,.,

o. ., .
4. Technical education, which comprises 0severat branches Jour-year craftcourses

gaiter JS.2 (year 8); three-year farm courses after JS.2 (year 8); two-year techni
cians'',couries after S.4 (year 12); three-year Cliploma.cpurses after S.6(yeal. 14);
commercial-courses of various 'lengths and kinds, leading to:local or English
qualifications. , , ,

,..
5. Teacher-training which" produces the followinggrades of teachers: .

(a) Grade II (year '8 plusckiir years at a teacher-training:college) for teaching. ;

in..P.1-6. : .
, c 'I. .

(b)"Oraae 111 (year 12 with CSC plus two years at a teacher-training college)

,.. ,

1. Uganda 'Government, Education it:Uganda, Report of the Uganda; Education Commission,
Entebbe, cov.errthent Printer, 1963, p. 7.

.-"7.5 1...
17
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,Organizational framework.
) ' I .

.
for teaching in JS.1-2, a few teachers of this grade being also trained for
urban primary schools.

(c) Grade lagood-CSellyear 12 plus three years at it teacher-training college,
or HSC at year 1(plus two years,the latter category of teachersstarting at
a higher salary thin the former) for teaching it secondary schools, mainly

years 9 and 10. The college for training-grade V teachers is administered
by Makerere University College; the ilternative,12+3 will be abolished in
favour of the alternative 14+2 When *enough HSC candidates become
available.

..(d) Graduate teachers entering the profession directly after graduation or after
a one-yearpoit-graduate course (teaching diploma) at the Makerere Faculty
of.Education.
Grade P teacheis (vernacular, year 6 plus two years of training) still exist in
large numbers, but they are no longer trained. Grade IV. is a grade to which
grade HI teachers can be upgraded after having followed recognized courses,
such as those organized under-the Commonwealth Education Scheme. ,

The educational system is administered by the Ministry of Education and by
kingdom,1 territory and local authorities. This is shown in a diagrammatic form
in Appendix A, which ,also illustrates the position of the planning unit in the
Ministry of Education and its links with-the different sections .of that ministry.

The constitution vests the administrative control of primary and junior secondary
education in local authorities, except for demonstration (or practising) schools
belonging to teacher-training colleges which are administered by the colleges. All
schOols and colleges at the second level are administeredby board of governors
set up under rules promtilgated by the Ministry of Education of the central govern-
ment. These boards administer the finances of the school, except for the salaries of
expatriate seconded civil service teachers which are paid.by the ministry. It should
be noted that the Kingdom of Buganda constitutes .an exception in that it has
administrative control over secondary and technical schools and grade II and 111
teacher-training colleges within-its area. There are also management committees
set up under similar rules for primary and junior secondary schools, but their
control is much more limited than that of the boards of governors at the second
level, especially in financial matters, which are in the hands of officers of kingdom,
territorial and local auttkities, whose education staffs are nearly always seconded
central government officers:

L The independent State of Uganda domprisir four traditional kingdoms as well aother terri-
torial Units.

19
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Educational planning un0 developmentin Uganda

f.

The planning unit

The planning unit comprises a senior education officer who is the planning officer,
a statistician; an education officer dealing with the capital budget, an executive
of dealing with statistical forms, school equipment, etc., and a secretary/steno-

, grapher. In, addition, three undergraduates are employed for the checking of
statistical forms, which fortunately occurs during the university long vacation.
It is also planned to create an architectural and workssection, initially with one
architecUandlour. supervisors.

The functions of the planning unit are: (a) to collect, process and interpret
statistical data necessary for,the purposes of educational planning; (b) to advise'
on all aspects of educational development policies and to draw up projections of
enrolmentsin close collaboration with the working party set up for this purpose
(see below); (c) to plan in detail the distribution of the additional enrolments
between the different educational 'institutions and, in conjunction with boards of
governors and logal gducation committees, the additional physical facilities needed
for the purpose; (d) to prepare estimates of capital spending necessary, for these
additional facilities; (e) to control the building, works, and initial furnishing and
equipping programMe.

The planning unit keeps in close touch with all the branches (administration,
inspection, finance, establishment, etc.) of the Ministry of Education, with the
Ministries of Planning and Finance and the government-founded corporation
dealing with public works, with local authorities and with the schools. In partic-
ular, there is a constant personal contact with the Inspectorate, which deals with
curricula and is, fortunately housed in the same building as the planning unit.

Once the physical development facilities--buildings, works, furniture and equip:.
menthave been achieved, the planning unit withdraws in favour of the officer
or authority which administers the educational service, and starts work on the
next .planned development.

Other planning bodies

Apart, from;theEducation Commission, to whose recommendations reference was
made earlier .(see 'The educational system' above), the other important body
dealing with educational development is the working party mentioned above in
connexion with the work of the planning unit. This is one of the ten working parties
set up by the Director of Planning in the Ministry

.
oi Planning to deal with

the various aspects of the nation's development programme, and is charged
specifically with education as related to manpower needs. Its chairman is the
Chief Education Officer (see Appendix A); its secretary an-economist from the

17



Organizational framework

Central Planning Bureau, and its members include .representatives from the
Planning Bureau, the planning unit of the Ministry of Education,.,Makerere
University College, the officially recognized Teachers' Association, the Overseas
'Scholarship Committee, the Employment Service, the Government Architectural
Service, and a leading woman educationist appointed ad personwn. The working
party can co-opt other personalitiel, and has in fact permanently co!opted the
Chief Inspector of Schools. Its task consists essentially in working out the pro-
jections and costings of total enrolments. It its in the first,place to the Minister.
of. Education. Its work.is described in more de in Chapter 4.

there are also ad hoe committees ofkrepreseti ti of the schools and colleges
and of the Inspectoiite divisions formed from ti e o time at the request of the
planning unit to exchange views and make recommendations on various aspects
of educational development: One such committee spent several- months on the
very important subject on scales of accommodation in secondary schools. The
outcome was the table shown in Appendix B and a complete set of standard school
plans and specifications in accordance with the table. This work was controlled by
the planning unit.

As faias links with research are concerned, it may be mentioned that research
workers, mainly economists, working under the auspices of the East African

Institute of Social Research based on Makerere University college, have made some
valuable contributions to the subject of educational planning, and a close link is
Maintained at a personal level between the planning unit and research workers.

r
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2 The needs of Uganda's
educational development

It is Clear that ed cational)development should be closely related to the needs of
the country. How ver, human factors inevitably enter the issue, and it is quite,
possible that econ » mic necessities and human considerations may be in conflict,
posing prbblems f., the planner.

The economic ecessities

In spite of some mea ure of industrial development in the, past few years, Uganda
still is, and is likely, o remain for the foreseeable future, a predominantly agri-
cultural country. Edu tional development, must therefore be directed largely to
the needs of an agricu ttiral community.

Another important e nsideration in the development of education is the necessity
to give an African la our' to educational courses. After the attainment of inde-
pendence in 1962 it w felt that this aspect,needed more emphasis, and it was
borne. in mind when ex s were called together in various panels to review the
primary-school syllabus The new syllabus was issued early in 1965; teachers
are to be given intensivd, refresher courses on this syllabus in the newly formed
in-service training 4ollegel..

It is, at present, more \difficult to introduce similar changes al the secondary
level, since the course is trl to the Cambridge Univeriity Overseas School Cer-
tificates Which serve several countriis,. The CambridgelSyndicate is always open
to suggestions for change, but There are' obviOus difficulties. when the proposals
for change are orientated \fo the specific needs of one country. Consideration
should be given' to some fort of examination,_ possibly on an East Africa level,
which would make the course more suitable to tht.needs 'of developing-African'
countries,

22 \
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Needs of Uganda's educational development

the assessment of economic needs obviously calls for a manpower survey. Prior
to the, completion of the manpower survey, in. March 1965, there was no economic
foundation on which educational planning could-be based:and the only guide-
that °could -be followed was the maintenance of the existing balance between the
various level's and branches oQthe educational system. Before independence was1
achieved, there was no great pressure to assess the needs for_higlarlevel manpower

because a large proportion of such manpower,was provided by expatriates.
. With the achievement of independence, it automatically followe°d that plans

should be made for Uganda to train its citizens to tun their own affairs in all
walks of-life. It was essential to find out how much manpower of various quali-
fications the country would need, and how much the. planned economy could
afford. Under-production of qualified manpower would result in an undermanned
economy or continued dependence on .expatriates;, over-production would mean
unemployment or at best under-employment of highly trained personnel. A man-
powei survey Was clearly essential.

Allthese objectiyes dictated by economic' necessities are self-evident, but their
achievement, and sometimes even their acceptance, come up against the natural
human desire for educational advancement per sg. .

Theiiiiman aspiration factor

In Uganda, as in most other countries of the world, there is a natural aspiration
for advancement. of the indivIdual, and such advancement is often seen to be
attainable via an 'academic' type of education. It is -the subjects which lead to
an examination an4 the award of a certificate, diploma or degree which count in
the minds of parents and children and, unfortunately, of some teachers. This
attitude is very difficult to combat and constantly exercises the minds of those
responsible for planning,the content of courses.

that education is a human right in itself is one of Unesco's fundamental prin-,
ciples, and the Organization of African Unity has stressed that its objective is the
achievement of universal primary education and a substantial development of
secondary, and higher education. Uganda fully subscribes to this principle and is
eager to put it into practice, but its possibilities of action are limited by what the
economy will need and, above all, by what it can,afford. .

h) this connexion, it should he noted that jht needs for qualified ,manpower,
though based on ?n optimistic forecast of economic growth, call for a secondary
education system that wouldcaccOmmodate only abOut 6 per cent of the relevant
,age .group. In other words, if and when Uganda achieves universal full primary
education, only 6 to 7 per cen,t of the 12- to 13-year-old children leaving primary
schools would 'find places in secondary education. Even le the primary ,school
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capacity were maintained only at the 50 per cent olthe notional age-group popu-
lation which will,result from the change to seven-year primary education in 1967,
the proportion :of primary-schooLleavers capable of being accommodated by a
"secondary- school system based on economic and manpower .needs as forecast -,

would not exceed,12,to 14, per cent:
In view of the keenness and competition for education in Uganda, situatior,,of

that nature is fraullii with obvious difficUlties, if not dangers, and the inevitable'
result-is a strong demand -for a school system, capable-of accommodating more
pupils' than the estimated needs of the economy would justify. It can be argued
in favour of this view-that manpower forecaSts in Uganda, being based on assump-
tions"and .models derived from the experience of more developed countries,
contain a certain margin of error and that they are only, a starting point. There is
often, however, an apparent or real contradVtion.between manpower requirements' and the personal demand for education, a contradiction which has to be faced
and solved'in the best possible way.

v
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3 The statistical basis
for educational planning

).

.- ....., ;

i I.When planning the developmen' of an educational system; the two fundamentals
problems which have to be considered are (a) how big the developmentshoulcI be,

,

and (b) the size orthe.base from which it starts. . , .

The size of the task is indicated by the future school-age population; and the
first need, therefore, is to obtain as accurate a forecast as possible of this popu-
lation over the years by the use of population statistics. .

Topulationstatistics O.

In the case of Uganda, :three possible- methods could be used for this .pur-

1. Id the latest census;(1959) the breakdown of the population was carried-Out
only by five -year gtoupf (0-4, 5-9, 10-14, etc.); none of which pincicleci with
school-age groupi. In the central Kingdom of Buganda,howevci, a sample had
been taken with a breakdoWn to each year. It might, therefore, have been
possible to apply the Buganda age pattern to the whole country, assess_ the
populatioh of any age or age group in 1959, and accumulate annually at a-rate
of 2:5 per cent, which was the cumulative annual rate of Poptilation increase
for the whole country. In fact, it mighteyen hArve been possible to apply the
same procedure to individual kingdoms:1W] districts, since the cumulative popu-
iation trend for each Of them was known from the census.

2. Starting with the population as given by, the 1959. census, forecasts could be
made fdr any age group on the basis of the internationaLmodel,1

3. The five-year groups given by the census for the whole of Uganda could.be
.

r
1. This is the theoretical age-group distribution applicable to a stable Population, similar to the ,model D/15 of the United Nations Organization.

a v -t
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Educational planning and development in Uganda

smoothed, as shown in Appendix C; and then used as a basis for forecasts.
Taking into account the improvement in the health services and in ,parental
care, it was estimated that infant mortality would decrease-to a ,point where
the annual cumulative increase in the sChool-age Poptilation, would, rise to
about 2.75 percent: ' . *- /

However,'those in charge of the collection of matiriai foi the 1959 census thought
that the margin .of: error in the 'Buganda individual age sample could-be ,as,wide
as 15 per' cent, which made it useless for r statistical:purposes. The international

. model was a distinct possibility atut in the end it was felt that the third, method
:was probably closer to,reality, 4c1 it wa5.therefore decided to use it.

Thenext task is the collection trid processing of school sthtistics, which indicate
how largeor the bast from\vfiich the deVeloPment is to start.

School statistics

Until 1962, school statistics, were, designed to supply the limited informatiOn,
required ,by the Colonial Office inLondon..After the grant of independence, the
need for more thorougheducatioigi planning called for.more detailed school
statistics, and statistical:forms to filled in by schools tave been,improved year
by year since 1963.,:Some of'the 1 st versions, to be used in 1966, are shown in
Appendix D.1-4, and detailed, instructions have be given .to 'schools on the
methods of completing-Ahem. Piintry-school headmasters and mistresses, some
of wom are only gradeTteachers, (ten have difficulty in filling.in the fonds and
:need' assistance from tfie-1041,edd ion-office staff. ,

The school statistics are usually,collected in-the second week.ofilich,because,
the schools, have by tbed been open for. some six or seven weeks and-haVetad a'

c,hance,to settle down, and the earlier. the statistics are collected-the: sooner the
true situation is knoWaand can, therefOre,,te used asthe.new base for planning.

Forms for primary and junior secondary schools are collected andchicked in.,
local- education offices and forwarded' in bulk to the central .planning unit, and
those for second-level schools are submitted direct tcythe central planning unit,

. except in Buganda, where the authorities collect 4nd fo\qvardthem. The.planning
unit checks each form, :queries 'them if necessary, and prepares the coding. The
information is then transferred to punch cards and processed, producinglhe final
summarized statistiat . ,. . ,

Forms for second -level schools and colleges -are received `reasonably quickly,
and as there are relatively few 'of them the main summaries can be made without,

\
ithe assistance of machines aralare usually available for planning witbin four or

%. ! ,,
1. Consideration has recently been given to the possibility of using a computer,-not only for

processing, but also for. interpretation .work. An example will be found in Chapter 6.
, .

. . ,
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.
. .

five Montlii of their collection. But in the,cstse of primary schools, checking. in
1001 ,education offices; central checking and preparation for the machine usually
tike-adeast six months; moreover, the machine is intended primarily f* other
regular duties:in some other ministry, and school statistics must Pe fitted in when
the machine is available, which means that the whole procedure, from filling in of

-forms to final-publication, tikes between one and two years. This gap has been
Cut to fourteen months in the case ot the 1964 statistics, and it is hoped to shorten
it even further in the future. SpeciMens from the published 1964 statistics are
'shown in Ap*ndit E. For- 1966, it is proposed to .publish examination statistics
together withhe main school statistics, and also certain analyses resulting frorptk,.
the statistics. The proposed list of tables for the 1966 statistics to be publishWs
shown .in Appendix -

Ai can be seen from. forms 1 to 3 in Appendix D, information is required, for
-the number of repeaters which will also enable the assessment of drop-out. These

,' are very-important factors in planning. Fbr instance, in 1964, an average of one
Childin-ten 0,prithary schools in Uganda -repeated a class, and in P.1 thist,figure

as high as one in seven. This means that, for a planned,class.of forty-in P.1,
there are on aaVerage only'thirty -four new entrants, the 'remaining six being
repeateis. Thus in terms of intakes, the entrance raze to-P.1 is only thirty-four pet
clisi, which mean's that, unless the problem of repeating is tackled successfully,
mord classes will have to be opened to accommodate a given intake of pupils,
Again, Atop-out may result in decreasing the pupit-teacher ratios as grade,s.progress
atid'in only a partial utiliiatidn.of avaiiable.facilities.

Statisticalinformationon repeating and drop-out is, therefore,- necessary -for the
purposes both- of planning and Of assessing the gravity of the problem, with', a
view to tackling it successfully. Meanwhile, however, it is..possible to plan enrol-
ments by analysing the relationship betWiten enrolments at the. beginning of
i'course and the final' results of the course over the past few years. Thus,
the working party wanted to assess the enrolments. needed to produce-A
total; of 44,175 level III manpower (i.e.;with a pass in the Cambridge Overseas
Sabot Certificate or equivalent, see 'The manpower survey' below,) during
the period 1966-76. The results of examinations, over the:mit few years showed
that, on an. average; the number of passes it the end of year x was 63 per cent of
the throlMents in §.1 in reit. x-3, year in which the group start the
secondary course. kis easy to see that, to produce .-44,175 level III passes-during
the period J966-76; it would be necessary to bring up the enrolments .ip S.1 to
100/63 x 44,115, Le'., 70,119 during the period 1963-73. The enrolments in 1963,
1964 and 1965' being-already known, the remainder were easy to project withan,
even increase each year. In fact, this-simplified method takes into account repeating

'and drop- out -in a globe way, without going into the-details for each grade.

.,

, 4'
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Educational planning and development in Ug*nda

Interpretation and se of statistics o.

The above example is a/simple/illustration of the way statistical information can ,

be interpreted and,put p use. Itis sometimes pecessary to have up-to-date infor-
mation well before thf processing of statistical forms has been completed, and.
in cases where a certain degree of approximation can be accepted,,sampling, can
prove useful. In priniciple, sampling 'Procedures should be left to statisticians, but
these are not ahvays-ayailable in a developing country, and the following is-an
example of how sampling was ',Ised in Uganda to obtain certain information on
age distribution primary Fhools as a base for considering a universal primary
system.

The statistical forms available for 1964 were similar to, form 1, shown in
Appendix D y ut without the age breakdown of repeaters, which was added for
1966:Jo as tq investigate the repeaterfdrop-outproblern in more depth). To obtain

...ii approximate age breakdown the fornisfor each district of Uganda were aranged
in an alphabetical order, and the numbers of each year group, by grade and by
sex, wer taken from every fifttObrm and added together. For instance, the P.1
boys n ght have shown the following age distribution in a district sample:

. Age 5 6 7 8 9 . 10 11 12 13 14 and over Total. .

N ber 76 .280 196 . 122 60 38 13 9 5 3 '802

P rcentage 9.5 34.9 24.5 151 7.5 4.8 1.6
1

1.1 0.6 0.3 100 ,

/
The percentages found above were then Applied to the total number of P.1 boys

for the district and'if that total were, say, 3,964, the sample would indicatethe
following breakdown: ',

Age 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 and over 4Total
Enrolment 377 1.384 971 602 297 190 63 44 24 12 : 3 964

This procedure, when applied to all the age groups, gives a complete, picture of
the age structure in primary schools, as.shown in, table 1. It is worth noting how,:
clOsely the sample totals approximate. to the totals in the published statistics.

Mother *a; of presenting theresults is shown in the diagram of Appendix 9.
This, as well as the table, makes:quite clear the difficulties encountered in tackling
the problem of:universal primary.educasion,.especially the extent to, which a high
proportion of.over7age children in primary classes complicates the planning of
such a scheme. Thus the capacity of prinw,7,,sclasses in.aided schools;represents
some 43 per cent of the notional primary age-group, but only about two-thirds of .,
.these 43:.per cent are, in the notional age group,:ttie remaining third beingmade up,
by Children who are over or Under.the limits of the notional primary age range;

elbro -
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'Statistical basis for educatlonal'planning

TAIL/ 1. Age structure in Uganda primary schools, 1964 (based owe 20 per cent sample
of ages by class) 4t

. .65

.

Earointiots a TotalsAs.
El Oa P.3 . P.4 P.3 - P. Sample Published

10 998
36 416

,7 26 768t 15 440
9 7 142

10 5005'
II 1 -626
12 ' 1 243
13 *606

'14 and, over 319

329
.6 129
20 061
22 867
15 919'
1311g,
6 420
5,001
2 542
1 017'

16
368

'3 362.
12 304
16.239
17 441
11 175
10 847
A 389
3 665

-7
'332

2173'
8 654

,16 008
13 754
15 011)

10 938
7 036

, I
260

1 974
7'61)

10 888
15 277
14 627
14 283

2
5

12
16
24

240
254
689,
667.
531
051

4-
11

42
50
53
50
62
49

, 60
51

50

343
913
52
044
868
171

552
052
633
371

11

43
50
52
49
59
49
62
52
50

390
540
252
202
949
628
686
609
763
451

482 470 482470

4

,

and of the children who are within' thelimits 4that range, most are over-age, for
their classes, and will therefore eventually still be occupying primary places when
they have :gone beyond the priMary age range.

0

The niatipOwe,r, suivey..
t

,
The manpower survey and forecasts were made by the Central Planning Buten.
The survey of the various sectors Olemployment was carried out-in 1962 with a
varying degree of occuracy. While figures for some sectors,,such.as thelovernment
sector, zcoilld be ascertained with great Accuracy, those ior some other sectors
(aelf-emPloYed, for instance) were much more subject to error. It was estimated,
howevek, that the over-all margin of erfor.slid not exceed 20 per,Cent.

To th8se figures Were added the known production figures for manpOwer during
'the period 1962-64 and the estimated figuje for 4965 and, atter, allowing for
Wastage, the total gave the situation in 1966 as the base for future development.

The survey divides higher-level manpower into three levels: level I represents
iparluates and equivalent manpower, level II the Cambridge Overseas Higher
School, Certificate or 'equivalent, and le§el III the Cambridge Oversee, School
Certificite or equivalent. Grade HI and y teachers were classified as level II,
grade litegichersits level III. To achieve, a-given level, a candidate Must'be success-

° fui in the correepohdin$ examination, otherwise' he remains at the level immediately
beloW: The 'working party accepted as equivalent to level the entry, level to
Makerere 1,1riiveiiity College which is lower- than the normal ',pass' in the HSC.

"These levels are shoVinAn.Figure 1.(p. 1$).
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,r
The basic assumption on'which manpower forecasts were made was the doubling

orgross domestic froduci (GDP) per capita, during the period 1966-81. For.cach
of the, years 1971, 1916 and 1981 the GDP was calculated on the assumption,
derived froni international models, that higher-level manpower needs would
progress at the, same rate as GDP. This gave thebasis for calculating total higher
level manpower requirements for each of the periods ending in 1971, 1976 and
1981 respectively,

lit was then assumed,, again on the basis of international models, that the quanti-
tative relationship between levels I, II and III should be 1 : 4 : 4, excluding grade II'
teacherS from level III. Level II was then taken as the pivot around which the
other levels revolve and .,;,r t-rins' of which theicouldAie expressed by means of
the marginal substitution 4 : 4 as set out above. Since the position in
1962-63 was estimated at 3,000 level-1 rind 7,300 level II personnel, this meant that
the level II equillent was 4 5( 3,000 -I- 7,300 = 19,30q.

With the rate of growth envisaged, the need for 1981 would be a total of 72,000
level Irequivaleni, which would correspond to 9,000 level I and 36,000 level II
personnel (4 x 9,000 + 36,000 = 72,000).

This then was the objective but, in progressing, towards it, dther factors had to
be taken into consideration; the current ratio of level I to,level II was 1 : 2.4
instead of 1 : 4; then, many of the top level posts were held by expatriates and lad,

to be progresiivelys Africanized; further, account must be taken of wastage; and
lastly, of course, there is the need to categorize the various leVs, especially levels-I
and Ii: The details of the calcUlation are outside the scope of this study, but the
results forle,.e111 manpower are shown in Table-2. This table calls for the following,

',explanations.

The educational system in Uganda being on the English *ern, a,distinction
ha# to be made between arts, and sciences. For each period the growth plus
wattage plus Africanizatipn gives the total to be produced for employment at
level H. To :this must be added the number,of those who will continue their studies
at the university and other higher institutions (for level I manpower) in ordcr to
get the total number of HSC qljalifiers, needed for:that .period. Tlieriumbers in
post at the beginning of each period plus growth gives the numbers in post at the
beginning of the next period.

As far at forecasts for level I qualifiers were concerned, it was realized, that it
'would be impossible to expand the local university rapidly enough to meet the
needs during'the earlier periods orthe plan. Separate forecasts hat; therefore, to
be made for level I qualifiers produced locally and abroad, and the objective was
to develop higher education to the stage where it could supply, all needs by 1981:

The criterion of gross domestic prodixt placed anupper.limit on the manpower,
which could be forecast and, when the forecasts were categorized, there was like,:
wise a limit on the number'of teachers at each level: Teacher needs, had, therefore,

so`



TAILS 2..Uganda'rre9uirements of level 11 Qualifien, 1966 to 1981

Qualification

Beginning
INS

196641 (slit years) beginning
1972

1972-76 Olveyeare)

In
Pow

Revised
growth

Normal
werhigni

AM-
maim.

lion

Total
to be In Reviled
Oro- pat Smyth

ducted

Normal
iv WW1

. ,

AM-
CalliSs

lion

.HSC plus arts
UniveesitY-entrarce
arts*

4 Total ilSC.arts.

MSC-MSC plus Science'
University entrance
sciences :

Total HSC science

TWO HSC

CSC,..plus teacher
CSC plus nursing
CSC plus secritarial
CSC plus agricultural
t'Seplus (draughts-
men, etc.)

2

2
. .

2
1

,

144

035

030
427
334
213

415

847

805"

3,268
951
222
111

164

'05

285

411
249

17
27

,

50

204'

-102

-

70
34 v
48
16

30

i 256 2 991 1

1 633

418

347
1
.1

328
494
349
158

214

2116

332

.
...

515
296

36
36

63

.141

257

80
68

110
30

72

2 891

-1 192. 2 840 1

1 878

-3 070 -

5 961'

1 749 3 298 3

1' 234 2 378 1

287 356
154 326

244 579

Total CSC plus
C twining

GRAND TOTAL 8 600 6 368 .-1 244 504

5668

11 629,14968 8 368 1 364

. , .

.1.428

'Weal lir 197441 (Me years)
1,97t

tejinrina
912

Total Total
to be In Revised Noimal AM- to be , In
Pro-. post growth 904111101 Clain. pro- Post

dual . tioa - dared .

? 443 4 409 2 012 402 -30 2 444 6 421.
1400' (- - 2 136

--r---
3145' 4'580

1 936 4187. 1 912 429 126 2 467 6.099
.,

1 750 2 590

3 616 5 057

7 531 /9 637
.

3 923 8 626 5 230 IMO 183 ¢ 213 13 856
1 608 3 172 2 345- 409 62 2 816 6 217

565. : 903 , 548 70 . 618 1433'
224 484 tli'' 227 42' 28 297 711

.., , ,.

409 853 390 80 39 509 1 243

6 979 ' 10453-

14 510 23 336 -1,2 664 , 2 232 468 20090 36 poo

1. The-normal wastage will be considerably larger, if the wastage rw.5 of the age group 20.30 is 1.75 per' cent per annum instead of the 1 per cent
we have *mimed. Thii-1:75 per cent Wastage rate has not yet ben confirmed.

2. The output of S.6 of any year goes to university fhe next school-year, i.e., for the univenity output the intake will be from 1966. HSC

1
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to- be calculated by -a series of successive substractions,,starting from the hi
pride and proceeding to the-bottom. of the scale. Thus the number of gradini
teachers (level I) *allowed in the'forecast was subtracted from -the total of teachers
required in.setbndary level schools, leaving the number of grade V teachers needed
to makeup the difference. This,* turn was subtracted from the number, of; level II
teachers (grades V and, III), shop in Table, 2, leaving the ,number of -grade ill
teachers which, in its turn, was subtracted-from the total- number of teachers
needed'in primary schools, thus leaving as residue, the number ofgrade II teachers
which had tá be trained.

To illustrate this prOtedure, let us suppose that the needs for secondary - level
schools are 1,000leacheis; but the manpower forecast, limited -by the size of the
gross domestic. proauct, allows, for only 400 graduate (level I)teachers, which
levet 600 to be providedby grade V (level II) teachers. Now suppose the gnanpOwer
forecast allows for 2,000 level-II (grades,AT and III) teacheri for development; of,
these, 600 grade V teachers have been taken for secondary, education, leaving 1,400
for-primary education. IfAhe total required for primary development is, say, 3,000,
then .1,606 grade II teachers will have to be produced for development purposes.
It was thus that the working party, arrived at the conclusion that the very desirable
Objective of training nothing below grade III teachers for primary schools was
out 9f the question for purely economic reasons:

0
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4 Planning the educational structure

b

Enrolment projections'
,

The manpower survey gave the number of qualifiers, which had to be produced at
each level. It is 116w necessary to translate this figure into enrolments, taking
account of repeating, drop-out and failure.

TO do this, one has to work downwards from the university level, hecause the
'total output at any level except the highest contains a large element of those who
intend to proceed to the next stage of educatio61 Thus it is necessary to. assess,
first, The needed output of graduates in any one year (x), and then work back tc
the enrolment in the first year of the university. course -2) to ensure this output;
the first year of the university course, in its turn, gives the output needed at che
end of year x - 3 at level II, also taking into account those who will go into eMploy7
ment at level H at the end oryear x - 3 and those who will fail; by a similar process,
the total output of level II qualifiers gives the,xequired output of:level III qualifiers
at the end'of Year x- 5.

In concrete terms, the survey showed that the number of graduates needed for
employment in 1971 will be 681, and that this number will, therefore, haie to be
produced by the end of 1970. Working on the assumption that thenumber gradu-
ating at the eneof the course will represent 90 per cent of the intakelo the uni,
versity, the working party reached the conclusion that the intake to the university
in 1968 must be 100/90x 681=757. Again, it was assumed, on the basis of previous
experience, that 95 per cent of the enrolments in S.5 in,a,ny one year survived to
be examined at the end of the next fear, and that 75 per cent of those that survived
fulfilled the entrance requirements of Makerere University College. To get, there-
fore, the intake of 757 in 1968, it was necessary to have a minimum enrolment ,

1. University planning is under the control of the university authorities, but thepresence of a
university representative on the working party ensured that the necessary link was maintained.
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in S.5 in 1966 of 100/95x 100/75x 757=1,062; and this 'figure does not allow for
any output of level II manpower (HSC) for employment. As the enrolment in S.5
in 1965 was 660, with a theoretical capacity of 720, there is clearly an urgent need
for the expansion of S.5-6.

The year 1971 was chosen here because the 681 graduates needed for that year
represent a peak figure, due mainly to the fact that the needs for Africanization
will reach a peak by then. But this makes it all the more necessary to ensure.that
the satisfaction of these peak needs does not leave a too large S.5-6 system. Table 2
shows the need for a total output of level II (HSC) qualifiers of 5,961 during the
period 1966-71; of these, 655 would be produced atthe technical and commercial
colleges, leaving 5,306 to be produced from ordinary S.6 classes. Applying the
same proportions as above (95 and 75 per cent), this means that total enrolments
in S.5 from 1965 to 19,70 inclusive must be 100/95x 100/75 x 5,306=7,447. Taking;
into account the enrolment of 660 in 1965, the need fora minimum enrolment of
1,062: in 1966, and the above total of 7,447, the working party recommended the
following enrolments/in S.5 in round.figures: 1965, 660; 1966, 1,080; 1967, 1,220;
1968, 1,360; 1969, 1,500; 1970, 1,640; a total of 7,460. These enrolments also
ensured an even rate, of development.

Once the enrolments in the first year of a course are determined; the forecasting,
of enrolments in the following years is a simple matter. Table 3 shows this for the
lower secondary course for the period 1965-71.

Recent figures showed an average drop of about 10 per cent between S.1 in any
one year and S.4 three years later (the same cohort). Though details of repeating,
and drop-out were still being collected, it was assumed that the drop was to 97 per

TABLE 3. Enrolment forecasts for secondary classes I to 4, 1965-71

Claes '
Percentile of
5.1 enrolment

S.1 100

S.2 97

93

S.4 90

1965 1966

5900 6615

3977 5723

2925 3813

2 419' 2 833

TOTALS 15 221 18 984

S.1 enrolment as percentage
of P.7PS.2 output of
previous year 30.4

Total enrolment as percentage
of notional age population 3.3

.1967 1961 , 1969 1970 1971

6 755 6 895 7 035 7 175 7 350

6417 6552 6688 6824 6960

5487.\ 6152 6 282 6412 6 543

3 690 5 310 5 954 6 080 6 206

22 349 24 909 25 959 26 491 27 059

27.9 11.7 8.4 8.3 8.2 8.1'

4.1 4.6 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.1
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Planning the educational structure

cent in S4, to 93 per crt in S.3 and to 90 per cent in S.4. It was.thus a simple
matter ofiapplying then,; percentages, 'starting with the S.1 enrolment, and this is
'indicated by the diagonal lines in Table 3.

There are'two important trends which should be carefully watched and which
are shown in Table 3. One is the percentage of children leaving one level and
proceeding to the next, i.e., the enrolment in SI as a percentage of the previous
school-year's output of P.7 /JS.2. In this particular case, the whole pattern changes
during the 1966-67 period owing to the change from a selected junior secondary
system to-an automatically promoted P.7 system, and the significant figures are,
therefore, those for 1968411

The ,other trend is the-total 'enrolment as percentage of the age group. This is
still rising as the result of emphasis on -the development of secondary education
in the period 1961-65, but when that development will 'have caught r.p with the
annual manpower needs, there will be a levelling oft

Length of courses and size of classes.

As has already 'been noted at' the beginning of this study (see The educational
system' in Chapter 1), the courses leading to the Cambridge Overseas School
Certificate will be shortened from twelve to eleven years. With a two-year upper-
secondary course and-a thiee-year university course, this makes a total of sixteen
years to graduation. It has been queried whether Uganda can afford; in terms of
'both costs and delays in producing high-level manpower, to continue with a course
of this length, especially in view of the many examples of shorter courses leading
:to graduation elsewhere. The Ministry of Education is very much, aware of these
considerations, but at the time of writing Ito decision has been made on reducing
the total length of the course other than the change to a P.7 system.

Another consideration to which a good deal oT attention 's being paid is the
size of classes. On the achievement, of independence, the maximum size of a S.1-4
'class was thirty-two; but many were less than thirty; and at the-S.5 grade few had
as many as twenty pupils. Recent decisions have changed the projected size to
thirty-five in S.1-4 and thirty in S.5-6, the former starting with the intake toS.1
in 1965, the latter with the intake to S:5 in 1966. It.has been argued that this will
lower standards, but even if this were true-Land the results still remain to be
seenit may also be argued that, with her urgent need for high-level manpower,
Uganda ought to take this risk in the interest of running her own affairs.

c)f)
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The content of the courses

Closely related to the length of courses and the size of classes is :Obviously the
content of the courses, since,a liven content cannot be fulfilled in too short a
time and/or with too large a class. A most jntereeting discussion on this subject
was held by the working party when it came to the problem of producing craftsmen
from technical schools. Some members felt ti?at a four-year technical course was
too long, and that more could be achieved more cheaply by making the first two
years a general secondary, course, with special6ation starting with,the third year.
But others argued that there was a lack of industrial facilities in Uganda for an
effective on-the-job training supplemented by more formal schooling, and hence
a need for the schools to supply the workshop and machine tool skills. At the time
of wilting, no conclusion has been reached, but the point is interesting in that
it shOws how important is:to consider the contentin relation to the length of
a course. Other, aspects of this problem' will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Streams and school sizes

The enrolment in the first year of a course divided by\the size of the class gives the
total number of streams for that particular course. It will be noticed that the S.1
enrolments in Table -3 were deliberately expressed.in multiples of thirty-five,.since
this is to be the size of a S.1-4 class. The S.5 enrolments mentioned above were
recommended when the size of a S.5-6 class was twenty, but they will have to be
revised in terms of multiples of thirty. In this connexion, it "nay be;pointed out
that in 1965 thereiNere thirty-six streams in S.5 giving, a maximum theoretical
capacjty of 720, and that the 1,080 objective for 1966 can be achieved simply by
bringing up the size of the class from twenty to thirty without any change in the
number of streams, though with an increase in both capitgend recurrent expendi-
ture.

et

Another important factor, is that of the sizes of individual schools. Now Uganda,
being predominantly an agricultural country, his few urban complexes, which are
in fact a new concept to its people and were imported, so to speak, by the British
and the Asians. The 1959 census showed that only 3.7 per cent of the African
population lived in towns of any size, the remainder being widely scattered across
the country. Asa result, the kiwis also tend to be scattered and rather small,
often too small to be viable: Steps are now being:taken to develop larger units,
especially at boarding schools, and a recent decision aims sea minimum unit of
three-stream S.1-4, i.e., of a capacity of 420, with units of 500 orr...1;:ii-bcing the
general aim. This will naturally take some time as the development of S.1 is
likely to be rather slow owing to the limitations imposed by the manpower survey.
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Location of schools.

The location of schools was largely determined by historical fadors. As ip other
Countriett developed by the U.K., most of the education in the Past was in the hands
of the missions, and schools were located-7-Often most mission head-
quarters. There was, however, inevitably a certain amount of competition and
duplication. The powers vested in the Minister of Education byrecent legislation
for control of development will ensure that developMent is implemented on a more,
rational basis.

The location of schools on a demographic basis is-a, elf-evident principle ---so
king as expense is borne in mind. Day education is cheaper than boarding edu-
cation in terms of both capital and recurrent expenses, and the secondary-school
system in Uganda is no* becoming large enough for consideration to be given to
increasing the share Of day education at thit level. .(So long as the education
system was very small the number of schoolawas very limited, and most of them
had to tie boarding schools, as many of the children came from far away. With the
expansion of education and an increase in the number of schools, day schools,
become,possible.) Unfortunately, apart from a small rise in the number of day
places in rural schools, an increase in the share of day education would probably
mearylargely urban-schooldivelopment because, for historical reasons (provision
pf more education facilities for expatriates before independence),.the number of .

pla4s in.urban Secondary schools (which are all day schools) is,completely out of
proportion to the population. Thus in 1964 the five largest towns hid .only about
2.5 per cent of the total population, but about 40 per cent of the secondary-school
enrolment.
' To redress this imbalance, at least in part, many children from rural areas have
been admitted to urban schools, but this his given rise to the cpkestion of hostel
accommodation and all its attendant problems, such as the.desirability of school-
children living in urban hostels. All this points to the need to concentrate future
secondary development on rural secondary schools. Since there are ,already sixty-
six secondary schools in the country, and the projected enrolment in S.1-6 for
1971 is 30,257, the Considerations relating to school size and described under
`Streams and school sizes' above would seem to favour the enlarging of existing
rural secondary schools rather ,than the opening of new ones.

However, a commitment had been made, before the working party started its .

calculatiOns, on the opening of two new schools in areas not yet,served, and the
case constitutes a good example of the principles which should guide the location
of schools. First,, the areas concerned Were important (district or half-district
headquarters) and the numbers of children leaving JS.2 more than justified a
secondary school, though it should be remembered that all secondary schools
serve the whole of the country as a matter of policy. Then, local cpfficials were

,
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La Stly, the ultimate possible size of each of the schools wavdetermined, though
.11 definite ecision was made,only on the first phase of the development. The exact
locatid w settled mainly on, the advice of the architect but in close consultation
With the ,pla ing officer andlo0,a1 officials, one of the:major considerations being
Water supply.

EdOcAtionil plannins-and development in Uganda

. fI

consult, and samarchitect was brought into the picture. at the very beginning.

'Con-theyijob:an 'adult education

As already mentioned,, th\re-ii; no effective apprenticeship or Op-the-job, training
systein in Uganda: Some semi-official bodies could ,co-operate.in:sudha scheme,
but thit could hardly solve the problem. Employers, are either notequipped for,
the job or afraid of the ultimate cost of a trained and'qualified craftsman, preferring
to take a leSt qualified but: much cheaper workinan and let him-pick up he skill
as he goes.along. This' naturally bedevils the whole field of craftsmen educatione
and the:Problein has not yet.been solved.'

As faris adult education is .concerned, a small but growing system of-evening
classes, whit an.enrohnent of over 2,000 at the time of writing, has been organized'
tythe Miniitry of EdUcation in the seven largest towns.,But the major difficulty
in expanding this scheme resides' in the fact, already mentioned, thlat only a.very
small proportion of the population is concentrated in urban areas; and rural,

'premises. with no lighting are hardly a place in which to conduct evening classes
'successfully.

o
An adult literacy Campaign has recently been launched with some success. it

is controlled by the Ministrzof Planning and Community 'Development and does
not enter the planning,schfine of the Ministry of Education,, though thete
course, Much contact with the forMal edncatiOn system.. at the 1Ocal level, and;
many M.:the teachers. in ,primary and junior secondary schools help with, the
teaching. But the planning and organization of adult education is, still in its early
stages. Once the development plari-has beer. thrashed, out by the, working party,

rolonsideration should be given to the -aims and organization of adult' education.

Planning and its practical implementation

No matter' how carefully a piatk is prepared and how many factorsind.
are taken into consideration, the educational planner cannot assume that matters,
will work out ;in strict accordance withfhis plan; they almost c'efainly will not,
and by the time the new schools are' running, the,system may look very different
from the original plan. In a sense, the planner's work has only just begun, because
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it is only novi:that the. unexpectccrobstacles are beginning to appear: It only needs,
for instance, for the building industry to become fully.einployed and theftinds.
so carefully calculate:dirt the plan become insufficient because tenderi have gone
up; .an4,if the deficit cannot be made up, the only solution is alio:yetis of the
standard of buildings' and'equjpinent or a-curtailment: ofItheplarinerl,increases in
eitrohitifits. A developinent-plartis thus constantly being amended ancfsometimes,
even oyerhailed. Let, us sivetwo concrete examples from - Uganda:

' "The entOhnent.krecast for S:l.in 1965 was 6,060, but two Of,the clasSes planned
were not 'opened, ecaiise bUildings were not ,ready; also, some ,of,the enrolments,
Planned for individual classes could noi be fulfilled, usually for ,lack of ,physical=
facilities. "Afthe time 'ol'''yhiting, the final figure was not known, but a reasonable ..
estiinate would be- 5,900;A's-soon- as this was realized, the figuie of 5,900 had tn.
be itibstittited for 6,060 inlb,plati, and this meant that the estimated outputatthe
end of 1968'Willit't !hort by.63/100X(6,060-5,900), i.e., by 101 (see 'Interpretation
and use of i'fai.istice in Chapter 3),which in .turn implied adjusting the future S:1
enrohnent to ensure the fulfilment Of the plan. .

More serious ave, the consequences when the lisfiring oaf a scheme.: makes it
neeessary to re-think policy. A chaacterlstic example was. provided: the gradeN
teacher-training ddurse.11.1p to the 1962 entry,thisliad been a.Makerere University.
College coursethe so-called diploma course, which was often followed hy.students,
who were not likely torte successful in obtaininsthe normal degree.. But with the
expinSiOn of Makereie this coUrse, Was, abandoned and replaced by, as two-year
post-ISC course. The latter, hoircvs.i, *as not 'popular, because ithad lost the
Makerere prestige, and as theii wer0, numerous -other opportunities for IISC
candidates, eVen those who Metalled' theent:ries, for the course fell considerably .ft

in 1963 and 1964. This was a serious matter and, in the end, Makerere agreed to
take up the course again. It isnow situated at Kyambogo, a few miles away from
the university, and it has been modified so as to recruit candidates,with a good CSC
and three years' training in addition to the HSC candidates. This is a temporary
measure which will bedisCOntinuedwhen.HSC candidates are available in sufficient
numbers. The result was immediate: the planned intake for 1965 was ,fulfilled -
without any difficulty.

:



5 Planning the content .of ihe courses,

n

Until the end of 1964, the content-of the Courseswasa-iiatter,for the Inspectorate,
but in 1965' this task was taken over by the,neWl; forni41 Institute of Education.
This is a national institution situated it Makeivre unler the auspices of the
University College and controlled jointly by the gdverp.inent and the college. It
his made a good Start, and has-taclded iirparticular,the-new English syllabus for
priMary schools in connexion with the introductiJix of English into all primary ,

schools from P.1. The Institute works inclose cooperation with ,che iestchet-
training colleges, and the ,appointment of the ex-Senior Inspector ,of Schools for
TeaCher Training as-its,Deputy-Director (the Director is afonner member of the
staff of Makerere University College) has ensured continuity of the work formerly ,

carried on by. the Inspectorate. Preliminary moves have already been made 'to
establish international links.

Formulatirig syllabuses andeutricula

At the-primary level syllabuses-are formulated by subject panels to be
approved by. the Ministry of Education. fhe members pf the panels are appointed
ad persoaam by the Institute and include, teachers, teacher trainers, inspectors,.
administrators of eduCalion and university staff, the criteria being the experience,
ability and usefulness of the person concerned. Obviously teacher trainers play a
leading role, since it is-in their colleges that the main experimental wort hi/carried
out. .

At the secondary level the currieuluM, is, largely determined, by examination
requirements. Schools are given considerable; latitu,sie,**Glicing, out,,the details
of the work leading to the examinations and are guided :in thil-,:,:iaspecforb for
individual subjects. AS for colleges training teacheri for the basic course, they must
orientate their syllabus td the needs of teachers who will be teaching a Jocally
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designed course; and their own course can, therefore; also be locally designed.
This is done by panels aPp9intebysthe Institute.

BOAS' suitable Ai; Courses' at sec9ndary, level are usually readily available
and publlihere rePreSentatives are only too. keen .,to sell- them. At the primary
'level, however, eSpecially where vernacular languages are concerned,, the supply, of
bOoki nu. dbe much more difficult Language, literature and Visual aids committees, .

As sub-Committees of locateducation committees, havelong been in existence for
all language groups; they appoint readers to advise them on manuscripts submitted,
and Often 'make their own suggestions, finally choosing the manuseripti they
consider 'suitable for the syllabus: It is proposed -to establish., fermatlink between
these Committees and the vernacultr,subjects panel, a link which-in fact already
exists informally.64aUsi of common membership.

Some publishers' representatives. in East Africa are very 'keen and' competi-
tive in their search to obtain manuscripts fOrpuhliCation. There is also an East
African Literature Bureau which assists with-the procesiing of manuscripts' or
:publieatian. A Very, good eiample. of co-operation in producing primary-school
material was the recent revision of the Oxford :English course to suit the Uganda
Primary English syllabus; when.two teacher-training college tutors were taken off
their work and assigned on a full-time basis to adapt the course in co-operation
with The Oxford .University Press..

4,.
Contents 'ancf costs

A very important factor in the planning of the content of the courses, is their
financial implications, usually in terms of books and equipment, especially at the
primary level, where the only source of funds for all non-salary recurrent costs
is the'fee paid by the children. Now this fee. is sometimes pathetically low owing,
to the poverty of the area concerned; primary-school TeesNary from 2.50 shillings
per annum for a P.1 girl in a:poor area to 60 shillings per annum for a P.6 'N)y
ina relatively rich area.' The financial implications have thus to be borne in mind,
not only in 'devising the courses, but als9in .producing they books. The present
writer learnt this:lesson When, with a colleague, he produced some years ago, a
book which in Their view achieved ItieduCational purpose but turned out to be too
eXpensiVe, so that the publisher had to go to ,considerible trouble' and expense to
rectify,the situation.

4

1: The Uganda monetary unit is the shilling, divided into 100 cents and equal in value to the
United Kingdom shilling. For reasons of convenience, larger sums expressed in pounds
stsrlingdivided decimally.
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Language pOliCies a d theii effect on the syllabus

Ugandilias over twenty vernacular languages and dialects,' falling intofour mai
linguistic groups, and this poses Considerable problems when the medium o
instruction is the Vernacular. The policrhai always been to use Englith as th
medium when the-children hive i good enough grasp of it, and the declared poll
now is thalEnglish, whichis the official language of the Country, shall be used as th
medium from P.1 onwards as soon as possible, major vernaculars being taught as
'subject. .However, since there is still clarge Sody of grade I (vernacular) teaChe
in primary schools (311 per Cent in 1964), this policy cannot yet be fullyipplie,d bu
as an interim stage,

This

lobe introduced immediately as a subject from P.1
in all the sehoolt. This in itself necessitated a newInglish syllabus and:as alread
mentioned, a new course has been devised for this purpose: Clearly when the sta
iseached Of using English as a medium, the syllabus, probably thewhole syllabu
for all.primary-school subjects, will have Io'be rewritten.

In the inesintime, vernaculars remainthe medium of instruction, at least in P.1-4
As the twenty-odd -vernaculars could not all be used, if only 'because books i
all of them would be a highly uneconomic proposition, it has been decided t
recognize five of them, one of which divided into two main parts, as major ver
naculareto be used for teaching of the printed word; the minor Vernaculars coul
be used orally in the first two years-only, and official support would be given t
textbooks published in the major vernaculars, only. There has, however, alway
been strong local conservatism over vernaciilars,ind minor vernaculars have ott
heenuSed beyond the official limit,

This diverSity of the medium of instruction has not caused much difficulty in th
drawing up of syllabuses, :except of course, those for zhe,sti:ay of the vernacula
language itself, for which the central panel could only lity downgenergl principles
leaving the details forlocal consideration. Syllabuses for other subjects, such
arithmetic, nature study,. geography and history, were drawn' up in English an
transliiedwhere necessary. for grade! tpchers: A

Examinations and mmotion of pupils

As can be seen in Appendix A, the examination section comes under the contro
of the,Chief Inspector of Schools. *Its :main task is to administer the CSC an
HSC examinations, the City and Golds. (London) ,eitaininations, the. Upnd
Junior Secondary Leaving (JSL) examination, which is to be designated as Primary
Leaving Examination in 1967, when the primary system is reorganized, and various
incidental examinations which arise from time to time. Later, The Uganda Diploma
in Erigineerihg.will be added to this list. , '
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The entry 'of students to secondary schools is strictly controlled, Candidates for
SecondarY schooli:havie to list on their application forms for entry to, the JSI,I .

__
examination six schobls of their Choice, in-corder of priority. VVen the examination

are known, g minimum mark is determined to qualify a, candidate for
'consiourationfOr entry to aleconclark sehoot,. and all candk:des above that mark
are listed in-order of merit.iA meeting of all heads,ofschools is-then calla under
the chairmitiship,of the_Chief Inspector of Schools, and, starting,from)the top,
Candidates are 'offered' to the schools in,order of their choice, the puposeb.eing
to ensurelhatztio worthy candidate fails to find'a place. A small margin Isla to
allow for special cases, subject to the approval of the Chief Education 'Officer.
A similar procedure is followed,for entry to S.S.

PractiiallY every candidate wishes to enter a secondary school in preference to
a technical sc'ival or a teacher-training college, and whateimr one's views on the
tfesiobipty or otherwise of this attitude, no amount of sermonizing andpeduasion
is likely to alter it. Apart,iherefore, from the few candidates)ho opt,fov them as
their first choice, the%technical schools and teacher-training colleges take their
pupils only after the result of the `auction' for secondary schottlsis knOwn.

MOvernent' Within a coune is' by automatic 'promotion. Repeating. obviously
blocks the Promotion of children underneath and, ultimately, admission to the
first year ofthe course, and thus raises the average cost of taking a pupil through
the wholidourse. T.iveases bf illness repeating may be unavoidable, but the general,
policy is to prOise regular promotion as. muck as possible. Hence the need for

:statistics on reptring-

O
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6 The supply and training of teachers
0

0

Once the size of the school system has been determinell (see Chapter 4), the number
of teachers required annually can be calculated by applying staffing formulae and
taking into account the number needed for replacing wastage. Let us first consider
wastage. ,

Assessing the Wastage ofteachert

A study, of the wastage of teachers in P.1-6 showed the net loss to hive 'been 641
between- 1958 =and 1959, and 642, 356, 504, 250 and 154 respectively for the five
following ono.year period:. The net loss between 1963 and'1964, i.e., 354, represents
only about 9 per cent of the-1963 Mock of- teachers andinight, therefore,;becon-
sideredas ::hill indeed. But when this figure is set against the numbers,required
for both replacement and development --a little over 101X1 per year between .1965
and ,1971-7-it takes, on a much greater significance and becomes muchinore
iinpOrtant Nr calculating the future teacher Supply.

But the figures of thepast are not of much. se for determining tuture projections,
and a more thorough investigation was clearly necessary. ReAiremont figures .were
known from pension payments, bilt mortality was not easy to assess as the nod,
(*job of 'deaths was not done ireitularly. Nor was it possible to guess, let alone
assess, the net result of those leaving the service, tempoOtrily or permanently, and
those returning to it. Lastly, detailed statistics of teachers by year of qualification
and age,weie not available for the period prior', to 1964.

A short-cut method was, therefore, devised for the purpose. From othe 1964,
statistical form shown in Appendix D.4 a record was made of the number of
teachers still in service by year of qualificatlim; It should be mentioned that the
year of qualification is incorporated into the registration number; thus, for instance,
II.62.314 means a grade II teacher qualified in 1962, No. 314. The original number

. . un
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of teachers who qualified each year was known from the registers of teachers. It
was, therefore, possible, after taking account of upgrading, to draw up a table of
teacher wastage based-on the nuniberof years since qualiication. This was done
for each grade of:teacher by sex to _facilitate further detailed analysii, and the
reaults were added. Appendix H.1 shows the wastage table of men teachers in
grade II (there is,obviously an error in the 1963 figure).

The same procedure was applied to grade I teachers to obtain the totals of grade I
and grade II .teachers. These were put thrbugh kcomputer in an attempt to fit a
curve to the data. Th best fit provedAo 'be the 15th polynomial (see Appc,d,LAes
H.2 and H.3), but the fluctuations in the curve were so irregular that it was thought
advisable to smooth the curve before using it for estimates of future wastage. The
curvewill, of course, have to be checked every year and adjusted in the light of
experience.

2;.

i
Staffing ratios and formulae

As far as the application of staffing formulae is concerned, it should be noted that,
with °fie or two minor eyeptions,ganda follows the rule that primary education
is day education. The demand for primary education is so great that all teachers
available for development must be used as far as possible for additional classes,
the primary teacher in Uganda being generally a class teacher as distinct from a
subject tesieher. The official formula allows for a .supernumerary heanaster.when
a school reaches full I!..7,statils,\ but with the change to the P.7 system ,in 4967.
smite 400 supernumerary posts will have to be changed to class,posts to.allow f.or
a teacher per class for the greatly increased number of P.1 .classes, so, that the
supernumeraiy posts will in fact be nothing but a theoretical establishment formula
for some considerable time.

In secondary% schools the basic formula is three teachers for two classes. If a
,teacher normally teaches only 'half a class, as in the the of woodwork, metalwork
and home economics teachers, he :Counts, only for fielf in the application of the
formula. The usual result is an establishment ratio of teachers to classes of 13 ; 8
plus a supernumerary headmaster. With a S:1-4 class, of thirty-five, this gives a
pupil-teacher ratio of about 21 : 1, and with a S.5-6 class of thirty a ratio of
about 18 : 1. These ratios have been criticized as too generous, but it should be
remembered that they represent an establishment, and an establishment, moreover,
which has still to be filled largely by expatriates, and that in reality very few schools
are at any time fully up to establishment. There is a delay" of at least six!months
In recruiting expatriates, and those who renew their contract spend an.average of
'one-seventh of thdirktime on vacation leave, so that for most of the 'time the real
establishment it less Thar e3 : including 'half' teachers.

0)
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Teacher-training colleges for grades II and III have sr pupil -tutor ratio of 15 : 1
plus a supernumerary principal. This .ratio has been worked out as a result of
experience. University and grade V.teacher training is based on a ratio of 10 : 1,
again worked 'out from experience.

From these ratios the numbers of teachers required for development at each
level are worked out. By adding the numbers required for replacement of wastage,
the total output needed for both purposes is then obtained. To tfanslate this total
output into enrolments, it 1s only necessary to apply the known ratios of passes to
first-year enrolments for eichgrade of the teacher-training courses.

Planningthe teacher-training colleges

Many of the principles stated under `Streams and school sizes' and 'Location of
1

schools' in 'Chapter 4, and relating to the size and location of/secondary schools
apply with equal force to teacher-training colleges. Training for grade V has been
concentrated advantageously at Kyambogo, but training for grades III and ILhas

1

been bedevilled by the existing system of twenty-six scattered colleges with a total
of 3,600 places varying in capacity from 50 to 210 places. In the past two or three

1

years plans have been made to rationalize the system and to kill two birds with
one stone, i.e., to concentrate the 3,600 places in four large regional colleges, and

It

at the same time to-convert all pritnary-teacher training to grade III. This would
\: not only raise the quality ofthe teachers, but also double the annual- output-from

900 to 1,800 as a result of reducing the four-year course to two years. At,the same
time, the old colleges, some of which are contiguous to secondary schools, could
\have'beeu handed over for secondary education.

Unfortunately, the working party found that the country cannot afford to
aintain ari establishment of ghicle III teachers cumulating at a rate of 1,800 each
ar, although it agreed that this total was necessary to maintain a minimum

p imary development and replace wastage. It found that the best the circumstances
all wed was 900 grade III and 900 grade II teachers. Furthermore, as was pointed
ou under `Location of schools' in Chapter 4, the working party found that the
c:ril ging of existing rural secondary schools was preferable to the opening ,of
new oneS,.andAhii would seem topreclude the conversion of at least those of the
colle s.that were not contiguous:to existing secondary schools. At the time of
writin :the problem of what to do with these colleges was, one of the working
party' outstanding preoccupations.
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Entry ctualificatiOns' and length of training

The entry qualifications and length of training at colleges for primary-school
teachers hive 'varied from time to tin*. Grade I (vernacular) teachers, whose
training ceased in 1954, had six years of (primary) education plus two years of
training. Grade II teachers originally had nine years of education plus three years
of training, but when grade I training. was abandoned, grade II training was
shortened' o six plus four years. Eventually, the supply ofJSL candidates increased
sufficiently to make it possible to raisethis training period to eight plus four years,
starting diith the 1959 entry.Of-the-four years" .training, the first two are devoted
to increasing the,pupili background , knowledge in accordance with the needs of
his future career, and the remaining two to professional training.

In connexion with the length of training, mention should be made of upgrading
and refresher courses, which have always been a feature of Uganda's educational
system. Hitherto these courses have been held at the teacher -training,colleges, but
recently it has been decided to establish four regional in-service colleges for this
purpose (One of them has already started the course). The, colleges will run such
courses as are needed from time to time, and their initial task will be to acquaint
primary - schoolteachers with the new English syllabus. There is also an in-service
centre at Kampala which' has for some years been experimenting -with a scheme
for using English as a medium from the very beginning with. children who -know
no English when they first enter school. This ,centre will prove a useful nucleus
When the nse of-English as a medium beconies more general.

Expatriate staff

As has already been-noted, Uganda is still largely dependent on expatriate staff
for second-level education, Africanization has proceeded rapidly in all.spheres of
employment other than education since 1962, leaving little high-level manpower
for education. This situation will change when the educational system, developed
in accordance with the working party's recommendations, gets into full stride; but,
meanwhile, teaching remains very low on the vlist of preferences of,graduatesin
Uganda as well as elsewhere. According to plans, all toe -level posts will be Afri-
Canized by 1981, but' it is !Rely that only economic pressures will 'eventually forceA
enough graduates to enter the teaching profession.

It is also planned to replace expatriates by non-graduate grade V teachers. The
first large intalie for this grade (125) was enrolled in 1965.
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7 The financial aspect

It now remains to\calculate the cost, both recurrent and capital, of the project
development. This, showever, is by no means a simple task owing to the histo
and nature of Ugan*s accounting system.

. \.

The accounting syste

The system of accounting used before independence did not lend itself to th
calculation of the running costs of any particular level or type of education. 11,1
emoluments of expatriate teachers were put under one head and are now inextri
cable. The, format of the estimates of \t he Ministry of Education has now bee
changed so that the expenditures on the various branches of the educations
system can be classified separately, but the inevitable time-lag between preparin
the estimates and publishing the final accounts means that, at the time of writin
the only published accounts available in this form ire those for the financial yea
ending 30 June 1964. A further complication arises from the fact that primary an
junior secondary schools (with the exception of demonstation schools at teacher
training colleges) are administered by kingdom and local authorities, and second
level education in Buganda by the kingdom government, and hat all these author
ities work on a financial year, ending 31 December, whereas e central govern
ment's financial year ends on '30 June. Again no audited accounts of th
authorities are available since the ,transfer to them of those services on 1 Jul
1962. ' \

For the time being,_ therefore, costs, especially recurrent costs, have, to
calculated:in different ways for the different sectors of education, according to th
information available. In future, the planning unit will call for financial informatio
iFhich will enable it to make precise calculations of costs. One very importan

10* von which no summarized information has hitherto been available is th
.,..,,,
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collection of fees in primary schools; now that the control of these fees is located
in the area education offices, it will be possible to gather the information
required.

Dealing with the cost factors

Costs in alkspheres have a habit of creeping up and, once they have risen, are very
difficult to bring down. Education is no exception to this,rule,jind the planning
unit has had constantly to keepin eye on cost trends and usually to curb increases
and even try to reduce costs.

One of the factors which tended to increase costs was the decision to broaden
the curriculum of the secondary-school course.(see note 1 to Figure 1, page 18)
because it called for the. provision of practical rooms, which meant that ordinary
classlooms would be vacant for a large proportion of the time during which they
should normally be occupied. Applying the standardof accommodation as shown
in Appendix B to a two-stream S.1-4 school (as linany schools are at present),
the-numbers of `seat places' worked out as shown in Table 4..

In other words, in a school for 280 there were 139 `seats' always-vacant in a
girls' school and 2f2 'seats' vacant in a boys' or a mixed school. This led to one
of the gcl hoc:meetings mentioned at the beginning of this study and a recommen-
dation that the number of ordinary class-rooms in secondary schools should be
reduced to three for each (our classes,. making a total number of seats of 422 with
a seat-pupil ratio of 1.5l in a boys' or a mixed schbol, and a total of 369 seats
with a ratio of 1.32 in a-girls' school. This left classes without,a 'home' class-room,

TAILE 4. Number of seat places1

1,

Type of teaching room
, Type of schoolo

Boys Girls Mixed

1.1 .
Class-rooms (8) 280 280 .280
ArtIind critfm 1om (I) . 35 35 35
LabOrrafilriei (2) 70 70 70
Home economics combined practical room (2)36 (1)18
Home economies extra practical room (1)14, (1)18
Woodwork workshop (2)36 (1)18
Metalwork workshop * (2)36 % (1)18

0Drawing room (1)35 (1)35

TOTALS (for 280 places) 492 439 492

Seat-pupil ratio 1.74 1.57 1.16

1. Figures in parentheses refer to number of classrooms required:
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but this sacrifice was considered necessary. It was also suggested that an ordinary
class-room tie used for technical drawing, but the technical inspectors persuaded
the meeting that a specially equipped yoom.was necessary.

Another factor whichoan reduce capital and even recurrent costs is the double-
session. system, 'winch envisages a full secondary education conducted by two
sets of teachers using the same premises twice a day, This has now been organized
almost completely in urban, day secondary schools, where it is, of course, much
easier to operate than in boarding schools. The amount of capital expenditure
invofved is not very great so tong as there is no need for increasing boarding,
facilities; the main item is staff housing, the others are extra initial textbooks, some
supplementary 'laboratory equipment and more library books. This scheme has
added twenty-nine streams, i.e., some 28 per cent, to the 1964 secondary system.

Another important cost factor is the pupil-teacher ratio: clearly, the higher the
ratio the lower the teacher cost per place. In striking, the balance, the guiding
principle is that teachers should' be used to the fullest extent compatible with
efficiency. The 3 : 2 ratio of teachers to classes mentioned earlier was, based on an
average teaching time of 28 X 45 minute periods out of a forty- period week, leaving
the remaining twelve periods for marking and preparation. This has been criticized
asi too low a teaching ;gad, but as the establishment is normally under strength,
theteaching load usually amounts at least to thirty periods per week. This means
that the actual recurrent cost per place it lower than the theoretical one based
on a full establishment. The Uganda Treasury realistically acknowledges this fact,
,and, as a normal practice, deducts a percentage from the estimates for secondary-
level teacher frosts to allow for vacancies in the establishment. It should be borne
in mind, however, that, as the teaching force becomes increasingly Africanized
and the recruitment time-lag and overseas leave with regard to expatriates become
of less importance, it should be possible in principle to ,lower the established
teachg.-class ratio without increasing the actual load per teacher. In practice, this
will depend on the degree of success in recruiting African teachers.

Calculating recurrent costs

As already mentioned above, owing to the difficulties due to the accounting
system, costs, especially recurrent costs, have to be calculated on the basis of
whatever information is avlilable. The two examples given below relate to primary
and secondary education respectively.

The first concerns primary schools and is based on the estimates of the kingdom
and focal authorities' which adMinister these schools. The calculation is shown in
Appendix I. Minor towns are included in the rural figures because their educational
facilities come nearer to those of the 'district' type than to those of the.main
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towns. A feW small and medium-size towns are missing in the table owing-to lack
of information, but since they represent only 0.5 per cent of the total they can be
ignored for the purposes of this calcnlation. Since by far the greatest task of these
authorities is the administration of primary and junior secondary education, all
administration costs and other miscellaneous expenses litive been charged to the
cost of running primary and junior secondary education, especially as the voca-
tional schools are scheduled to disappear (see .note 1 to Figure .1). In the case of
Buganda, however, the administration costs were divided proportionately to
school running costs between primary- and second-level schools.

The figures in Appendix I yere based on salaries. and allowances as they were
prior to the revision in July 1964. The additional annual cost;for the areas shown
in the appendix as a result of this revision is estimated at about £380,000 which,
for the 528,646 enrolment concerned, represents £0.7 per place. This added to the
£7 total for the areas shown in the appendix gives an_average annual recurrent
cost to public funds of £7.7 per primary-school place (including junior secondary).

To this must be added the fees, for which no audited accounts were available
ane'which,,had to be assessed as best they could. Print the experience of officers
who are familiar with the fees coBected, it was estimated that the average would
vary between 25 and 30 shillings per child. Taking a figure of11.3, the total cost
per primary (and junior secondary) school place would amount to

The second example concerns secondary education, for which more accurate
information is available. Audited accounts for Buganda were not available, but
those of the central government for 1963-64 were available in a-form which made
it easy to extractthe figures for public expenditure on secondary education. It was'
therefore decided to use the central government figures as a basis.

The paper prepared for this purpose for the working party is shown
Appendix J. There were a few complicating factors: a residual secondary modern
course was being abolished and was disappearing; the pattern of the teaching force
would change by '1971, the final year of the next development period, as a result
of the planned production of more Ugandan teachers; lastly, all calculations for
1963 and 1964 had to be averaged because of the financial year ending 30 June.
The annual recurrent costs per place came to £107.0 for S.1 -4 and £123.0 for S.5-6.
Appendix J also gives the calculations for technical schools and teacher-training
colleges (grade III and grade rY teachers).

Knowing the projected enrolments, it is easy, to calculate the recurrent costs for
the different levels and types of edur.ition. These costs are shown in Table 5.

The working party now had to compare the total as calculated on the basis of
enrolments and recurrent costs per place with the total as calculatedon the basis
of the manpower survey, based on the doubling of gross domestic product per
head between 1966 and 1981. The first GDP objective for 1971 had been calculated
and divided amongst ten sectors in accordance with a model: Educationone Of
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TAMA'S.: Recurrent costs of different types of education

Rata
per annum 1971is 1971

Total
colt,

(COMO

S.1-4, '-
S.5-6 .

9'
107

I 123

7200W
27 059

3 196

64111
2$95

- 393Grade Ilt.TT / 120 3 600 5 432Grade III. Tr . \ 297 1 i00 r' 535
Grade V. TT

: 500 500 250,
Technical colleges, 500 ' 304 152
Commekial. colleges '150 500 125
Technicil and farm 137.5 3'570 491
Univertity , 1* -. . 1608 , 1 6011
Overseas 500
Departinentall.

150

TcrAi.
13 962

1. Specialist Vocational education' conducted by government departments outside the .140stry.of Education.

the ten sectors-had a figure of £12 million, which represented actual expendi-
ture for the year 1971, and did not therefore include amortization of premises and
equipment, except to the extent that these were maintained or .replaced- during
the year. Nor 'did this figure include capital. expenditure during,1971 which came
*der the head Indtistry and construction'.. ., ..
' As can be' seen, the total of £13,962,000 determined on the basis of enrolments

'-`- and costs per place `exceeds only by 16 per cent the £12 million allocated on the
biiird'the rise in GDP: he next, obvious task was ,to see if any costing rates-
aould'be lowered, and in this connexion the university and the grade III teacher
training were clearly the first choices for a possible cut. At the time of writing,.,itlIK,froiting party, was engaged on this task.

. . . ,\ ..

)

Calculating capital costs
,. ...

During the 1950s and early 1960s, the capital costs of schools in Uganda rose to
such an extent that,.recently, even the estimates of £750 per S.I-4.place and of
£850 Per 8.5-6 place hive seemed to be too low. This was a:matter for some
concern, 'especially as Kenya was building at much cheaper rates. When ap-
proiehed, \the Kenya Ministry of Education very ,generously, ave Uganda a free'
hand to use ita plans and, as &result, a critical comparison was.made with a view
to evolving 'ideas on which to found an entirely new set of scales and standards,
thereby alst roducifg the amount sprit on architects' End other professional fees,
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which were running at between :6 ind',15 per cent of the contract price. The ad ho_c

committee which followed, and ifs outcome, have been described in Chapter 1,
..

under 'Other Planning bodies':! ;,
The capital,costpei secondary-school place which results from Appendix B will

Ovary slightly according to the kind of school (boys,,gills, mixed, with a general,
agriculttiral or Commercial bias), but the average cost Perplace, including buildings,
works, furniture and equipment, ,comes to about 050, which is a considerable
improvement on. the ,previous 050 to £850. ,Moreover, a higher proportion of

y.

this sum (16 per cent) than that allowed pceviously will go to furniture and equip-
ment. It should be borne in mind, hOwever, thatthe'building industry is subject
to tenders and that contract prices can be affected by wage claims, taxes and
duties as well as by a boom in building.

At the time of writing, the working. party, had not 4eached the stage of calcu-
lating the capital cost of :the 1966-71 developinentprogramine. The procedure to
be ,followed-is, of course, similar tO,.that used for recurrent costs. Of the £230
million allocated for total investment during the period, the share of education
is £12 million. Since S.1-4 is to be increased by 11,838 places and S.5-0 by 1,993
places, secondary expansion alone will cost £550x(11,838+1,993), ie some
£7.5 million. It looks, therefore, as 'though the:woriing party will haveat \difficult
tisk in fitting the.capital programme into the figure of £12 million, but be
helped by the fact that most of the expansion of primary education is achieved by
the efforts of parents (in the form of labour, for instance). All in all, therefore,
some £4.5 million-would be left for primary, university, technical and commercial
education and teacher training. Clearly, consideration may have to be given to
allocating a somewhat larger share to, education.

Comparing costs fo7 different kinds of school's

Once the costs per place, both recurrent and capital, are known, it is a simple matter,
to calculate quickly the cost of proposal and to make comparisons between differ-
ent kinds of schools. If, for instance; it were suggested that ten new treble-stream
S.1-4 schools be opened, the capital cost would belosx 4 x 35 x 3 x 550= £2,310,000 .

and the additional returrentcoit 10 x 4 X 35X 3X 107 =£449,400.
In, the same way, it is possible to compare, in terms of certairvosts, boarding

and day schools/By. extracting ,the relevant figures from Appendix J, the comparison ,
shown in Table 6 pan,be established for S.1-4 clashes; .

So much for recurrent costs: But :capital costs., show an even greater
margin, since the cost of .a day-school place is estimated at £370, against£350 for
a boarding school. Clearly, for a given amount, of money, day schools would
mean a rnuch4reater development than boarding schools but, as was pointed
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TAILS 6, CO'inparison in cats between boarding and day school's

Cost art IS per place per annum

lloarding school Day scbciol

6
Teacher elemee(par. 19) . 63.7 , 63.7
CapititiOn ' ;(par. 1) 215 .5.0
Block grint i(par. 2) 4.0 '4.0
Fees t (par. 10) 25.0 17,0

TOTAL *7:115.2 89.7

, .
out earlier, the distribution of the population does not always make this possible.

Similarly, a Comparison can be Made between rural and urban schools. At the
second-level tfliS amounts in practice to a comparison between boarding,and day
schoOls for reasons explained earlier (see 'Location of schools' in Chapter 4). At
the priMary level, however,' another factor enters the calculations. The large
difference between the recurrent costs of rural. and urban places shown in
Appendix 1£6.4 and £22.6 respectivelymight seem alarming, but it is in fact:
due to a deliberate policy. Before independence, urban primary education was
largely designed for Asian and European expatriates, who resided mostly in the
larger towns; and experience has shown that there is still a need for that type of
education suitably integrated. The country still'needs expatriates, and the existence
of English-type schools, especially at the primary level,, is an important factor in
inducing expatriates to accept appointments. There are also the child* of the
growing diplomatic corps and the educated Ugandans who wish to take dvantage
of, and are prepared to pay for, education of this kind for thcir, chiliften..The
higher cost of these schools is largely counter-balanced by the revenue from
higher fees.

Adininistration and control expenditure

The central government has by far the largest share of financial control. Fces
usually provideless than 20 per cent of the recurrent costs, the remainder coming
from public funds.

on
some 80 per cent of the expenditufe of kingdom and

local authorities on primary education is provided by statutory or block, grants
from the central government. In fact, no significant development can take place
without the finance provided by the central authority.

The Treasury itistiuctions'place the responsibility for control_oexpenditure of.
government fundi for education and educational development personally on the
Permanent Secretary to the Ministry of Education, but give him the power to
delegate his authoiity. In reality, the deyelopment expenditure is administered by
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the planning unit, and it is the planning officer who incurs expenditure in the
name of the Permanent secretary. The actual authorizing of expenditure is done

,.by an education officer in theplanning unit under the close control of the planning
officer.

The present system is mainly based on grants to the boards ,,of governors and
management committees which administer secondary and primary schools
respectively. The school estimates must be .approved 'by the ministry-or the local
education,comTittee, as the case may, be, and, within defined limits, boards of
golvernors and management Committees are bound to keep to these estimates,
which are cast in a form approved by the ministry. The provision of furniture and
equipment for development purposes is made similarly by a grant atter the school
has satisfied thelanninefficer (in fact,Iiis educatiOn officer advised by specialist
inspectors) that the reqr.est is reasonable and suitable-to its needs.

The allocition of the quantitative development of primary and' junior secondary
services to the various authorities is done by the planning unit with the approval'
of the Minister of Education. When theie authorities are in possession of this
information; local, education committees submit their proposals for allocation: o
individual school's for the approval of the ministry. If the ,latter approves, it
grants to the authority concerned the necessary funds, and the education committee
controls the developMent.

In Buganda second -level development is first discussed between the two
Ministries of Education, and when the proposals are approved by the ,Minister
of Education of 'the central government, capital cleyelopment passes under the
control of the planning unit, while the Buganda ministry gets grants for the running
of the service.

At the implementation stage, capital expenditure at the second level has hitheito
taken the form of grains to boards of governors under the control of architects,
who naturally receive a fee for their services. The exceptions to this rule have been
schools founded by the government which are in the minority and for which the
work has been directed by the ministry or corpotration officially charged with the
Control of public building. The Ministry of Education has felt for some time now
that, as standard plans are now available, it should have its own architects and a
works supervisory section so as to centralize the control of the school-building
programme and thus promote efficiency and economy. In-particular, such control
would make it pOssible to offer bulk contracts for several neighbouring schools,
a:practice likely to leach° economies. At the time of writing, however, this section,
which is to be part of theolanning unit, has not yet Materialized. When it does, the

'system of grants will 'haves to be modified. .

Likewise consideration has been given to centralized bulk purchase of furniture
and equipment. Up f ) now only some kitchen equipment and engineering equip-
Ment for technical schools have been purchased through the Crown Agents for
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Overseas go ernments and adminiitration in London, by competitive tender, I
may be notecd that these' purchasea are free of customs duty; this, though no
Making any-difference to the economy as a whole, helps the.Ministry orEducatio
in getting a `share olthe national cake!. This system is likely to be expanded

Whilst the dev0-p-ment is proceeding, the officer administering the level or t
or eduOitioti concerned is informed. of the-details of the progression of classes b
a form such asa shownn Appendix K.1 He can then apply the staffing formula
and capitation rates, and make provision in the recurrent estimates for the addi
tional staff required. Thus when the work is completed, the adMinistration of th
developed service automatically passes into his hands.

It is realized, .however, that a proper control or expenditure requires ma
detailed information than is available at present. It requires, financial statisti
in a form which would enable trends to 'be watched and, if necessary, curbed; it
requires summarized information on salaries, allowances, expenditure on teachin
equipment, and on such topics as the respectivecosts of arts'and science in $.5-6.

With this end in-view, a committee produced recommendations tor a form o
account§ far schools administered by boards of govrs which are shown in
Appendix L. Th.; characteristic of this form is that totals. for the vertical
columns I to 1V added as far as die horizontal row E (and entered in row' F) give
the recurrent expenditure broken down to purposes (living, tuition, medical,
administration), whereas the totals fortherhorizontal rows A to E enteredunder V
give the breakdown by type of expenditure (salaries, stores, transport, maintenance,
depreciation). Square V :F,shows the total expenditure, which`should be the same
for the vertical column as for the horipaatallow. Columh,VI is merely. another
way of analysing row C, and column VIII another way of analysing row D. Capital
and replacement expenditores are then entered in , rows G and I respectively.. This
system lends itself to pimch-card treatment, and thus to the building up of.over -all

la statistics.

Foreign aid for education
. .

, . . . .

A very important part of the planning unit's work is, the preparation of-200i-
cations for external aid and the control of the varioni phases of the Aims
concerned. This involves long and detailed discussions with the representatives of
the aiding' bodies, preparation of detailed background and project information,
and ample reports on the progress of'the scheme. Banks and agencies which grant

1 Appendix K was based on the development plan prior to the working party's recommendations,
and the 1966 figurei do not, thereFore,anform with the enrolments as given in Table 3 in
the text.
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loans, or assistance naturally want-to know what is gong, to be done with their
Motley, and whether' the receiving country can afford to maintain the scheme and,
if need be, repay the'loan and pay the interest. Ultimately, this is a matter for thee
Ministry of Finance, which negotiates and fralizes the loan agreement, though the
initial spade-work is, done by the plannini In* of the Ministry of Education. The
approach may diffel'aceording to agencies: but there are certain fundamental
questions which all of them are likely to ask: What is the educational background.
and_the development plan into which the project is to fit? Whatis the purpose of

'the.Project and how does,it fit into the plan? Is the loan or grant to be spentinlhe
Most economic manner, and how will the expenditure be _controlled?' Can the
receiving country maintain, the resulting scheme and, where approgiate, repay
the loin Withinterest?

The answers to these questions require i..wealth of information, and it usually
.takeat least a year between the first discussions and the signing of the agreement.

1.
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O

There is no doubt that placing the control of all stages of planning and develop-
ment, in the holds of one unit has bean an unqualified success; in fact, with the
hindsight 6f . xperience, it is difficult to 'visualize any other way of carrying out
such a1task. It means that the planning officer is constantly au fait with the situation,.
changes in policy, difficulties which inevitably arise, and is, thus able to. take steps
to ensureahat the develdPment proceeds. Within the framework of over-all policy,
he has considerable power and responsibility, and his control of the capital vote
for education makes him the,key,figure in educational development.

These' owers make it all the more necessary for him to inform and consult the
right people and, if need:be, to refer to higher authority. It is often difficult Jo'
appreciate when to make a decision and when to refer to higher authority; this
only comes with experience. But the organizational framework, as shown. in,
Appendix A'and described in Chapter 1, makes it possible to avoid petty despotism.
A great deal depends on personalities, but there are times when the planning
officer has to bring home somehard and unpalatable truthsusually economic
fattato his colleagues. The paramount object, of course, is to use the available
resources to the best advantage. In this connexion, the link with research can
be extremely useful, The planners may have neither. the time,,not the expertise tp.
investigate a problem,:and a formal link between the planning unit and research
organizations ensures that such problems are investigated with the necessery,
expertise and detachment. .

One thing which stands out clearly, is the importance of detailed statistical
information at all stages of educational planning and development. But there is,
no point in collecting data which are ;rreleyant: they only cause complaints from
those who have to collect them, and complications and delays in analysing and pro-,
ceasing data that are necessary. Yet it might well be .the case that ever' more
inforMati'on than is proposed in Appendix F is necessary, such as average at-
tendance, use of school `facilities, and perhaps another set of;,statistics for the last
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term of the school year to assess the effect; of drop-out and accession during the
year. There is certainly a need for better statistics on finance.

Textbooks and teaching 'equipment are of such importance that a case can be
made for a subsidy to sup_ pleinent fees in poorer areas so as to enable a minimum
scale,of equipment to be provided:

In view of the almost inevitable conflict between educational needs based on
manpower requirements and those that are dictated by the universal desire for
education, it might be advisabli to express the forecasts within a wider range so as
to take some account of the human aspiration element.

It Would be of considerable help to educational planners in developing countries
if the various agencies offering aid could co-ordinate and standardize the classifi-
cation of the information they require. At ,Present, the planner has to approach
each application for aid, as a. separate, very large exercise, and this inevitably
makes for duplication amvwasteoof effort.

But whether he deals wi texternal aid agencies or with the various interests in
his own country, the education planner often finds himself in the position of
holding tin. :balance, usually between teachers with ideas, often expensive ideas,
on the one hand,, and .haid-headed economists and financiers, on the other.
Although an educationist, he should be fully conversant with-economic facts and
able' to make quick assessments, striking the right balance between educational
needs and economic ,necessities. Often he is the only person qualified .to do so.

This does not mean that the qualitative aspects of eduCation should.or could be
neglected. In fact, they are so important that they need to,be placed under separate
control. In this respect, the Uganda system is working well, and the personal
contacts between the planning unit,, on to one hand, and the Inspectorate and
Institute of Education, on the other, ensure mutual information and understanding.

O
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Appendixes

A tprida. Structure of education administration and inspection.
B Secondary,r0rool 'building, furniture and equipMent stanciruds and scales.
C Smoothed'cuiye of population age groups (1959 census).
D Statistics forma for schools for 1966.
E Specimcns,e1964,published statistics.

<,

F Contents of the Uganda Ministry of Education Statistkal yearbook, 1966.
G Age structure in,primary and junior secondary schools, 1964.
H Teacher Ilikitage data.
I Estimates of expenditure,by kingdoms, local administrations and urban

authorities, 1964. .-
3 Per Geer costs of the different sectors of education, 1963,64.
K Class progression in secondary. schools, 1964.66.
L ,Suggeeted form of school estimates/accounts. ,
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anotwooci Secondary-school bonding, forams and,equipment standards and sales
(See notes, pp. 6647.)

Unit basis Scals of ails

1 Offices \
2 Staff room
3 Library

4 Clot-t041 for thirty4ve

5 Class-roomfor twesty4ve
6 Classroom for twenty
7 Class-room stores

Geography room
9 Art and craft room

10 LaboratinY

Complete
Established teacher post

clsc Ph"

.HSC place

CoMplete

',Complete
Complete
Classroom

Complete',
Complete
Complete \*\

Per s ingle group of: \
laboratories offering `.
physics, chunkily
and biology

Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Place
Place
Place
Place
Place
Place

(, complete
Place

"Plate

11 Home economics combined
practical room

12 Home economics model house
13 Home econs extra practical room
14 Woodwork workshop
15 WCs (day school)
16. Class-room WCs (boarding school)
17 Dormitory
111 Dhobi drying area'
19 Students' common room
20 Sick bay
21 Matron's quarter
22 Dining hall
23 Kitchen

24 Asieinbly hall

25 Stores, maintenance of premises

26 Head's house
27 Teatheesibursar's house

28 Subordinate staff housing

29 Water supply
30 SeWage
31 Electricity
32 Other site works
33 Initial textbooks

34 Other initial teaching equipment
35" Vehicle

-Place

{Up to 2110 places
Over 280 places

Complete
Complete

Approved post

TO hirseparately-approved
according to
circumstances

CSC class'
HSC dass
School
'School

cane per school
x numbikof approved teacher g
x numberof CSC places

x number of HSC places.

x-aumber of approved CSC des
x .1 number of approved TS ciao
x number of approved tit du
x number Of approved HSC del
x 'number of approved dasi-ioO

-Onit when HSC geography begin
See, notes, page 62
One per stream-CSC; ,
One per 'ciente stream HSC

1lit
year. CSC

2itd,year CSC
N 3rd year CSC

1Zt year Hit

. See notes, page 62
See notes, page 62
See notes, page 62
One per stream taking subject
x number of approved.places
x number of approved places
x number of approved platia,
x number of approved places \
x number of approved places
x number of apprOved 'places
One per school
.X number of approved places
x number of approved plates

x number ofapproved places

One per school of up to 280 plac
One per school of over 280,place
One per school
X number of approved feather/
bunar.posts _

x four (two cooks, one driver,
one quartermaater)

. .

X number of approved CSC clai
x number, of approved HSC cla

One per school
One per school.

GO
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Works .
Furniture and equipment.Area (ee. ft.) Cretins

Fluor Supwacial per R. ft. L pm: unit Nature, '5 per unit

470 28 . 1 110 Furniture and equipment 220
29 ."., 49 28 69 Furniture -o.3
5. '6.45 23 7.42 -Furniture and equipment 0.6

7 9.11 23 10.41
Books
Furniture and eqtitment,

2.16
1.2

`Books 10 . ,-
665 910 . 22 '1 000 Furniture

....
190.

500 719 - 22 790 Furniture
.. 140

460 659 22 720 Furniture 120
10 per cent,
f clam-room

10 per cent
of class-room

22 . 10 per cent
of class-room

- -
*997' .

',

1 321 24.50 1 620 Furniture and equipment 450
- 997 1 321 24.50 1 620 Furniture and equipment

.,..
. 450

(1'150) Gas installation' 270
1330 1 843 30.50 2 810 Furniture 450

*. 500
f Teaching 500
1 equipment, WO

1 824 28 2 550 Furniture and equipment 1 019
1 482 40 2 964 Furniture 100
1 824 28 2550 Furniture and equipment 240

810 1 186 22 1 305 Furniture and equipment 450
0.8 60 2.4 -
0.4, : 60 1.7 - -

'Sleeping 45 74.67 29 108 Furniture . 12
7 7.35 20' 7.35 - -
4 '5.20 23, 6 Furniture 0.65

Sleeping 2'
500

3.88
729

. pi 5.63..
29 1 060

Furniture and equipment
Furniture and equipment.

0.6
150

10 -12.37
5 5A2 30 26.7 Furniture add equipmeet .. . 3.5

Furniture and utensils 9.85 s,

'Cooking equipment To be separti-
10 10.54 , 25 13.175. Fuutiture and equipmiAtt, tely approved

, stagd lighting and fittings 2.15,
200. 231 25 290 -'
400, 441 25 550 -r I

--
1.600 40 , 3 200 Furniture and' equipment 400

.,

.1400- ' -40- i 2 800 Furnitunrand equipment* 300' '
250 35 440 - ,-: .

. '

....,

Books 300
Teaching equipment 500
Vehicle , 1 300

CI



AppendiXes

NortsTo APPENDIX

1. Office. Head's, bursar's and general offices; lavatory and wash-basin for head. Furniture and
equipment include typewriter, adding machine and filing cabinet's.

2. Staff room. Includes one lavatory and wash-baiin or every five teacher posts. Based on
25 sq. ft. floor area per teacher post plus 20:sq. ft. per lavatory/wash-basin unit.

3. Library. Bookshelves included in building, costs; equipment includes card-index and filing
cabinets. Grant-for books based, on £400 each per CSC and HSC stream, given when new
stream begins.

4. ClasslOom for thirty-five. (a) Chalkboard and display boards built in; furniture consists of
desks and chairs for students, tableand chair for teacher, and moveable cupboard recom-
mended, as built-in cupboards reduce floor space. (b) Should be built in blocks of four claim-
rooins, coniplete.with stores, at beginning of new CSC stream, or two class-rooms at begin-
ning of new TS4ream.

5. Chis-room for twenty-five. (a) For TTCs..(b) See item 4 (a). (c) Should be built in blocks
Of four class-rooms complete with stores, at beginning of new TIC stream at grade II
-6r double stream at grade III level.

6. Class-room for twenty. (a) For HSC classes. (b) See item 4 (a). (c) Should be built in blocki
of two or four class-rooms,:complete with store.

7. Class-room stores. Ten per cent of total class-room area is allowed for class-room Stores;
includes-built-in shelves where necessary.

8. Geography room. Includes storage space and a sink.
9. Art and craft room. Includes storage space and long trough sinks with six taps-per sink.

Scale: one per school; a second when third stream begins.
10Laboratory, Each laboratory' 1,150 sq. ft; preparation, balance and store-rooms a total of

20 per. cent of total areas of laboratories. Chemistry laboratory: eighteen sinks, twenty twin
points for Btinsin burners; Physics laberator en sinks, ten twin points for Bunsen burners;
Biology laboratory: ten. sinks, ten twin poiritrifor Bunsen burners. Should be designed in
groups of three laboratories, for physics, chemistry and biology, with gas installation serving
all three. In interim stages, before a laboratory block is completed, some laboratories will
have to- be used for two subjects; even so, the initial grant for teaching equipment will be
given complete each year, if. all three subjects are taught.

II. Home economics combined practical room. Scale: girls' school, two per school; mixed
School, one-per school, second added when -third-stream HSC offering home economics
begins. This scale is based on the assumption that tit the girls offer home economics.

12. Home economics model house. Scale: Girls' gen-661, two per school; mixed school,,one per.
school, second added when third-stream HSC offenng FlE begins. This scale is.brsed op the
assumption that ill the girls offer home economics.

13. Home economics extra practical room. Scale: Girls' school,"one in second year of double-
stream school, or one in second year and one in third year of treble-stream school; mixed. school, one in third year -of double-stream school, or one in second year of treble-stream
school. This scale is based on the assumption that all theitills offer home economics.

14 Workshop (wOodwOrk). Consists of workshop 35 ft. x 18 ft. and two stores each 9 ft. x 10 ft,
15. WCs '(day school). One WC for every twenty-fivi,places up to one hundred, and one for

every forty above one hundred. For boys, I ft. t0 in. of urinal should replaceevery other, WC,
. One wash-basin to every. WC.

16, Class-room WCs (boarding school). Half the scale,of item 15.
17. D6rmilorY. Assuming that a proper water supply and sewage disposal are available, dormi-

tories should be built complete wittrone WC for every ten places, I ft. 10 in. of urinal for
every ten boy places, one wash-basin.for every five places, one shower for every seven places.
Storage should-be-3-per- cent-of sleeping area. Dhobi washing sinks shonlilbe built adjacent-
to the ablutions at one basin for every five places. Furniture incltides,bedf mattress, pillow,
tilanket and to 'er for each place. .

18. Dhobi drying la, Attached or very adjacent to the dormitery. An area containing 8ne
ironing 'peninsula' for every five places, enclosed with a low wall and open-work security
measures, such is expanded.metal.

19. Students' common room. The area allowed is too small for a'common room per dormitory,
unless the dormitory is inordinately large. There should therefore be a central common room
otat least the size of a class-room. If common rooms are built larger than classroom size,-
they -would be very useful for examination rooms.

Immo
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. .
20. Sicls baY. Based on four beds per one hundred places 50 sq. ft. per bed, and a small dio7

penury, WC and ablutions. .

II.' Matron's quaiter. Part of same building asick bay,
22. Dining hall. As school expands, should be designed to it of extension.
23. Kitchen.See item 22. \ . ,

24. Assembly hill. No grout for ail assembly hall swill, be consi red , before a school reaches

ministry's, over-ail vine.
500 places capacity. Even then, it. takes low prit\trity in the ocaiion of funds from the

.
26. Head's hOuse. Super arca inclusive of garage,and,setvants' quarter.
27. Teacher'sibilisaes house., See, item 26.
21. Subordinate staff housing. Apart 'from two, cooks, oqe driver and o quartermaster, it is

assumed that all other subordinate Staff will live sut. \ .
34: Other initial teaching equipment. Such as tape- recorders, projectors, etc. \
35. Vehicle. After the capital, grant for a vehicle, a school is expected to depreciate it in its

recurrent estimates.
1 ,

',. .
`--...,,,,, .

N:B. Items 1, to' 11, 13, 14, 17, 20 to 22, superficial area and costs include 6 . wide verandah.
items 2,1, 19; 20, 22 and 23 should always be designed for a minimum of 230 placis, and
,ahe,uld later be expanded as the school grows. All coats exclusive of fees for architects.

.R
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COmpleted Yeats of age

, TOW I9,9 census
ASS trouP (in thousands)

Average
per Yale Smoothed

"Under 1 2441
1 to 4 8765

'124 5
6 1

5 to 9 871 174. 7
10 to, 14 681 136 . 8 1

15 to 19 576 115 9 1

2019_ 24 552 110 16

11,
5' 12

13
14
15' 1

16 11

17 11

18 11

19

20 11

21'
APPENDIX 22
SmOothei1Curve of population age groups (1959 census) 23
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MITINDIXD (cont.)

Uganda Ministry of Education\
4: Annual statistical return for all schools

70

9

,

A. ,

Group of school
A

.
/

.

B.
Type of school Primary Junior

secondary
,
1

Senior
secondary

Secondary
modern

Rural trade Home craft Farm school

C.
District division
or municipality
and county

o County
.

PilSte
.

[Other
D.
Foundation body* Leval .

Gov (rnment
Church of
Uganda

-

Roman
Catholic

MosleM --i''.1.,

,

E.
Sex of pupils Boys Girls Mixed

F..

NaMe of school , Postal address

Code of school
(Leave blank)

B C , .

.

.

.
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o

"') APPINDIX I Specimens of 1964 published sta*ci
1.,Numfmr of sibOols by category (aided schoolconly) 1916441'

Q

Group A Ciroupil and C Choups D and 11.

r As at 31 December Primary hiniiir
secondary

Senior
secondary

Tarher.
training

Technical pt.:miry Junior
secondary

Senior
secondary

Teacher-
trebles

'Primary
e

'Junior-
secondary,

,. -
1956 1 876 96 17 37) 56 100', 13 4 1 10

1957 olo 109. ,18 37 t 75 * 102 26 ' 6 1 , -11

1958 , 2 1.18 154 19 34 94 - 02 31 I 1 12

1959 2 490 173. 20 33 .92 104 27 CI 7 ' 1 12

1960 2 249 22.1 22 '34 92 93 29 7 1 12
1961 2 293 261; 14 35 76 93 30 7' 1 12

1962, 2 352' 339 28 35 49 83 38 7 1 12

1963 2415 424 41* 35* 10* '57 32 41 ...... 13

1964 2 353 480 41* 32* 7* 58 33 _IA 14

1. See note opposite page*

2. Pupils enrolled by category (aided schools only) 1956-642

As at 31 December

Group Chou- us I and C Groups D and /I

Primary Junior
secondary

Simko a
secondary

'reicher-
training

'nautical Primary Junior
secondary

Senior
secondary

Teacher.
training

Primary Junior
secondary

1956
1957
1958 '
1959
1960 .

.1961
1962
1963
1964

265'765
297 769
317 879
337 578
345 834
370 436,
387 966
456 912
466 217

9141'
11 544
14 301
16 848
'18122
22 207
25 942
34 693 '
38 670

2 410
,; 911
3 153
3 412
3 815
4108
4 510

10195*
12 652

3

4
4
3

3

3

3

4
4

987
147
057
667
182
061
372
029*
076*

3 338
, 3 807
4 513
3 815
4 348
3,945-
2 858
1 334*
1 370*

13 los
14 610
14 823
15,691

16 013
15 635
15 613
14 039
14 273

3 327
.2 277

3 051
3 149
3 219

., 3 633
4 294
4 373

.4 554

846
1 712

1 146.
2 143
2 642
2 591
3 246 .
.._.
41

65
73 ,

83
95.
97

94 .

99
1'
.... .

999
1 012
,1043
1 204
1 166

1 224
1 180
1 611
1 910

--

97
173

, .
2, See note opposite page b i';
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APpendbt E

AlITINDOC a (cont;)
3. Number of priniary schools and streams by district and class

INNNet,

ce

Iowa
'Mukono .

. Adinno '".,

Mpigi - ,

Mityina
biubende

. " 1.41,44#fr.
Kampala

t ,
ACholi '' 'Karaimoja

`E.311/0 ,
Medi C.

West Nile
Bughto,
Ilukedi
'Sinop

;Sebei

Tels
.Jinja
?Abele

,Throro
. Ankole

BunYoro

!Chez'
,TOrcv , .

Swamba/Busongora

,Torm.

Claws
Numberhit-

2' 5, ' 4, 5

74
92

'116
II
61

4$
-153,

20
166
'55
128
2$

164
III
151
208

. 26
166
II '

7
6

177
80

".177.
100
22

,.....,___

75
91

134
94
62
51

178
40

113
70

131
33

- 178
114
1$
210,
11'

177
16
10

1'111

82
133
128
29

,

.

.

76
102
134
96
60
50

166-

41
179

56
130
34

170
117'
161'
209
19

178
17
11

7
193

95
1$3
119

23

73
93

125
$3
63
42

'160
40'

173
51

131

29-
167
9$

154
196'

14
161.'

15 '-

11

1
171

75
170
94
23

. 72
14

'.121
BO I

54
39

-166
41

168
'41
429,
'.28
163
.3$ 6

, -I48
183'
'13

1

l',' -1$

10

1
.14,8

'68
- .150'

^ 85
19 ,

: ;59 54
75 .. f's

110 102
66 ¶7
5$ 49.
38 :' g 36

156.. 143'
40 37'

154 150
19 - 14

122 1211

25 24
137 . 13
91. 89

138 133-
169 155

14 13

138 130.

'II 1,7
12 \ 10
4 5

122 103
61 59

117 ' 106
71 60
16 16

,,
'

2 422 650 2 626
........_,,
2 417 -' ' 2,295

---:-.!-- .
2 030 . 1 881

NO7/3 , t.,/,..

J. I'
ti

I. Group A denotes schooft 4it,b,...atpred, Onimantly Mikan enrolment; group B denotes those
with a predoininantly Asian enrohiient; group.,C denotes those with a Predominantly Goan
enrolment; group D denotes those with a ,predOminantly European, enrolment; groups E
denotes those which are multi-racial.
Senior secondary and 'technical schools and teacher:training colleges are now for all laces,
hence the figures marked apply accordingly. .
There are also eighteen secondary modem schools, eight home-craft centres, seven junior farm
sch6Ols and twenty-four r tural trade schools (ii'l 964).

2 Senior secondary and technical schools.and ,teacber-training colleges are now for all races,
hence the Agures marked apply.accordingly. .
There are 1,016 pupils in secondary Modern school's, 343 Pupils,,in home-craft centres, 262
students in junior farm schools and 868 students in rural trade schOols.
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. Atiftendips.
0

Arrawnix a (cont.) 4. Total enrolment in primary schools by Ilistrictimll class

Division,
district or, municipality .-

0 't

Class t

11.511

dam 2 1 Class 3 4

4
Girls Soya 'O'r is joys Girls

4 0
Buganda . .Bows 1323- 1262 1 225' 1227 1 207 1185
Mukono = 1 801 1 616 I 865 1193 1 704 1:339
Mango. 2 695 2 640 2 635 2 368 2 426 2 310
Mpigi 1,847 1 556 1 7230 1 477 1 478 I 197
Mitiana 1 209 1 098 1 170 981 1 177 , 9

.htubende I's 937 785 760 688 65.1 474
koiLsa.k, 3 586 3 221 3 163 2.675 3 006 2 377
Kampala .806 764 828 748 751 722. .

Toi*i. "14204 12916 11369 II '657 Ii 400 10 588
,

North. ,. .
,Acholi '4 730 2 785 f 324 2 126 4 052 I 555

ICarapoja 1 852 , 480 908 157 , 729 136
Lango ° 2 755 I 705 2 954 I 639 3 405 I 723
.Madi 1006 504 968 378 763 '217
West Nile 7 268 3 282 4 773 t 716 3 911 I 088

Tout. I
i

17 611. 8756 1392713 927 6016 12 860 .4 719
1

.East
Bugisu
Bukedi
Busoga
Sebei
Teso
Jinja
Mbale
Tororo

2 466 2 666 2 569 1 740 2 123 I 450
4 280 2 901 3 985 2 332 3 668 1 759
4 184 3 268 3 986 2 960 3 924 .2128.

489 280 386 217 302 162
4 124 2 932 3 940 2596 3 651 1915;

323 285 332 325 296 274ti
.107 178 200 178 195 162:
137 110 156 121 107

TOTAL ,, 16 200 11960 15,554 10 469 14 266 p 535

.....West ..
Ankole 4 363 i 679 4 503 2 433 , 3 915 2.119
Bunyoro '2119 1 686 1993 -444 I 379 , 990

"Kigezi 4 688 2 932 5 071 2 792 4'267 2 108
"TWO 2 935 2 063 2 552 1 682' I 97 .1 131
Bwainba/i3usongora 831 300 515 163 450 136

Tout, 14 936 9 660. -114,634 8 514 11 984 6 484i .
Torm. (Ugalfla) \ 63 ail 43 312' .57 484 36 656 51 510 30 296

ti
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Appendix E

Clair 4 Chia Clasi 6 Total
Grand
totalOkla logs Glrb Boyi Girls, Boys Girls

. .
. -. .

1 313 1050, 1 145 if 991 661 7 204 6 248 13 452
1 610 1 296 1 511 ,' 1 010 1 265 757 . 9 826 7 511 17 337
2 427 2 213 2 155 . 2 033 2 004 1 636 14 342 13 270 27 612
I 405, 1.104 1 215 851 1 222, 692 1 960 6 27t 15 831
.1 07.4 '851 1 048 747 951 567 . 6 629 5 198 11,827

674 439 568 303 590 350 4'180 3,194 7 329
3 057 2 355 3 032 2043 2 696 1 694 11 540 14 365 32 905

756 7034. 750 724 701 653 4 592 4 315 1 907

*12 316 10102 11 494 8 664 10 420 7 010 '14-273 60927 135 200I
.

,.

. - /
3 514 1,255 3 299 1 030 4 031 1061 23 950 9 812 33 762

526 71 310 48 293 36 4 618 928 5 546
3 365 1 162 3.193 935 3 654 943 19 326 8:107 27 433

570 153 510 115 586 93 4 403 1 460 , 5 863
3 081 789 2 730 680 2 904 623 24 674 8 178 32 852

"11 063 3 430 10'042 2 808 11 468 2 756 76'971 28 485 105 456

2 162 1 326 2 236 1'090 2 380 1 020 13 936 8 632 22 568
3 595 1 516 3 336 1 237 3 656 1 107 22 520 10 852 33 372
3 731 .2 274 3 652 1 862 3 702 1 470 ,23 179 14 562 37 141

318 104 374 93 417 65 2 286 911 3 197
3 578 1 649 3 207 1.322 3 510 1-150 22 010 11 564 33 574-

350 303 340 289 327 248 1 968 1 724 3 692
180 149 205 198 165 152 '1-142 1 017 2 159
102 86 100 58 102

,
64 704 534 01-238

14 016 7 407 13456 6 149 14 259 5 276 87 745 ' 49 796 137 541
.

3 514 1 585 2 913 1.204.. 2 349 887 21 557 10 907 32 4.64
1 102 740 ' 903 608 926 500 8 422 5 968 14 390
3 820 1 718. 2 993 1 263 2 611. 1 010 23 456 11 823 35 279
1 681 907 1 373 680 1 074 496 11 588 6 959 18 547

363 71 310 70 322 62 2 791 102 3 593

10480 5 021 8 492 3 825 7 288 2 955 675 14* 36 459 104 273
-`

47 945 25 960 43 478 21 446 43 435 17 997 306,803 175.667 482 470

I



Pit IX a (cont.)
To d average salaries of junior secondary teachers by district

District Salary Albs/awe' Oversew additioa T Ditunber Avon* sibry(I) (0

Bo via 13 203 492 .
1369.1 35 391Mutono . 30 778 879 .501 3215$ 74 434'Metip 48 582 1661' -50 250 115 436-Mpigi 14,604- .042 14646 : '44 332Mityana 340 423, 8 763 24' '365Mubends 3 965 216 4181 12 '318Masaka 41 210 1 713 510 . . 43 433 104 417Acholi 23 625 1 938 25 563 78 327pram* 3 885 '721 4613, 12 3114

411110 16 493 1 432 17925 41. 373
5 398 732 .. 7- 6 130 17 360West Nile 22 227 994 . 23,221 73 318Bugisu 26 564 1 $89 . 942 29 395 82 358

Bultiodi 33 995 2 624" 36 619 107 342Busop 54 121 2 086 .1260 57 467 132 435Sebei 2 212 142 2 354 9 261-Tao 45 426 2 272 47 698 123 3S7Ankole 28 825 1743 3056$ 76 398
BunYora 16 664 636 . 17 300 .56 308Kipzi 27 275 1 132 28 407 90 315Toro 24 253 775 --. 25 028 63 . 397Bwamba/Bati'Apra / 2 917 132 , . 380 3 429 8 428Kampala' 90 037 630 Z217 92 SP 113` 821Jinja 36143 208 36 351 47 773Mbale
Tororo

22.036
2 490

396
72-

'22432
2,562 :.. n

36
4

623
'640

Masindi 3 244 3 244 . 4- 811

Tcyai;* 647 912 26 594 5 810 686316 1 586 '428.



Appendix E

APP1NDIX s (cont.) 6. Senior secondary teachers by qualification

Qualilication Male Swale Totil

Approved or equivalent
. . . ..

Expatriate -, , ..
Trained 332 109 441
Untrained' 37 , 23 60

Local
Trained

.Completedsecoadary-school course

Expatriate
Trained
Grade V
Senior domestic science
Senior technical
Untrained
Student teachers

1.4cal
GradaV
Senior domestic science
Senior technical.

Grade LV
Oriel III
Untrained
Student teachers

Not completedIecondary-school courses

Local
Grade II
Grade II domestic.i:lence
Technical grade

TOTAL

25 32

29 22
, 9 lit.

2 ,-- 2
6 2 8
8 ' 1 9

23 27

T

490

2
5 1I

7
5

'$5

7.

'675

8!
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Arraknx a (cont.) 7. Number of primary teachers 'by qualification

No. '1.44a14 Female Sex unknown

"1 I

1 1

7 ,

49 19 29 1

2 - 2
6 3 3 -

287 138 147 2
6 853- 5 012' 1 841

029 3 682 1 329 18
86 77 9 --

.219. 32 203 , 4
12

.,.-. ,.. a 9 3 ,
562 411 141 . 10

127-

9 'L846

3 708 '35
,- 429 177 6

13 543 9 630 3 885 . 41 1

Honours-graduates
. Graduates
Grades I to III (Asiin)I. . -

Grades V or United Kingdom trained
and grades 'Wand V (Asian)''

J `Maker'ere.told Style
-,

Grade IV ,. ,,

Grade 111 and VI ,(Asian)' ve' , ;
Grade II, and VII and VIII (Asian)'
Grade 1 ' 5
Grade Ice .

'K or S teacher?' A

Student ,,teacher :

Other unqualified'prima4 teacher .

'TOTAL l,3
Grade unknOwunknown

GRAND TOTAL

1. There ire -still some Asiart- teachers in service who retain old forms of grading.
2. Grade Ic is the originaildriituf the grade-I teacher, K and'S teachers are sub-grade I trainee

to meet epecial situaCons. ,
; .--3. Of the total 13,556 primary teaeheri, 2 were appro.:1d graduates-or-the_equi,valent, 411 hac

completedia secondary-school course, 12,027 had not completed a secondary - school ;ours(
Ind 'the background of the remaining 1,116 was unknown.

Q

Of the 12,440 teachers whose background was known, 11,906 Were trainedand 534 untrained
There were eighteen expatriate teachers, all grade V. ,
Seventy grade III teachers (fifty-one male, nineteen female) had noitcoMpletod a secondary

school course. Sixty-five grade II teachers (fifty male, fifteen female) hid completed a secondary.
school course.

APPENDIX P. Contents of the Uganda Ministry of Education Statisticol learbook, 1966,

Aided schools
'Section 1: Pritha6 schools Table No

Schools and ,streams
- 0

'Number of primary' chools and streams by school foundation body and district. I

Number of piimary schools and streams by district and,by class. 2

Enrolments t-
* ,

Total enrolment in primary schools by school foundation body and district. 3
Total enrolment in primari, school's in each district by class and by age. 4.
Total number of repeaters in priniar schools in, each district -by class and,age.,.,

,
3'

Examinations; ,, , s.

Primary leaving examination results by grade in each district. .6

82
, , .
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Teachers
Total number of primary teachers by qualificationin each 'district. , 7
Average"salary of each main grade of primary teachers in each district. 8

q Number of primary teaebers,by ala..ry; group in each district. 9
itverageage of teachers in each district. 10

*Primaiy teachers by. age group ineiCh district. I I
'Piimary'teachers'by year of registration. '12.
Primary teachers by year of posting to school. 13

Class-rociMs ,

.Number ofclau-rooms in primary schools in each district. 14.
Class -room area in square feet in primary schools in each district. 15

.

Section 2: Junior secondary schools

Schools and streams
' NuMber of junior secondary schools and streams,,tool foundation body and .

-district , 1 , .16
,Number of junior seCondary, schools and streams by district and by class. 17

Enrolments . . .
Total enrolment in junior secondary schools by school foundation.body and

district.
cr 18

Total enrolment in junior secondary schools in each district by class and by age. 19
Total number of repeaters in junior secondary schools in each district by class and

by`lige. . - . 20

. Examinations .
Junior secondary leaving examination results by glade in each district. 21

Teachers

Total number ofjunior secondary teachers by qualification in each district. 22
Ayerage salary, of each main grade of junior secondary teachers in each district. 23
"Number of junior secondary teachers by salary group in each district. 24
Average age of junior secondary teachers in each district. ' 25 .

Junior secondary teachers by age group in each di$trict. . 26
Jutqor secondary teachers by year of registration. 27
Junior secondary teachers by year of posting to school. 28

Class-rooms .

tipmber of class -rooms in junior secondary, schools in each district. 29
Class -room area in square feet in junior secondary schools in each district. 30

' Section 3: Secondary schoOls
.

Schfaols and streams
Number of secondary schools and streams by school foundation body and region. 31
NUmber of secondary schools and streams by region and by class. 32
List of secondary schools and streams by class. 33

Enrolments. (4) General
Total enrolment in secondary schools by schooloundation body and region. 34
Total enrolment in. secondary schools.in each region by class and by age., 35
List of secondary schooli and enrolment by class, and whether boarding or day. 36
Total number of repeaters in secondary schools in each region by class and by age. 37
Total number of repeaters in each secondary school, by class. 38

0
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% Enrolments, (a) Subject analysis
Total number ofHSC senior S and senior 6 rolls, who are studying at least two

science Subjects including mathematics, who'are studying arts subjects
(including geography) and mathematics, who are studying arts subjects, by each
school. 39

Enrolments. (C) Fur..her studying preferences
The university course preferences of S.5 and S.6 -upils. 40

Enrolments. (D) Analysis by region of Uganda which pupils received primary
Education'

Enrolment in senior secondary schooh and clasSes analysed by region of Uganda
in which-pupils received primary education. 41

Subject analysis of S.5 and.S.6 rolls, lrriegion of Uganda in which pupils
'received primary education. 42

Enrolments. (E) Racial analysis ,
Total enrolment secondary scfrools in each region by class and by race. 43
Subject analysis of S.5 and S.6 rolls by race. 44

Examinations. ,(A) General a

School certificate examination results hy, grade .in each region. 4''5

School certificate examination results'by grade for each school. 46
Higher school certificate results lv,iiiiilber\nf principal subjects passed in each

region. 47
Higher school certificate results by number of principal subjects passed in each

school. 48
Higher school certificate candidates who passed in at least one principal level

'subject and three subsidiary subjects (eligible for entry to U.E.A.) by, each
schobl. 49

Examination. (R) Subject analysis
School certificate candidates who obtained' aiicies I °ell divided into thou, who

obtained pkiscs in mathematics and a sciencc,subject, and those who did.not,
by eacltschcial. 30

Total numbet.of passes and fails in eacl. school certificate subject,by grade, for
each school.. I 51

Higher school certificate candidates who passel in two or more science subjects
(including mathematics) at principal level, and ether candidates, by each school. 52

Higher school certificaie candidates,who pissed in one principal level subject and
,three subsidiary subjects and whose principal level subject was a science subject
and who pissed mathematics at either principal or subsidiary level, and other
higher school certificate candidates, by each school. 53

Total number of passes and fails in each higher school certificate subject, by
grade, for each school. 54

Teachers

Secondarschool teachers by qualifjcation in each school, and region
expatriate and local. 55

Average salary of each main grade of secondary teacher in eachregion, and in
each school expatriate and local. 56

Number of secondary teachers by salary group in each region, and in each
schoolT-expatriate and local. 57

Average age.of secondary teachers in each region and schouiexpatriate and local. 58
Number of secondary teachers by age group in each region and schoolexpatriate

and local. 59
Secondaryschool teachers by year of posting to schoolexpatriate and local. 60

84



Section 4: ;Technical schools

ApPerridia F

Schools and streams .

NuMbar of technical schools and streams by school foundation.body and.region. 61

Nuiiliter of technical schools and streams by region and by class. . 62
List of technical schools iind,streams by class: 63:

firrohnears. (A) General " ,

Total enrolment in technical schools by school foundation body and region. 64
Total enrolment in technical schools in each region by class and by age. . 65
List of,technical schools and enrolment by.class, and whether boarding or day. 66
Total, number of repeaters in technical schools in each region by class and by age. 67

o. r
..f.:---chnciirs. (B) Subject analysis .

Enrolment in each technical school by course and year.of coarse.' 68

Enrolments, (C) Analysis ty lesion of Uganda in which pupils received primary
education

Enrolment in technical schools and classes analysed by region of Uganda in .which
pupils roteive6l primary education. 69

Enrolments. (b)Racial analysis .
Total enrolment in technical schools by class and by race. 70

Eiainimitions
,City and Guilds examination results by subject and grade in each school. 71

Teachers
Technical-school teachers by qualification in each school--expatriate and local. 72
Average salary of each main grade of technical-school teacher in each school

expatriate and local: 73
Number of technical teachers by salary group in each school-- expatriate and local. 74
Average age of technical teachers in each school expatriate and local.' 75
Number of technical-school teachers by age group in each schoolexpatriate

andlocal. 76
Technical-school teachers by year of posting to schoolexpatriate and local. 77

Section 5: Miscellaneous secondary schools.

Schools and streams
Number of schobls and 'streams by school foundation-bpi.' . 78
Numberof schools.and streams by class. 79

Enrolments.
Total enrolment in miscellaneous secondary.schools by school founittion, body. 80
Total enrolment in miscellaneous secondary schools by class and by age. 81

Totil enrolmefit in miscellaneous secondary schools by class and whether
boarding or day. . 82

Total number of repeaters in miscellaneous secondary schools by class and
by age. 83

Racial and regional analysis of students' backgrounds
Enrolments in miscellaneous secondary school's by region of Uganda where pupils

receivedrimary education. 84
Enrolment in miscellaneous secondary-schools by class and race. 85

Teachers .
Teachers by qualification in each school expatriate and local. 86

81 85
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Avetige salary of each main grade of teacher in each schoolexpatriate and
local. . _ . I 87

Number of teachers by salary group in each schoolexpatriates' nd local. $8 .

Average age of teachers in each schOoleXpatriate and local. .4 89
Number of teachers by age group in each school--expatriate and local. 90
Teachers by y.iii-,-gyosting to the schoolexpatriate and local. 91

I

Section 6: Tylicher training (primary) grades II SO 111 teachers

Colleges and streios .' -, .

Number of teacher:Iraining colleges by college foundation body aqd region. 92
Number-brieticher:esjaing colleges and streams by legion and by class. , 93
List of teachertraini fig colleges and streams by class. 94

Enrolments. (A) G,iineral ,
'iotal enrolment iftteachyrtraining colleges by college foundatioil body and' region. 95. .
Total etfrolment in teacher-training colleges in region by class and by age. 96
List of t ..scher-training colleges and eiralment by class, whether boardffig Or day. .97
Total nuriiber of repeaters in teacher-training colleges in each region by class and by

an. ,
Enrolments. (B) Analysis by region of Uganda in which students received primary,

education

Enrolments in teacher - training colleges and classes analysed by region of Uganda
in which pupils recei\ :d primary c 'cation, by each college within each region.

Enrolments. (C) Racial analysis
Total enrolment in teacher-traihing colleges in each region by class and by race. 100

Examinations

Teacher-training qualifieis from each college within yach region by grade of
qualification. '101

Tutors

lacher-training college tutors by qualification in.ea ch college within.each
region expatriate and-local, 102

\verage salary of each main grade of tutor in each school within each
regionexpatriate and local. 103

Number of tutors by salary group in each.school within each regionexpatriate
and local.

, . 104
Average age of tutors-in each school.within each region expatriate and local., 105
Number of tutors by age group in each school within each rcgionexpatriate

and.ioi al. 106
Tutors by year of posting,to the collegeexpatriateand local. 107

498

Section 7: Teacher training,(secondary) grade V teachers'

Enrolment
1..Total enrolthent by' lass and by.age. 0

108
Tot21,number of repeaters by class and by age.

0 109
Enrolment by region of Uganda in which students received primary education. 110

- '.'Enrolments by: classclass and by race. 111
Qualifiers. - t ,112'

I. This is undertaken at Kyambogo.

86 , 6'-,..
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4

Tutors
Tutorrby-ciuglificatiohLexpatriatrandlocal. 113
Aieritse salary of each Main grade of tutor in each school - expatriate and local. 114

Nurit)ier of tutors by salary Group- expatriate 115

Average age of tutonc=expatriate and local. '146
Number of tutors by age group- expa:riste and local. 117
Tutors by year of postingto the collegeexpatriate and local. 118

6 V

iiction 8: Miscellaneous teacher training'

Nonce economics course (Kyambogo) en
Enrolment:by clasi and by age.' ... ' 119,
Enrolment by region of Uganda in which students received primary education. 120
F.nroliiient by 'class and'byrace. . . . , 121

Quiiifie:d. i 122
i

1#-service training ,.,

Total number of students passing through :arid qualifying-,--each college. 123

-
:Supplementary teacher training
Total number of students passing through and qualifyin!each college. 124

. . e .4.

Tutors" in miscellaniaus colleges ct. .' .

Tutors by qualificsAionexpatriate and loCal... t
125

Avcuipte salary of each main grade of tutor in each school--cxogriate and le :al. 1',6
Number of tutors by salary. groupexpatriate and local. 127

Average age of tutorsexpatriate and lOcal. .)28
i',4,ufnber of tutors by age groupexpatriate and local. '129
Tutors by year of pbsting to the collegeexpatriate and local. 139

..

;Section 9: Teacher wastage

The camber of teachers of each main grade who registered in each of the last
twenty-five years, and the number who ate still in service.

Points of a smoothed curve of the relationship in 1966 between the percentage of
those teachers who registered who are still in,service, and the number of years
since original registration of each main grade of teacher.

Section 10:Schocil demography
_

Theestimatednumbe of .;hildren at each age in Uganda in 1966.
The estimated number of children at each age in each district of Uganda in 1959._

Section -11: Costs per;Pupill,

The estimated average recurrent costs per pupil of each main level of education
in 1965-66t

.. ,

Section.12: Mikooyci. pl,ivievels of school-leavers
. ,' ,

.

The actual number of i..thoolle,aveis at eachmanpower level. 136
The actual number of intakes into each,higher stage of manpoiyer level training. 137

%, I .

131

132

133

134

135

E3 87
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Enrolments, 1964, in aided schools in relation tn
.1 populations' by ages, 5 to 14 inclusive

a S A

4otionaPage groups

10.1 to P.7
t
I

l; P.6 xit M.1 to 2--ji

Not enrolled in aided school;

I.

1

1

1 ,

1

1 s.1 S.2

11.1001.41.11.

6

Ape group

DIre.M

underage for class

correct age for class

over-age for class
3

Outline encloses total estimated population for each age.
Shaded areas denote numbers enrolled in each class level= (IS and S contain all types ofschdol and 'college.)
Unihaded areas denote numbers not enrolled in aided sehoo4.\

AiPINDIX b Age structure in ptiirliry and junior secondary schools, 1964

04 88
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APflNDIX H TeaChei wastage data

I. Teacher wastage, 1964, (grade 11 men)

Year of
gialification

A ,

1939'
-0 1940" .

.1941
4. 1942

1944

1945

1'946

1947
1948.
1949
195 '
1951'
1952

1953

",1954
1955

1956
.1957

1958

1959
1960
1961

1962

I963(?)

Appendix H

0

I Year of ,
service 1964

No. lit
service

Original
registration

Upgraded Ren:tainder Percentage
. in service

25 26 49 5 44 59
24 18 43 6 37 49 ..,23 33 73 10 63 . 52
22 51 96 13 83 611 38 63 9 '54 4).-, tz .70
2.1) 34 76 8- 68 '50
19

4
26 47 10 37 ,, 70

;18' 37 67 14 -. 53 s 70
. 17 '?3 54 .17' 37 it 152 °

16 30 '72 15, 57 53
'15 38 1i ,23 55 69
14 41

79 27. 52 79
13 50 98' 35 63 79
12 93 151 33' 118 79
11 166 259 311` X221 75
10 175 224, 25 '199 88
9 167 215 18 197 85
8 .546 .610' II 599' 91,
7 554 620 3 617 90
6 639 , 677 I 676 95
5 573 601 2 :, 599 ,.,

.,.
96

4 573 °592 592 97
3 272 , . 284 284 96
2 297 307 --,- 307 97

545, 615 ,

---7
.615 89'',i,

---T
5 045 6 050 5 72323 ° , 88

0

65

0

0

89
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APINDIX H (cont.) 2. Teacher wastage. Curve data (all grad; I and II teachers)

Wars since
qualification

Percentage ui11. service

Original data 15th onlynomialcurte. Smodtheil cum:

88.30 ` 88.32
2 93.62 93.44

91.82 92.27°
4 91.27 / 90.9.5'
5 92.27 91.58
6. 88125 . 89.64
7 '85.37 14.95
8 81.65 80.72
9 76.84 78.53

10e 7931 . 77.05,
II 72.99 74.32
12 67.28 70.19
13 69.17 66.46
14 66.75 64.86
15 64.46 65.15
16 61.63 65.09

62.69
18 62.29 58.52
19 55.42 55.64
20, '53.(1.3 56.46
21 59.79 5,8.96
2.5 60.00 57.56
23

24,
4

49.29
51.34

51.53
50.57

25 40.58. , 40.68

96

92
91

89.'5

88
86

.414

80
76

73

70
67.5
66
65

63.5
61.5
59
57.1

6.5

6

EG

0

a



APPENDIX H (cont.) 3. Teacher wastage (grades I and il)

100

90

70

6i

5

40

30

26

.

10
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APPENDIX I Estimates of,p6lic expenditure by kingdoms, local administr,ationsind urban authorities on education, 1964

Pii'mary and junior secondary VciCitiOnal .

Scholarships
and

bursaries

' . (i)

o
Capital.

Primary Secondary level
junior

Mimi-
lansous
other

(L)

Area , .Adminis:
iration

(1)

School Miscel-
running laneous

(1) (1)

Total cost Roll .

(1)

Cast
per

pupil 'running

(1) ;

'
School

(1)

Roll

Coat
per

Pupil

(L)

and
secondary Recurrent

(L) . (1)

'Capital

(0
'.: , . ,

' Busoga 15406 336 742 AI 425 360 41 225 8:7 4 448 , 92 48.3- 25 345 , 1.32380 18 400
Bukedi. .' .v 10.780 '197 254 750 208'784 36 024 5.8 2 787' 82 34.0) 8 800 6 850'
Bugisu

.Sebei .

7 159,
l,. 06

149,638 525
, 22 t6I 135

157 322 - 23 945
24'502 .3 470

6.6
7.1.

'2 885

-
98

-
29.4'

-
'" 9100

1 405

10 200
40 300,-.

Teso, including Soroti , 12 665 233 664 30 .20,359 35 796 . 6.9 12 060 309 39,0 16 542 71 800
Karamoja, including Moroto 6 258' 87 565 596 94419 5 844 16.2 (2'864) - - I 500 67000
Lango, including Lira 7 079, 163 812 1, 350 172 241 23 861 6.0 7'808 89 87.7 21 200 10 000
Acholi, including Kitgum 3 987 158 473 175 162'635 35 721 4.6 '2 054 85 24.2 12 500 7 000 t
Madi '-'--- I 861 3,7 180 316 39 356 6 451

'6.1

1 416 38 37.3 2 000 1 450
West Nile 10 629 _170 939 - 181 568 33'0740 5.5 6 026) 69 b1.3 7 500 3 000
'Bitnyoro, inZludingHoima.

and Masindi 7 734 108 029 115,763 15 628 7.4 4 250 59 61.6 10 000 5 000
Tooro (includinOort Portal'

but not Bwamba/Busongora) I 1 087 149 628 760 161 475 19 895

,

8.1 - 11 100 5 780
'Toora (ftwamba/Busongora) . 31779 3 777 8.9 ,
Kiwi, incluting.Kabali 8 940 213.842 50 222 832 38.230 5.8 6 989 154 45.4 13 500 --7Ankole,Inctg Mbarara 9 956 218 939 3 313 . 232 208 34 109 6.8 9 518 f if 109.4 15 000 17 422
Buganda' 44 083 794 437 3 770 842 290, 147 541 5.7 I 1 650 213 54.7 102066, 30 838 481 843 1.0 500 4225. N.

.. t ita OTAlaRprliu
.. i). -..-

6.43 256 10 509 600 71 891 1 376 52.3

Kampala
0

. 7 828 243 477' 305' 11 419 22.0
Jinja 4 483 167 683 ..

.251

112,166 4 671 24.0
Mbale . li 580 64 505 6,7 085 2 956 22.7

..
430 556 19 046 22,6TOTAL (Urban)

TOTAL _3,686.662-528.646- -7,0---



,rrafat3IX J Per capita costs of the different sectors of education, 1963064

SECONDARY EDUCATION

Period 1963-64

Capitation grand

Appendix J

Secondary 14 Sectindary 54 'Secondary
modern

Bearding., ' Day Boarding Day t Boarding

Enrolments, 1963 3 444 : 3 517 155 261 481
- Enrolments, '19641 4 422 , 4 279 336 324 . S47

Capitation grant
rates £22,5 , £5 £40 . £20 £10-. .

Capitation
costs, 1963 £77,490 .:: £17,585 £6,200 £5,220 £4,810 ,

Capitation 'A

costs, 1964 196,727 £22,110 Jr 12,960 £6,720 £5;470 "a,
I 1'1'1964, 230 of the day pupils were accommodated in hcptels:...1

The capitatiiin costs were £111,305 for 1963 and £143,987 for 1964, giving a total of £ 255;292
for the two years, the average yearly cost thus being £127,646. The cost per hostel student being
£17.5 pc" annum, the total for the 230 students accommodated over six months was £2,013,
giving a grand total of £329,659.

Total enrolments for secondary 1-6 were 7,377 for 1963 and 9,381 for 1964, an average of 8,379.
Block grants of £4 per place were made totalling £33,516 (£4 x 8,379).

The total expenditure on secondary educationwas£638,378.1f the capitation grants of £129;659
and the block grants of £33,516 are deducted then there remains £475,203 for salaries and
allowances of teachers.

About thirty under-q-uififfedleiehout of 740, in secondary modern schools would pull the
over-all average down. This would be negligible and can therefore be ignored. Secondary modern
costs per pupil or teachers are therefore included. The secondary modern enrolment for .1963
was 481, that for 1964 was 542, a yeahy average of 514. Adding this to the earlier figure.of 8,379
gives i total secondary enrolment of 8,893.

The average cost per pupil of teachers, including leave, is therefore £475,203 divided by 8,893,
that is £53 5, This figure is grossed up to 140 per cent for gratuities and fringe benefits for
expatriate teachers. Hence the average cost per pupil of teachers is f 74;9.

If the figure for secondary modern, £5,140, is deducted from the total capitation allowances
of £ 129,659 then £124;519 remains. Dividing this by the average enrolment for ordinary secondary
pupils (8,379) gives £14.8, the average capitation' allowance per ordinary secondary pupil.

The total cost per annum per ordinary secondary pupil is therefore. teacher element, £74.9,
plus capitation allowance, £14.8; plus.bloek grant, £4.0, that is £93.7. If £25 boarding and £17
day fees are added to this amount then the over-all totals for boarding and day pupils arc L118.7
and £110.7respectively.

0

Change In the structure of the secondary-school teaching force, 1964-71

0 .

Because there will be a'higher proportion of Ugandan teachers in secondary schools in 1971
than in 1964, the figures above are affected in 1971 cost estimations. Thus at1963-64 costs the

e3
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position in '97I, itthe working party's senior secondary, enrolment targets are accepted, will :be
as tollows. . .

The, production of grade V and graduate (B.Ed. and Dip. Ed.) teachers is expected to be.

,

Year Grade V Graduate
a

1964 .13

1965 ; 14

o 1966 24
1967 120 24
1968 165 39
1960 165 45

,,1970 165r 51

........ o.

, 642 183 ...

.
With, say, 600 grade V and 170 graduate teachers still in service in 1971, i.e., a net addition of

Ugandani to secondary teaching posts 4,1'70.
The total enrolthent in secondary 1-4'in 1971 will be 6,205 (90 per cent of 6,895) in S.4, 6,464

(93.3 pet cent or7,0351,in S.3, 6,938 (96.7 per cent of 7,175) in S.2 and 7,350 (100 per cent of
7,350) in S.i; a grindflatal of 27,657.

At thirteen teachers to eight classes the ratio is 21.5 students per teacher (establishment);
therefore, in the same ratio 1,258 teachers will be required torthese 27,057students.

The total enrolment in secondary 5-6 in 1971 will be 1,558 (95 per cent of 1,00) in S.5 and
.1,640900 per cent of 1,640) in S.6, a total 'of 3,198.

If there are thirty students per class the teacher-student ratio will be 20.1, and therefore 160
tcachers.will be required for S.5-6.

. .

There will be sixty-eight schools and therefore sixty-eight headmasters.
Thtis the total teacher requirements in secondary schools in 1971 will 'be: 1,258 (for S.1-4),,

160 (for S.5-6) and 68 headmasters, givingan over-all total of 1,486 of whom 770 will be Ugandans,
'Baying 716 expatriates.

A factor of-140 per cent Of his salary is applied to the expatriate in respect of gratuities and
fringe benefits, but only 1'00 per cent is applied to the:Ugandan'as'the Uganda Teaching Service.
pensions are treated as a real figute for the year.

The.ayerage_of 7.16. al.140-pct cent,.i.e., .100,240,- and -770 -at 100, per cent, i.e., 71,000 is the
,total 177,240. Dividing this by I.,486 the total teacher requirements, gives II9,per cent.,

Applying this 119 per cent tO .£53.5 (average cost per pupil for teachers,,see above) gives £63.7.:,
This is the over-all cast'Ofteacherper pupil. To this figure oflo.: 15 added, per student, £14.8,
capitation allowance and £4.0 block grant giving a figure of £82.5, to which is added £21.0 fees,
giving it final total of k103.5; This is the grand total per student of secondary education.m.
1961-64 with 1971 teacher structure. It, of course, assumes that the percentage distribution of
boarding,and day pupils in 1971 willbe the same as in 1964.

Or. the assumption that in 1971 the ratio of boarding to day pupils, will be 7 : 3 then both the
capitation and fee elements are affected. Taking the S.5-6 and the S.I-4 boarding/day capitation
grant diiferentials (see above) of 1963-64 and breaking down the S.I-4 and S.5-6 enrolments in
1971.on the basis of 7 . 3 boarding to day, them per student capitation grants will be £107 for S.I-4

'and 123 for S.5.6.
Breaking down the fee element (as above) will make per capita fees in 1971 equal to £22.
The costs breakdown in 1971 for secondary; schools, at 1963.64 costs, will be:

Secondary 1-4: teacher element, £63.70; capitation elenient, £17.25, block grant, £4.0; fees,
£22,0; a total of £106.95.

Secondary 5-6: teacher element, £63.70, capitation element, £33.37, block grant, 4.0; fees,
£22.0; a total ort 123.07. ,

9'4
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Appendix

TECHNICAL EDUCATION
. *

The per. capita costs of running technical education In 1963-64 are based on analysis olthree
schools: Elgon,tira and Kichwamba.
ThrejCital enrolments in.I 963 and I964.were

School" 1963 1964

Elgon 144
Lira 154 161

. Kichwamba 130 193 +7
428:' 506

I 4

an average of 467.
Grants were made by the ministry towards the Uganda teachsing Service salaries andallowances

for courses', and towards capitation allowances to a total of £41,375, and salaries of civil service
teachers,were grossed up to 140 per cent at a cost of £12,30, making an over-all total off 53,737.

The annual cost per pupil for ministry payments for 1963154 is, therefore, £53,737 divided
by the average enrolment of 467, that is £116. Adding to this figure the fees of £22.5 gives a final
total of £137:5.

yy

TEACHER TRA1N'INDGRADE 111

enrolment was.367 in 1963 and 392 in 1964, an average of 380.
Salaries and 'Allowar.ces were as 'follows. designated officers, £18,3:18, Asian expatriates,

£10,229; Uganda Teaching Service, £20,876.
, .

Pensions, gratuities, leave Passages, etc., make it necessary to,gross up.the figures for designated
officers and Asian expatriates to 140 per cent. Therefore the total salaries and allowances figure.
is £39,979.8 (say £39,980) plus £'20,1176, that is L60,850- ,

- '
Dividing £60,856 by 380 (average enrolment) 'gives £160, thi,tutor cost per place.
Other casts amounted 'to £52,186, an average 0:1137.3 per place, hende the .total cost per .

' place of grade 111 teacher training is teacher clement,£160;,plus other element, £137.3; a final
figure of £297.3. . . . . di . .4

.+
, !

TEACHER7RAINING*ORADE, H ':
'1

Eifrolment,wai42,578 iii,1963 and 2,673in 1964, an average of 2,625. .

Salaries and Allowances were-as follows. -designated officers aid Asian expatriates, £33,936;
Uganda Teaching Service, £113,677: Grossing up the-amount for designated officers, etc., to 140
per cent to incidde pensions, gratuities, leave passages,. etc., gives £47,510.4 (say £47,510).
Therefore the total figure for salaries and allowances is £47,510 plus L113,07, that is £161,187.

Dividing £161,187py 2,625 (average,enrolnient) gives £61,4, the tutor cost per place.
Other costs amounted to £101,793, an average- of£38.fi per place.
Hence the total cost per place ofrade II, teacher training is as follows. teackes)ement, £,61.4, .

plus-other element, £38.8, that is £110:2. Adding LP.0 for fees gives a' -final figure of £120.2.

9
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APPENDIX K Classprotression in secimeary. schools, 1964.66

School

grant-aided scheRis

1964

II III' .1V V VI Tot

Aga Khan 4 2 2 2 2 2 14

Butobere 2 2: 1 1 - 1

Comboni Collegt
ra

1 1 :" 1$ . 1 , - 4

Jinja Senior SeccindarySchool 6+4 -6 6 6 - - 21

Karamoja*Senio.Secopclary.School - -
Kiira College , 2 1 - \ 4

Ilitante Hill School 3 2 2 2 -
Kololo.Senior Secondary School 6+6 6 6 6 2
Layibi Senior Secondary School 2 2 1 - -
Lango College, Makerere Coilege School-

2
2

2 .i
1 1

1

1

-
3: 3 11

,Masindi'Senior SecondarySchool 3 2. 1' 1 -
` Manjasi High School 2 2' - . - - 4

Mbale SeniOr Secondary School 4+4 4 4 5 2
.Mharara High School 3 I - - - 4

Mbarara Girls' School 2 2 1 I

MviraSenior Secondary Schohl 1 1 lc) 1 - 4

Busop,Oollege,'Mwiri 1 2 2 2 2' 2 1(
'hlabumaii High School 3 3 3 2 . 2
NtareSenior Secondary School 2 2 2 1 2 2 1:
Nyakasura Senior SeCondary School, 3 2 2 2

-2 2 13
St.*Aloysius', Nyapea__ . 2 2' 2 -2
Old'Kampala Senior Secondary.School 4+8' 6 6 6 I 33
Ombaci 2 2 1 - 5

Sacred HeartSehool, Gulu 2 2 , 1 1 -
St. Leo's, Fort Portal 2 2 2 2 -
Sir SamuelBaker School 2 2 2 ,2 2 2, '12
Soroti Senior Secondary School 2 2 2 1 7
Teso College, Aloe . 4 4,, 2 2 15
St. Peter's College, Tororo 3 2
Tororo Girls' Senior.Secondary Sc - - -
Buganda

King's Coilege,Budo 3 3 - 3 2 2, 2, .15
Gayaz.a.High School 2,' 2 2 2 -2 I -' 11
Kalisizo Girls"School 1' 1 I 1, - - . 4
Kibuli Senior Secondary School,
St. Mary's College, Kisubi

2
3

2 Iv3": 'I

'3

6
' 16

St. Henry's College, Kirovu 2 2 2 1 - - 7
Lubiri Senior Secondary. School 3 3 .2 Z. - = 10
Masaka Senior Secondary School 2 2 .2' . 1
Bishop's Sch'ocil, Mukono 1 2 2 1 - - 0Trinity.College, Nabbingo 3 2 2 2 2 12
Mi..St, Mary's, hianiagunga 2- 2 2 2 il : 2 . 11
Namilyango College 2 2 2 2 2 .- 12

. t

126Tor?,1, 97 83 74 35 26 441
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Appendix K ,

1965

.1 li III IV V VI Total 1 II III IV V VI Total

4+2 4 2 2 2 2 /18 4+2 .4+2 4 2° 2 2 22
.2 2 2 1 i 7 2 2 2 2 8

1 1 1 I 4 2 1 1 1 5

6+5 6+4 6 6 33 6+6 6+5 6+4 6 39
1' . 1 1 1 .. 2
2 2 1 1 6 2 2 2 1 7+3 3 2 2 13 3+3 3+3 3 2 17

6+6 6+,6 6 6- 2 2 40 6+6 6+6, 6+6 6 2 2 46
2 2 2 -1 7 2 2 2 2 8
2 2 . -2 1 'T 7 2 2 2 2 8

'2 2 1 1 3 3 12 2 2 2 .1 3 3 13
3 3 2 1 9 3 3 3 '2. 11'
2- 2 2 6 2 2 '2 2 8

4+4 4+4 '4 4 2 2 28 4+4 4+4 4+4 4 2 2 32
3 3 I _ . 7 3 3 3 I 10
2 2 2 I 7 2 2 2 2 8

1'. I I 4 1 1 1 1 4
2 2 , 2 2 2 2 12 2 2 2 2 2. 2 12
3 3 3- 3, 2 2 16 3 3 3 3 .2 2 16
3 1 2 2 2 2 .13 3 3 2 2 2 2 14
3 3 2 2 2 2 14 3 3 3, 2 2 2 15
2. 2 2 2 .8 2 2 2 2 8

6+6. 6+6 6 6 2 2 40 6+6 6+6 6+6 6 2 2 46
2 2 2' 1 7 2 2 2 2 8

.2 2' 2 I 7 2 2 2 2 8
... 2 2 2 2 8 2 2 2 2 8

2. 2 2 2 2 2-- 12 2, 2 2 2 2 2 12,
2 2 2 2 8 2 2 2 2 8

4 , 4 4 2 - 2 2 18 4 4 4 4 2 2 20
3 3 3 3 12 3 3 3 3 2 14
3 3 3 3 6

3
4.

3 3 3 2 16 3 '3 3 3 2 2' 16
2 2 2 2 2 2 12 2 2 2 2 2 12
1 1 1 I 4 1 1 i I - - 4
2 2 2 I 7 2 2 2 2 2 L.. 10
3 3 3 3 2 2 16 3 3 3 3 2 2 16

' 2 2 2 2 *8 2 2 2 2 8
3 3 3 2

4._
11 ,3 3 3 3 12

2. 2 2, 2 8 2 2 2 2 8
2 I .2 2 7 2 2 1 2 --' 7
3 . 3 2 2 2 2 14 3 , 3 3 2 2 2 15

2 2 . 2 2 2 2 , 12 2 2 2 2 '2 2 12
2 2 2 2 2 2 12 2 2 2 2 2 '2 12_ .._..... ___ OM... 01

.138 126 97 83 35 _35 514 140 138 126 97 39 35 575

1966

.93 97
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APPENDIX K Class progression in secondary schools, 1964-66 (cont.)

1964
School

I II III IV V VI

New Senior Secondary Schools

Aga- Khan, Masaka ,,

Bukumi Senior Secondary School
Bweranruni

-
-
-

-
-

-
-
-

Unaided year.
_ - _
_

a _
Dr. Oboterolleige 2 1 - -
Duhaga -.-

Gulu High 'School 1

1pnga Secondary School
Jinja College -
Kabale Se - Secondary School - _
Kachi.-ngi - - ,
Kako

1 1 .0.

Kinyassno
Kitunga .
Koboko -
Kyebanibe -
Masaba
Menlo ( 1

1
-
1

-
- - -

Mutolere - I./ _
Nabisunsa

1 -
Ndejje I I
Ngora
Nkoma
Sebei

, TOTAL 8 5

GRAND TOTAL 134 102 83 74 35 26

1. One class repeating.
2 In addition, there were ten new senior secondary schools which commenced in 1966, eac

with two classes at grade I, giving an over-all total of 204 classes at grade I and a grand total
700 classei.
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Appadix K

.1143 11066

I H om 'IV V VI o Total I II III IV V VI Total

2
2 - - 2 2. 2 - - ,4,

2__ - 2 2 2' _. - - 1
2 2 2 2 - - - 4
2 2 1 - - - 5 2 2 2 1 - i- V
2 - - - 2 2 2 - I 4
2 1 1 - - 4 2 2 1 1 - - 6
2 - _I 2 2 2 - .- - . 4'
2 - - - 2 2 2, - -

74
- 4

2 - - - 2 2 2 - .:. - 4
2 - , 2 ~z 2 - - - , - 4
2 ' 1 - 4 2 2 1 1' - C
2 - - 2 2 2 - - - - 4
2
2 -

-
- - -

2
2

,2
2

2
1

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

4
4

2 - - 2 2 2 - - - - 4
2 1 - - - 3 2 2 1' - ' 5z' 21 - - .2 2 2 - 6
2 - - la

$4
2 2 2 '' - -

-
-

-
- 4

2 1 - - 3 2 2 1 - 1 5
2 1 1. - - - 4 2 2 1 . 1 - 6
2 - - - - 2 2 2 - - - 4

^ - - ,- 2 2 - - 0- 4,
2/ -- -_ 2_ 2_ 2_ -

--. -_ -_- 4
"s__

46 9 4 - - 59 46 46 8 5 - 105

184 135 101 83 35 35 573 1842 184 131' 101 3T 5 6802
1.1

,4,
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AP'INDIX L Suggested Torn of schools estimates accounts

lulu
1

Living costs
11

Tuition COOS
In

Media

A. Salaries
and emoluments

Boarding
I. Responsibility

allowances
2. 'Matron
3. Warcien/catete
4. Cooks and helpers
5. Cleaners

6. Total

(a) CSC; (b) HSC
I. Teachers' salaries,'

responsibility
allowances,
.ministry costs

2. Laboratory assistants
3. Librarian
4. aratiers
5. Groundsmen
6. Total

I. Nuns:

2. Total

B.,Stores, minor
equipment and services

I. Food
7. Clothing
3. Sanitation
4. Fuel and power
5. Voter.
6. 'Minorakitchen/

dining-room equipmen
7. Minor dormitory/

common-room equip.
8. Total 4. Total

1. Textbooks
(a) arts; (b) science

2. Teaching materials
(a) arts; (b) science

3. Lighting/power
.(a) arts; (b) science

t

1. Medicine
other

2. Total

C. Transpoit Stores, etc. staff and
tuition stores

Pup'
Staff

e

D. Maintenance and
repairs

I. Buildings
2. Equipment
3. Grounds, roads
4. Total

I. Buildings 1. BuildOigs`
2. 'Equipment 2. Equipmer
3. Grounds, playing fields
4:> Total 3. Total

E. Depreciation

8

1. Buildings
2. Equipment

3. Total

I. Buildings I. Buildings
2. Equipment .2. Equipmer
3.. Library (books) ° a

4. Total . 3. Total

F. Total recurrent expenditure

G. Capital
additions

I. Buildings
2. Equipment

Total

, I. Buildings
2. Equipment
3. Library (books)
4. Total

al. ,Buildings
2. Equipmen

3: Total

H. Total expenditure

1: Replacements 1. Buildings.
2. Equipmdat

otal

I. Buildings L Buildings
2. Equipment 2. Equipmen
3. Library (books) 4

4.- Total 3. Total

HOT, To include responsibility allowances of senior form masters, aping headmasters, etc.

I00
is

s..1
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Apfx7K14 L

tv VI . ,ytt viiiownisitcool! Subtotal Tramped Maintenance and main Total

Headmaster 1i. Driver I. Watchmen '
0111114." i . ,2. Mechanic '2. Labour supervisor

, Secretary 3. Workmen, skilled;
Pork " unskilled .
Office boy!' . 4. Professional fees and

.,milsoneer i i
labour,charges on

btorekrepers contract, repairs

Total' S. Total 5. Total
Office 1. Petrol /oil 1. Materials
Bank 2. Hire of * 2. tools
Poet office vehicles .3. Material cdsf',of
Audit , 3. Insurance of contract maintenance
Insurance vehicles " and repairs

. /Lents/rater" - .. .
I

Employees uniforms , :
. Entertainment

e,ontingenciess
0. Total , .4. Total 4. Total 4

. Headmaster
Bursar

:Iloard of,dovernors
. Total t

. Buildings
Equipment

. Total

1. Vehicles I. Maintenance
equipinent

. buildings 'Vehicles' I. Buildings
, Equipment 2. Equipnient

. Total
, 3. Total'

. buildings Velbcles -I. ,Buildings
Equipment 2. Equipment

Total' " 3. Total.,
. Buildings Vehicle:: s ' I. 13 'Idings e
-Equipment '' -12:-Eq ipment

'.
'Total 1. Total

. i .-
2. This will appear in the estimates. In the accounts, expenditure out of this vote

, appearunder the uppropriate head.
,

.

will, presumably,

(

I
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O

Foreword -

A

This monograph providesa realistic account of the-process and problems involved
making an educational plan for Tanzania, viewed from the vantage point of

Simi n Pratt, for nearly three years a Unesco expert serving as an education officer
in

After describing the and. administrative framework Tor educational
fanzatiawhoplayed-importanAtoles in the process.

circumstances, a designwasfasliioned fos future educational change and expansion,
calcidated to supply the estimated manpower needs for economic growth while at

planning, the report prokeeds to show how, startingwith the existing educational

the, planning office in the Miniltry: of Education. The story is told by two
pirticiPantsAugustin C. Mwingira, Assistant Chief Education Officer, and

the same time fitting Within,the nation's tight resource
The authors give attention to each of the essential steps involved in formulating

an educationalplan--such as the diagnosis of present educationalconditions, the
determination of basic policies, the projection of potential student populations,
the settihg of basic priorities and targets in light of manpower requirements and
resource limitations, the; balancing of expansion plans as between primary, second-
ary and higher education, the deterinination of teacher requirements and the means
for medfing them, the costing ofthe draft plan and then its modification and re,
costing to match foreseeablejeiources:

The doininant theme:of the narrative; however, which givest special value, is,
the need for constant co-operinion and negotiation among all the units of govern-

. inentinvolVed in the making, financing and successful execution of in educational
plan. The authors stress the need especially for close co-operation between the
planning office in the Ministry of Education and those in the Ministry of Develop-

-mint Planning, responsible; for-elaborating-projections-of manpower requirements
as well as thoie concerned with mediating the competing claims against the nation's
limiteditnanCial.resources. It is.clearly a process in which skill and creltiveAdegs
may often playa nide iniporlarit raoand do more for educationthan,naked
bargaining power.

.s
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Foreword

4

.

Another major theme concerns the important role of educational innovation and
reform In achieving a more effective use of Available educational resources, both_
in educational and economic - terms., The financial stringencies that, surrounded
Tanzania's educational plan, once it had run the gauntlet of negotiation- and
modification, forced new attention on the search for improvements in,the edu-
cational system and its processes that might secure both a bettequality and larger
quantity of educational results within the means available.

Those who desire to look beyond the cold statistical methodologies of educa-
tional planning into the practical human processes of co-operation and compromise
that give educational planning its real life will find this account most useful.

The Institute is giateful to th.-)Government of Tanzania for granting permis-
sion to discuss some current issues of policy affecting educational planning.

Raymond Lyons, i senior staff member, represented the Institute professionally
in working with the authors of this monograph, collaborating closely with them on
the original design and at each stage of drafting until the final publication.

0

PHILIP H. Coos
Director,

c
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Introduction

4

.0

a

Educational Planning in Tanzania is not by any means a new idea; a ten-year plan
which included educational projects was drawn up as long at.Nas 1948. By 1961,
when sr three-year plin for deyelopmeht covering the period 1911.44 was launehed,
the planning concepts had advanced to the stage at which priorities were identified
and the target'4br educational expansion expressed in terms of the rate of expan-
sion to be achieved at the various levels of eaucation. It was, howeVer, not until
1963, when planning- began in earnest for the five-year period..1964-69, that a
serious attempt was made to construct a national development plan in which the

-Contribution to belnade by each agetiCy to agreed objectives for development was
worked Out,.and the results used to determine the,priority to be accorded to each
field of activity in the allocation of funds-and other scarce resources.

In 1961, to prepare the development' plan, each ministry drew up a list of
desirable projects,-costed them and then submitted the list for approval to the
Cabins Development Cominitteel of which the Minister of Finance was chairman.
'Ministries' which seemed claim too large a'share of available finance had to cut
theirmlans back accordingly;: but, apart from this financial limitation, there was
relatively little effort devoted to ensuring that the plans of different ministries were
mutually ,consistent and provided the shone* route to national objectivesnot
least Because there had been no explicit formulation in terms meaningful to plan-:'
nets of What those objectives should be.

The tr.v. elopment Committee of the Council, of Ministers already in existence
was 'Changed in 1962 into ihe 'Economic Development Commission, consisting
of cabinet ministers, with its subsidiary Co-ordinating committee consisting of
permanent secretanes. TWIstmister of Finance and his permanent secretary'wero
respectively chairmen of these two bodiei. After independence in December 1961,
the PrimeMinister, and latei the 14esident, took the chair of the Economic Deyel-
opment COmMission, which had succeeded the .Cabinet Development Committee,
although the secretariat continued to sbe provided by the Treasury until early` in

/`
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a

The process of educational planning in Tankania

a

1963, when responsibility for the Economic Development Commission was passed
to the newly formed Ministry of Development Planning. The current development
plan (1964-69)'N'as prepa'red under the, auspices of this new ministry,,,,which was
served by economic, financial and manpower advisers and which was made
responsible for the co- ordination- of projection; of both capital and recurrent
revenue and expenditure. The EcOnemic Revelopment Commission continued as
the body responsible for the resolution of policy matters, particularly those
referring to priorities; the responsibility for raising revenue and for its allocation
in each successive annual budget remained "with the Minister of FinanceThe
position of other ministries is, therefore, essentially- that their annual financial
requireMents must, as always, be negotiated each dear with the Treasury, using
theNational Development Plan as the framework for these negotiations.

The principal task of planners in the Ministry of Education was the preparation
of a five-year development plan for education (1964-69) in a form which could be
used as a basis bothfor the discussion of national priorities, with the Ministry of
Development Planning, and for the negotiation of annual appropriations from
the'Treasury. In drawing up the education plan for this purpose, the planning
officers of theMinistry of Education had to be fully aware of the coistraints acting
upon theeducational system as a whole and upon its various parts. Apart from
the overriding constraint on the system as a whole of availability of finance,' they
had at all times to consider the effect of a number of other factors on their plans.,
The principal aspects with which they were concerned are: a) the legal framework
within which education in Tanzania is conducted; (b) the administration of the
educational system and the application of administrative resources,to planning
pr6hlems; (c) the structure of the educational system in 1964; (d) the economic and
social objectives of the plan as they affect thee educational system; (e) teacher
requirements and supply.

No sound plan can be drafted as" a claim on the naiOn's resources without
prior reference to every one of the above constraints. This was duly done in 1963-64
and, not surprisingly, the claim which was first made was judged to,be too large to
conform to national priOrities; so the process of decision in which adjustments had
to be made both to cost limits and to plan targets was of prime importance at
that time to the educational planners.

Topics (a), (b), (c) and (d) are discussed is chapters which lead up to a deserip-_
tidh of the process of decision in Chapter 5 and of the resulting plan. Detailed
'discussion of the requirements for teachers and the plans for meeting them is,

however, held over until the final chapter of the monograph. This has been done

1.1n Tanzania this was found to be the overriding constraint in preparing the five-year plan for
1964-69. In other situations-a different constraint, such as the sypply of teachers, may prove to
be the limiting factor.
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because these plans -are best seen against the background of the five-year plan).
itself and because of their special importance (together with plans for the develop-
me. nt of educational administration) in determining the educational constraints
within which future plans will save to be drawn up. Now that the current plan has
been launched for two years; the educational planners are becoming increasingly
concerned with preparing the ground for its successors.

The financial constraints within which future plans must be drawn hp cannot yet
be determined with any precision, nor cart anything but the broadest outlines of
future manpower priorities be discerned. It-is nevertheless by careful implementa-
tion of the.current plan in respect of the of teachers and,the administration
'of>education that the necessary tools for further development of the educational
sisteni iatufamplanhing periods can be assured.

O

a

1. United Republit of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, Tanganyika Five-Year Plan for Economic
and Social' Development, 1 July 1964 30 June 1969, Dar .es Salaam, Government
Printer, 1964, V6:1. I and II. -
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1 The legal framework within which
education in Tanzania is conducted

The conduct of formal education in Tanzania is the responsibility of the Ministries
of Education in bar es Salaam and Zanzibar, acting separately since education is
not a union. =Ater. The Minister of Education in Dar es Salaam is responsible
for the promotion of educitiontiroughouf the former Republic of Tanganyika;'
his responsibilities are discharged in accordance with the powers conferred and
the duties imposed upon him by the Education Ordinance of 1961 which came
into effect on 1 January 1962, less than one month after independence.

Under the terms of this ordinance a single system of education was set up to
replace the four distinct systems, African; Indian, European and other non-native,
which had been in operation previously: The Chief Education Officer, appointed by
the- President of the United Republic as chief professional adviser to the, Minister
of Education,2 also acts as chairman of an advisory council to theminister,and has
at his disposal in the discharge of his duties the services of the profeSsional educa-
tion officers who make up the education division of the Ministry of Education.
In addition to his advisory duties, the Chief Education Officer also has powers
conferred upon him by the ordinance in respect of the conduct of schools. It is,
however, in his advisory capacity to the minister that the duties of tie, Chief
Education Officer-are closely associated with educational planning, since it is the
minister who is responsible for the progressive development of schools. In carrying,
out these advisory duties the Chief Education Officer has assistant chief education ,
officers with responsibilities for primary, secondary and technical, education, for
teacher training, for the inspection of schools, for administration and for educa=

1. The mainland part ofi'anunia.
2. The Minister of Education abo has, u his principal adviser, the Principal Secretary tolhe

Ministry of-Education, who is the civil service head of the ministry, and a junior minister.
(parliamentary Secretary). The Principal Secretary is the accounting officer responsible to the
Permanent Secretary to the Treasury for the proper disbursement and collection cirimblie
Wilds. He is asiisted in dischaigint these duties by administration, financeotudents and
establishments divisions of the ministry in addition to the education division.

112'
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The lemil framework within which education i Tanzania is conducted
.

tional planning. The_Chief Education Officer sitting in comma ee with his assistant
chief education officers constitutes a de facto educational pla ning commission.'
The secretaryof this committee is the Assistant Chief Educatio Officer -responsible
for planilingAe is assisted by a planning unit which isconcetrd mainly with the
colli..etion of statistics; the organization of capital works p °grammes through
various agenties (both government and non-government), an the preparation of
briefs for the Principal Secretary to the ministry regarding the negotiation of
external aid, and negotiation with other departments, notabl' the. Directorate of
Development Planning, cn planning matters.

The ptintipat provisions of the education ordinance are hose which set up
local education authorities and' define their functions, provide for the establish-
ment of boards of governors and. school committees, ,set , oi4 the powers of the
Minister and the Chief Education Officer in the ccgurot of Schools, andi a number
of general provisions of which, frOm a planning point-Of view, by far the most
important are. that giving the power to pay subventions and grants-in- aid .in
accordance, with prescribed conditions and that giviniphe minister power to make
,regulations for a Specified list of purpoies. Twenty-one such 'purposes are listed?
including the provision of statistics an0',accounts, the prescOption of the basic
syllabus to be followed in, schools in receipt of public funds.r2_ the provisions of
teaching certificates.and licences to teach, and the prescriptiop of the conditions
under which subventions and grants-in-aid' can be-paid.

The terms of the orainance are. such :that the Minister of Education has, ina.
effect, completecontrol of the school system; the execution if the purposes of the
ordinance is, howeVer, delegated in most instances. Thui, t e ordinance requires
that every' local authority shall be the local education authori y for primary schools
within its area ofjurisdiction, except that certain schools mar be excluded by order
of the minister. (This often happens when a school is deemed to _be serving more
than one local. authority area.) In extreme circumstan , the minister has thec

power to declare an authority in default and to transfer is functions to another
person or body. In practice the financial sanctions which the minister could impose
by withholding subvention payments for recurrent extlen iture have not yet been
needed; still less has any authority actually been decla in default..With the
passing of time and the gaining of experience, such an/ c1 event be° omes ,ever less
likely. Moreover, the local education authorities do, in f t, exert a yrye consider-c

1. The_organization of educational planninginianzanizis_discussedm..the_Report of thiUnerca_
Education Planning Mission for Tanganyika, Junito October, 104.Chapter 12. Paris, Unesco,
1963. (Out of Print.) / 1 ...,

2. It is important to note that the University of East Africa is not a ,school in the sense of these
regulations. The university, is constituted by an act of the entral; Legislative Assembly for
East Africa (University of East Africa Act -1962), as am nded ,subsequently (1963). The
responsibility of the university in determining the syllabus o studytto be followed is set out in
this Act. ' ,

1C?
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The process of educ tional planning in Tanzania

able influence on the pattern of prithary xhool aevelsi,...-..;..t, within the,scopc of
the National De+lopment Plan, in which the 'nattanal priorities for educational
development arc directly related to the "financial cQntribution which the central

uts,government mak to the work of the local authorities. : . t

The local ed ation authorities are each required to set-up.a locaPeducation
committee. Thesie committees consist of not more than ten members appointed \
by the local education authority and not more than five appointed by the Minister
of Education after consultation with the authority; of the members appointed.by.
the authority, at least half must themselves be members of the authority. There- is
thus pfovision made for representation of local interests in the education field who
are not directly represented on the local education authority, and there is also
provision for the local officers of the Ministry of Education to serve as members of
the education committee, though not of the authority itself. This structure under
which the minister can ensure that departmental advice is considered fully, but
which nevertheless allows the local education authority freedom in forwarding
proposals to the minister for approval, is a feature of educational administration
in Tanzania which- is rapidly proving its value, especially now that the financial,
relationships between the Ministry of Education and the local education authorities
are being geared to give the authorities a considerable incentive to conform to the

. objectives of the national plan.

A further feature of development planning in Tanzania is the part played by
'regional and district development committees whose responsibility is to ensure
that local efforts planned in associatio' with various ministries do pot clash with ,

one another or with other aspects of . hlished policy. For this reason, each local
education authority's annual' developifent plan is submitted to the district and
regional development committees; a plan can only be submitted to the Minister of
Education if it is 'countersigned by the Regional Commissioner who, as senior
representative of the central government in each Region,' is chairman of the
Regional Development Committee. These committees must apt only be made
aware of the final submission; they may.also make recommendations to local
education authorities for consideration in drafting or in modifying their plans.

A large part of the ,public .educational sYstem'is administered by voluntary
agenciei These are usually, though not necessarily, religious bodies; each group of
agehcies of similar ersuasibn is organized on a national basis with a secretariat

- headed by an Education Secretary-General, whose appointment must be approved
by the Minister ot Education. Grant-in-aid is pakt by the government in respect of
the Education Secretary-General of the Tanganyika Episcopal Council (Roman
Catholic), the Christian Cc ...ncil of TanganyikaSother Christian), the Tanganyika

I . There if:.eventeen such Reghins in the mainland part of Tanzania.
1
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The legal framework mithin which education in Tanzania is conducted

.
'African-'Parents Association, the East African, , Muslim Welfare Society and
H.H. the Aga Khints Education Department. In this way the channels of coMmu-
nication 'between the government and the managing agencies are, established at
national level. Ai thelcieal level education secretaries are appointed ,by the agencies,
their appointment beintsUbject to'the approval of the Chief Education Officer.
Although the position of editation secretaries not entrenched in the constitution-.,
°Nile localeducation authol'itied, they are in practice adequately represented since
thege-appointments made by the Minister of Education to each local education
committee are, characteristically, the District Education Officer and .4p to, four
educitiOniecretarieS responSible for the management of voluntary agency schools .

itkliellstrict. The power 'of the comtnittees to co-opt non-Voting menibers.or to
Invite. them to particular meetings is frequently invoked also, so that managers of
individual schools or government officialsother than tile District Education Officer
May attend meetings. In the case of post-primary y,ofuntary agency schools, which .

are not the concern of local education authorities, grants-in-aid are paid to the ,
agenties at rates approved by the minister for both capitgl and recurrent expenditure.
'Payment of pew. grants-in-aid is conditional upon conformity with government
policy. Effective contro Of tlte schools in matters of national policy is thus assured:
in-particular, admissiOns to.all secondary schools are administered by admissions
committees in the 'Regions which meet under the 'chairmanship of the regional
educatiOn officers: .

0

-` The ininistO for' local government affairs also occupies an important place
lathe legatsttucitiire of primary.edUcatiOn, since that ministry is responsible (for,
ensuring that the-affairs -of local authorities are properly conducted, particul arly

*where the stewardshiP of public funds raised 1 cally is concerneclonsequently,
all estimates of lOcal authority expenditure:have to be approved bythat,ministry
to which final statements must.also be submitted. At the fink orwriting a.depart-

,'mental reorganization has just been put into eject reintegrate the local government
division of the Ministry oeLocil GOvernment and liousing with the regional
arc ministration, a step whiCh is confidernly expected, to lead to inipro'vements,
since-the regional commissioners, are. the proper officers who must approve each
ideilituthority's estimates before submission to Dar es Salaam.

4

One further ministry, the Ministry of Community Developno,nt and National
Culture, is frequently concerned with educition,at the local level. A distinction is
drawn in Tanzania between responsibility for formal education, which rests with:,
the 'Minister of Education, and resPonsibility for non-formal education, which.
rests With, the, Minister of Community Development and National Culture; this
distinction underlies the definitions of various types of school for the purposes of
-the education Ordinance, each of which requiiesthat the syllabus or course folloWed
shall be,40provetlbi the ChiefEducation Officer. _Literacy instruction and,many
aspects of adult eclucatiorWhire no secular studies are included in the curriculum
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,.tit.y.for. these courses.
principal agency responsible for implementing p

al of the '.7anzanian Governme..1 is the Univers
has only recently been constituted by the Cen

hue East African Governments, with effect from. 1 July. 1963. The legal
ework within which planning has been conducted has evolved together with

university's own plans for development. In 1961, the Quinquennial Advisory
ifimittee had recommeuded a:Pattern, of developinent for 1962-67 which, in the
t of subsequent political changes, Obved inadequate for the aspirations of the ,

ewer colleges of the university. As a result,:the provisional conncil of the univer-
ity, which-had been constituted three governments as-acompany -operating

in each of the threeterritories, set the Committee on Needs and Priorities. There
was no machinery, in, existence by which the University Development'Comminee
was forrhally committed to take the requirements of the governments into account,.
but the membership of the committee was such that this was assured;2 thus, for.
example, although the' governments did not submit details of their manpower needs

1. Examples of adult education with which the Ministry ,of Education is closely concerned are
"The extramural activities of University College, Dar et 5alaam (carried out in the Institute of
Adult Education), and formal adult education, which is usually vocational in emphasis,provided
throUgh evening classes at Dar es Salaam Technical College.
Membership included the Vice-Chancellor, representatives (in practice the ministers cot' edu-
catiofi)vf the three gOvernments, three members of the infiversity senate, one chosen from each
of the three constituent colleges,, and the university registrar, with the principals of the three
colleges in. attendanCe.
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The legal framework within which education in fanzanii is conducted

to 'either Cciiiunittee the report prepared by Hunter l'nd Harbison in 1962 for, the
Needs and Priorities Cbmmittee was available to the governmeats for comment.

It remains trite, however, that there is no formal relatidnship between the
university and the governments regarding the3esponse.ofthe university,tegxpressed
government:Priorities. The balance of the relationship as it affects planning is
found in paragraph 5 (1) of theMniversitiof EAst Africa Act (1962) as-amended in
'1963. The paragraph, which sets out the dbjects and functions of the ,university,-
includes both 'to preserve" .in particalar the right of a university, or a university.

college; to detentline who may teach, what may be taught, how It shall be taught
and who. may be admitted to study therein' and to co-operate with governinents
or other appropr4are bodies in the planned development of higher educlption'.
Clearly these twO:Objectivesrequire procedure by agreerrient on many issues.

Although the ilniversity of East Africa is the,Rrincipal agent' 6f the three_East
African governmentsAn:higher education, it is not the only agent. The kw of
students to and from institutions of higher eductition overseas has made, an irapor-
tant tontributibn to meeting high-level Manpower targets, although it will rapidly
decline in importance in all but highly specialized fields now that the University.
of East Africa has become able to admit all students qualified for entry. The urgent
need to co-ordinate policy tat overseas students was met by the-establishment of
theCabinet Committee on Higher Education, which is the ultithate authority. n the
award of students' bursaries. The registrar of students, who is secretary to the
committee, is:an officer of the ( 4itstiy.- of Education.

A later development, along with the.establiShment of the Ministry of Develop-
ment- and Planning, was the setting up of the Standing Advisory Committee on
Matipower. 'One of the functions of this latter committee isp make recommenda-
tions io,the Cabinet Cot: ittee on Higher Education regarding theallocation
students: bursaries between/the various courses offered at the University of,East,
Africa and elsewhere. The award of these bursaries.is conditional upon, the student
giving-an-undertaking to-entefemploYment as directed or approved by the govern-
ment in the light manpower needs for a minimum of five years after graduation.
The resulting system, of tied bursaries is regarded as a cornerstone of Tanzania's
programme for the achievement of self-sufficiency in high-level manpower by 1980.

The conclusion drawn in 1962 by the Unesco Education Planning.Mission to
Tanzania that the state of the law of education is adequate and does not constitute
"a constraint upon dr elopment still held good three years later.' The conclusion
of the Unesco mission did, however, rest-very much. pon the minister's powers-to
make regulations under Section,38 (1) of the ordinance; these powers have been
uSed, for example, in redefining A 'primary school' to fit with,/ development of
the seven-year course under the current plan and in establishing a code for the
handling-of 'serious disciplinary oCintes by school pupils. Thus, the satisfactory
state of the law inaction continues to depend on the accurate anticipation of matters

1.1.1



The process of educational plannim In Tanzania

to be covered by the provisions of the law in all those fields in which ultimately
responsibility rests entirely with the government. This is the situation,in all fields of
education except that of the University of East Africa. In this instance (leaving
aside the question as to whether the government's relationship with the University
of East Africa will soon be overtaken by events leading to the constitution of
University College, Dar es Salaam. a university) the legal provision for financial
control by the government seems adequate to preserve the government's interests in
full without upsetting the balance of respqnsibilities between the government and
the university in the day-to-day conduct of the university's affairs which has already

`been described.
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The administration\of the
educational system

"The conclUsiOn off' Chapter 1that the state-of' the law of education is adequate
and that it does not constitute a constraint upon developmentwas reached only
with the caveat that the suceessful'application of the law in promoting development
depends uppn the accurate anticipation of matters to be covered by the provisions
of the law; this is the task of those who are responsible for the administration and
inspection of education.,

Apart fropthe distinction to be made between'the ade.nistrative and inspection
functions, there-is also a distinction to be made between the arrangements under
which- the .Minister -of Education,delegates soirie.of his power others and the
administrative.arrangements which are made so that the Chief Education, Officer
can properly exercise his-powers and can fulfil' his advisory duties towards the
Minister of Education. Whichever part of the administrative or inspectorial
structure is being considered, there is the pressing problem of manpower shortage
to be-borne-in:mind at all stages of Thus the-administlative-procedures,
needed for plan implementation must be as carefully planned as the availability of
funds or the supply- of teachers. This leads to what must be-virtually an axiom of
planning in a situation where there is an acute shortage_Dthigh=leveLadministrative

:marfpover; it is that futureplans must be drawn up in such a way, as to maximize
the chance of their implementation by the administrative staff likely to become
available.

Even if a small number of high-leve administrators, planners and.inspectors
can:be found through external aid channels to carry, out executive- and advisory
functions Within the central government,-there is no truly acceptable substitute for

.

localefficers in the Most senior posts, where responsibility for many,,decisions must
be taken, or in the large number of posts in the field, where close acquaintance with
loCal conditions and numbers adequate to maintain effective contact are pre-

,
requisites for success. I

-There is, however, -a danger inherentin accepting this axiom too easily; if the

1.13 1 19



The process of educational planning in Tanzania

planning choice's are to be dictated by the limitations of the administrative machine,
then it can fairly be said that the tail wags the dog. Thus there was concern during
the recent three-year plan period 1961-64, not Only to devise adequate administra-
tive procedures for its implementation, but also to create an administrative struc-
ture which could be expected to be an adequate vehicle for theimplementation of
the next plan the current five-year plan for- 1964 -69).

Selection and preparation of statistics.

One important condition for planning is the creation of an adequate statistical
service. The low or statistical information through the various stages of p n
preparation is summarized in Diagram 1. This shows how an accurate .statisti 1

description of existing educational facilities and an analysis of the costsof educati
which lends-itself to projection into the future are essential to the process
translating the manpower and social objectives of a plan into financial terms.,

The principal categories of statistical quantities which must be either collected,
or estimated by educational planners are: (a) existing enrolments, for comparison
with the target enrolments', to estimate the size of the.development task; (b) edu-
cational provision, i.e. class-rooms, serving teachers, university places, etc.; (c) cost
of making existing and projected educational provision; (d) such additional
statistics-as are required-to ensure that the national teacher-training programme
can be developed in close conformity to the requirements of the over-all plan).

The first two of these groups of statistics are collected in the field- where the
largest part of the information, that concerned with primary education, must be
collected and collated by the Ministry of Education's district education Oilers.
Without a clear understanding of the use to which the statistics are to be put, the
district education officers (who are mostly recent recruits from being headmasters
of rural p 'miry schools) would probably regard statistics as being far down their
list of priorities. They would moreover find it quite impossible to give essential
assistance to local education authorities in preparing their development proPosals.
It is recognition of these facts which has led thc Ministry of Edudation to concen-
trate on the collection of the smallest practicable quantity of statistics, so, that
every effort can be made to ensure their quality. All newly appointed district.edu-
cation officers come to Dar es Salaam for an intensive training course_of.stx.weeks .

during which the importance, and the interlockiiignature, of statistics, of day-to-day
administration and of planning are continually stressed.

Specimens of the three principal statistical ,forms used for planning
primary education are shown in the Appendix on page 193. The first form is

1. See Chapter 7,
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Diagria 1 The faiths uses of statistical data In educational pkindag
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The process of educational planning in Tanzania
1
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essentially- an inVentory of educational facilities (including teachers) is they,
exist in the field. Form 2 illustrates the expenditure, data which Are 'collected
from local authorities and used by the Ministry of Education to estimate unit costs.
Form 3 shows thaiiiin which is Completed by, digtt education officers in sub-
mitting the Ideal authorities' proposals for new development; on this form the
four columns on the right:-hand side summarize existing facilities, additional
proposals, requirements for their implementation;amta summary of,the proposed
syitem. The forms are used for individual schools and aggregated for, local authority,
areas so that the fill! financial implicitions'e.an be seen (and compared with the
Ministry of Education's forecait of the likelY extent of. development)-before.suh;
mission to the Minister' of Education for. approval. .

The collection and collation of financial statistics has proved to be a rather more
difficult problem. Initial attempts to collect the information in the form .required'
for planning purposes were unsuccessful; largely because the relatively small
number of field'officers of the ministry who sere fullyconversant with the,statistics
required were invariably among those'with the largest work loads. The collection of
statistics in the form in which they arise naturally from day -to -day administration
has proved to be much more successful` and, provided that the interpretation is
done by someone with a working knowledge of the administration,, the resulting,
estimates,of unit costs1 have proved to be very valuable in planning.

In the absence of any relevant data for analysis it is often possible to use target
expenditure rates as a method df delimiting financial commitments while encourag--
ing the best use of available funds. This type of approath is of particular value
where reiinganilation makes analysis, of previous expenditure latgely irrelevant
(e.g., teachers' colleges) or where a new type of institution is to be built (e.g.,.

' UniVersity College, bar.es.41aam). Broad outlines are obtained by comparison
with practice in other countries but the final figures are reached with'direct refer-
ence to local conditions and the scope of work which they make possible,.

, 9

Preparations forililementation of the plan

'Another iinportant eximple of preparation for planning is Ibund in the forward
'planning of the subvention system, *hith,is the financial instrument used by the
minister to influence the actions of the local education authorities to which he has'
delegated-powers in the field of primary education, so that it has, been sharpened
into an instrument both of administration and of planning policy.

The pre-independence arrangements by which (expatriate) regional education

1.-Uriit cost Statistics are discussed in'cletail in 1,11. Knight, The Caging and Financing of Educe-
tional 'Development in Tanzania, in Vol. II of this series, 'Costing and Financing',
Paris, Unesco/IIEP, 1969.
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officers, who were servants of the central government, administered a considerable
part of the prifnary school system directly and the remainder of it, -together with
voluntary agency secondary schools and teacher-training colleges, indirectly by. ,

means or grant-in-aid, was replaced by a system under which the central government
contributed a' subvention, fixed in advance, towards each local authority's
diture on education..

' /nitally the rate of subvention paid to each authority was fixed at the same.lovel
as goVernment recurrent expenditure on its education system in the last yiar (1961)
of the old`System. In this way the recurrent cost of all new development became the
responsibility 'of the local education authorities. As the local education authorities,

', and their advisers, the regional and:district education officers, have gained experi-
ence it has became possible to make the system, more sophisticated. A new financial
incentive to conform to government priorities was introduced by making additions
to the value of the central government subvention vary in magnitude according to
easily understood formulae.' These reflected the _priorities attached in the plan
to different categories of development. The precise manner in which, this would
be done was not determined until very late in the preparation of the plan; the
impoitant point in the early stages of preparation was that an administrative
vehicle by which planning priorities could be reflected in financial policies was
made available.

The training of administrators and inspectors

The creation of the administrative machine is not, by itself, enough. Steps must
also be taken to prepare the people who will run it. These are the regional and.
district education officers, who must be made ready to advise both the Chief
Education Officer and the local education authorities. Also there is no poinVit,- r.
launching a capital programme to foster improvements in the quality of work in
the schools if there is no corresponding,provision of a professional advisory service
to the teachers, a need which, has been met by the creation of the new cadre of
primary school inspectors. The selection and training of the new district education
officers and primary school inspectbrs was a major concern of the Ministry of
Education during the 1961-64 period. A circular was issued by the Ministry of
Education in February 1963 ill which the functions of primary school inspectors
*were defined and distinguished from those of the district educal,ion.officers; this was
followediSy a second circular 'which summarized the functions of the primary school
ins*tors as such: (a) the inspection of schools and especially of class -room work;
(b) the orginization of refresher courses for teachers; (c) the dissemination of

1. Tanganyika Five -Year Plan .; . , op. dit., Vol. II, pp. 111.115.
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idvice on syllabuses; teaching method, examination questions, books, etc. The
functions of thedrstrict-education officers were to: (a) advise and work with. the
local authority in the planning, development and (administration of education;
(b) ensure that the education ordinance and regulati6ns are Observed ;,(c) attend to
school buildings, school equipment, school health and school feeding;:(d) advise
on the staffing of schools and to report on individual teachers.when, for any reason,
a sp-ecial report is required;_ (e) organize and conduct examinations ;(f)co-opertite
with the primary school inspectors in the n<in-teaching aspects of school inspection
(Le:, organization, finance, buildings, furniture and equipment). The circular went
on to emphasize that, although the functions are differentiated, they are also

complementary, -and iS the responsibility of the regional education officers, to
whom both the primary, school, inspectors and the, district education officers are
responsible, to ensure that there are regular exchanges of information and advice
between their stiff members which should be a regular teature,of the campaign to
raise the-Te8els of attainment in the,pritnary schools. ,

This-Hit of runctions was then used as the framework of the 'syllabus for the.
r ,

training courses conducted by the Ministry of Education, which appointed three,,.
training officers the purpose. In preparing the curriculum-for these courses,the
training officers took.particular care to establish the relevance of all,lopicS to work

'in the field by the liberal use of ptactical studies, while ensuring that the theoretical,
content of the work was given its proper place; the response of the,trainees to.the
courses hai been one of the most immediately gratifying aspects of .recent educa-
tional development, which has already led to an obvious.improvement in the services
rendered by the ministry to the-schools. For the Planners it,has opened up many ,

'possibilities for developrnent in the schools, particularly qualitative develOpinenta,,
which would have been dismissed as impractical for' large-scale -implementation
only. two years aglr The cost of such courses is insignificant when compared to;the
total annual.government subvention for primary schools:

,

Ownership, management and control OfsOools

The problem of providing an administrative vehicle which is adequate for the pur-
poses of the plan' is not necessarily dealt with, only by innovation; selective
retention of some 'aspects of the existing education system may be essential to the
effective working of the plan. It is perhaps an obviously attractive policy to a
newly established government that all schools should be owned by the public
authorities; there are probably conditions in some countries where the immediate

,adoption of such a policy seems inlperative. There are, howeVer, other countries;
'including Tanzania, -Acre' the advantages-to be gained--by allowing a variety Of
ownership and managem6nt of schools in a system controlled by gdy' ernnient are
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considerable. This not only provides a means by ,which -additional effort and
reiouices from both inside and outside the country' cart be directed into education;
it also provides an administrative infrastructure cap"able-of such operations as the

'payment of teachers, the ereotiory of buildints,,and the purchaseOftextbooks, which
the government would, End- it difficult to replace Thus, by theircontinuing partic-
ipation in educatibn the voluntary agencies,even.though their past' historieS may
invoke memories of clashes of-religious or evens:if -racial interests, are making an
invaluable, indeedelsential, contribution to the well-being of Tanzanian education;
provided Of course' that the Minister of Education is not impeded in discharging his
obligation under the education ordinance to ensure the progressive development of
schools, they will continue to do so. The, future role of the voluntary agencies in
the administration of education presurriably depends,upon their ability, to continue
as effective counterparts to the goyeinment; an effeciveness which will doubtless
depend at leastinpart on-the changes which are taking place within the agencies
themselves as they become increasingly Tariianian in character and outlook.

'It is:not sufficient, howeyer, merely to assert;that thelaw of education makes
government control- of all schools in receipt of public-funds secure; two major
changes in administration were :necessary if government control of educational
policy' was.to become effective in praCtice. Pneof thesewas. brought,about by the
implementation of the Unified Teaching Service (UTS); the other was the reorgan-
ization of the responsibility 'for the inspection of schoolspso'that this function was

_carried out by the controlling body, i.e., central, government, rather than by the
owners of the Schools, i.e., local authorities and-voluntary -agencies. ,

The terms of the Unified Teaching Service 'Act, along with the , regulations
made under its terms since it became law in 1963'make provision for the establish-
Mint Of deentral bOarct made up of-teachers' and employers' representatives with a
secretariat provided bYthe Ministry of Education to consider the terms of service
of all 'UTS members (membership, being- open to all Tanzanian teachers and to
some-non-citizens-also), and to administer the contractual relationships between
UTS members and their emploYers in accordance with 'UTS terms' of service,

- which were to be common to its members; The task of supervising/the adminis-
tration:sif the UTS is largely detegatecYto.regional boards which, like the central,
board, is made-up of teaChefs': aridemptoyers' representatives with..ksecretariat
ProVidedbythe Regional Education Officer, who is also ex officio chairman of the

' regional board. The regional boards areresponsiblefor enrolling qualified
into the service and for. considering recommendations for promotion, inir4 $
either b/employers or'by the Regional'Educatiow Officer, for forwarding ty..),,lhe

gducation Officer for approyal. Although t is not' essential for r -ntroh
purpoSesthat the Ministry of Education should employ all teachers, itlis eSential
that it should be able to influence their contractual ,relatiOnships, with their em-
ployers (espeCially Where 'promotion on the grounds of professional competence

113`
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is coti-.erfie;;) and that this influelize should not depend upon, till identity .of an
individual teacher's eri.ployer.tthe establishment of the Unified 'reaching Seivice,
with its uniform conditious of service for all Memberg, and ,powers to initiate

\fisciPlinary action conferred on regional education officers. in their capacity as
chairinen of the regional boards, meets this need. .

the reOrganization of responsibility for the inspection of schools was essential._.

if the, xecutive arm' of goi,ernment was to be accountable to the legislative branch
in the disbursement of subventions and grants-in-aid -to school managements.
Clearly it was no longer adequate that the inspection and supervision of voluntary,
agency schools should be carried out mainly by voluntary agency school.super---,
visors since this put the Voluntary agencies in-the-invidious position of being both
cashier and auditor. Therefore, quite apart from the need Yor a primary school
inspectorate as an agent of _change in the schools, it was needed so that the Chief
Education Officer; and through him to the Minister of Education, could be kept
fullyPinformed of the work being carried out under his direction. All primary
school inspectors are therefore now, civil-servants, some having, been recruited
from the ranks of the former government school supervisors, some from voluntary,
agency school-supervisors and others from teaching posts. The administration of
primary schools, by local educati6n authorities or-by voluntary agencies through.
-their education secretaries, and their inspection are therefore now entirely separate
functions associated With the ownership of schools and the control of-educational
policy respectively. With this position,established,2 it is clear that, froma planning
point of view, any body 'which is adMinistratively competent and willing, to partic-
ipate in the planned development of.education should be welcome to do so.;

Ile .educational planning unit .., ,
.

.

The administrative -structure which 'has been discussed so far has been concerned,
entirely with the implementation of plans. It is necessary also 10 make .adequate.
administrative provision fOr the prIparglion of plans and for the control .of their
iMplenientation. The de 'act° educational planning commission with.a secretariat
providedby an education planning unit within the education.divisiorfof the Minis-
try or Education3 has already been mentioned in discussing the role and powers of
the ChiePEdtication Officer in Chapter I; The work of the planning unit.is,not, .:_ .

I. The fact that teachers can be employed by the government''on UTS terms'is somewhatanom-alous.. The category of government- employed teachers will, however,, become a wasting,
categoiy once all ichdols-are -managed 'by local education authorities voluntaryagekeies or'hoards of governors.

2. Abd with a substantial number of trained district education-officers and primary school in-
spectors now serving in 'the field (1966).

recommended by the UnesCo 4Clusational Planning Mission ta'Tanganyika, 1962.
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restricted to' the Preparation of pl ns; itis.also responsible to thi Chief Education
Officer for the co-ordination of t eir implementation. Itswork can be summarized
under six'broad headings:
L Assist the Minister" of Eduction in consultations leading to the-forinulation

of national plan Objectives, and to analyse and interpret them in educational,
terms,.using statistical methods wherever these are applicable. .

2. Also' using statistical mhods wherever' they are applicable, to analyse the
constraints, legal, admi istrative, historicaP and professional, which must be
respected or modified'i' reaching thest objectives. . . ,

3. Formulate *education programmes accordingly, so that plan objectives scan
be costed in terms of both :money'and rnanpower.

4. ProVide the quaiitit five information with educational interpretation required
for decisions abou priorities when resources are not adequate for implementa-
tion of the who of the proposed plan, and, in doing so, fo assist the thief,
Education Offi in cstablishing,the priorities to be given to the different projects
in the various, lions of the plan so as to retain the viability of the plan as a
whole.

5/AdviSe the hief Education Officer on all matters relating to co- ordination of
plan impl mentationbetween the various sections of the.Ministry of Education
and bet een the Ministry of EduCation and other departments of government_
(notab the Treasury2 and, the Directorate for:Development and Planning);

6. Advi the ChiefdUcation Officer whenever it sums prudent-to Male amend-
men s to the plan as formulated, by adjustment either ofahe"plan targets Or.of ...
theii,iiiterpretation or by the introdUction of new Methods of implementation.

Each Oi,ibese functiOns clearly requires;an intimate knowledge ofthe conduct of
educ(ationz! processes the phrase a--- sense of process is perhaps more expressive ..
of {what is needed---,--and it- is for this reason that the fortnulation of educational
plans is regarded as a task for educators an appreciation of .priorities, rather
than one for specialists in the determination of-priorities Who, while having a more
Sophisticated picture of the economic and manpower situation in -the country, are

. I

Correspondingly less likely to be fully aware of the true possibilities for educational
.

development. .. . ..
Of these six functions, the first fourare concerned mainly with the preparation .

/of plan's. They are discussed elsewhere in this study.

1. The term 'historicarconstraine ;imply means the limitations on freedom-of future action which,

arise directly from past actions. -Examples are-manpower shortages arising -from past circum-
stances and the actual geographical distribution of school facilities with which the planners
must Start their Work. .,

2. All negotiations for externakakd are conducted through the Treasury...

0
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The co-orcliniLing function of the planning unit

'The fifth of the aboveunetions is'the One which perhaps needs more persistence
,, than any other in its rli:chaige; it is the co-ordinating function which becomes

the main taskl of the planners once a plan has been aiproved.by parliament. It is
their task to pirepare the briefs,which are needed whemmoney is sought to carry out
the programnies and to see that the capital works-.programme can be organized
satisfactorily; the task qf reporting progress must,be attended toand there is also
a considerabfe, ainount of work to zbe done together with those responsible for
secondary 'schools inconneliori With selection processes where manpower con-
siderations are involved. In-order to fulfil these tasks the Assistant Chief Education
Officer (planning) needs a supporting,professiOnal staff; in practice, the staff of the.
plamdmfunit-consists of the Assistant Chief Education Officer himself and three
other education officers: his assistant, who is mainly concerned with organizational
and financial matters, an education Officer to supervise the collection and procesging
of statistics and an officer to'iupervise the school buildingprogramme.

The actual construction of school buildings is organized by, the ultimate man-
tigers of thetchool, whether they are to be the government itself,' voluntary agencies
or local authorities. In all cases, however,.the Ministry of Education ha% an obvious
interest in the planning of new works totake advantage: of recent developments and
experience, both in education ai;ttin architecture and building. The appointment
or'a-qualified-irchitc:Ct to* serve within the educational planning unit was a fairly
recent devekipment (January 1965) intended meet this need and to ,provide the
Ministry of Education with-professional advice in organizing the supervision of
building programmes Olvoltintary agencies and local authorities. The appointment
of this officer has also proved invaluable-in developing the unit cost approach to
capital programmes.

The Education Officer ( statistics) is respcs msibicfor the collection and Maintenance,:
of records. He is a former District Education Officer, whose principal concerns JO
with the 'collection of statistics relating to educational administration (e;g:, 'the'
organization of the distribution of examinhtion papers for the general entrance
examination for Primary school leavers) as well as the statistics needed for planning. ,
and reportpurposes.

The head of the planning unit and his assistant are together concerned priMarily
with co-ordination. Naturilly, in It comp'rehen'sive national plan coverinea.wide
variety of activities, co-ordination with other government departments is carried
out mainly in financial termsthe preparation of the annual developMent estimates
is the Most' obvious example, but by no- means the only one. In the .day,to-day
course orevents, a swift decisionfor the reallocation of, a relatively small amount

1. The Ministry of Hbusini acts as agent for the Ministry of Education in this instance.
t

>
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t
of money Ora rapid improvisationin co-opepifion with another Oepartment.can
;lake the difference betweeksuicesaand failure in bringing projectsio completion
in time to -conform with the enidlment prOgramme. While such flexibility can
endanger the whole plan; if applied indiscriminately, its use within t e plan frame-
work ind with proper congilerittibn of the educational impli is essential if
frustrating delays or expensive makeshift arrangements are t avoided.

It is the responsibility of *Treasury to secure the governinent's share 'of .the
finanCe needed for the whole development plan, whether from internal .ortxternal
sources. 'Whenever external aid for a project is being sought'by the Treasury it is
dependent upon the executing ministry or department for the, preparatipn of Oft
polity statements Ind other documents for submission tothe external agencies /
concerned., For eicample, one of the first-major tasks of the planning unit' (which
atthe time consisted of one officer only) when it was Ericestablished (in 1962) was

'eta prepare the ways for a formal' Agreement (in 1963) between the Tanzanian
Oeverippent, represented 'by the ....usury, and the International Development

l'Association for a credit to be used for the construction and equipment of secondary
, schools. In this, as in other examples of international aid agreements, external

'agencies mist be satisfied that the proposals under consideration form a part pf
the properly planned.deVelopment of the educational system and that they can in
fact be jmpkritented atcorditig to plan. Once negotiations have been formally
opened, points such asthese can be establishoiby preparatory correspondence and
Meeting's between the Ministry of Education (represented by theplanning unit) and
the external agencies; without thest.preliminaricontacts, it seems qua die flow of
'effective etternat aid into the educational system would be minimal.

Thelixth and last of the functions of the planning unit which has been listed'is
a futittioi which may seem at times, under the pressure of everyday events, to lie
dorinant. The temptation to let it remain so is also considerable, especially because
the incet santintroduttion of alternative 'Proposals is a well-known tactic, through-,
out the world, 9f those who, would delay decisions leading to action. Nevertheless
a plan which cannot be modified in the light of experience or of new knowledge is ''
a poor plan:- a wasteful plant if opportunities of further progress are wasted. The
perk.' of urgency in wliich initial plans have been prepared, in Tanzania and
elsewhere,here, and in which the pressure to get those plans launched in practice, must
be followed by a period in which more time is given to teflexion and reconsideration
Of whatia being done, This may or may not lead to revisions of,the current plan,
!pit itcannotTail to contribute to the.quality of its successors. ,

40

1. With the assistance throughout of the then Ministry of Communications, Power and Works,
which Was at that time responsible for galernment buildingworks. n
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3 The educational system in 1964.

a

The educational 'system in Tanzania, as illustrated in Diagram 2, consists, as-in
other countries, of primary and secondary schools, highereducation at, university,
and a number of sectors which are to a greater or lesser degree vocational in charac-
ter and outlook. Of these sectors, technical education and teacher training are
provided under the auspices. of the Ministry of Educition, while courses leading
directly to career occupations other than teaching are the responsibility of the
employers c coed; in practice, most of these employers are in the,public sector
and the various ministries' organize training courses for their own.personnel, as
do the East African inter- territorial organizations.*

Primary education

Within the primary educational system two sub- levels, upper and,lower primary
school, can be 'distinguished. An initial four-year course,at lower priMary school
is followed by an upper primary school course for selected,pupils.3

There are hardly any boarders attending lower. primary schools in standards
I to IV of public schools, although boarding provision is made in a few areas where
a very high proportion of the population is., nomadic.{ The teachers at this

I The Ministries ofAgrigigire, Health, Lands Settlement and Water Development, the Centel
Establishments Office (which is responsible for staffing the Civil Service) and the Ministry of
Regional Administration (which has taken over the functions of the Local Government Service
Commission)' are most 'active in providing ;these courses.

2. For example, East African Railways and Harbours, East African Income Tax Organization,
East African Posts and Telegraphs Administration, East African Common Services Organization
and Eait African Airways.

3. In Tanienia, priniary grades are referred to as 'standards' and secondary grades, as 'foims'.
In the towns all,pupils continue from the lower primary standards to thcuriper primary sten-
dards without haVin'glo past; a selection examination.

4. There was a total of fourteen such classes in standaid I in 1964out of a total of over 3,000 classes!
r
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level of eduCation are nearly all grade C teachers who have had eight years' of
primary education 'followed by two years of training a teacher-training college.
Some have been promoted to higher grades, either 'on merit' or after attending
soverninent-spontored upgrading courses, and others have attended special
supplementary courses such as' that -provided for teachers of domestic science; the
great majority of grade. C teachers can, however, be regarded as being educated
and trained only for teaching up to standard VI.

At the upper ,Primary school level (standards V'to VIII) where entry is selective
outside the towns, there is a corresponding. need for and provision of boarding
school places. Whereas iii 1961 nearly all standard V classes open to rural pupils
were in l*Darding schools, the situation has now changed dramatically following the
institution, under the three-year plan for 1961-64, of extended primary schools:
While the number of places available for boarders (about 12,000 per annum at
the time of independence) has hardly altered, hundreds of, lower primary schools
have been extended by the addition of upper standards for day pupils: so that by
1964 there were 44,000 pupils enrolled in standard V while. the number of pupils in
standard VIII for the first times was still less than 18,000.

Thestaffing formula for the upper primary standards, whether in boarding or
in extended primary schools, provides for a grade C teacher for standard V, a
grade B teacher for standard VI and a srade A teacher for each of standardsVII
and VIII together with one additional grade C teacher for each school. Grade A
teachers are those who have had two years of teacher training after satisfactorily
completing the four-year secondary school course, while grade B teackIrs are those
who have had two 'years of training but whose secondary school courses, were
either curtailed after two years or were not satisfactorily completed; alternatively
grade B teachers are upgraded or promoted from grade C.

A feature of the current 'five-year plan (1964-69) is the reorganization of the
primary pyramid so that the lower primary school Course of four years \can
be improved by the introduction of full-day attendance throughout the country \in
standards III and IV, while theopportunity is taken, in conjunction with a rapid
expansion of training facilities for grade A teachers, to close thcgap4 between the
actual pattern of staffing in upper and extendedprimary schools and the 'staffing
formula' which is regarded as the minimum necessary to provide an adequate
course at this level of instruction. At the same time, the total length in years of the
full priniary school course is being reduced from eight to seven.

1. Some older teachers have had less than eight years of primary education, since they entered
training college when the primary school course, ended after standard VI (six years of primary
et:ideation).

Z. This was, of course, the normal form of development in the towns, but its application in rural
areas WAS new.

3. That is, excluding 'rePisaters' from the standard VIII classes of the previous year.
4. See Table 11.
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-Secondary education

At the end of the full primary. school course,1 all pupils seeking to continue their
educations are candidates for the general entrance examination ;;this is a selection

-examination, set centrally but marked and administered in the Regions, which is
used principally-to select pupils for entry to- secondary ichoOls, but which is also
used to select entrants to grade C teacher-training courses; it has also been, used
to select entrants to the now discontinued ftill-time 'trade school' courses for
pre-apprentice craftsmen. The number of secondary school places to be tilled is
determined with reference to projections of manpower requirements.

The basic secondary School course now lasts four years;s it leads up to the joint
examination for "school certificate and general certificate which is at present
orpniied, set and marked by the Cambridge (England) Overseas Examinations
Board. It is at the end of this basic secondary school course that the largest number
of pupils leave school to enter the labour market in the middle and high-level man-
power categories where shortages are most keenly`felt. A large proportion of these
secondary school leavers do not immediately set to work, but are instead enrolled
in pre-service vocational courses organized-by their ultimate employers or by
public bodies interested in their field of employment. The fact that pre-service
training allowances are,Paid to these pupils (including students at Dar es,Salaam
Technical College and those in training to become teachers) once they enter train-
ingnppears to'be of considerable importance in determining the career choices of
some of them. This is also the level of education at which the largest number of
full-time students enter the Dar es Salaam Technical College.

About one-sixth4 of the pupils who reach the end of the basic secondary school
course are selected to continue their studies at one of the secondary schools where
provision it wades for a two-year course leading to the, level of the Cambridge
higher school certificate. The results of this examination are used in selecting entrants
to the University of East Africa and, by the government, in selecting candidates for
the award of bursaries for courses of higher education. Those who are not selected
for university courses are usually admittecrto non-university pre-service training
courses (medical assistants, local government officers, village settlements officers,

1. Until 1964 this was standard VIII; in 1968 it will be standard VII. The years 1965-67 are
'Change-over' years to the seven-year primary school course.

2. In practice, virtually all children who are eligible.
3. Fornierly only selected pupils in the African boarding schools continued beyond the first two

years. ,

4. The precise number is determined, as for secondary school entrants, with reference to pro-
jections of manpower requirements.

5: There is one school accommodating an annual entry of 200 pupils, where higher school certifi-
cate courses only are provided. The more usual arrangement (twelve schools in 1964) is by the
provision of courses for forty pupils annually (twenty 'arts' and twenty 'science') by extension
of secondary schools where school certificate courses are taught.
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agricultural and veterinary officers and teachers direct entry to the education
officer, grade III cadre are among those trained in this way), while some enter directly
ipto'employment. .

Higher education

Facilities for higher education are provided by the University of-East Africa, which
is made up of three constituent university colleges at Makerere (Uganda), Nairobi
(Kenya) and Dar es Salaam (Tiniania). The undergraduate courses are Organized
with direct reference to manpower requirements and forecasts of the number of
students likely io qualify for entry to the courses.' The number of governMent bur-
saries to be awarded for the study of any Particular subject is also determined.with
direct reference to the manpower forecasts and the holders of biArsaries are required
to give an undertaking that they will serve the government, o. serve as government
directs, for five years after completing their studies. This.".lied bursary' scheme is
designed to make sure that government expenditure on higher education produces
not only the right quantity, but also the right kinds of high-level manpower. At
the time of writing there are relatiVely few Tanzanians engaged in post-graduate
study at the University of East Africa, although some are studying overseas. ihteet
in universities outside East Africa are also used for students in courses, usually
leading to specialist professional qualifications, which are not provided (for rea-
sons of economy) at the University of East Africa.'

Technicii education

The Dar es Salaam Technical College is the only institution providing post-second-
ary technical edutation in Tanzania. In addition to providing a wide variety of
part-time ,educational and vocational courses (which, because suitable students
for full-time courses were not, forthcoming, constituted the main activity of the
ccllege as recently as 1963), there is a three-year course for secondary school leavers
(school certificate level) leading to a technician's diploma. Although this course is
intended primarily as a terminal' course leading directly to employment, arrange-
ments have been made to ensure that suitable candidates can apply for admission to
university'engineering courses,' should they wish to-do so.

I. See also A. C. Mwingira, Illgh.Level Manpower Needs of East Africa and thellniversity of East
Africa: 7the Role of the University of East Africa, The East African Academy, Seminar on Higher
Education, July-August 1965..

2. Such as dentistry, town planning, forestry.
3. Coursis leading to the B.Sc. (engineering) degree of the University of East Africa are provided

at University College, Nairobi.
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4 The economic and social bjectives
of the national plan as'they
affect the educational system

A

The three main objectives of the cure ant five-year plan were enunciated by the
President of the RepubliC in his speech introducing the plan, to parliament, Thus:
`By 1980 (a) to raise our per capita income from the present 09.6 s. to £45; (b) to
be f011y self-sufficient in trained manpower requirements; (c) to raise the average
expectation of life from.the present 35 to 40;years to an expectation of 50 years.'1

e
Thus it was immediately confirmed that plans to develop theoation's supply of

trained manpower would be of the first priority in the developMent of education.
However, a first priority is not an absolute priority. The Ministry of Education has,
atone of the stated objectives of its 'programme in the plan, theahn `to make every
eifatto ensure that the standards ofquality in primary education:are maintained
at a level adequate, to lay the foundations of permanent literacy for pupils who
probeed no- firther'. Then there are the expectations of the ordinary citizen to-be
met; while be may well accept, with the President, that `this policy (priority for
trained manpov;edineans that some of our citizens will have large amounts of
money spent on their education while Others-will have none', no political realist
can expect him to accept that there will be no expansion of primary education in a
country where only just over half the Children have the opportunity to start school
at all. Each' of these objectives must be given some weight in formulating the edu-
cation plan; the queition is how much. The first ,stage in answering the question is
carried out, explicitly or implicitly, when the assumptions are drawn up which relate
the stated objectives of the plan totthe educational quantities from which the edu-
cation programme is constructed.

The first task which must be carried out is the determination, in educational
terms, of the demands to be placed on the educational system by the adoption of

r

1. Address by President Mwalimu Julius K. Nyerere on the Tanganyika five-year plan and review
of the plan, ( Address to Parliament, 12 May 1964). Dar is es Salaam, Taniptnyiki. Informatica
,Seivices, 1964.

4'
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the trained maripo*ei objective of the plan. The second task is to make sure that
the other recognized objectives, such as social!objectives, are provided for within
the available resourcesand in accordance with agreed priorities.

Manpower requirements and educational objectives

The process leading to the formulation* of a manpower-based educational plan
requires: (a) the conduct of a manpower survey to ascertain the current levels of:
employment in the various high and middle-level manpower categories;. (b). the
formulation of the assumptions underlying the method of.'forward projection of
manpower requirements and the .projection of requirements in the various sate-' gories; (c) the ,correlation of these manpower requirements with educational
requirements for new entrants to the labour market.

The manpower survey

In carrying oUt a manpower survey certain assumptions must be, made (such as the
one regarding the percentage ofthe labour force covered by the survey). If the
results of a manpower survey are accepted as a basis for government policy, so, too,.
are the assumptions which were made in gathering and processing the information.
Alternatively, the government may wish to alter one or more of the assumptions
which have been made in preparing estimates. 'Relatively small changes in some of .
the assuniptions may give raise to large changes in the resulting estimates, which in
turn are used as a basis for policy. Because of this it is particularly important that
those responsible for taking decisions are aware of the nature of the assumptions
they are, by implication, being called upon to make. In the case of a manpower
survey, they will probably seek guidance principally from-the ministry responsible
for labour and employment matters.

Manpower projections and their educational
equivalents

When we turn to the projection ofmanpower requirement's, however, the nature of
the problem is far more complex and the scope of the assumptions which must
be madegiven the curientstate of manpower forecasting as a science,is corres-
pondingly wider.The person who is charged with responsibility, for the development
of education is also, by the terms of the plan, charged, specifically with the task
of meeting the manpower target of self-sufficiency by 198d. As a responsible
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minister of eflucation, he must be a party to the .formulation of the assumption
which will,',in turn, define his task. its interest is the greater because, while
the 'idbption,of excessively high targets for the production of high-revel
tninpower 'May, force him to curtail development proposals for primary education,
the. adoption of deflated target figures can just as effectively prevent educational

,...develoPrrient by ; prolonging
1

the shortage ofteachers. . Al

In, practice the assumptions about the methods of projection have not been
separated from those which are made in the last stage of the translatio'it of the plan
targeti into educational. demandsthat of the correlation' of manpower require-.
ments With educational requirementsinasmuch as the categories of manpower
were distinguished, fort projeaimputposes according to the .assumed educational
requirements for entry to each class. Thus,rin'the two manpowerprojections which
have been suppliedtO the Ministry of Edticationl the estimates were eipressed in'
terms of 'jobs normally requiring a university degree' (category A), `jobs which
nottnally require from one to-411lee years of formal post-secondary (form: 4)
tilucation/training' (category B) and 'jobs which normally require a secondary

. school .eduCation fOr standard perforMance of the full, array of tasks inv,olved in
the occupation.' (category C).2 The assumptions whichhad to be made in'allocating
jobs, into, 'these three categories were, essentially assumptions about the chiarac-
teiistics of the output of the educational system and, as such, are of direct concern
boiktothe Ministry of Education and to the manpower planners.

,
The position which, has been reached in. practice is that, given the data provided

by the manpowerurveys togetherwith the acceptance of planning for the deyelop-
.

. . .
ment of trained manpower as a key objective of the plan, further clarification still
seems to be needed regarding the asitimptions which have been. used in translating
these data and objectives into targets for educational.dev.elopmeni; it seems, more- ..,
over, that the Machinery Thrirnalcing such clarifications could be improyed., . . .

. . ,
Lirnitations on:the choice of methods
for making PrajeCtions

The choice of methods used for making projections is uSuallystrictly lirriited by the
ayailability'of suitable data in any developing country; this was certainly the case
in Tanzania, wheie it was well illustrated by the very.simple model which was used

.

1. 'A Guide for the.Minist'ry of Education in Preparing its Development Policies and Programmes',
Ministry of DeveloPment Planning, September 1963; (4inpublistfed), and Survey of the High-
Level Manpower Requirements and ResOorces for the rive-Year Development Plan 1964165-
1968169 (Thomas report), Dar es Salaam, Directorate of Development and Planning, 1965.

2. The use of these 'category' terms is, unfortunately, easily contused with the4rades' of teachers.
A teacher, grade A, belongs to category. B, and grade C to category C, while grade 13,teacherscategory
are a-borderline case.,
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.''TAILl Estimatid gross requirements (replacement and expansion) by leVelteof education'
(cumulative from 1962) of the non-agricultural tabour foreel J

Takes.* k tieflio'ly II ,d=t;iioir
. . ,. . .. . ,

' AssuMedsannuil,perCentike inerease in total employment . 5.i. ,., ', -7.5. ' , ,6.8,6,nPloymertylevel'inA 96i. , ,s . 3350'-' ' 2220, ...,' 7.4140,Nei increase 'required 194-70
. , , 1.909- '1 749: , 16 660''Mtmber,riciiiired as replacements .1962-70 (retirement,

. deith,and Mricanizitionj: 1.280 2 ' 110 6260:Gross requirementi 962-70 .
' 3 1130, 2,4,0 22 9201'

E '. . #

f

,curies Unpublished iiSta,ip 'Ministry of Eiscation.fder '
NOTZ : , ti

, . i ,1. It waspointsd out by tlislidinistry of DMielopnient
Planning that agricultural employers (as distinct from publicauthorities emplOYinit itariculturai officers) employ few, if any, persons requiring high' levels of education. Publicservants are included in tlieubie whether gr not their work is,conoented with agriculi,re

, - 1

.

.`

in September 1963 by the'Ministry df,Development Planning in the Guide,for the
Mi9stry of Education already referred to. In that instance, the employment levels
in the'oecupations covered by the Tobias survey obtaining hi 1962 and forecast for
1967 were° taken as data and classified according to the assumed,- educational
reqiiirenienta Forward projections. OftrianPowerrequirements ,were then prepared
:by simple extrapolation using the lintitial rate of growth implied by Tobias in 1962 ,

for 062-671 to estimate the demand in other years. This stageof.the calculation
gave.rise to estimates of the required increase in employment at'the different levels,
to which estimates of withdrawals froth the labour force were added to give estimates
of the gross requirements according to leVel, of education. The results are summa-

rued in Table 1. ,

Hidden assumptions of manpowerpiojections
- . "

p

Before these !projections of manpower requirements could be translated"into
educatidial programmes foicoSting, it was necessary to chedk thein'foconsistendy
with the type (as distinct froin the size) of the development programme likely to be
'proposed 'in the educational field itself. It was at this point that the limitations, of a
"social growth' type of projections of future manr usVer requireinents front existing
manpower' supplies became more ,rapidly apparent; the Ministry of ,Education's
propoitatio bring abouta phased withdrawakof postprimary (i.e., grade'C teacher's,

,
. ,

1. Tanganyika, 'Survey of the Nigh -Level Manpower Requirements and Resources in
Tanganyika, 1962-1967 (Tobias -report), Dar es Salaam, Government Printer, 4963.2.11e Orate "social grbwth" type -of projection'-is lied to describe projections made on theassumption that for eat% aitegoryof Manpower, employment should rise at a steady percentage

growth rite which, is directly, ill not explicitly, related-to suet), parameters as the rate of growthof total wage employment or of sr* domestic products/ -
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category C manpower) teacher training and to replace it with post;secondary
'grade ,A teachers, category` B manpower) constituted a change in the educational;
iiailuireinents for entry to a particular form; cif employment. This meant in turn'
that. the measured' base of 2,220. employed. in category B in 1962:(see Table 1)
couldna.longer simply be expanded by,a,percentage growth formula to calculate
the requirement in .1970 because a: significan, 'Part of the 1970, requirement for
categOrY B manpower would arise from- groWth of the teachinprofession, whose
membars were:nearly all counted among the. 24;140 persOns employed.in category
C manpower jobs in 1962: .

cRecognition.of this fact did not lead to any simple alternative formulation of
the growth assumptions` on which the projections were based, if, only because it
was quite cleat-that a significant proportion of the teaching profession would
continue to be found among category C manpower well after 1970. .(Not only ,

Were there many serving teachers who could not be instantaneously upgraded, but
also therevould,be &considerable number of grade C teachers qualifying between
1964 and the date when grade. C training would finally be discontinued:) The
adjustment which' was made to the estimated requirement for category B manpower
was an essentially pragmatic one, reflecting the practical possibilities during the
plan period progress towards the much, longer-term goal of a teaching profession
of which all the members._ would have had a- secondary education. The finally
agreed figure, of 5,900 as the estimated gross requirement for 1962-70 for category'
(compared with the earlier estimate, in the table, of 2,450) was based on the assump-
tion that, by 1970, all new entrants to teaching would be grade A teachers (cate-
gory B manpower).

The extent of this revision also served to emphasize the interest of the Ministry
of Education as a user of manpower at this level,siii addition to its responsibilities
as a producer; although no further revisions-were made to the plan as a direct
result of-revisions of the-estimates of manpoWer requirements, it is still possible
that a case can be made for doing so, if only.because the Ministry of gducatiori was
by. no means alone, arriong employing departments having plans fbr development
limited not ofilY by financial considerations, but also by, the shortage of suitable
recruits for training at the post-secondary level. (The. Ministry of Ag.iculture in

''particulirhad beemislinilarly affected.)
< .

Caution required in the use.o.f,projectfons.

Outside the public sector there ,may also be similar changes in job requirements
lakingplace. for the soundest of economic reasons.

In the section of his report headed 'Exclusions and cautions',1 Tobias-had: made

1. Tobias report, op. cit., pp. 23-24.
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the point; Many employers told the survey team thatther have installed, or an
.abotit to install; capital equipment of high productivity. They state that ',cheap
labour iinot "cheap",.and that to continue to compete successfully in world mar
-kets,labonecoSts must be reduced by the use of more Machinery. The net effect o
these shifts may very well reduce unskilled and lower.skilled labour requirement
and increase the needlor highly slalled,and technical workers above the;antici
patiorts-in this 'survey. It is -n6t .at all Certain that employers have fully though
through the *educational' and 'training impliCations pt such a shift and it is nil
certain that they have stated high enough future requirements for technical in
executive personnel.'Itseems likely that the proposal of the Ministry of Education
to repladt post- primary trained teachers (category;,C) ray postlecondary trained
teachers (category B) is an example of a Mechanism, analogous to that anticipated
by Tobias, by which future levels of employment in categories where manpower
has been particularly scarce Can, and-probably should, rise to meet the supply of
candidates and-not vice versa.

Once secondary school leavers become available in adequate numbers, category
C teachers who retireare replaced riot by more category Cteadhers, but by category
13*(post:secondary trained) teachers. This could happen also not only in other
public service occupations, but in theprivate sector as well, although the mechanism
is aPpirently somewhat different. Whereas in the past it mar have been judged to
be economic to pay the-expatriation costs.,of category:A manpower, it must haze
been comparatively difficult to justify the payment of the same expatriation costs
per unit of category B manpower, since each man might be.assurned to be making
a somewhat' smaller economic contribution. Thus if, as an arbitrary example, the
case is considered for an expatriate from a European country whereicategory
salaries in his occupation are 70 per dent of category A salaries, the .cost of the
category B employee, once expatriation costs of passages, housing and pay addition-
are included, might be as:high as 85 per Cent of the cost of a category A employee.
There. is, therefore, an incentive to economize on category B appointments until
local Supplies of manpower ,become

b
By using, as a baseline for projection of requirements, the actual employment

levels in each manpower category-in 1962 (just after independence and before the
secondary school expansion policy of the years from 1960, onwards began to. bear

fruit in increased outputs), one should therefore expect to ,underestimate the
number of 'category B opportunities which would exist in the economy at its 1962
level of development. The backlog of requirements, only partially fulfilled (by the,
employinent of category C manpower or by the employment of smaller numbers of
category A mahpowerto 'fill the gaps) would deflate the initial estimates; the error
in estimating future.requirements would then be compounded when present supply
is used as the baseline for &percentage growth model of estimating future require-
Ments.

. .
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While this particular analysis of the reasons that category B manpower require-
ments may have-been underestimated is perhaps only, 1,partial explanation, there
are nevertheless othetindications. that Were is in fact such a shortage. Tobias, in

b his survey,' wont on to obsetve, that 'the fact that there were only 1,152 craftsmen
employed in all of construction is due in large part (author's italicsi,to the strictness
of the definition applied in this survey"fundis" were not included as construc-
tion craftsmen unless they had the MI:requisite trainingAnd experience needed" to.,.

satisfy the definition is given ...12 This, it seems, could quite properly be read as
a reservation about thetse of his survey's census-type data as a-basis for_ projection,
since it implies the expectation -that- 'fundis' will be progressively replaced 'by

' etiftsmen with a background of formal training. A forecast of future requirements
should; -therefore, include not only growth and the replacement of existing man-
power, but also the replaceinent,l)y upgrading of theeducational qualifications, of
manpower in lowtecategorie. . .

1 i

'Reiiision of the manpower estimates
(Thomas xeport) P

The Thomas report of 196.4 shows total, requireinents for input to category B
(including teaoherz.)notof 5,900'for'1962-10, but of 6,562 for the shorter petiod
1164-69; it also shows that of the estimate of 6,562, less than 1,000 were attributable
to'projected employment- outside the `ublia sector. (This figure would, however,
rise to nearly 1 ,no if it were assumed that a quarter of the requireinents ft); trained
agricultural ,ffeld officers and field assistants would enter the private sector.) 1t,
appears,' therefore, that, between the times of preparation of the two surveys, an,
increasing number of potential. requirements for category B manpower had come
to light in the public sector along with the realization that secondary school outputs
were at last increasing, but the privateSectot WO not yet, in Tqbias' words,
have ftilly thought,Cirough the edticationaland training implications... and it is

still not certain that they have stated high enough future requirements for technical
and executive r

In the private sector category 'Directors, managers and working proprietors!,
there is no provisiqn at all, in :an estimated requirement-of 625, for any category B
manpower; it is asgurped that one out of four will be category A-and the remainder
category C. Finally, there is already evidence, at the time of writing,, that the

'employment opportunities open to secondary school leavers are increasingly
concentrated on the potential entrants to category B. Thus, in the public sector

1. Tobias report, op. cit,;,p. 25.
2. Tobias defines a lundi' in a fPotnote thus: 'Swahili for "expert"usually self-taught craftsmen

with little or no rnathemaiicsjanguages, drafting or technical training.'
ff
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t AMA 2. Estimated manpower requitemenkfor categoyies 1lan4 C compared with opportunities
in the Priblic service' n

ts WitOry I ....Calsipry Rath

Public service Oppoilunities 1965 -

Estimated reqUirements 1*-69 (g.11 sectors)
1 569 675 2:32:1
6 $62 1 17 262 0,13.35:1

somas,
Centr l Patablisluoints Division, only of tie Preside*, and Thomas report

it is estimated that of 3,049 opportunities for Tanzanian'citizent'CoMpleting the
ichodl certificate. Course, pproximately 485 will ultiniately Antes' university
and qualify for entry to category A; 320 will continue their fonnal education, but will
not enter category A; of the remaining 2,244oppqrtuttitiest only 675 would appear,
to be category C, since pre-service 'training' is specified'. for the remaining '1,569
opportunities.1 Even if it is assumed that a Propcition of the pre-service triaihing
courses are so short as to disqualify participants from classification. n category 13,
these figures are in stark contrast with the proportions indicated between the total
sequirements,forcategones B and C by the 1964 survey for the period 1964-69,
which are set out in Table 2. '

The category B public service total is inflated in comparison with thecategory C
total in that it refers to pupils who wfl actually enter employment later than the
category C entrants (the difference being, the average length of formal training
dot:rm.-ear category Ikentrants). Even' so, it is an impressive figure. The category C
figure would seem correspondingly depressing until it is remembered that the
put ic service has, naturally, already reached a more advanced stage of its'develop-
ment of local cadres at' this-level 'because, by definition, the supply of manpower:
became avajlable earlier. -

Another feature of employment opportunities at the end of 1965 is the high level
*:of demand for school leavers who willhave completed the higher schoolcertificate
coUrstwo years' continuation of formal .eaucation beyond the level tiequired for
entry into category C). In this instance there will only be about'180 zanian
citizens not continuing to university, but the public service alone is offering.
334 opportunities. 4

Details of opportunities in the private sector are by no-means complete; such
information as is availableindicates a sliihtly different; pattern. The, expressed
demand here is mainly for school certificate leavers ,(9.0 per cent. of a totalof just
over 400, opportunities known to the Ministry of Labour six months before the
pupils complete their school course) but, significantly?, the descriptions of the

1. Figures collected by the Central Establishments Division of the Office, of the President for
circulation to prospective employers and to schools (Reference E13.9/53/236 of 7 June 1965)
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.
oppert irinities.nearly all. specify which 3;ould easily qualify
tbeholders forestry into category B.(at least!). .

Educational planners must have a dual interest in manpower projections, arising
both 'from the schools' reiponsibility to adapt in time, to revisions of theetargets
and from the need to ensure qsat the supply of potential teachers is adequate..1f,
as in the cpenof catigoiy; it seems to the education ,Manners that the future
requirements for one or more particular tategorits of manpower have Seen
wrongly estimated, they are in a position to be among the first to draW 'Mention to
the issue's at stake and to'seek an,early revision of the plannedallocation of resour-
ce:8;1nd*, if they do not doihis, it is difficult tosee how those vihose'concern is

!essentially With minpOwer and financial planning can be expected to produce a
practicalplan. MoreoVer, when the anticipated shortfall is to be found in the very
category of, manpower from which the great, majority of teachers must be drawn,
any.nim' istry of education has a justifiable special interest in Seeking appropriate'
revisions to the plan. It is, of course, a separate issue, on which endless discussion
is'pomible, as to the extent to which the schools and colleges or the employers.
should carry Out the task of converting category C into category B personnel by
extension of theirperiod of education and training. Nevertheless, it is alWays the

' proper toncern of the educational planner to seek such adjustments of the plan
(or policy changes for future plans) as are necessary to ensure that there will`be a
sufficient supplyst pupils suitable for entry into courses which lead to category B ,

-occupations..

0

Passible revisions' in eduCational planning .

Ito practice this would 'suggest that there should be rather more *expansion of
secor-'ry school facilities at the immediate post -primary level (form 1) so that the
number' whO can be brolight to a state of readiness for entry into category B jobs
can bi increased. While it is true that improvements'in select;on techniques, in the
development- olmore broadly based curricula and in teaching should
give -some. impnAtment in the proportion of all secondary schoo: entrants who
qualify to enter category B rather than categoryC, it seems unlikely that an ade-
qtritt number can be found from the present system to fill the category B posts.
utisfactorily.r'T'he immediate objection to this proposal is that, as. foc Mote 1 indi-
cates,more category C output would arise together.with the additional category B
if.it were adoOedandthere might not be a demand Tor this extra category C

I. Although nearly all pupils whO enter now complete the four-year secondary school come, the
proportinn who would reasonably be assessed by employers as meeting the 'potential' require-,
,.ants for category a is probably, not higher than 50 per cent, and from this 50 per, gent the
pottptiatentrants to attegory'A must be selected.

4
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outplit; indeed it could be argued that additional category B output would
welcome provided that it ,was produced instead of a larger amount of category
output. 'However, as long aS high and middle-level manpower only is unde
consideration, the objection can be countered. If the argument for transfer of job
from category C to' ategory kholds, so ton by induction will the analogous argu
ment for transfer of jobs froinsategory Dt td category C. (One way of picturi
this change is that moteActifts.Would come into the category 'modern crafts'used
in the survey.) It seems reasonable to assume-that such transfer over .time from
category D to category C will at least partly offset the transfers from category C to
category B. If the assumption, were made that,a fixed proportion of jobs in each
category' should be Transferred upwards each year, the net result would be no
reduction-in category C requirements unless category D were intact- smaller than
category C. There are no figures given in the Thomas report fo indicate that this
*is necessarily so.2 ,

If is interesting however to note further that if the size of the category C require.,
ment tlid not increase as fast as the supply resulting from the increased secondary
school output, then a shift in relative,,earnings could be expected. Whilecategory B
earnings would perhaps retain, -the same relationship to average earnings, category
C earnings could be allowed ",to- fall (relatively). The current policy, on wages,and
incomes in Tanzania encourages tren'ds such as these;3 it could he argued that, by
reducing the,cost of employing a category C secondary school leaver in this way,
he would in effect be niade to repay some of the public inyestment made in his
education; at the same time a.pltpil who has the choice of entering either category B
or category C would have an additional incentive to conform to national manpower
priorities.

Productivity assumptions in relation
to educational qualifications

When the questionnij re apprkach is used to estimate future requirements, the replies
will 'reflect only those changes in the assumptions relating educational, qualifications
to occupational requirements which have alieady been anticipated; the, replies
cannot reflect all the changes that will happen, partly because, as Tobias suggests,
some concerns will oyerlook this factor, and Partly because new .concerns will

I Described in the Thomas report as skilled manual workers who 'require a fairly high degree of
manual skill, but do not require the more extensive educational base called for by "modern
crafts" They (were) not therefore shown as a charge against secondary outputs.'

2. Although category D a5 enumerated in the Thomas report is much smaller than category,C
14,060 compared with 20,910), category Ccovers skilled,office and skilled manual workers while
category p covers only the latter; thus the figures are not comparable for the present purpose..

3 By raking triliminimurn Vass of employed persons while freezing the incomes of those in the
higher incoiziebrackets.
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enter the labour market. However, it is already clear, especially in Tanzania, where
the public services employ such a high proportion of the nation's stock of skilled
manpower, that the questionnaire method (as employed by Thomas et.al. for the

'public sector in Preparing his' report) is superior'to the simple .mechanical extra-
j'polation of growth rates over a period of radical political and social change (as

supplied to the Ministry of Education in the earlier 'guideline). The latter method
fails to take account of deficiencies in the existing manpower structure and com-
pounds the errors by, an oversimplified extrapolation procedure.

A third method of establishing projections of manpower reqUirement is, how-
ever, in fairly common use. This method, which was used to estimate future require,
ments in -the private sector in the 1964 survey, involves the calculation of future .

employment levels in each of the broad industrial divisions for which output
projections were given in the five.:ye:a plan; this was done by applying an assumed
productivity (per man) increase to existing average leyels of gross domestic
product pertmjloyed worker to give total employment, and then_ constructing an
occupational matrix for each of the broad indUStrial divisions, assuming that each
specific occupation (which could be classified as category A, B, C, etc.) would
constitute the same propbrtion of employment in the industry in 1970 as it did in

I
9.

4

tp educators, ivho reasonably hope that.education is one of the factors gluing
rise to- improvectproductivity., it seems thit this method avoids the pitfai4 of
omitting new concerns, only to introduce:, by implication, very questionible
assumptions about the relatidbship between the 'productivity and the educational
qualificatiOns of the labour force. Not only must one ask whether the present
minpovVer deployment according to, occupational category will be the most
productive under the labour supply conditions in the years ahead; it must also be
asked whether the assumed productivity'-ipiprovement per .maii applied to the
whole of the labour fori5e can, in practice, be achieved without a related increase
in'the proportion of productive tasks which can only be carried out by middle and
high-level manpOwer.r.
' In'the case of the 194 'Survey the choice Of a productivity increase of 2.5 per cent
per annum compounded is described as fairly arbitrary. The figure is compared
With-2.6 per een? per annum compounded for the United States of America over
the years 1929-61, 4.4 per cent per annum compounded projected for.France over
the period 1959-70 and 1.0 per cent per annum compounded. for Uganda for
J952-62. One possible explanation of the higher figures found or-projected.in the
qnodern' economies of U.S.A. and France could be, that greater shifts in the
education /occupation matrix have occurred in these countries through the raising
of the initial entry qualifications for specific high and middle-level tasks than in
Uganda and that these shifts are, in those countries, linked with the higher rates of

..'prodatiVity increase. If this is so then a lower figure (which might well be the
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Uganda figure of 1.0 per cent per annum) should have been assumed for Tanzania
since no changes in the level of educational qualifications needed for entry into
specific occupation's (other than teaching) were postulated.'

The potential change in the relationships between education, occupation and
output, which must occur against a background of changing economic conditions
and changing content of education, is an important subject which requires detailed
research before it can be incorporated with confidence into manpower forecasts.
In the meantime forecasts must be used but, given the current hazards of manpower
forecasting, the educators who have the responsibility for meeting the de facto
manpower requirethents in the future will need to understand the nature of the
forecasts' assumptions and their inter-relations. Only by, doing this and by partic-
ipating fully in the process by which the education targets are 'Set, can they be sure
that extreme, or even mutually exclusive, assumptions are being avoided.

On the other hand, no education target can be reached without adequate
resources, whether they are teachers, pupils qualified to benefit from.the education,
money or organization; without these, any argument as to whether the manpower
targets are set high enough when translated into educational, terms is largely
academic because frustration is unavoidable. The importance -of the manpower
'target in educational planning is therefore to be found not so much ih limiting the
rate Of expansion of schools tolirecisely calculated outputs as in keeping the policy-
makers fully informed about the extent to whicOthe various parameters associated
with economic develoPthent are reflected in the educational programmes.

A manpower target associated with the assumptions upon which it rests is
today an irreplaceable element in educational planning as an indicator of priorities.
The state of manpower forecasting, as 4istinct from manpower surveying, as a
science is, however, still reflected more accurately in the wide divergence between
estimates arising from different assumptions than in its value in determining
precisely the rate at which educational developments should take place. This
latter rate is probably still, best determined by the Availability of the necessary
resources' for educational development,, provided that the manpower assumptions
which- must be made in generating the corresponding projections of employment
arc in close accord with the economic, social and political objectives of the develop-
ment plan.

I It is, for example, ftequently observed that improvements in office efficiency in Tanzania must
await the time when the normal intake to clerical pOsitions will consist of secondary school
leavers with relevant vocational training. Such a change would probably increase the proportion
of category C manpower expressed as a percentage of the total labour force; by way of contrast
the Thomas report can be interpreted as implying thata relatively high productivity increase can
bi achieved without raising the educational and training,standards for entry Into various kinds
of employment in the private sector, a conclusion which would contradict everydarobservation.
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The economic and social objectives of the national plan

R onciliation of manpower targets with gther objectives
of ucational programmes

',If it seems that undue attention has been devoted to the determination of manpower
demands orithe educational system, it should be remembered that this is due partly
to the novelty\ol the procedures and, indeed, to the current fashion for employing
them. Projects td cope with the other type of educational demand, which might be
termed 'popular' they than 'economic', must also feature in a plan if the plan
is itself to be popula but the criteria by which poptilar demand' is assessed and
the extent to which it ught to be met are subject to even wider differences of
opinion than manpower timates! There seem to be two main alternatives. Either
some set of targets, such as e Addisdkbaba targets', is adopted and the planning
problem is reduced to deter= ng the rate at which they can be achieved, or a more
piecemeal approach is adopted, s in Tanzania where it is reluctantly accepted
that, for reasons of cost, the prima education targets expressed at Addis Ababa
are; for the present, irrelevant for me km-range planning purposes. The objectives
for primary education in Tanzania can summarized thus: (a) to fulfil all obli-
gations implied by government approval ot (kevelopmentsalready carried out; (b) to
transform the existing primary school system into one of higher quality which will
be a more useful instrument of development; ().ko estimate, by political judgement,
the desirable rate of expansion of the primary schT1 system, bearing in mind that
the manpower development programmes in post-primary education have economic
priority, and to, make provision accordingly.

There is an advantage in this latter approach in that lends itself well to the
presentation of planning choices not only As over-all p,rioties (e.g., manpower
development taking precedence over education as a social service) but also as
priorities at the.effective limit of resources. Thus ;when the decisiRn-takin(proCess
is under way, a rational choice between the political and social value of £100,009
worth of identifiable primary education and the economicvalue of £100,009tworth
of identifiableuniversity places can be made.

In practice, therefore, the economic and social targets for education-inTlan
cannot be set finally in the early stages of planning, but the.terms in which they are
to be expressed can be set down with some precision. When, in the face of limiteti
resources, difficult choices have to be mia between several desirable objectives,
thenwith cause and effect illustrapd_as.cletEly as possiblethe final targets can '\
be drawn up by altering the quilitities but not the qualities of the earlier drafts.
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5 The' ptocess of decision in
educational planning

The process of decision in educational planning falls into two distinct parts. First,
there are the decisions taken by the educators themselves as to what proposals t
should make in their draft proposals in response to the objectives which they have
been set; second, there are the decisions and modifications which must be made
subsequently to ensure that the proposed educational development plan represents
a justifiable claim upon the national resources during the period of the plan.1

Preparation of proposals

Recognition that thete will almost certainly be a need for a subsequent revision,
due to financial or political ccinitraints, of the educational and social targets
adopted for a plan must not be alwed to prevent the drawing up of educational
programmes to conform to provisional targets. In Tanzania the sequence followed,
in translating economic (i.e., manpower) and social objeCtives into programmes
for expanding enrolments at the various levels of education is to:
1. Prepare a projection using enrolments in existing secondary schools as aluide,

showing the maximum number of graduate (gr graduate equivalent), persons
who can be expected to enter the labour force during the plan period.

2. Establish whether a siriasil: rate of expansion of university intakes in the later
years of the plan (i.e., students do not become employed until a later planning
period) is likely to meet, exCeed or fall short of long-term manpower require-
ments and adjust accordingly.

3. Prepare a projection of entries to form 5 (higher schoql certificate and university
entry) which is expected Co produce the required number of university entrants.

L'And also to ensure that the next generation of planners is not swamped with inviolable
commitments at the beginning of the next plan.
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0

4. Prepare a projection of entries for secondary schools (form I, school certificate
course) which implies a steady growth of secondary school provision, towards
that required 'to meet long-term targets (1980). (Increased entries to a four-year
course have hardly any effect upon manpower outputs during the course of a
single five-year plan period.)

5. Prepare projeCtions of the number of entries to other post-secondary courses
(i.e., teacher training and technical education) having regard both to the demand,
for the products and to theaupply of candidates.

6. Prepare prdjections of the primary, school enrolments required to meet the
social development targets of the plan.

7. Draft proposals regarding the institutional and administrative framework
within which, educationally speaking, the increased enrolment programmes can
be implemented while Obtaining best value for money spent.

There are two aspects of this 'best value 'for money' approach which may require
particular attention:

First, it is certainly advisable to check on the relevance, of the-educational
requirements, as formulated, to the occupations which pupils are expected to enter.
Thus the fact that a secondary education has in the past been a prerequisite for
'entry into certain kinds of training cannot be taken to mean that the same second-
ary education is the,best qualification in future. It is this kind of thinking which

`has led to the interest, now being incorporated into the development plans of
individual Tanzanian secondary schools, in broadening the secondary schools'
curriculum to make sure that those pupils who do not advance to the highest levels
of education can become_ positive assets at the middle manpower levels_ (i.e.,
primarily category C) rather than mere' fall-outs' from an academic rat race.

Second, there is the question of the finance and organization of the actual
capital programme. There ate obvious advantages to be gained from planning for
a steady, or steadily rising, rate of construction which are associated both with, the
capacity of the construction industry and with the evolution of progressively
improved plans for implementation. It should' al be a further advantage, when
aid from external sources is to be sought to Citify out the plans, to be able to draw
Up a financial programme showing how the phased requirement for funds is
related to the programme for achieving the plan targets.1

-r

1. It must, hbwever, be recognized that the apparent tendency for some aid agreements to be
lhited by one or more parties to the short-term militates against the careful phasing of develop!
ment plans: under these circumstances the greater value of the carefully phased programme may
well be the light which it can throw onlhe future commitments to recurrent expenditure which
the government itself is Undertal6g.
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The ,Cot of the plan,

Once these steps have been taken planning must proceedto the next,stage, whic
does not involve the educators alone; it is the, educational planner's duty t
estimate the cost of th.b plan as drafted, using the bestavailable estimates of futur
unit costs as a basis for the estimation, but it must,then bq submitted, together wit
plans similarly prepared by other ministries and depaliments, to the Economi
Development Commission (EDC)cas a claim on national resources during th
planning period under consideration. The EDC would have before it aizthis stag
not only the projected-budgets of the various -ministries.and departments but also
forward projections of economic growth and of the resulting government revenues.
These projections, like the projections of expenditure, would be based on stated
assumptions and subject to scrutiny by the EDC, which would therefore.be in a
position to relate the cuts in expenditure (which it would have to approve in order
to contain expenditure within the limit of funds likely to be available)' to the
consequent cuts in the actitiss of the various ministries and departments which
would have to be made:. -

The EDC would need to be advised on the cuts which' it should consider in order
to balance the books, and would naturallyexpect the economic advice on the choice
of cuts to emanate from the ministry responsible for economic planning, so that
the economic viability of the over-all plan is retained after its amendment. Similarly
the plan must also be financially viable and it follows logically that the proposals
for modification bf the. arrangementsby which government activities develop-
ment are to be financed should emanate from the ministry responsible for public
finance, i.e., the Treasury.2

Similar comments can also, be made about the way in which any ministry's
programme should be modified; health, agriculture, communicationsand education
are only some of the examples. Naturally if the EDC were faced with a host of
possible variations to each ministry's proposed plan, it would be unable to function
effectively and the chance of producing a plan which isecdnomically anctfinancially,
viable would be greatly reduced. In order to avoid this hazard, a procedure was

'introduced by which each ministry was required to discuss possible amendmentslo,
its draft plan at civil servant level witfi representatives of the Ministry of Develop-.
ment Planning, Treasrtry representatives invariably being invirted to attend. If the

6I. !Rinds likely to be available" will of course differ from revenue projections according to the'
amount of mbney to be raised outside the country, the amount needed for consoliditedund
services and the degree to is planned to budget fore surplus or deficit on current account.

2 In some countries'the responsibilities for planning and finance are brought together within asingle ministry,but this is not the case in Tanzania where the Ministry of Development Planning,
later to become the Directorate of Development and Planning under 'two'Ministers of State inthe President's Office, is distinct from the Treasury,-which Ole responsibilitY of the Minister
of Finance A More recent change, by which development planning functions were transferred
to the new Ministry of Economic Affairs and Planning, has left this situationunchanged.

ISO
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civil servant's reached an agreement to which their respective ministers gave sup-
port, the matter was settled; but, if agreement was not; reached, as in the case
of the education plan, for 1964-60, discussion had to continue and points ef-
diffeience,1101-16, be disCussein the. EDC, i.e:, at the political level.

It is probably siMplest.tce trace the resolution of these ifferences by reference to
the successive Modificatiobs which were ,made to the Projections of recurrent
expenditurt op *Cation .o%;er theAve-year period; as prepared by the Ministry
of,ducatioh:and incorporated in the first draft of the plan, which was used as'the
basis for the initial inter- departmental meeting. These 'successive modifications are
set out in Table

e

TABLE 3. Successive modifications to estimates of recurrent expenditure on ;education. 1964 -69

Gross cost of first, diaft plan
(a) Amendment by deduction of nongovern:tient revenues for primary

education other than fees ,

Local authorkcontrihution _

- Voluntary agency contribution

(b) Agr'e'ed cuts of i
(i) Upper primary school programme 1\

(ii) Government finance foi secondary school programme

(c) Amendment by deduction of anticipated collection of primary

(Pthotisind)

7.1061

1 062

58.191

''13,748

2540
504

49 423

3 044

46 79
school fees 3.500

42 879(d) Amendment'by agreed re-interpretation of unit costs
(i) Primary ed6ation 1 975
(ii) Secondary education 400
(iii) Administration and general 121 :2.496

(e) Amendment by, agreement to reduction of programme,
reached by EDC sub-committee 0.

40 383

(i) Primary education 25
(ii) Teachtraining , ' 643
(iii) Technical education 429 1.197

(f) Amendment by assuMption of EACSO contribution to costs of 39 186

higher education 852
..,,,

(g) Amendment of assumptions giving rtse to anticipated savings :
(i) Introduction of '7:4 system' (primary)1 , 400

38 334

(ii) Moditted,requirement for filling unit costs in higher education 80
(iii) Assumption of additional non:government finance for

''
secondary education ' .

.
,,

(h) Amendment of the assumed contribution to be made by local education

98' 578

37 756

authorities , ...

1
2 250

Net recurrent cost to the government as puhlished in Me five-year plan 35 566

"watt Ministry of Education
4

NOTE

I. That is, a change from a system in which eight years of p.riiney eduzatton are followed by four years of secondary
education to one in which the length of the full primary sctuol course is reduced to seven years
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.;

Priinities
.

in requesting the first submission ofa draft development plan front the Ministry cif'
Education, the Ministry of Development Planning requested an analysis -of -the
,gross cost-of a plan clesigifecl:primio ner aria to meet the manpower targgs
expressedimeducationli terms ')y, , own Manpower Planning Unit. In respo4e
to this request draft . as submitted forecasting a gross, recurrent expenditure pf
£58,191;000 -and a gros Capital expenditure of approximately £25 million;.this
draftplan was designed to meet the manpower targets, as assessed by the
Planning Unit with Modifications only to allow for the proposed upgrading in t _e
draft plan of educational qualifications for entry into the teaching profession, and
also to meet *hit were regarded as politically minimal requirements for t e
expansion aoie,publicly'financed primary'school system.

It was immediately obvious' to the Ministry of Development Planning that a
expenditure of this order could not be sustained 'as part of a-balanced ,development

'plan for the country. First; it was suggested that the planned expansion of primary-
education -was not in accordante with the manpower require,menta of the country
(in addition to which doubts were expressed about the availability of teachers-to
implement 'the plan): second, it was contended that the financial implications of
the plan were such that, even if they dicrnot arise from overpricing the programmes,
the 'realities' of the financial situation had to be recognized. It was also at this
point that the importance of forecasting the revenue available for primary education
from nonlovernment sources was explicitly recognized' by inviting the _ministry
responsible for the affairs of local authorities to submit a projection of the local
authorities'1 ability to contribute towards thecost of education.2 At the same time,
the opportunity was taker; to deduct the element of voluntary agency contribution
which was included in the estimates ofgross unit costs on which the plan wag based.
These reductions together reduced the over-all estimate -to £49,421,1;46 (amend-
ment (a)).

,
The other Asimes raised at this stage were more difficult to dispose of. The case

put forward by- the Ministry` of Education for primary school expansion did not
rest on manpower grounds, but on the hoed to provide an adequate.' base' for the
selection of secondary school pupils and on the associated public demand for
extension of upper primary school facilities, so that opportunity would be spread
more widely, if not actually increased; the extension of upper primary, school
facilities was, in tern's of enrolments though not of cost, already incorporated as
`a central 'feature of the three-year plan for 1961.0 (the enrolment in standard y

4,,

1. This responsibilittwas carried at that time by the Ministry of Loc'al Government and-Housing..
2. The estimate submitted was based on the assumption of an annual increase in revenues available

for education' of 7.5 per cent.
t
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had increased froni 21;60 in 1961 to 40,500 in 1963) and there was no evidence
that the local authorities would be satisfied, once new standard 'V classes were
'opened, tomake only limited provision for the more experdive education in stan-

'dards VII and VIII. :
.

The questions raised by the Ministry ,orDevelopment Planning at this stage
regarding the pricing bf the programmes were,concerned with demonstrating the
possibility that the'methOds of implementation proposed by the Ministry of Edu-
cation were not in fact the most economical ones applicable, to achieve the,enrol-
ment targets. However= the tentative proposals put. forward which concerned
professional practice (such as the possibility of .educing pupil-teacher ratios in
primary schools by' cutting out the one' "extra' teacher, allowed in.schools where
standard VII and VIII' classes are being drepared for entry into secondary school
and where, if nowhere else, some allowance must be made in.the school time-table
so that every teacher does'not have to teach all the time) or administrative arrange-
ments1 were not tenable in practice and had to be abandoned. It was further main-
tained'that the -task of deleiminirig how education plans should be implemented
was clearly that Of tiie Chief Education Officer, who is responsible to the Minister
of Education, whose duty it is in accordance with the Education Ordinance.of
1961 to present a suitable developMent,plan to the EDC.2 .

The differenCes which still had to be resolved were considerable, but there was
One `area where political, educational and minpo wer priorities did converge. As
a result (amendment (b)(i)), it was agreed under pplitical'guidance that a part of
the upper primary school development programme (that by which standards VII
and VIII would be-allowed to develop at a higher rate than standards V and VI so
is to reduce the number of pupils leaving school after standard VI and to increase
further the number of candidates for second* school entry). should be omitted.
At the same time (amendment (b),(ii)), proposals for anticipated external and
vOlUntary agency assistance with the recurrehtfinanee of secondary schools were
ihcorporated in the estimate which was thus reduced to £46,379,000,

L It was suggested, for example, that ,a suitable filtering procedure could be devised whereby thetotal enrolments in standards V to VIII could be prevented from rising; there was no correrpond-
ing suggistion as` to how the pupils lucky enough to survive the annual selection process could
reach new schools far from their homes, or how additional Warding accommodation should be
financed. .

2. The Education Ordinance of 1961 (paragraph 3) gives the Minister for Education responsibility
'for the promotion of education and for the ProgressiyadeveloPment of schools in the territory'.
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Financial limitations

It was at this stage thithe first draft of the National Development Plan was su
mitted to the EDC foi'consideration. Itincorporated a proposal that the Minist
of Education would,.b-y means ,of a 'net recurrentexpenditure of £33;500,000 an
a net capital expenditure of £14,000,000 (£17,800,006 gross), achieve the manpow
targets,lieeessary for deyelopment.

It was, hoWever, calculated by-the Ministry of Education that approximately
O8,000,000 of government recurrent expenditure would be needed simply..to
maintain existing ervices with expansion limited to that which had already been
approved in principle,) if the unit costs upon, which the estimates were based.were
correct. While adjustments to the cost estiinated'could and should be undertaken as
a matter of urgency, it was contended that euts in the education programme itsel
must be,a matter for political decision. The chairman of the EDC directed that
there should therefore be an inter-departmental re-examination of the unit cost esti=
mates and that any outstanding points of disagreement should be referred to an
ad hoc sUb7committecof the EDC for resolution.

By this stage of the process (February 1964) the time factor was pressing very
hard indeed upon all the participants:Int basic cost data used by the Ministry of
Education were nevertheless subjected to re- scrutiny by both the Ministry of
Development Planning and the planning unit of the-Ministry Of Education. Even
if the resulting two sets of reasons,given for proposed reductions in,the unit cost
estimates 'did -not show.a close correspondence to one another, the-fact remained
that reductions were proposed on both sides. Those about which agreement was
reached (amendnient (0)), together with an estimate ofprimary school fee revenues
(amendment (c)); were incorporated in the over-all estimate,which was thus reduced
to £40,383,000:

The largei4art of the unit cost reduction was agreed as a result of a clearer
understanding of the nature of the projection of the salary estimates for primary
school teachers. The projeition hid been based on estimates of the actual salary
bill in 19623 distributed according to the approved' staffing formula over the range
Of the primary school from standard I to standard VIII. When drawing up the
early drafts Of the plan it had not beaappreciated by the Ministry of Education'

0
I. The government was already a party to an agreement to provide recurrent finance for the devel-

opment of the University of Eat Africa and, in the schools, there was a large number of
'strums' of pupils which had been opened under the three-year plan, but which had not yet been
developed to their full duration. .

2. It was, by this tiiie,,clear that no major change in primary schoolfee,policy, corresponding to
the abolition of se."Ondary school fees with aid from January 1964, was contemplatedin the
Prevailing circumstances.

3. The Change-oVer Vilocal authority administration of primary education has necessarily entailed
the late submbuOn, or non-submission, of financial statistics by almost all local, education
authorities:It ''vas not possible to completean analysis of 1963 expenditures until Notiember 1964,1
eight months after the cost analysis for planning purposes was undertaken. ,

.
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that the maintenance of the 1962 level of average salaries (iat 1962 prices) through-
,

out the period of expansion from 1962 to 1969 would be called for onlyff,the age
'structure, of the teaching _fore remained approximately constant. In *Lam
teacher supply position was such that the proportion of young:tt,ichers was bound

,to rise and also Such that at least a temporary rise in the number of underqualified
teachers (i.e., grade C where gcade B or grade A were required by the establishment
formula) was inevitable. Unit costs per class -could therefore be expected to fall
below the 1962 level, even if a significant recovery could be produced later in the
plan period by Ihe expansiOn Of grade A teacher-training facilities.

With the teacher-training programme designed to restore the staffing strength
'of the schools to the 1962 level by 1969 and to prepare for major improvements
thereafter, if was possible to make the assumption that the average salaries would
rise from their depressed 1964 level (which could be very roughly estimated) back
to the 1962 level by 1969,,thus reflecting the restoration of staffing standards. This'
calculation which;led to agreement to reduce theestimates by £1,735,000 out of
£1,975,000 for priinary education the remaining £240,000 Was connected with
boarding costs) was, however, far from being wholly satisfactory,anA led, to
suggestions that future salary calculations-would best be made with refetences to
the salaries and numbers of teachers entering,and leaving the profession.'

A £400,000 reaction in the estimated expenditure on secondary education was
made 'in the interests of reaching agreement` and .with the reservation that it
should be subject to annual review by, the Treasury. While the Argument was not
made explicit in writing at any stage, it is reasonable to assume thauthe possibre
applicability of an argument analogous to that used for primary education. was
borne in mind by the representatives, of the 1/Iinistry.of education at the discus-

° 6
1

There was also a reduction of £121,000 made in the estimated expenditure on
`administration and general', a category which includes the expanding inspedtion
services, the salaries Of an administrative staff which has been expanded in re-
sponse to the needs for closet contacts fat local level and a subvention to the newly
established Tanganyika Libraries Board. The need for an immediate increase in
expenditure was recognized, but the rate of its subsequent. inerease was restricted 0
to 3 per cent per year, unless the increase were achieved by sayings.elsewhere.

,There remained the possibility df further reductions in the plan provided, that
agreement to the cuts was achiev-i the, political level. Reference of the sub- ,,

committee of the EDC set up for the purpose still did not produce a financial
reconciliation. The gap was still nearly £72000,000 and the cuts to which the sub-
committee agreed (amendment (e)) amounted to only £1,197,000 (£125,000 for a
further slight reduction in the number of classes in standards VII and VIII;

Ott

L See, foeeisinple, J. B. Knight, op. cit.
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b

£643,000 for reductions in teacher training arising partly from the primary school
cut but mainly from the excision of a proposal to train untrained teachers serving
'in schools outside the,publicly financed education system; £429,000, agreed after
the EDC sub-committee meeting, as a reduction in expenditure. on technical
education resulting from a proposed delay in the expansion of post - secondary
technician training facilities and the transfer,of a technical school to become a
secondary technical school; thereby to be accommodated within the established
budget for secohdary..education).

The remaining gap of about £5.7 million was fortuitously narrowed by ::..,-
publication of the University Grants ComMittee Report for the University 'of
East Africa, which could be interpreted, to imply a reduction in, unit cost per Tan-
ganyikan student worth £852,000 over the five-year period (amendment (f)), and by
the communication, apparently jailed on the basis orfinancial analysis,L received
by the Ministry of Educatiod from the $inistry of Development Planning slating
that the projected governMent recurrent expenditure on education over the five-
year period 1964-69 would be £35;506,000. There remained a gap of £7,828,000 to
be closed.

Reference back to the political authorities , brought the response that the
Min' dry of Education should do, the best it could with the proposed allocation of
recurrent. revenue. Only one prospect of a further reduction of unit costs seemed
to offer any hope; it was clear that theper capita costs of university students over-
seas were.on average about £25t) per annual belay those of students at the Uni-..
versity of East:Afrida even when, towardslhe end or the,pianperiod, considerable
economies of scale could be expected to set in in East Africa. The government was
already committed in fultto the three-yeai developinent programme up to 1966167
at the Univeriity of East Africa and it would obviously be uneconomical to reduce.
the intake of Tanganyikan students below the level which had bee_n built up largely
at government expense. The stipulation was therefore included in the plan that,
unless the per capita cost for additional students from '1967 onwards fell below
£850 per annum, the additional students would be sent overseas. This was, and.
still is, an unpopular stipulation; however, Mess it is argued that university
development within East Africa has absolute pnority over all other educational
development, a reasoned argument against it would be .difficult to- sustain. The
consequent adjustment to the estimites of £80,000 (amendment.(g).(ii)) tray seem
to'be a token amount, bid it is none the lesi imiortant for that. .

A somewhat similar amendment was made' to the estimated expenditure on
secondary, education, bymaking the assumption (amendment (g) (iii)) that, of the

1.1t 'is not knoNvti how this final figure given by the Ministry of Development Planning wakarrived at. It is however possible that it was based on the figure shown in thi first draft plan,
amended to take the loss of secondary school fee revenue (by abolition of fees) into account.r-0
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ten secon tchtiol streams to be added in each of the last rouiyears of the plan,
two'were o lightly lowerpriority than the othr eight. It was, therefore, assumed
that a' totalr.of ninel streams should be ,opened, only if nonlovernment support,
were forthcoming or if unanticipated savings should accrue.

The estimates forteacher training were firmly rooted in the requirements for
:the supply, of teachers, the. estimates for technical education had been cut by an
imouiirregarded bY the Ministry of Education as being quite unrelated to the
national needSfor technical development and the estimat-s, foradministration,
inspection and special services were already artificially low. Only the estimates for
primary eduatiOn remained as a remote possibility.for further cuts.

The political co4strainr militating against further cuts was,considerableTthe
suti-committee of the EDC had been. unable to agree to cuts of more than
£125A00 overfiveyears:but a further cut, valued at (2,650,000, was necessary.,
It was also necessary,. as the Minister, of Education himself stressed, to, ensure that
the new plan:did not genenge such i large collection of forward commitments for

?tho responsible for drafting its successor as that which had been bequeathed to,
it by the decision during the three-year plan period to'forge ahead with the expan-
"ion of upper' primary school facilities.

The first draft of theplan for edneatiOnal development had proposed qualitative
improvements in teacher trainingand in the primary schools in preparation for a
change-over kn the' early nineteen seventies to a seven-year full primary school
course instead of the eight-year course which'was currently undertaken in prepara-
tion for entry to the normal four-year secondary school course,. A calculated,,risk
had to belaken by bringing forward the beginning of the change-over to the seven-
year system2 front the anticipated date of 1971/72 to ,1965/66, thus reducing the
capital cost of conversion pf ihe lystem (because of its smaller size) and cutting
'dtiikn the anticipated rate, of growth of recurrent expenditure due to further devel-
opment by eliininating the commitment to open new classes at the standard' VIII
level. The risk was that, for a ,number of years, children who had not had the
chance to benefit from the irhprovedstandards in the primary schools would be
candidates for entry into secondary schools in such numbers that the quality of
the secondary. school intalceivould be lowered. If this happened, thequality of the
'subsequent entry into high-level- manpower occupations would fall. However, the
steep rise in the ilihnber orcandidates for selection, which could not foi financial
reasons be matched'by a corresponding proportional' rise in the number of places
for new entrants 'to secondary schools, was' believed to be adequate to ensure

1 The number 'nine' was chosen instead of 'eight' in view of the policy of developing relatively
large schools, with at least three streams in each, so that donors interested in starting.new
schools might become interested. 4

2. The possibilities of a 6 6 and of ,a 6.5 system, as well as of the 7.4 system now adppted, were
each compared on financial grounds with the current 8:4 system before the decision was taken.
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that the quality of the intake would be little, if any, worse than that which would
have reaulted from the continuation of the existing 8:4 SYsternc yith a probably
inefficient selection, procedure after standard VI imposed as a financial necessity,
and, consequently, a smaller number of candidates for selection.

The 'unit' cost per class' approach, to "costing indicated a saving of recurrent
revenue of-about .£400,000 over the five-year period (amendment (g) (i)), but. this

'estimate shows the limitation of this particular estimating procedure. rather than
the amount of saving ifiat couldlogically be anticipated. A.moment's thought will
show that a switch Trom one system to another does not change-the salaries of the
serving teachers, nor 'does it necessarily immediately change the requirements for
new teachers; what it does change,,, radically, is the distribution of teachers of
different grades between the classes and therefore the average cost per classnot
the total'salary-bill due to them, unless their numbers are altered. Amendment
(g)-(i) in Table Yis therefore reallyspurious, although it is,true that the future rate

tpf growth of expenditure is' educed by decreasing the rate at which new teachers are
required after the change- over -:-at the rates of expansion currently envisaged in
Tanzania, this sal. ,g.is about k 30,000/per annum for teacher training and abOut

30,000 per annum-each year cumulative for teachers' salaries; but the gap for the
five-year plan-period remained at 'f2,650,000.1 -

A proposal to raise primary school fees by 75 per cent would hardly have been
politic; the choice was therefore between curtailment of the progromme or reassess-
ment of the contribution to be made by the local education authorities.. in choosing

k the second of these eernatives and, by implication. switching to the local author?,
itics the liability for finding £2,65Q,000 (equivalent to about 35 per cent in additton
to that indicated by the rpinistry responsible for local governnient as their maximum
capacity), it was necessary to state clearly and publicity that the financial respon-
sibility fos r the rate of expansion of primary education would rest in the long run
with the local authorities. The fact that the government is making,any addition
to the local authorities' subvention payments for education is significant in im-
proving its powers to co-ordinate, development but the chance to influenae the
distribution of schools, in accordance with the declared social' objective.of the
government to assist the, poorer and more-remote parts of the country, has been
lessened. However, once the decision had been taken that the local; authorities
should bear an increased proportion of the financial, responsibility for education,
there remained only one thing to do: the subvention system was remodelled so as
to reflect the priorities attached by the government in incentives offered to the
locarauthorities to conform with the gorfnment's wishes.2

Estimates of potential local authority expenditure based on tfe 7.5 per cent per annumincrease formula already agreed <had been increased by about £600,000 since ,,the Ministryof Education had submitted its first draft. The real deficit was therefore just over £2,000,000.
2. Also diseussed in Chapter 2 of this study and in J. B. Knight, bp. cif:

l r-f)
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Conclusions

What practical conclusion can an educationalplanner .Jutside Tanzania draw from
this history? Perhaps it is this: the series of adjustments which are set opt in
Table 3 in order of their time sequence could instead be classified in another way
,(Table 4).

.

' It is quite` clear that great care Must be taken, when gross unit costs are used as
the basis foi projections; to ensure that the assumptions being made about financial
Contributions' from services other than the central government are made the
subject of explicit agreement between all those concerned in reaching a final
decision onthe allocation of central government funds. Of the 'cuts' which were
made in the programme 70 per cent of their value was 'achieved' in this way and
only 19 per cent were made as a -result of explicit political .choice of objectives
(and amendment (e), which alone was 'the subject of disagreement, accounts for
only 6 per cent of the total value ofthe modification). The modification of estimates
based on unit costs accounts for an adjustment of 11, per cent. This is as least
comparable to that brought about by clear political choice. Thus there seems to
be far more flexibility in the estimates than there is in the range of political (or
professional) choice which can be based upon them.

A seconct.coriCIOsion, less obvioui but no less important than the first, can also
bedrawn. None of the amendments made before the plan published was an
amendment to the Manner in which educational processes are conducted; only one,
the change -over to the seven-year system, was an amendment to the way in which-,
education i§ organized. When a development plah is, to be published-as a pro-
gramme on Which a goVernment must stake its reputation with its electorate, the
effect, of a liinitation of funds which seems, to those responsible for its implemen-
tation, to be arbitrary in character, may not be to bring forth ' bold' or 'imaginative'
schemes incorporating measures designed to' transform the economics of education,
On the contrary, the result of an arbitrary limitation is more. likely to be a 'safe'
plan of limited scope based on educational processes which' are fairly well under-

TAILS 4 Modifications to estimates of recurrent expenditure (1964-69,) as in Table 3 classified
according to type . 4

Grost cost before modification
Net costlo the liov,ernment after modification

4
Total value of modificatiOns

Modifications by cuts in programme (amendments (b) and (e))
Modification by refinement of ',unit cost' data (amendments (d) and (g)(u))
Modification by amendments to, or clarification of, arrangements for the

finance of education (amendments (a), (c), (f), (g) (l), (g) (nth and (h))
, 'SS

(£ thousand)

58 191
35 506'

22 685

I

4 241 (19%)
2576 (11%)

15 868 (70,(,)

22 685
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stood (not least in their financial 'implications).1 Necessity, may be the moth
of invention; &tit; uhless a government is in the unlikely position of servi
a people who will accept planning failures (or can be made to accept them), anoth
offspring of necessitycaUtion--can be expected to be uppermost in its conside
ation.

Experiments may, by definition, not produce the expected results. It see
unreasonable therefore to expect a government, acting within financial lunitatio
which preclude the achievement of some very modest objectives,2 to expose
precious educational resources to the risk of experimental failure. The most th
can be expected is probably 'pilot' experiments.

Fortunately, however, some countries engage in: more experiments than co
sideration of their financial position Might lead one to expect. The experimen
must be chosen with an eye to,, the financial implications of failure as well as
success; they are therefore likely to be small in scale at first. Nevertheless the posi
tion is perhaps best summarizedin this way; no ministry 9feducation can be e
peeled to adventure with its budget, but any ministry can be expected to foste
experiments which could produce professionally viable changes as 4 basis fo
framing its future budgets. Financial stringency applied'in advance overa peri
of years seems therefore to militate against radical changes in education
practice, unless an addition to the financial provision is made, contingen
upon' the conduct of 'experimental activities'. This has not. been done
Tanzania, where forward estimates ofrecurrent expenditure are minimal. The ris
is that, in applying all its available ingenuity to the problem of achievingrth
published plan targets with an absolute minimum of resources at its disposal, th

'Ministry of Education might fail to observe possible changes in educationa
practice which could transform the educational scene (and its economics!) in to
years' time.

The conclusion to.be drawn from this relationship between financial limitation
and willingness, to experiment Must be that a decision to experiment gamonly be
meaningful if the corresponding decision to allocate 'resources-coy experiment is
taken; indeed, that is why this discussion is found under the heading 'The process
of decision in educational planning'. Without the decision to allocate resources for
experiment, the experimenters' field is effectively restricted to those experiments
which are cost-free (and which are, therefore, nearly always long-termin nature

I. This situation is relevant not only'when major transformations are being attempted, but alsowhenever any new institutional arrangements are under consideration. In such cases particular.
care must be taken to ensure that qualitative changes in the content or conduct of education do
I-iot invalidate-the financial assumptions on which a plan is based; modifications to those
assumptions are nearly always implied.

2. It is, for example, difficult to allocate resources for experiment when they must be diverted from
projects designed to achieve targets such as the 'Addis Ababa' targets, or the even more modest
target of 'universal primary` education' for four years.,
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because the experimenters have full-time jobs to perform apart from their experir
ments) or'whial are conducted almost entirely by agencies external to the country;
it is, to say the least, doubtful whether the coniideration-of cost, as distinct from
possible, though not guaranteed, results should be of such paramount importance
in determining whether educational experiments should, be undertaken.

Cine possible approach to the solution of this problem would be the establish-.
ment of an educational research council outside the Ministry of gducation, with
its funds coming from a government source also outside the Ministry of Education
so that its claims do. not have to be assessed in direct conflict with those of, say,
primary education. Provided that such a council was empowered only to commis-
sion research projects and not to set up a permanent staff (which would probably
'merely result in the creation Of yet another institutional interest tG be mollified) it
could, with suitable representation, act as a most useful catalyst to ,thorough
educational inquiries.

a

,

0
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ethication 1964/654968/69

4.

\\
In previous chapters of this monograph a nuMber of topics have been ctiseussed,

.

all of therii converging upon the central theme ofbe\five-year plan for 1964-69.
With the manpower targets set and-the financial limitations settled, it is time to
describe the actual plan wHich emerged. 'N

Enrolment statistics for the period 1961-64 in each of the main parts of the
education system are set out in Table 5. They are of particular interest as a back-

TAILS 5. Progressive development of enrolments, 1961-64

196 1962 963 1

Enrolment of:pupils:
Standard I 121.386 125.521 136 496 140 340
Standard V 19 391 26 803 40 508 .43 610

,, Standard V111 C 11'740 13.730 17 042 20 348
Total

486 470. 518 663 592104 633 678
Form 1 - 4'196 4 810. 4 972 5-302,,..,Form 4 1 603 1 950 2 839 3 630
Form 6 .. I"

179 199 4 275 463
Total

t.
1.1 829 14 175 17 176 19 897

Students entering teachers' colleges for all initial
...courses, .

93. 9 933 933 1 150
of whom: ..

Students entering teachers' colleges for post-,
secondary courses (grade A and grade B) 17% 20% 25% 25%

Tanzanian's in University of East Africa' 206 218 .324 415
Other Tanzanian' post-secondary students

(i.e., overseas students)' (including universities) 1 002 1 153 1 325'' 1 712
Full-time engineering students at Dar es S'alaam

Technical College 22 35 80 178
Teachersin public primary schools 9 885 1.0 273 11 lob, 12 044
Teachers in public secondary schools b 664 746 886 939
SOURCE Ministry Ot Educatlopit
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ground to the plan for 1964-69 since they show up those points of the system Which
were growing'most rapidly at the beginning of the planning period, i.e., primary,
standards V-VIII; secondary, form 6 and the University, of East Africa. By way
''or contrast with enrolments at these levels, the enrolments in, prithary. standard I,
secondary form and. in teachers' colleges-had been rising comparatively slowly.
At the secondary form 4 level enrolments had risen very fast during 1961-64 but
Teferenceto theform 1 enrolments for 1962-64 showed that the increase would be
small.during 1965-67.

One of the most pressing problems which the planner had to solve was that of
providing for the continuation of the.education of the44,000 pupils enrolled in
standard V when the corresponding enrolment in standard VIII was hardly over
20,000. There were 1,115 classes open at the standard V level and only 548' classes
at standard VIII. Even if it had been either possible or advisable to cut out all
further development of standard V classes, a Jurther 1,0641 classes would have.
been needed by January 1967 if all the children in standard V in 1964 were to
progress to standard VIII ;,such a deyelopment.could, if the supply of teachers
would allow, add £0.6 million to the gross (all sources)nannual expenditure .on
primary education before any other developments could be considered. Worse.
still, it would do so while making no significant contribution to the urgent high-level
manpower-needs of the economy. At first the attempt was made to accommodate
most of these developments within theplan, but they had to be given the lowest,
priority as soon as butsbecame unavoidable. However it was found possible to
avoid the creation in the long-run of another selection barrier in the system,(after
starid'aril VI) by ,the introduction of the `seven -year primary course, to which
reference has already been made. The decision to advance the implementation of
this reform frorithe early nineteen seventies,to 1965167 did however throw a heavy
onus on the plans to develop' primary schools of quality'. The importance attached

^ to these plans can be illustrated from many speeches of the Minister of Education2
and also in the Ministry of Education's final submission to the, Directorate of
Development Planning in the preparation of the second volume of the development
plan where it is stated: 'The panned increase in the number of pupils passing
through secondary schools wilttontribute most to anincrease in shared national
wealth if the rise in these numbers is accompanied by a rise in the number of less
well qualified people associated with them in 'effective participation in the cash
economy.,Themechanical "rote" learning which has been all too common in many.
primary schools until now must'be replaced by a more modem approach, preparing

4

1. Eighty for standard VI, 417 for standard VII and 567 for standard VIII.
2. For example, Budget Speech of the Minister, of Education, June,I964. 'These (prirery school)

inspectors are indeed in the fOrefront of the struggle to improve the quality 44 primary education
upon which the success of the programme for secondary-school expansion depends.'
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pupils who will be 'ready to apply their Understanding gained at school to the
variety of novel situations they will meet as they participate in the- country's
development."

Primary education

The stress which was being laid on iMproving the quality of primary education
could not, however, exclude the need for ,some quantitative expansion.The enrol-
ment of 140,000 pupils in standard I in 1964 corresponds to about 55 per cent of an
annual age cohort.2,3 'Even the stipulation that fins proportion should not be
allowed ta fall meant that about 3,000 new places in nearly seventy new classes
would haveto be found each year!'.Sirailarly some further expansion of standard V
provision would be necessary if only for reasons of equity, because some local
authorities had not been able to make the expansion during,the period 1961-64
when encouraged to do s° by the government. Although it was financial limitations
which had led the gOvernment to reduce itsprojected assistance to local authorities,
the fact that the resulting modifications to the subvention system5 have left the
initiative for proposals with the local authorities, while giving them a strong finan-
cial incentive to conforin to national orities in respect of , improving the.
quality of education, may well ultimately seem to be the strongest feature of
the plan for primary schools; this is because it provides a-sysiem under which the
national priorities can be interpreted in different ways in the light of the widely
differing needs or different local authorities,

I. Development Plan of the Ministry of Education, paragraph 1..5, par es Salaam; Ministry of
Education. (Mimeographed.)

2. Inierpolation:of age structure data collected at the 1957 census and the assumption that each
cohort Is 2 per cent larger than its predecessor results in an estimate of between 260,000 and.
280,000 children aged 8 in 1964; actual ages of entry io school vary, however, between 6 and

" 9 years or more.
3. The percentage in individual districts is much more difficult to estimate with,reliability. While

it approaches 100 per cent in most towns, it may well be below 20, per cent in a few districts agd
enrolments of between 30 per cent and 45 per cent of cacti,age group are characteristic of a large
number of districts.

4. The average size/of standard I classes throughout the country in 1964 was 43.3.conipared with
a permissible m :Minn of 45; there was no significant prospect of improving enrolments
without increasing the number of classes because the relatively few schools with less than
orty-four or forty -five pupils in-standard I were nearly all to 'be found in the more remote
areas where difficulty of access to school or lack of-parental interest could be seen to be the
underlying reasons for, low 'enrolments.

5. Tanganyika Ave-Year lan ..., op. cif. Vol. H, pp, 113-115.
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t

The figures in Table 5'Make it clear that the greatest achievement of the period
1961-64, when.viewed in the light of the-coaatty"s most pressing needs, had been
the increase in secondary school enrolments to the extent that the foria4 enrolinent
figure of about1,600 in 1961, could be expected to be almost trebled, infour years
(i.e., if form 4 enrolments in 1965 equalled,tornylenrolments in 1962), Thus, by
the beginning of the 1964-69 planning period, it became possible to make plans
which 'depended for their success on the availability of much larger numbers of
secondary school leavers.'In the field of education itself it was at last possible to plan

:the .training _of enough grade-A teachers to meet the mosts.pressing ,needs of the
aPperand extended primary schools, and also tolook forward to the day.when all
Students 'entering teachers' colleges could come fromSecondary schoolsa-major
step forward in the struggle'`for primary schools of quality.It was also possible at
kit to plan.post-secondary courses at.the technical college_ without fear that the
plans would' be made irrelevant for lack of students. Other bodies looking for
students for,liocational training could, also be co nfidentfor-the first time that an
adequate number of students, would rbe foithcoming.. The number of additional
secondary School places needed to meet the anticipated manpower requirenients
was not in fact large; an increase of the annual entry to form 1 of about 350 pupils
each year appeared to be sufficient,', and provision was made accordingly in the
plan. The provision for increased enrolments in forms 5 and 6 was also based on
the manpower projections, together with assumptions about the number who
Would qualify,to enter university; in-this-latter respectparticular-attention was
given to ensuring that the supply of pupils qiialifyini in science subjectsmould be
increased. However, provision to meet purely quantitative needs could'hardly be,
regarded as adequate; as the proportion of each age group admitted to secondary
school rose,i so it was becoming increasingly important:to provide courses. which,
While of a standard equal to their predecessors, wouldbe more suitable as' terminal:
Courses for puiiils who would gd straight into employment on leaving school. Most
of the secondary schools in Tanzania in 19,64 were organized,as two-stream (eight
classes) schools for 280 boarders with twelve or thirteen staff members, a staffing
strength Which hardly exceeds the minimum,necessary for effective teaching of a
purely 'academic' school certificate course even. when the situation is not compli-
cated bythe freqUent intervention of staff changes; consequently it was necessary,
to concentrate,as much as possible, of the expansion of the secondary school system
as a whole into the extension of existing schools, which would thus become

ihetter prepared to ;teach- a more diversified curriculum.

Although reservations haVe already been expressed_ over this figure in Chapter 4.
2: This is, olcourse, a strictly comparative term. Dien the Projected figure of 7,070 entrants to

forth 1 in 1969 ii equivalent to only about 3 per cent of an age group,
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Higher .education
, .

In the case of higher education4etifile&planning is formally the, concern of the
university itself.' However, there is in the normalcourse of events a continuous series
of relatively informal consultations between the university authwities ;40, the

11%'government concerning the manpower. development.programme. Such discussions
are of particular importance in relating the work Oldie university in theprofessionAl
preparation of doctots, teachers, lawyers, engineers, agriculturalists antkothersfor
national, needs. In contrast to this approach the planning of the financial liinits

1/2

,

within which the nniversity would be expected to operite-has to be included within
f the scope of the Over=all 'education plan and is formally the direct Concern,of the

governMent. In this instance target: thetholsofcosting2 are peculiarly appropriate.
They were therefore applied to the enrolments required for manpower purposes and
adopted,

k

The training'Of teachers

The plan for theiiaining of teachers, which is dfcus'sed more fully in the next
chapter, is in some resPects the part of 'the- plan which represents the sharpest.
break with the past. The only- direction in-which quantitative progress had been
possible (but not particularly desirable) on any scale during the period 1961-64 was .

in the training of,grade cteachers, because there were not enoughcandidates for
post-secondary teacher training;3 there was however some expansion of grade C
(post-primary)' training during the period 1961-64, without which there would have
been a corresponding increase in the over-all shortage oLteachers in the period
1964-67;ut, as the next chapter will shdw, there was already in 1964 a consider-

'able surplus of grade C teachers. in the schools who were employed in place, of
grade B or grade-A teachers' in standards VI to VIII. Some,progress had been-made
in increasing the proportion of rief,v trainees who had been to secondary schools
from 17 per cent to 15 per cent in 1964,-but -thisthis had been barely sufficient to ,m'ain-
tain the proportion of-grade A and grade B teachers in the schools in a period when
wastage, largely due to new emplOyMent opportunities-in the public service, was
a particulallY severe problem among the more highly-qualified teachers.'' It was-

.
.

1. The Ministers of Education of Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda are, of course, represented.
2. See page 122.
3. In 1964, 320 places wire provided for grade A. courses but it was only possible to fill 28

these places. c.
'4.1n-1962, 1,530 out of 10,273 teachers in primarschools were grade A or grade a. years

later, the corresponding figures were 1,774 (estimate) out of 12,044, i.e., still about 1 rant:
of thetotal. Over the same two -year period the proportion of primary school children enrolled
in standards V to VII rose from 15 per cent to over 20 per cent of total primary school enrol.
mints.

1r
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against this background that the proposal was adopted to discontinue post- primary
(grade C) teacher training in the near future and to substitute post-secondary
(grade A) training, now that the supply of candidates from the secondary schools
could be expected to come into `balance with requirements, thus making plans for
an intake of 1,500 students into training in .1969 compared with.289 in 1964 into

.pradtical propositions.
The planned changing pattern of enrolments at the principal' stages of the edu-

cation system is shown in Table 6. Contents of the table are taken from the
(:ffidial plan document':

It will' be immediately noticed that there are no 'target' enrolment figures for
primary education in 1969. This is because the targets for all the other parts of the
education system are directly related to the calculations of government expenditute
involved,' while the progress which focal authorities will be able to make is
explicitly related:to their -own capacity to pay a partof the cost. ,At sthe time of
writing it seems likely that there will be about 160,000 pupils in standard I and
between 55,000 and 60,000. in standard VII in 1969. The number -enrolled in
standaid V is more difficult to predict, since it .could be greatly affected by the

+TABLE 6.,Targets for the development of education, 1964-69

19641 1969 Percentage
increase

Tanpnyikan students entering the University of East Africa 173 . 5282 202
Pupils- entering form 5 of secondary schools (higher school_

certificate course) 0 650 1 280 *5
Pupils entering form 1-of.secondary schools (school certificate

course) . , 5 2SO' 7 0703 35
Students entering craft courses (Moshi Technical School and .

grant -aided establishments) 188 350 86
Students entering teacher-training courses, grade A 320 1 500 369
Students entering teacher-training courses, grade C 9204 k 7.---

Pupils completing standard VIII (later standard II) 18 5003
Pupils entering standard V , . 44 0002
Pupils entering,standard 1 142 0002

SOURCE Tanianyikei Fire -Year Plan ,.., op. eft., Vol, 1, p. 67 - )
..,Hans , s , 0

1, Provisional figures used for planning purposes, which were later superseded by figures in Table 5, are included in this
coluMn . k

2. A lower figure of 450 will apply if it does not prove possible to accommodate the additional students at th. reduced
cost (mentioned in Five-Year Plan, Chapter 4, paragraph 8)

3. Assuming adequate external aid Will be forthcoming
4. To be disciintintied

..

5. The rncrease in these figures will be determined largely by the capakity,o1 !that cdpsation authorities to bear their
share of the recurrent cost ot primary etkication.

, . 4 ...

1. In note 3 to Table 6, the reservation about enrolments in form I of secondary schools is.

similarly due to the assumption of non-government contributions to the required revenue.
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authorities' view of 'their financial capacities when current developments have
been carried right thiough to standard VII; it is not, however, likely to be less than
60,000, an-increase' -which would be achieved, only partly by providing new classes,
as increasingpressure for plates will probably bring about a substantial increase
in the average size of classes from the 1964 figure of 39.1 pupils per class towards
the maximum permitted figure of 45. The discussion of the process Of ,decision'in
Chapter 5 has lhown the importance of recognizing the, quantitative rektionship
between educational Plogrammes and their revenue implications. It is therefore
no accident that the table of targeis in -the published plan (Table: 6) is immediately

'followed by the definitive estimates of the costs involved (Tables I and 8)..

Vats 7.Functional analysis of over-all financial provisionscapital expenditure

Sector of education Net cat to
Gras government

(E thousand)
Higher

4902 4 902To finance the expansion of the University of East Africa so that all
students expected to qualify for entry may do sO. Also to provide a
small amount of capital for the developnient of extramural studies
Secondary

3 251 2 6511(i) To open twelve streams at form,1 in 1965, six streams in 1966, and
ten streams at 'form:teach year thereafter.; (ii) To open three new
streams at -form 5 in 1965, one new stream in 1966 and again in 1967,
Ind tale new streams in 1968 and'again in 1969 9

,Technical
1 500 1 500

Extensions and improvements at Moshi TechhicaiSchool;
extensions to Dar es Salaam Technical College to accommodate the
increased input to technician-level courses which wilbe reqiiiied
in the next - planning period

5 000 2:697I
To assist local eduCation authorities in converting their primary school
systems to the seven-year course and to provide' for controlled
expansion of the lower primary schools. To improve the class-room
and staff quarters at schools, particularly those in poorer,districts,
Ave It is essential that grade A teachers should bamployed

Teacher training .

To convert the existing system of training colleges into a streamlined
system of ten villages, having an annual ii ,ake of 1,500 students for
grade A courses

itotal

2 Ow 2 000

a

250 250

16,903 14 000 .

SOWC1 Fangarkyika Five-Year Flan, op. cit.. Vol.1, p. 67s HMS
1. These schools are already planned at no capital cost to the paveriment
2. Local education authorities are expected to provide E2,303,000 (in cash and self-help) towards this programme0
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The five-year development plan for fiducation-1964-69

tau 8. Functional analysis of over -all financial provisionsrecur rect apeoditure.

£ ihousaod thaelsse

(a) Amoral expenthtwe , (b) ixiindlure on each nectar
1964/65 5 933 Higher 4 417
1965/66

.5. 6 524 Secondaiy , 10.002
1966/67 - 7 049 " Technical 1 800.
1967/68 7 642 Primary . , 13 103
1968/69 8 358 Teacher trainin g 3-234

. °thee 2 950
Total 35 506 Total 35 506

NO
i. ladudios administration

soma.
Taleatilca Iiive-Year Plot. op. oh.* Vcgri;p.- .

0
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7 Teacher reciiiireinents
47and supply

0

.

11%

1
The 'successful implementation of any plan fo eve oping the supply-of teachers
requires planning and forethought which goes well beyond relatively simple
statistics and assumptions. Fortunately, the statistics required are generally not
so complex as those which are desirable when preparing forecasts of expenditure.
Howevev, in a. situation of manpower shortage, salaries and prospects for profits-
sibnal prothotion are vitally impolair features; they are therefore discussed in the
coneltiditig paragraphs of this chapter.

Statistics and-assumptions underlying the plan
for the training of teachers -

Statistical descriptions, or tenable assumptions, have to be made in respect, of the
following factors: (a) the number of teachers serving at the beginning of the plan

*Period, blissified according to their qualifications, Ohich must be presumed to be
directly related to the taskt of which they are capable (see Table9);(b) the propor-:
tion of all serving teachers who should-be professionally ,trained' for their task;
(c) the availability of candidates for training as teachers at various educational
levels; (d) the rate of withdrawal of teachers from service in the various categories.

The number of serving teachers

In,1964, full-time teachers were recorded as servinzin public schools in Tanganyi-
lca, as follows: 12,044 in primary schools, 919 in secondary schools, 152-in techni-
cal schools, including the Dar es Salaam Technical College, and 203 in teachers'
colleges, which totals 13',318.' . P

I. Source: Ministry of Education.
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"TANS 9: Training and duties of &schen

0.
Teacher requirements and supply

Qiottfieation

di4fite C

Cita* 11

Grade A

Educetion ofIleer

Graduate

Method Of.entry

Eight Yuri* primary education plus two years'
training
Now produced only by upgridingof grade C
leathers, but formerly mainly by two years'.
.training of students with eight years' primary
and two year?' secondary education
5.1!.1,1* --.;,=:.. primary phis four years' second.'
ivy, education followed by ewo years' training,

Formerly a promotion post.only, excepi where
some oVerseaslegrees ueother qualifications
areheld which-are not recognized as equiva-

'. 'lent to UEA irtacipstes. New two-year course
fpr direct entry began in 1965,
By taking . a -degree recognized as equivalent
to thole of the Univerlity of East Africe. Pro-
fessional training as a teacher is ,also nearly
always required

tisutii,tedching duties

Usually teach standards
Ito V
Usually teach stan-
dards VI to VIII

Usually teach, stan-
dards VI to VIII; also
forms 1 and 2in second-
ary schools and forms,
3 and 4 iKiswahili
Usually teach in
secondary schools,
forms 1 to 4

Secondary schools
forms 1 to 6

This totS2..teaching force of 13,318, though almost adequate numerically to
thitintlin.the-pupil-teachir ratios prescribed for classes at the various levels of
eduottiou, was defective in two respectsin thproportion of tanzaniaweitizens
"holding teaching posts in the higher levels and in the proportion of suitably
qUalifie<stuff members ,holding posts- in primary schools. The teacher-supply
policy of the Tanzanian Government was designed to remedy, these deficiencies in
the shortest Possible trine: 'The teacher-supply position in primary education, in
1964.4 set out in the lastline of Table,10 where it is contrasted with the number,of
teat heirs of various -gratles required for full staffing of urban and rural primary
Schools. 'The criterion' used to assess full staffing is the establishment. of teachers
which would be Approved by the government for each class. This requirement is
related in tqrn to the training received-by the teachers in the various grades and
therefore to their assumed capacity to teach the syllabus in the .various primary
school standards. 4

TFACGERS. IN:PRIMARY SCHOOLS

.
The 'most important requireRents which relate the teachers' qualifications to the
estandard of class they are expeetedtto teach are thost..concerned with theianguage
of,instruetion. tinder the.pre,independence education system, African primary
education was provided in the medium of Kiswahilkith a transition to English as

15'



The process of educiitional planning in Tanzania

the medium being optional in standard VI and, compulsory in standard \Tu. 1
this way pupils who went on td secondary school after standard VIII would ha\
at least two years' experience in the English medium, used in secondary school
before etntry. various non-African (principally Indian) educatioh system
children either went through the whole primary course with English as a mediu
(and in any case studied English .as a subject throughout, while African childre

TABL1 10. Primary school teachers (1964) in rural and urban areas classified according
to qualificatiOn

School category

E.Yrb(in schools

(a) Half-day attendance' 174 190

.
111 17
IV 14

(b) Full-day attendances 111 156 156
IV 161 161
V 150 1500

VI 134 134

Vill 89 89' .
1C14

VII 119 119

Total teachers required 208 134 6 761 110
Actual leacheis in post3 305 270 591' ° l'16, ..

tural schools,

III I 44)
IV I 371

440

(a) Halfkfay atteneancel I 3 057
II 3 008

4

. '(b). Full-day attendance2,, III 1 491 1 491
IV 1 633 1 633
V 1 062 1062

VI 981 . 981
VII 916 916 .

VIII 509 509 /13'
Total teachers required 1 425 981 9 339 1 1 74
Actual teachers in post3 390 1 1094 9 379 10 87

. School Number
standard of classes

Teachers required

It, 174'
- ..

B C Tot

9OURCa Ministry of Education
NOTES - ,

s l.Haltday attendance requirement for full staffing of all schools, standards Ito 1V, is half C ,
2: Full -day attendance requireMent for full staffing of all schools: standards III, IV and V, is one C; standard VI, one II;standirds VII and VIII, one A plus half C 1

3. The returns of the number of serving teachers include the category 'Other recognized qualifications'. It iseethsated
that in rural areas one-third bf these teachers are equiiaient to wide A and -ie remainder to grade C, In urbanareasthe proportion is estimated at one to one

,
4. About 300 of these grade B teachers were promoted from grade C in recognition of meritorious service. Since tissywere not given any specific preparation for teaching standards VII andVIII before promotion, they have not been

counted in the diecuuion as teachers qualified to work in the English medium. They may in fact be teaching any
standard from standard I right up to standard mil

0



Teacher requirements and supply

t. .

did tot begin to-study English before standard III), or, alternatively, they,began
the course in, their own vernacular, e.g., Gujerati, and-transferred to English fairly
early in the coursetisuallyby standard V; Kiswahili was not used as a mediuth of
instruction; nor was it a compulsory subject in the curriculum, in these schools.

With the change-over to an integrated,system of education, in accordance with
the EducatiOn Ordinance of 1961, it was decided that syllabuses should be recogni-.

zedinonly two media of instruction, Kiswahili and English; it was further decided
that in any school, vhichever the medium selected, the other language should be
taught as esubject;41sOthere should be a common syllabus for the last two years
(standards VII and VIII) of the primary school course.

The shortage of teachers in rural, primary schools, which are virtually all
"Kiswahili-medium schools, was .concel;trattd' /almost ,entirely among teachers
qualified to use English as the medium,of instruction. Of a potential requirement
of 2,406 of these teachers, the estimated number serving in rural primary schools
was approximately.1,206 (390 grade A, mostet;f whom qualified, for teaching by
Completion of a twO-yeir course of training for which the .entry requirement was
school certificate, and 810 grade B teachers who hadentered teacher training after
successfully Completing only a part of the secondary, school course). These '1,200
teachers are, however,, distinguished from the majority of English-medium teachers
in urban primary schools in that their own first language is, characteristically;
kiswahili,rather thah English:' In the urban primary schools, a large .proportion
of which are former Indian schools, it would appear at first sight from Table i0
that 342 English-Medium teachers are required and that there are actually 575 such
teachers in service. The balance of 233'teachers, nearly all of them of Indian extrac-
don, hOwever, simply transferable to rural primary schools. Not only is it
rather unlikely that they wotild settle in rural areas or make Satisfactory teachers of
children 'from a different linguistic background: they are needed td teach in the
urban primary schools where English is-the mediumin the lower standards. This
the-positiOn in the urban schools is that there is a severe shortage of teachers who
tre-competent to teach Kiswahili to pupils whose mother tongue is not an African
language;1' this shortage -is proving in practice.to be a major obstacle in the
implementation of the proposal to construct a truly common syllabus for all
pupils in the last two years of the primary school course.

,

I. The term 'Kiswahili rather than English' is used, as the mother tongue of in unknown number
'of these teachers is not Kiswahili but a local African vernacular, such as Kihaya or Kichagga.
The point is' thit-these teachers are better qualified to teach, in English, children who have
reached -standards VII and 'VIII through K <ahili-medium classes in the lower standards;:
a- teacher who does not habitually Use Kiswahili as his lingua franca is considered to be at a
disadvantage-in these circumstances.

2. While many teachers, including all African teachers, speak Kiswahjli fluently, few of them have
been trained as teachers of the language. The standard of teaching_of Kiswahili to children who
speak. tim language can probably,be greatly iMprovid through the training of teachers. The skills
of teaching Kiswahili as a second language are only now becoming a focus of interest.
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o.

Temporary arrangements have been made tq ease the actual numerical shorta
of teachers in rural primary schools (estimated at 867 from Table 10); of t
713 posts established for a !third' teacher in standards VII and VIII about 450 a
not filled, thus freeing an equivalent number of grade C teachers; about I
United States4Peace Corps teachers entered service (a§ English-medium teacher

just after the return was *completed and the 'remainder of the deficit has been pi
largely by permitting half-day attendance in the lower standards for more clels
thlin the official 'establishment' figures would indicate. As a.consequence there
now relatively little ,English-medium teaching in standard VI and, in some case
there are classes in standards VII and 'VIII which have to be conducted large!
in Kiswahili by teachers who 'are not familiar with the subject-matter taught i
standards VII.and VIII (and which are, therefore, all too frequently mere revisio
of work done in the lower standards) because of thshortage of suitably qualifie
teachers.

As a consequence of these contrasting situation'sfound in rural and urban pri mar
schools, two of the principal objectives of the natpnal teacher-training programm
can be identified:(a)toexpand rapidly the provision of training facilities for teache
capable of using English. as a medium; and (b) fo make suitable provision for th
training of teachers to teach Kiswabili as a subject-both to those who use the Ian
guage as an everyday Means of coremunicatiOn and to those to whom it is, at bes
,a second language.

TEACHERS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

In secondary education. the teacher-supply position, is quite different from tha
'found in primary education. The 'establishment formula' allows for.theprovisioy o
one and a half teachers per class, this figure to include leave reliefs, And suggests
further, that of each four teacheri employed against the establishment, for schoo
certificate classes (forms 1 to 4', formerliknownas standard IX and XII) two shal
be graduates, one other sha'.1:3e of education officer rank but not usually a gfadu
ate and one-shall be a grade A teacher. All teachers employed against the establish
ment for higher school certificate classes (university entryforms 5 aqd 6) shoul
be graduates. In addition to these establishment allowances, each school wher.
girls are in attendanpemay have one additional teacher on the staff to teach domes
tic science. For 1964; the establishment formula gives a tqtal requirement of 92
teachers-497 graduates, 203 other education'officers, 203 Wade A teachers an
twentysfx others with qualifications to teach domestic science.

The staffing strength in the schools as of June 1964,is set out in Table 11.
As in the case of the primary schools, there is a small over-all shortage of staff,

but this becomes larger when allowance is. made for the sixty-one laboratory
assistants, who are not teachers, and the thirty-two 'other teachers', most of whom
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TAizz IL Teachers in secondary schools, 1964

Teachersequirements and supply

Tiaebws. Tanzanian eitiiens Others a Tntal

.;Holders of. degrees,l.witti i professional teaching.

323 316

-, 10 109 119
10 , 120 .. 130.
39 ' 42 _ 81

.108 9 117

14 14
32 29 61
61 ' . 61.

2117' t 632 919,

qualification - 132
Holders of university degrees .

(a) with a.Professional qualification
(b) without PrOfessional qualification

Holden of diplomas' ..

piade Ateatheis Onequivalent)
Teachers of domestic science or .handicrafts, not

othensisi"cla'ssified
Otheteacheii

1 Laboratory assistants
. a

Total . R

Nam - squacg
I. Illacogniaint ai equivalent to those of the University of East Africa, Ministry of Education
201 these,thirteert teachers, three fiid not hold erofesskinal teaching qualifications

`4. Equivalent to shoes formerly aivarcied by Makerert C8I1ege

(if they were citizens) were pupils who had completed the higher school certificate
course at the end-of`1963 and were waiting to enter the university in July 1964 or
(if they were not citizens) were auxiliaries provided under such se.hcmes as voluntary ,
'service overseas; such teachers, although they gave Naluable assistance in teaching,
Were not counted against the establishments of the schools in which they were
4ervitig ot approved for purposes of grant-in-aid unless they were graduates. The
effective supply of teaChers was, 'therefore, approximately.1.800 to fill'929 posts;
in other words, one post in six is vacant. If the incidence, of overseas leave were
evenly spread over ,the year this, situation would it become too serious, since
absence from duty Of one in seven of overseas teachers is allowed' for in setting the
istabliShment formula. However, the return from which the figures-which have beep
discussed are taken was madein May-Jutie -1964, before the period (July-October)
in which the incidence of leave is usually heaviest, There must, therefore, have been
considerable difficulty in,the schools during the latter part of 1964, especially after
the opening of the university year in July. . u

It is, however, nPt the numerical shortage of staff, which is most ,serious in
secondary education, nor, as in primary education do:the formal qualifications of ,

the teachers actually in service fall far short of 'estaktishrfiene requ i ements.' The
seriousshortages were of 'graduate Tanzanians in particular and, or generally,
of experiepeed teachers having high academic qualification.; who are likely to
remain' in Tanzania long edouskto -give continuity until an adequate supply of

0
.

1. This is, of course, a matter of opinion turning largely upon. the value placed upon graduates,.whose degrees are not recognized as equivalent to those ofthelintyersity of,East Africa. . ...,
# .. .
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Tanzinian graduates IS forthcoming. There were less than 200 Tanzanian teaciie
in --econdary Schools' and over half of these were grade A teachers. Of the' 32
qualified graduates, 145 were serving two-year contracts under the Teacher

° for East Africa scheme and several others were recent recruits. Consequent!
teacher-supply'policy in secondary education is concentrated on the foliowin
objectives: (a) the training of a large number of Tanzanian graduates as teachers
(b)'the encouragement, especially during the interimperiod before the results of th
univcisitY-expansion policy bear fruit, of the recruitment of expatriates who at
willing to Seilrfor more than one two-year tour and of he recruitment for three
entry to senior-pc.-Gt:'61 experienced teachers fidm overseas.

'One further difficulty which awaits solution is that of theprovision of teache
having no only the right qualifications but also the right teaching subjects. Th
constraint in this case is largelypne of the supply of suitable candidates for trainin
as teachers of science subjects and of languages.

TEACHIRS IN 'TECHNICAL EDtCAT1ON

The technical education sector is small in comparison with secondary education
the°total number of staffemployed being 152. As in the case of secondary educa
tion, however, the teacher-supply position (Table 12) reflects the virtual absence o
Tanzanian citizens from the senior posts for which high qualifications are required.

The high proportion of teachers holding relatively low qualifications as assist-
ant technical instructors or junior assistant technical instructors' is not in itse

TAILS 12. Teachers in technical education, 1964

Teachers p Tanzanian citizens:". , Others Toil!

Education officers (i.e., graduate equivalents)
Grade A teachers
Technical assistants
Junior technical assistants

Total

4 751 79
.6 '6

20 20
47 47,

77 152
, -e, Note .

zintrisce
I This total includes twenty teachers provided through externalaid cheinnels at no Ministry of Educationcost to the Tanzariian Government:the remaining fifty.five are charged against thea ordinary government establishment

1 From lible 11, i.e., 287 less sixty-one laboratory assistants and thirty-two 'other teachers';it is also likely that considerably more than twenty of the 'holders of other, degrees' are in-fac4
Tanzanian citizens; however, of 229 Others in this category a substi..itial proportion are teachers
in the former Indian secondary schools Who will have already become Tanianiam citizens;
'although they are not shown as *uch in Table 11.

2 Regarded as broadly eqiiivalent for salary purposes to-grade B and grade C teachers respectively.
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serious, since it reflects the amount of individual attention which must be given in
the 'practical work associated with craft training. As in the case of secondary
education the most serious deficiency is in the number of highly qualified Tanzani-
an citizens a deficienCy which is seen to be even more serious when the,current
bend away from craft training as an educational responsibility towards an emphasis
on technieil education' is taken into account. A shortage of indigenous teachers
suitable for work in technical education cannot, however, be remedied' easily
within the 'country in its pre-industrial phase, partly because there have°been very
few opportunities for Tanzanian citizens to gain the necessary industrial experience
and partly because the supply of suitable candidates, is itself very restricted, a
problem which is discussed later:

STAFF IN TEACHERS' .COLLEGES

The pattern of staffing in teachers' colleges (Table 13) is also very similar to that
in secondary education., In this rasetoo, the shortage is one of highly qualified
and experienced Tanzanian citizens. The predominanceof Tanzanian teachers with
qualifications little higher' than those.of their students is recognized asa weakness
which must be cured.

It is, however, also recognized that the art of training Tanzanian teachers must
"be nurtured largely in Tanzania itself. One of the reasons for the establishment of
the Institute of Education, bringing together the University College (through, its

department of education) and the teachers' colleges, is, to provide a mechanism
through which successful and experienced teacheLs can develop their fhterest in
the training Of teachers. It is perhaps true, nevertheless, that-the dependence upon
skilled expatriate tutors will last longer in teacher training than in other sectors.
Avenues of promotion for primary school teachers are not broadwithin the teachyg

TABLE 13. Staffing in teachers' colleges, 1964

Tanzanian citizens Others Total

Trained graduates 6 42 48
Other.graduates 2 54 56
Makerere diploma and 'equivalent 19, O.
Grade A 22 ' 9 31
Grade B 31 31
Grade C 15, 15
Other 3 3

Total 6 98 1d5 203

SOURCIS Ministry of Education ti

4
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profession and it is by careful conservation of the,opportunities arising in:teache
training that the best hope of retaining the best teachers (who might otherwise
seek promotion outside teaching) within the education system lies. This is especial!
true now that most of the adininistrative and inspectorial positions have beer
filled by teachers with as much as twenty years of their careers still ahead,of them

The professional training of teachers

The assumption made by the Tanzanian Government in formulating its polic)
with respect to the professional training of teachers is simple enough to,state.Sinct
a far larger part of the money spent on placing a teacher in front ofa class is spent
on the teachers' salary once he is working than on his initial training,: and sinct
it is believed that the trained teacher gives significantly better, value for money,
regulations have been made to the effect that grant-in-aid shall be payable only for
teachers whose professional qualifications are recognized by the ministry;' It follows
that the number of teachers to be trained should be made equal to the total number
of vacancies expected to arise in the schools, either by the withdrawal or transfer
of serving teachers or by the expansion of the system of publicly financed schools.

The availab,ility of candidates for training
as teachers

The assumption that all teachers shall be professionally trained is, of course,
tenable only if there is an adequate supply of students for training or .an extra-
territorial supply of trained teachers. Experience of the job-allocation procedures
for secondary school leasers (form 4 level) in 1962 and 1963,,combined with the
rapid secondary school expansion in the period 1960-644 indicated at th:::time
when the five-year plan, 1964-69, was being prepared that there was likely to. be a
supply of these secondary school leavers for teacher training which would be
adequate or nearlyrlequate to fill all the vacancies in primary schools for which
publfc finance could be foreseen,,provlded that the rate of withdrawal and retire-,
ment from teaching remained at about the same level as in 1961-64. This encourag-,
ing conclusion had beerf quite beyond the liounds of possibility three years earlier
when the previous plan was in preparation.

In 1964, the situation regarding the training of secondary schopl teachers was

, e

1. Most of the gradu'ates listed in Tables 11, 12 and 13 as having no professional training were
either already in service when the regulation was brdught into force or they are teachers who,.
while holding no formal qualifications, have gained valuable teaching expbrience before comingto Tanzinia.

2. The number of canOidates for school certificate were 1,3,59 in 1960, 1,6031n 1961; 1,947 in 1962;
2,839 in 1963; and 3,630 in 1964.
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not dissimilar from that regarding post - secondary trainees fOr primary education
three years befOre. While it was becoming possible to plan on the assumption that
a kignificant proportion'of university graduates'would become teachers during the
forthcoming plan pm:l:id, it was not possible.to, predict a,supply of trainees which
would be adequate to meet theTull requirements of the.secondary, schools, inwhich
requirement i for'graduates-were planned to increase by about sixty each year in
addition to the large number of recruits needed to replace departing expatriates.
A small'nUmber of grade A teachers are appointed each year to secondary school
posts in accordance with the establishment formula and there is alsota new course
for forth 6 leavers who ha've not succeeded in gaining, university places. Thislatter
course, leading to qualification as education officer, grade III; is facing difficulties
over the supply of suitable students, especially for science, because the competition
for the limitedn'umber of these firm 6' leavers is particularly intense. The solution.
of the difficulty over science stud is is,,however, already in sight; enrolments in
post-school certificate science courSes.have risen and will continue to rise so that
they forth four-sevenths of all enrolnients at thislevel. Even if there is no improve-
ment shown:in ,the current .sorbewharpessimistic estimate olthenumber of these
science ,pupils whd will qualify to enter the, university, the continuation of the
present allocation oft 30 per centAkof science bursaries to intending teachers
should bring about a balance between demand and local supply in the middle of
the 1970s.

Thesgreater 'difficulty may be found in recruiting suitable teachers.of language
(and literature). The number of African pupils who study these subjects in prepa-
ration fatiniversity entry is almost negligible and the number who opt for teaching
is even smaller. In this instance it is clear that action must be taken in the secondary
schools to ensure that the subject balance of the arts intake to university education
courses is not seriously 'ov erWeighted with students of history,geography and,econor
mics. It is, to say- tl.,:least, doubtful whether a conventionalfliteraturt:4 courstwoul4
or should be acceptable. Theatiswer may'liedn the fortation of a course of.study
covering the three languages el most immediate interest in use in Tanzania, i.e.,
Swahili; English and French.

The supply of candidates for professional preparation for work in technical
education and in'teachers'colleges does not come directly from the ranks of school
pupils. Consequently, quantitaiive estimates of the size of these sources of supply
are meaningless. In'technical education current efforts are concentrated on the
selection of those who, having enjoyed only restricted educational opportunities in
the past, have shown in their work in technical education that they could profit
from further training overseas in an industrial setting which Tanzania is not yet
able to provide. Since tlie number of such potential trainees is strictly limited by the
small size of the technic; I education undertaking today, efforts are already being
made to attract people with industrial experience into teaching; but, so far, no
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suitable candidates-with significantexperience have come forward. However, thi
too is is a limited field for recruitment until larger numbers of Tanzanian citize
reach the technician level in industry. Only when the recent expansion of intakes t
post- secondary technical education' results in a larger number of technicians, so
of whoni are 'attracted to teaching, can the current dependence upOn .expatria
teachers in technical education be greatly modified.

The supply of suitable teachers for work in the training of teachers is critical t
the success, of any teachet-supPly programme. It is apparent that efforts to recru
enough teacher trainers` for immediate needs from-the ranks of serving Tanzania
teachers would not Onl block the promotion prospects for future successf
primary schoolteachers but would also Seripuslythreaten standards in the school
the latter both beciusn'a fair proportion, btappOintments would be hound to
unsatisfactorY,2 with effect on the standirds achieved in the teachers' colleges, an
'because the schools -can. ill afford to part with their more gifted teachers. Thi
,situation seems to' be well -understood by the countries and agencies most deepl
involved in supplying teachers' to Tanzania. Since the:plan, as adopted for 196449
requireS t at between and 300 education officers shall be serving in.teachers

-colleges'by 1910.(a total toffee compared. .with one of just over 100 in 1964), it. i
already clear that in this 'sector of education the already high degree,of dependent
upon expatriates will-not only last longer than in other sectors, but will also be
come greatly intensified before large-scale localization of the staff by:teachers o
proved value in the schools becomes .professionally feasible.

The rate of withdrawal of teachers from service

During the recent period of rapid expansion of the education system, accompani
b)k rapid expansion in,many other fields, it has been peculiarly difficult to estimat
the rate of withdrawal from the teaching profession. In the case of primar
education, the number of serving grade C teachers has been growing at the rate o
alibut 500 per annum and that of grade B teachers by 200 while the number
of grade A teachers `has n9t greatly changed. This net annual increase of 700
teachers is only about 100 less than the net annual tAltput of the teachers' col-
leges in recent years. Such a low net rate of withdrawal ofleaihers frothervice has
undoubtedly been achieved partly because rapid expansion was:made during the
three-year plan period both in areas which have been the traditional suppliers o
teachers to the whole country and in the towns. In both-these cases there seems to
have been e'creserveofvnem-ployed teachers, particularly women, who could return

I, Nil in 19614 129in 1962; 5iin 1963; 106 irr1964; 190 in 1965.
2. In this convexion it must be remembere t with the coming of independence a large number

of the most lifted teachers have been promoted to administrative posts (not only in education)
and others tiii';1)een transferreclto other activities, such as politics and commervt.
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to work only if a school was.opened near theii- homes, or those of their husbands..
The net withdrawal rate, once this reserve 'is taken tip, seems more likely to be
-something over 300,per annum.

In secondary education, where expatriates on fwo-year contracts form such a
large proportion of the total number of graduates, the rate at which graduate
teachers have'to be replaced (or persuade,' 'to accept.a second contract) is expected
to rise to 180 iier annum. In technical education the withdrawn rate will' be deter-
mined largely' by decisions still to be reached about the curricula of, the former
trade schools. In teacher training too the rate is more likely to be detorMined by the
progress of reorganization than by any other factor. (Theproposal reorganization
is discussed below.)

The outline plan- for.the 'training of teachers

r Primary school teachers

AgaMst the background diScussed above, it was possible to make proposals as to
the. type and emphasis of teacher-training to be undertaken, while leaving the
precise site of the undertaking to be a matter for later determination in the light of
financial limitations.

The first basic statistical fact to be taken into account is wastage; in this instance
a rough estimate of the current extent of wastage (net) can be made by comparing
the annual rate of growth of each category of the teaching force with the annual
output of the teachers' colleges. In the cast of grade C teachers, the cadre was
growing at a rate of about 500 annually between 1962 and 1964 when the output
of the colleges was between 700 and 750 each year, indicating a net annual wastage
of 200 to 250. While this figure was fairly easy to establish, projection into the
ftittite was a more intractable problem; it was clear that wastage would increase
as the number of long-service teachers and of women teachers increased, but there
was not a firm foundation for any estimate of the rate of increase. which was in
practice assumed to be twenty per year. At ails sage it must, however, be empha-
sized that the difficulty over wastage statistics is not so serious in a country where'
over two-thirds of the requirement for new teachers is derivekfrom the opening of.

new schools and only one-third to meet wastage requirement, as it is in economical-
ly more adVanced countries where the proportion of each year's output of teacherS
wHch is needed simply to maintain the staffing strength in existing schools can rise to .
well over half of the total.

The second basic fact to be taken into account was the shortage of grade A
teachers and the third was the likelihood that candidates for entry to grade A
courses could at last be expected to be available: So in primary education the
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decision was taken that the trainingrIgradeC teachersof whom there was alrea
a surplus within the teaching forceshould be stopped.as soon as possible an
that the existing small colleges should be replaced by a smaller number of colleg
each to have at least 240 students;' in w ich secondary school leavers would
trained to become grade A teachers.2 In th yiarthe disturbing shortage of teache
qualified to teach in the upper primary ndards could-be eliminated and this'st
could then be followed by a programme of curricula-. -improvement in the low
standards which would depend for its success on the introduction of the. mo
highly educated grade A: teachers. The standard of education of the teachers the
selves would be Tufther improved by the consolidation of teacher training int
larger colleges, each able, bAirtue of a minimum establishment of r bout twent
staff members, to provide a full and varied academic and professional curriculu
which is beyond the reach of colleges today where they may have as few as sijx o
seven staff members.

The actual number to tie trained was more difficu!t to determine, th.an the ty
of course which should be given in view of the financial uncertainty associated wit
the rate of expansion of primary schools. Over the five -year period there was.
clear need for about 1,500 to bring in the 'seven-year course' and an undetermine
number for expansion of the system. One way in which this last number can
-estimated is by reference to the addition which can, be made to subvention t
local authorities on account of approved expansion. These additions were expecte
to average about L100 per cJass3 and provision was made in the plan for subventio
additions 'totalling £230,000,4 equivalent to about 2,300- teachers. It was als
estimatedthat about fifty teachers each year (education officer, grade III, and grad
A) -would take posts in secondary schools, i.e., 250teachers over the five-yea
period. The total requirements for teachers was, therefore, about 5,550. T
meet this requirement plan was drawn up under which the proportion of th
requirement to be met by grade 4 teachers. would be cut to the minimum,.whil
the rate of training grade A teachers would be increased as quickly as possible (see
Table 14).

There remained only the question of how large the intakes to the teachers'
colleges in 1968 and 1969 should be. tThese teachers would begin to teach in 1970
and 1971.) It was clear that an 90tput of less than 1,200 teachers per annum in the

1. There is also an effective maximum size of a college if satisfactory arrangements for teaching
practice and for its supervision are to be made. Insome parts of Tanzania there will probably be
real difficulty in organizing teaching practice fOr 240, while in others communications and
population densities are more favourable. Colleges of.up to 400 studentsare envisaged.

2. Nearly all of these grade A teachers will teach in primary schools, but a few will enter secondary
schools each year.

3. Standard subvention additions of £67 or £100 for a grade C teacher and £100 or£133 for &grade
13 teacher.

4. For project oduCation, 4,200; and for education, 4,400, in Volume II of the plan.
5. Including 1,500 teachers to replace those withdrawing from service,
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TAB!...e cumber of teachers expected to qualify for service in the'years 1965.69
,a

Timbers newly qualified in January 19651 19661 1967 '1966- '1969 Total

Grade A (and education.officer,111)
Grade C

. Total

233

705
310
860

600
620

120
'530
6

840
120

.

2

2

103
835..

-938
t

1 170 1 220 1 25Q .960 5 538

NO.TE

I. Actual enrolment figuiis 1964; grade A figures Include grades students,
who entered direct from secondary schools

souitci
Ministry of Education

.6
1970s would be defensible only in the face of the most severe of financial situations
and this figure was therefore adopted for planning purposes for the 1968 intake. The
further expansion of the total intake to 1,500 students in 1969 was intended prima-
rily to enable the government to encourage a more rapid expansion of primary
schodl facilities in the next plan, period if financial circumstances alloy, thus
ensuring that'the next plan need-not be so severely limited by -the prospective sup,
ply of qualified teachers as its forerunners have been.

n.

Secondary schoolteachers

In secondary education the policy adopted is to trainevery available undergraduate
student to becothe a teacher by means of a.course run concurrently with their
degree course by the department of educ4ion at University College, Dar es Salaam.
The-limitation on the total number of students available is set by the manpower
requirements of competing occupations; the current arrangement is that 50 per
cent of bursaries awarded to arts students are reserved for those who. agree to
undertake the education course and up to 30 per cent of the bursaries for 'science
students aie similarly feserved. Since all holders of government buisaries have to
sign an thidertakinieither to serve the government or to find employment approved
by the government in the five years following graduation, the future supply of
graduate teachers seems fairly well assured. However, the-first graduates from this
scheme will not graduate until April 1967-and their number will only become ade-
quate to meet the needs of expansion (sixty per annum) from 1968 onwards; the
replaAment of expatriate graduates cannot lie expected to be completed before an
average rate oe input tó the schools has been-Maintained at an average of over
200 per annum for five,,onsix years.

If the rate of expansion of secondary education &mains the same in the period
1969-74 -as, that now projected for 1964-69,.the. number of posts established for
graduates in 1974 will be about 1,100.1 TO meet this requirement there may be

1.That is, 500 in 1964 and sixty per annum for ten years = 1,16r.Z.

.$
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' about 150 of the current teaching force still in service (mostly holders of 'other
degrees' who will.have become Tanzanian citizens) ajl the output of the Universi-
ty of East Africa. If it is assumed that the bursary arrangements for education
courses are ctinued throughout the period 196474, then nearly 1,000 arts
graduates and just over300 science gr-aduates can be expected ,t1i:become available
for the secondary 'schools' to fill some 950 posts, half of the& fon holders. of
degrees.includ;rig netherqatics or science. Thus, even if some-wastage is allowed
for, it seems. t!!.2t*,,the,supply of science teachers will-be roughly in balance with
deruandqii 1974 iind that the proportion.of arts undergraduates required to take
education course', can be reduced in the not too distant future.

The s;tuationiwill, however, change rather dramatically when the replacement.
of expatriates lir4s been completed. ,Eveli with a reduced 'output Of larte,teachers,
the nut bei. of trained teachers graduating in 1974 will be between 200 and 250,
of whoi,i 120 will be science teachers. It is in preparation for this point that grave
decisions will have is:, be'taken. Either the rate of expansion of secondary schools
will have to be approximately tripledincreasing the rate of creation of graduate.
posts from shay' per annum to about f80or the proportion of graduates alloWed:
under the establishment formula can be increased,, or the rate of producing
secondary school teat hers will hr to be cut, with effect from the university intake
of 1972.

The first of these altefnatives is obviously attractive, but its implications in terms
of increased annual recurrent expenditure will have to be considered carefully in
terms of-priorities. The second has potential advantages in_the.quality of teaching :
to be offered in secondary schools but would be difficult to implement, except in:the
case of new posts; the thin is clearly the least, attractive alternative, except perhaps:.

t is applied to a small extent as a temporary measure. To the extent, that .the
ternative of increasing the rate of expansion is adopted, there will be'considerable
iplications for the planning either of additional capital developments or of ways

and means of making a more intensive use of existing teaching facilities,a possibi-
lity which should become' increiSingly practical,is the concentration of popula-
tion and of upper primary day schools in the vicinity; of secondary schools proceeds.

. .

Teachers for techni01 education

rrPlans for the generation of a supply of indigenous teachers for technical education
depend, as has been seen above, largely upon the supply, of candidates with
suitable experience. The four Tanzanian education-officers recorded as serving in
June 1964 will be kilned by thirty-four others, for whom arrangethents have already

...

1. Estimates calculated by application of the bursary allocation assumptions to the projection oruniversity intakes for 1966-71 given in: A.C. Mwingira, op. cit.
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Ttqt.L.15. Overseas teachertrainiris progrimmitechnical edOcation

Namber of trainee s
and We Ott xpitiento beforstoing Overseas

ExPected date of return toTensinia

, 't

July
1964

Dec.
1964

July
1965

Dec.
1965

July
1967

July
1969

'unior assistant technical instructors '(14):
with City and guilds qualificatlimt- '
*ithoilt 'city and guilds q-aaliiications

.,.
Other recruits (20): .. .

withsecondary education and techniciarttiajning
with craft training; city and guilds qualificatiOnst.O

.0 'Total (34)

1 1

4'
, 1 6

.

16
.

,

-, 4 ..

1 5 1 6 17 i 4'

SOURCE
1.111tAhlet1 trainees Included here who will nobe recruited from among serving Ministry of Educiason

, Pencieri will eitch have les: than one year of industrial experience before entering
dark reacher training

' been Completed, by 1969. It is significant that fourteen of these new 'technical,
teachers will be'drasirn from the ranks of serving-leachers, that twenty will be
recruited with little or no industrial experfence,,andthat no candidates have scXfai
*beer found in industry who have any length of:experience behindthem and who
are both suitable _end willing to become technical teachers (Table 15).

From these somewhat dismal figures illustrating thelimitationson the supply
Of;suitable candidates for technical teaching it is clear that dependence on expa-

S.'" triaites Must continue, especially ifthere is to be expansion of technical education.
In srecrUitic:z-the necessary expatriates particular care is being taker to seek out
those witivi special'cOnc;ein fordeveloping technical education in accordance with
Tarizania's oiwirY needs; in this connexion it isthe current policy to seek arrangements

f' with institutions in developed countries under which secondments of experienced
teacheal'are madeto Tanzania duiing the period in which counterparts, are being

ti trained.
TCte iirtmediate Prospects 'for recruiting, more candidatesfor technical teacher

training are bleak,, hilt these are expected to improve once the expanded output.__
the post-sccondarY technician courses at Dar es Salaam Technical College

havi:)begtin to gain working industrial experience. In the meantime, as an element
ofteChnical educatiodis cldetoped within the general secondary school curriculum,
thereife proposals to organize a course in teaching vocational subjects at Dar e;
ltilitant Teacher's' College inassociation with the general teacher-training program-

, me. The use of the technical college for teaching practice in this connexion' will
help to matt stronger links and greater understanding between technical education
and the4est of the education system.

1.73
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;Staff for mallets' colleges
i.

,
It has already beep pointedout that the prospects of finding an adequate number o
suitably qualified and experienced Tanzanian teachers for transfer -Jo the teachers
colleges are far frOm bright it is nevertheless regarded' as most importanbtha
advance plans should be mAcie to seize opportunities when they arise. With thi
end, among others, in view considerable advances Shave been made recently, it
opening up aveini.S ofliomotion for primary school teachers. It is now possible
for 'primary-school teachers who enter the profession as grade A -teachers (or with
lower qualifications) to gain promotion to education officer grades, not only in
administrative capacities but also in purely prdfessionak capacities as primary
school inspectors or as tutors in teachers' colleges. Qneof the functions
Institute of Education, in which the University College, Dar esSalaam, is associ-
ated with all theleachers' colleges and with the Ministry of Education, will be to
supervise and.co-ordinate the professional studies leading up to.promotion into
teacher-training posts. Overseas courses for selected serving teachers .alte also,used
as a means of 'bringing teachers into contact with educational developments

'elsewhere,,,It remains true, however, that, given the paucity of Tanzanian teachers
now serving'in teachers' colleges who have both the academic qualifications requi-
red to teach 'post-secondary students- and adequate professional: experience of
work in primary schoOls, the dependence upon expatriates in this Sector must con-
tinue for a considerable time. It is perhaps in teacher training that the factors,.of

' professional experience of
are

conditions, in Tanzania and continuity of
service among tutorial staff are most important. Special efforts are therefore being
made foi teacher training to make inter-governmental arrangements and arrange,
ments with the managing agencies of the teachers' colleges which will give' the'
greatest possible continuity while the most promisin, Tanzanian candidates for
teacher-training posts are gaining the necessary preliminary experience.

The upgrading, of serving teachers

One'further aspect of prospects for the supply of teachers which must be taken into;
account is that of upgrading, which can take place either by promotion 'on merit'-
or by promotion as the Jesuit ofperformance in Two approaches to
the provision of upgrading courses for serving grade C teachers hate been tried..In
the first of these approaches about 130 teachers were selected each year for full-time
in-service courses at a teachers' college. The methodhowever successful it may
have been in giving special preparation fonteaching ;n the upper standardsof.the
primary school -was expensixe,because teachers were seconded on full salary and
unpopular because so few, teachers, could be selected for participation. It was,,
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therefore, replaced by a system under which teachers undertOok acorrespondence
course. covering the academic aspects of the course followed by an examination;
teachers seleete0. as a result of this examination were then admitted to short
professional coltrses held during vacations at the.teacheis' colleges.
- At the time of writing there are considerable doubts about-the efficacy of this

prdcedure. The first and most obviOus question is whethefa correspondence course
on:academic.subjects:ean be used as a reliable selector of teachers-who will-merit
prdmotiofr on professional grounds. The second questionconcernint the whole
purpose of upgradingis whether it is intended to fit teachers to each higher -start,
dards or to improve teachers' work with the standards already familiar ,to them.
Now that the plan totrain large numbers of gradeAteachers whose work will,not be
restricted to the 'upper standards hasbeen adopted, it would seem that the;secdnd
purpose is rapidly becoming more relevant. In these circumstances the work of
primary-school inspectors (who arp'empl4ets of the Ministry. of Education, not
of the local education authorities) in organizing in-service courses throughout the
year would seem to be most clearly relevant. 'In this way,it will be possible to work
towards widespread improvementsimprovementsinprofessionalstandards .and to select candidates
for courses leading to promotion on the basis of,their professional interests and
capacities rather than their ability to absorb and reproduce exercises from.a corre-
spOridence course. ,,

The upgradingof teachers higher grades has not presented a great problem so
far, although it may do so in future. The reason is connected largely with thesapid
promotion rates which have been associatedwith the Africanization,of posts of
administrative responsibility. Teachers gaining headships of secondary schools 4or
posts as regional and district education officers have usually been promoted in
conseqUenza. The recruitment of large numbers of grade A teachers, who will
naturally compare their own promotion prospects with those of their geers in
other- occupations, can be expected to-give-rise to pressures for the-organization of
-upgrading courses (particularly for candidates headships of primary schools), but
no institutional arrangements have been,made so far to meet this need.

The salaries of teachers and their ,conditions of service
in relation to teacher supply

Perhaps one of the mostsemarkable features of teacher supply in Tanzania is the
fact that it is,- issib% to.reach broad policy conclusions without direct reference to
the salaries of teachers or to comparisons with the terms of service found in other
occupations which can be expected to coppete for the services of school leavers
and university graduates. This situation arises directly from the adoption by the
government of the salary structure recommended in the.Acja report of 1961, under
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which entry points, to the various careers. in the-public service were fixed not s
much in accordance.with the nature of the job but largely by direct reference to th
educational qualifications held by appointees. Since a very large proportion Of thos
holding ed4aational qualifications.are in fact employed in the-public, service, thi
apprOach to the setting of, entry points has made considerations of initial gala
ketatively `unimportant in recruiting:local Tanzanian teachers,,

As a result, othseaspects of theterms of service,and'prospects of new Appointee
have ''becOme correspondingly more important. New recruits to the .teachin
profession seem to have been regarded as being at'a disadyantage,by compariso
with their peers in promotion prospects and in the fact thatnearly,all teachers must
of necessity, work iii.rural areas.

A salary, award was made with effect froin the beginning of 1965 but, atthoug
the entry point for grade A teachers was raised by 10 per cent from £300 per annum
to £330 per annum' the gieiter part of the award, estimatedto cost the government
£400,000 in a full ydr, went to pay Salary increases to de:lowest paid grade C
teachers,' an award which reflects the objective of the gOvernment to achieve a
more equal:distribution of income among wage and salary earners,rather than a
concern to enhance the attraction of a particular occupation.

The 10 per cent award at the entry point of grade A teachers can be expected to
help somewhat in attracting higher-quality applications for admission to teachers'
colleges (provided of course that it is not followed by parallel increases in other
branches of the public service); however, the confidence of the Miniatry of,Educa-

'don that the large pumbet of recruits for whom training provisiOn will be made3
can be attracted into teaching does not rest the'initial salary considerationkoron
the prospect of high salaries gained without-promotion. (The highest point of the
salary scale for grade A teachers remained unchanged by the recent saliry award
and the length of the scale was only slightly reduced, from eighteen points to,
fifteenpoints.) The trend which seems to be currently urring in favour of the

,recruitment of teacherS at this level is that by which the promotion prospects,. in
compsefig occupations are pow declining' for new entrants while the size of the
seconflary school output is increasingthis may, of itself, besufficient to ensure that
in adequate number of teachers is recruited for the primary schools, but the quality
of the recruits and the abiliiy of the schools to retain the service of the best of.them,.

1. And for education Officer', grade III (nongraduate) from £468 to £540.
2. The entry -point Tor ;;;^le C teachers was raised ficim L141per anoum to £180 per annum.
3. The published plan makes provision for intakes of- secondary school leavers to teachers'

colleges of 600, 720, 849, 1,200 and 1,500 students in the years 1965-69(inclusie) compared
e St with 320 in 1964.

4. In the years inimediately after independence oppoqpnities for promotion of Tanzanian citizens,
particularly Africans, were greatest in fields where Tanzanian citizens were taking posts of
responsibility for the first lime. The proportion of educated Tanzanians who were teachers was
very high; consequently the promotion prpspects in teaching for young teachers were relatively.
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once their period Of obligation to serve the government is past' seems likely to
'depend to a considerable extent on the way in which the teaching service, for pri-
mary school teachers as well as others, is moulded to provide a career structure
with promotion opportunities adequate iti'both quantity and value to make the
carree prospects of the newly trained teachers fully comparable with those often
and women entering other occupations at the same levels of education.

fi
The distribution- of teachers:

One other step whiCh is being taken in the course of implementing the five-year
Plan is to provide fringe benefits, inihe form of good-quality.housiag at low rental,
for primary school teachers who are willing to serve in the remote and less popular
areas. Tanzania is certainly not alone in having problems of maldistribution of the
best-quality teachers, who tend to concentrate particularly in those, areas from
which teachers have traditionally been recruited. The application of quotas. of
promotions to each area may result in,some less qualified teachers being promoted
before some of their more skilled colleagues in the more attractive parts of the
country. If this helps to retain the services of some of the more gifted teachers in4

'"difficult areas, there is every reason to believe that this mechanism should be.used ,
deliberately to discriMinate in favour of the less attractive part of the country if a
serious attempt is to*.,be made to develop the potential of children throughout the
country. The importance of the supply of good-quality teachers to individual parts
of the country is seen to be particularly great when the political fact that secondary
school mac s must be equitably distributed between the various' Regions of the
countrl taken into account. Failure to provide an adequateprimary education in
some areas because of failure to achieve, a satisfactory distribution ofteachers can
lead to a real .waste of the resources devoted to secondary education, simply
because-the proportion of pupils admitted whose primary educational experience
has been thereby limited or distorted is considerably increased. Such pupils must,
of necessity, have a reduced aiarkce of taking full, benefit from the secondary
education,courses.

In considering, the problem of distribution of teachers the possibility of central
control of the postings of individual teachers is bound to arise. Current policy in
;Tanzania is by implicatiod to reject this possibility,

The adoption of the Mu repOrt recommendations that all teachers should
receive the same salaries whether employed by the government (as civil servants),
local education authorities or voluntary agencies did not,, of itself, lead to the
establishment of strictl' comparable conditions, for ,all teachers. This was because.

1.1.1aut for teachers rind other cadres of trained manpower to serve 'on national service terms' for
a period immediately alter, completing their, training have recently been announced.
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government teachers (many of whom havebeen seconded to local education author
ity, services since these services were setup in 1962) retained some fringe benefits
of 4:.v; hich the most imPortant were travel allowances on leave and disturbanc
allo'Wances in the event of their being transferred to a new post, which other teacher

. .,did.not enjoy as of light. .
,

The process of establishing strict comparability of terms of services amon
tekhets was, however,,given a strong impetus by, the restriction of the salary awar
of January 1965 to government 'teachers and members of the Unified Teachin
Service.' These terms, which are advantageous-to all.teachers, include the protec-
tion'of a member's emplOyment (by a given employer though not necessarily in a
given school) and, ipso facto, restrict the. power of the government to direct the
postiss of all but its own employees and rtcw entrants to the service; the latter, areM'"strrationed.between the local education authorities. No further appointments
of Tanzanian citizens 'to teaching posts in the government service except on
Unified Teachilig Service terms are being made, and the condition down that
whenever a government teacher is, offered a promotion (other than, to an adminis-
trative or inspectorate post) it can only be made if the teacher joins the Unified
Teaching Service. The Government arrangement by which initial postings can be
controlled may prove adequate to prevent ,actual vacancies in established posts

"front clustering in. the most 'backward districts; but it is hardly likely to help those
districts which need to concentrate on quality of edlication, in order to overcome
their handicaps, unlds vigorous efforts are made in other directions as well:
promotion prospects must be enhanced, housing and working conditions improved,
and better cbrtimunicatiOns provided in the areas which are most affected by the
shortage of teachers.

Salaries of graduates

The sal `ties of Tanzanian graduate. teachers are fiery strictly governed by Adu
report principles and there has been no change in the salary scales at this"level
since the `Adu' structure was adopted. No amount of:manipulation of the salary,
structure will increase the total supply of local graduates which is limited by the
,history of the education system and the cost of university places today, not by any
lack of inclination for degree courses. The policy of freezing the salary level for
newly qualified graduates has Much to commend itif government policy is aimed
at making the supply of graduates come more nearly into balancemith requirements
and, if no further inducements are needed to ensare that university places are filled,
there is an obvious logic in resisting the argument of shortage for a salary increase

1. See Chapter 2,
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which would simply increase the,price of high-level manpower and therefore of
ftiture.development.

The establishment of equality in salary treatment for new Tanzanian graduates
in general-does not, hoWever, solve the problem of alloCation of the graduates
between the competing occupations open to them. This is the underlying reason
why a system of tied burSaries for ,university study has been introduced, under
which students are offered bursaries covering the major part (or all) of the_cost of
their attendance at' university Only '911 condition= that they agree, to:serve as the
government directs for five_yearsaftey graduation. As in the case of primary schools

95-efrroilects oohday schools attracting high-quality teachers and ,retaining
their staff beyond the period of obligation to the government will probably depend
on such factors as the promdiOn poliey which is followed by thi Ministry of-Edu.7,
cation, and on the, odditions under which the teachers will have to work.

Salaries of expatriate teaaers

The salary position' of expatriate graduates, whose employment seems essential
for about nine,years ahead, 'is quite different from that of Tanzanian teachers. .

While it is the clear policy of the gOvernment to pay to expatriates from local
funds ,onlx the same basic salary as is paid to Tanzanians in equivalent posts, it is
also easily recognized that the cost of living for expatriates is significantly higher
than for Tanzanians;-but the overseas, addition which is paid to expatriates is more .

clearly related to the market rates in their, countries of origin than to the cost of
living in Tanzania. This-addition is paid in most cases by the Tanzanian Govern-
ment, which is then ,reimbursed by the spOnsorin& government, although some
countries prefer to supply teachers 'in kind', making direct contracts with the
teachers.

In recruiting expatriate teachers from a variety of overseas services, Tanzania is
competing in a variety of markets in which different prices prevail. The salary which
may be needed toattract a graduate physics-teacher with three years' experience
capable of teaching up to university-entry level will depend to a considerable
extent on his country of origin. Thus the recent award or .a 12.5 per cent salary .
increase payable as-overseas addition to United Kingdom civil servants (including
teachers) in Tanzania may have been just adequate to, attract a particular teacher
from the'United Kingdom but not adequate to attract a teachel of similar-quality
and experience from the United States of America or Australia. (The even more
regent award of a 13 per cent salary increase to teachers in the United Kingdom will
probably make recruitment from that source immediately more difficult.) The
difficultieS which can arise when people are receiving very different salaries for
apparently"Very sitnilar jobs do not need elaboration. It seems clear, however, that,
unless all expatriate teachers are to be recruited from one source (which' would be
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quite contrary to declared government policy), they will have to be paid differentl
'Sortie system byewhich the expatriate cost of living element could be recogniz
equalized and paid in,Tatizania for all expatriates while the inducement element
an txpattiate's salary Could 1pe paid in his country of origin, should not be beyo

t
the.W;t of man to devise. The introduction of such a system, combined with a poli
of promotion designed to ensure that total emoluments remain fufficient to attra
an-adequate number of teachers to Tanzania and that: the best,expatriate teache
are given ample reasonin terms of career prospects on. their return home to exten
their service over periods of four to eight yearst can contribute at least as muckt
the sound 'foundations of the expanded secondary school technical education an
teachers' college systems as the more tangible benefits of bricks and mortar.
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Foieword

This monograph by James Thorn lei, a Senir Inspector with special responsibilities
fos primary education in Northern Nigeria, was prepared for the Institute in
mid-1965 with the kind co-operation of the Regional Ministry of Education. It
contains a detailed account of the 'planning administration' which has formed the
basis fore the co-ordinated growthpf primary education.

The author shows that the planning of primary education in Mu-them Nigeria
VILS a difficult and crplex problem involving not only Government finance and-
policy, but also questiOn3 of how to convince the ordinary people, often uneducated

.themselves, that their children should be educated and that they should pay,their
share towards the cost., While it seems possible, in Northern Nigeria, to administer
secondary education from a central ministry, the expansion of primary education

*itself would seem to demand decentralized administration as well as centralized
planning.

The author demonstrates how the Northern Region is proceeding inwards the
ultimate aim of universal primary education by stages which reflect administrative,
educationil and financial factors. and possibilities. _

Plans of administration were proposed, both at the ministry and local levels,
for unifying the primary schoOls in defined areas under one control for each area,
and the appropriate legislation, renlations and arrangements for the collection
of statistics were undertaken. The author shows how training courses for the
necessary edticational administrators formed a vital part of the machinery involving
the local people in the new pattern of educational administration and also in
ensuring thelprogress and assessment of the plan at the regional level.

Dealing with educational possibilities, the author stresses particularly-the view,
which is of great interest in the light of recent experience in the other Regions of
Nigeria, that rapid expansion in primary education can only be successful if
trained teachers are available to teach the newly formed classes and that, as far
as is- feasible,. training should precede growth. He provides information on
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how the school-building programme, and Unicef assistance in the form of essenti
school materials, have 1-cen fitted into the plan.

Perhaps the most important contribution made by James Thorn ley
practical emphasis on costing as a, controlling factor in formulating, programmi
and evaluating an educational plan. His examination of Government and 1
resources likely to be available for capital and recurrent expenditures on prima
education shows how closely these expenditures are linked to the rate of econonf
growth and to the scale' of external assistance. This is an argument for detail
planning and the most appropriate use of human and material iisourc,es in ord
to get the highest possible returns from expenditure.

A substantir'-contribution was made to this study ,ay Raymond Lyons, a seni
stall member of the IMP, who co-operated closely with the author from its initi
design to the final. draft.
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Director, IIE
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Introduction

Northern Nigeri; is one of the self-governing Regions of Nigeria. It was granted
self-government on 15 March 1959, lies its own Government,' a Howe of,Assem-
bly, a House of Chiefs (upper House) and an Executive Council, which formulates
policy and directs executive action in accordance with legislation, Northern Nigeria
is divided into thirteen Provinces, which, in their turn, are subdivided into Native
Authorities. The Provincial Commissioner, who is the atntment representative.,
iA the Province, presides over a council composed of representatives of the chiefs,
the Native Authorities and the people of the Proyince. They discuss provincial
affairs, propose legisfittion, allocate funds and control all local activities. The
Native Authorities constitute a responsible and influential system of local govern-
ment and now include councillors elected by the.peOple as well as those nominated
or holding office by virtue of tradition. they administer various local services arid
activities and operate as 'proprietors' of primary and secondary schools.

The population, composed of rhany tribes speaking different languages and
dialects, numbered 16,835,000 in 1952 and,,probably over 20 million in 1963, the
heaviest concentrations being in the north and the north-west. As the analysed
results of the 1963 census are not yet available, all the planning figures used here
are' based on projections of the 1952 figurei.

Northern Nigeria is an agricultural Region, some 80 per cent of -its active
population being engaged in farming (50 per cent in market farming and 30 per
cent in subsistence farming). The Region is self-sufficient in food. The average
area of land per male cultivator is some four acres and the average farm income
£8.0.0 per acre per year plus subsistence.

The public revenue of Northern Nigeria rose from £1.7 million in 1938 to
£13.8 million in 1957-58, of which £6.7 million was received from the Federal

I . The term 'Government' as used in this study refers t. the Government of Northern Nigeria as
distinct from the Federal Government.
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' The planningof primary education in Northern Nigeria

Government. During the same period,the revenue of all Native Apthorities ro
from £0.8 million to £9 million. The first development plan, running from 1 Ap
1955-to 31 March 1960, envisaged a total cdpital expenditure of £27 million, i.
an average of £ 5.4 million a year; its was extended for two years with a propo
additional expenditure of L19 million, i.e., £9.5 million a year. The second develo
meat plan runs from 1 April 1962 to 31 March 1968, and allows for a to
capital expenditure of some £99 million, i.e., £16.5 milliOn per year.

As far as primary education is concerned, in 1957 the majority of schools we
required to have a seven-year course; however, owing to the shortage of cl
and teachers, most primary schools were 'junior' schools taking classes I to
and pupils were still selected for entry to 'senior' primary schools with boardi
facilities to accommodate children from remOte areas. All primary schoolswere th
owned by p'roprietors', who were the sixty-four Native Authorities, and t
twenty-six missionary societies which, for the purposes of education,, were desi
nated as Voluntary Agencies. All the primary schools were classified as aided

:non-aided, according to their efficiency as judged by the Government Provinci
Education Officer. The proprietor of an aided school received a Governme
grant based largely on the salaries of the teachers at that sat, 11. The remainder
the funds necessary to maintain the school came from school,fees and' oth
sources of income, such as taxes and mission funds. As almost all areas were sery
by several owned by different proprietors, there was no single authori
for the planning of primary education in any given area, except the Govemmen
But the Government was too remote to plan primary education and, inany ca
it was only too anxious to encourage schools to be opened throughout the Regio

In 1961, out of an estimated total school-age population (6 to 13) of 2,874,
only some 316,000,ior 11 per cent, were enrolled in primary schools in Northe

-Nigeria. The enrolments were 81,300 in class 1, 48,750 in class IV, hin only 25,7
in class V and 16,390 in class VII. This sharp break betiieen 'junior' and 'senio
primary is also reflicted by the fact that, only one -fifth of the pupils enrolled i
class I reach class Vino fprm the basis for the intake into second-level school

Of the total enrolled in .1961, slightly less than 39 pei cent were in Nati
Authority schools, slightly over 24 per cent in Roman Catholic mission schoo
hnd some 37 per cent in Protestant mission schools.

pemary school teachers are divided into several grades. The lowest is t
unqualified teacher, followed by grade IV, which requires seven years of prima
education plus One year of teacher training. These two grades are no longer bein
produced. Grade III teachers have sever' years of primary educationplus thr

I. The use of the word 'class' to note the steps of the educational system is in accordance WI
local terminology. According to Unesco terminology, however, the word 'grade' is used
sitch a case while the word 'class' is defined as 'a group of pupils (students) who are usual
instructed together during a schoOl term by a teacherqr by several teachers'.
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'years of teacher traininE. X further two yea rs of teacher training is required for
grade II. Grade I cabe reached by grade II teachers, selected by merit, through
further training or by those who have completed seven years of primary education,
five years of secondatl education and two years at advanced teacher-training
Colleges.

It is againd this background that educational development has to be considered,
particularly the development of primary ,education. .
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The, Ashby Commission

In April 1959, a commission under the chairinanship of Sir Eric Ashby wa
appointed by the Federal Government 'to conduct an investigation into the need
in the field of post-SehoP1 Certificate' and high'er education over the next twen
years':for the whole of Nigeria. In order to carry out this work the commissio
obviously had to consider how to develop the basis of the educatiOnal pyramid
i.e., primary education. 4

For the Nprthern Region, the Ashby Commission's recommendations can
summarized as follows:

Out of 1,000 children aged 6 or 7, 280 should enter primary schools and 2
should complete primary education. Of these, twenty-five should enter seconda
schools and twenty-two should complete secondary education. Of the twenty-two
fifteen should seek employment and seven should have further education.. Of th
seven, four or five should seek intermediate training and two or three should ente
university.:

By projecting the 1952 census figures, it was calculated that, if the Ashby Large
were to be achieved, 104,000 children should complete primary education in 197
and 2,912 (7 out of 250) of these should have postSchool Certificate training. Bu
in 1964, only 92,526 children were enrolled in class I, and this is the maximu
number that can complete primary education by 1970. Therefore, the maximu
number that can complete a full sevenlear post-School Certificate by 1977 i
2,590 (92,500 x 7 divided by,250).

The Ashb_yReport also dealt with the supply and training of teachers and, in thi
connexion, it should be noted-that, in 1961, Northern Nigeria had 10,645 prima

1. The School Certificate is received f011owing an examination normally taken after five years
secondary schooling, which corresponds to the Unesco definition of the loWer stage of gener
education at the second level.
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school teachers, of whom only ninety-five had qualifications better than grade II,
while 4,407 were unqualified. Now according to the Ashby Report, one teacher in
fifteen should be grade I, and classes Should average thirty-five pupils. Thus if,
actordingkto the Ashby Report and the projections from the 1952 census, 842,140
children were to be enrolled in primary schools in 1970, the number of grade I
teachers would have to be 1,6Q4 (842,140 divided by 35 x 15), as against the
ninety-five available in 1961.

The commission also stated that the main cost of teacher training should be
borne by each Regiqn, but that the Federal Government should give grants for the
training tlf grade I teachers, whose salaries should be increased.

The Federal Joint Consultative Committee on Education endorsed the findings
of the Ashby Report, except }'or the training of teachers in the sixth form' of
secondary schools. It should be emphasized that the recommendations thus appro-
ved do not even envisage universal primary, education in any foreseeable future.
The first and most urgent need for a develqping country, such as Northern Nigeria,
is to produce the trained manpower necessary for its development, and the Ashby
recommendations and their approval by the Government are a tacit recognition of
the fact that economic development should come before the goal of universal
primary education.

The next stage in the planning ofeducational development was/..ne costing and
phasing of the Ashby recommendations. This was the subi-t of the so-called
Archer Report.

The Archer Report 6

In November 1960, Mr. J. N. Archer was seconded from the United Kingdom
Treasury to the Commonwealth Relations .Office to advise on the costing and
phasing of the Ashby recommendations. Like the Ashby Commission, Archer, in
order to accomplish the task assigned to him, had to start at the foundation,of the
educational pyramid and consider the expansion of primary. education required to
reach the Ashby targets. He therefore (a) took the estimates of the total popu-
lation, of the 6 'to 7 age group, the corresponding total enrolments in primary
schools (28 per cent) and the nurn'ber of school leavers (25 per cent) for each year
between 1960 and 1970; (b) projected these enrolments year by year between the
seven classes Of the primary course; (c) calculated fronythese projections the total
number of class-rooms needed and, by deducting the ouinher_of ayailable class-
rooms, calculated the number of new class-rooms required each year; (d) estimated

The 'sixth form' comprises the last two years of secondary education and corresponds to the
Unesco definition of the higher stage of general education at the second level.
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/
ithe capital cost of a class-room to the Govern ent, taking into account the finan

cial arrangements with the voluntary bodies; e) calculated teacher requirement
on the basis of the estimated school populati n year by year; (f) calculated th
output of the various grades of teachers n sary to meet these requirepents
(g) calculated the input into teacher-training colleges necessary to produce thi
output, taking into account wastage and failure; (h) on the basis of these inpu
figures, and taking into account available buildings and staff, calculated th
requirements of teacher training in terms of nrw buildings and additional staff.

All these calculations were made on the basis of various assumptions wi
regard to population, wastage of pupils, wastage of teachers, teacher qualifications,
staffing ratios, building costs, grants to school proprietors, school fees, teacher's
salaries, level,of prices, etc. ',

The main conclusions reached by Archer were that some 11,000 class-rooms
must be built between 1962 and 1967, at an arrage cost to the Government o
£ 300 each, to catch up with requirements; and that 11,350 boarding places at
£600 per place and 2,850 day places at £200 ;per pink-will have to be built for

11teacher training, properly allocated between gra eliaact-grade III teacher-training
colleges. The recurrent costs were calculated on t e basis of the projected figures for
teachers' salaries, to which were added boarding

i
grants in the case of teacher-train-

ing colleges. The estimates of capital and recurrent expenditures aril their phasing
as recommended by Archer are shown ;n Thbles 1 and 2 following. Archer warned
that the greatest financial problem arising out of the Ashby recommendations
would be the mounting recurrent costs which, even allowing. for leds generous
staffing ratios than at present, would treble be Ween 1960 and 1970;

The Government plan

The Ashby recommendations and the Arc er Report were widely discussed in
Government circles.Th: task of the Governrgent was to ensure,first, that education:

'al facilities were spread more evenly over thi. Region, and, second, that all parts of
the educational system develop in harmony and as economicallas possible. The
ultimate goal was the achievement of u iversal primary education as soon as
practicable, with adequate provision of ondary schools, teacher-training col-
leges, technical and commercial colleges, tc. But the task of achieving this goal
wasso huge in terms of money and traine manpower that could only be carried
out by stages. Anti it was.agreed that_th Latageshauld_be_the_achierment_of:
the Ashby targetsby 1970.

As far as primary education was co cerned, it was decided that the artificial
division between junior and senior prim ry schools must disappear and that every
primary school should be potentially a f II seven-year school. Thus future develop.
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ment must be directed to providing classes V, VI and VII,for existing schools
before opening new schools, And in areas where enrolment is low, both the build-
ing of new schools and the extension cf existing ones to a seven-year course must
be' done simultaneously.

The next important step was to raise standards in.primary schools by r-..:aucing
the number of untrained teachers and by improving school supervision and
inspection by the Ministoi of Education. The purpose was to ,ensure .ade-
quate flow of pupils into second-level education. The Government decided, there-
fore, to increase the outptit of teachers and, consequently, the number of places
in teacher - training colleges.

The importance which the Government attaches to education, in general, and
to primary education,..in particular, is best illustrated by the figures for capital
expenditure allowed in the current six-year development plan. Out of a total of
£99 million, some £19 million, or 20 per cent, are allocated to education, and well
over £9 million, or roughly half of the total allocated to education, is to be spent
on primary education. The Government naturally realizes that substantial foreign
aid will be needed to carry out this capital programme, and that a much greater
burden than hithe'rto will fall on local resources to meet the increasing recurrent
expenditure on education.

Tables 1 and 2 below show the capital requirements and the recurrent expendi-
ture, actual or as stated in the Government development plan, and the correspond-
ing Archerestimates:,,

As far as .grants on capital account are concerned, the Government received
from the Federal-Government £200,000 in 1963/64 and £300,000 in 1964/65 for
the expansion of primaryeducation, and, in its return, it gave to the proprietors of
primary schools £205,000 in 1962/63, £312;000 in 1963/65 and allocated £335,600

TABLE 1. Government capital requirements for education (es)

Year
Government development plant Archer estimatest

Total Primary Teacher training Total Primary Teecher training

1962/63 1 700085 265 000 520 000 ' 3 820 000 700 OW k700 0002
1963/64 4 419 125 260 294 1 500 000 4 460000 800 000 1 700 000
1964/65 3 357 355 260 294 1 439 680 4 080 000 70 000 1 500 000
1965/66 3 157 354 260 294 1 439 680 3 490 000 . 600 000 1 100 000
1966/67 3 157 354 260 294 1 439 680 2 900 000 500 000 650 000
1967/68 3 157 354 260 294 1 439 680 s 2 120 000 320 000 750 0003

Totals .18 948 627 1 566'470 7 778 720 20 870 000 3 620 000 7 400 000

I. The total expenditure for primary educatiop and teacher tramMg in the Government development plan is 9,343,1190,
whereas that In the Archer estimates is 11,020,0be

2. Inclading requirements for 1961162
3: Including requirements for 1961169

,2C1
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TAMA Governinent recurred expenditure for education (f,$)

1962/63 ' 5'410 000 2 225 600 870 000 4 514 000 1 600 700 76580(
t963/64 - 4 500 000 2 600 000 'I 200 000 5299 670 I 736 50Q 539 04(
1964165 7110 000 000 000 1 550 000 5 997 850 2 113 060 000i

''. 1965/66 ,$ 840 000, 3 400 000 1 850 000 '
1966/67 10 060 000 3 930 000 2 250 000 ,
1967/61 11 110 000 4 450000 2 450 000 e

Trow

_Total} 49 630,000 19 62'5 000 10 170 000

Archer estimates Actual

Totil Primary Teacher training r Twit! Primary Teachiiitiiinii

1 Tills redu,ction Jr the 'result or the discontinuance of sandwrch courses for gradelll teachers to qualify
grade II

r.
0I

,

for 1964/65. The Government grants-in-aid to primary education on recurrer
account' are expected to amount to at last £4.5 million by 1970. At present, th

povernment grant to proprietors of primary schools covers approxim'ately 6
per cent of theCestimated total cost of £8.5.0 per pupil.

So.much for the Government share of the total cost of primary education.an
teacher training. As for the proprietorsNative Authorities and Voluntar
Agencies-- 'they still have to find the remainit439 per cent of the recurrent ex
penditure from fees, community collections and, in the case of Native Authorities
frodi local taxes. For their capital expenditure on primary schools, they receiv
from the Government a grant of 50 per cent of the cost of anew school or addition
up to £350 pelt class-room, but still have_to find the remainini., 50 per cent. FO,
teacher titinhig, the recurrent grant is based on teachers` salaries with addition
for boarding and day, pupils, and represents about 75 per sent of the recu. ren
costs of ea-0 college. The. capital grants v, .ry colsiderably but cover a'substantig

proportion of the cast of a college:
lt.Irtcleai that, .thouglithi Governthent is the largest contributor to both th

capital acid recurrent costs of *nary education and teacher training, the propre
tors make.large contiihinionsAhemselves. In 1962,-some 150,000 pupils' atteqdel
the 1,251 Native Authority .primary schools and 210,000 lie 1,317 Voluntary
Agency primary .schools, the higher mntic; of pupils NI. school in Voluntar
Agtlicy schools being due to the fact tha? Voluntary Agencies have a high;
proportion of schools providing a full seven-year course. Of the, fifty-four teacher
training colleges in existence in 1963, only twenty-five were,doyernment colleges
twenty - eight, were Voluntary Agency colleges, and therewas one non-aided college

Clearly, the proprietors must be consulted and considered, in'any programme
for expalision, which in fact 'ould not proceed without their wholehearted co
operation. However, the diversity of proprietOrsin religion, area of operation
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size and financial resourcesmade ommon policy, difficult 'to achieve even in
one area. A schethe had, therefore, to be devised with a view to embracing all
proprietors in a given area uncler,a single co-ordinating authority. This was the
sublect oethe so-called, Oldman'Report.

The Oldman Reportthe E4Ucation Authorities

In 1961, Mr. W. Oldman was asked by the Government to undertake an inquiry
into the problems of administration and finance raised by the development of
priMary education in Northern Nigeria. He produced his rePoit in 1962.

Olchnsin recommended the separation of; administrative and inspectorial duties,
the consequent establishment of Education Autbdrities and the'setting up of a
course to train educational- admiiilstrators to staff the new Education AuthOrities.
The Education Law of '1962 established a partnership between the Government
and the proprietors in order to develop a public system of primary etucation in,
which the Government is the leading partner and the Minister of Education has
the over-all responsibility for the promotion of primary education. But the Minister
may permit the formation of Education Authorities to whom he delegates this
responsibility for a given arek Voluntary Agencies may transfer their schools to
the Education Authority established in their area. The Fducation Au,thcrity must
establish an education committe: to consider all matters related to primary
education and this committee must include all primary school proprietors who
had icansferred theitt' schools to the Education AuthOrity.

Th formation of these Education Ailthorities was an entirely new development
in N.rthern Nigeria; and its logical corollary w:s the setting up of a course to
train, educational administrators. Such administrative officers were needed in the
Ministry of Education, in therovincial Education Offices to relieve the Inspector-
ate of adMinistrative duties, and above all in the Native Authorities, where they
were expected to prepare Native Authorities to be.come.clucation Authorities and
to become themselves the Education Officers of those authorities. (All. Education
C..Ifers have their salaries paid entirely out of a. Government grant, and an
Education Authority cannot appoint, dismiss or reduce the salary of its Education
Off1Cer without the permission of the Minister.)

The training of such officers was by no means an easy task, as suitable candidates
were very difficult to fit was useless to look` for university graduates with
tcaching.experience, because almost all of them go into politics and higher admi-
nistration: Finally, the candidates selected were Neadmasters of senior primary,
schools, Native Authority councillors, for education, school managers and super-
visors, and visiting teachers, the minimum qualification being a grade II Teachers'
Certificate and successful teaching experience. All canditates were given an entrance
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examination to test their powers of resoning, their practical knowledge of edu
cation in Northern Nigeria, and their command Of English. They were the'
interviewed by the two officers responsible for the course. From tighty applicants
twenty-eight were eventually selected, all from different Native Authorities. Thi
class thus "formed spoke twenty-four different indigeneous languages, but tin
course was conducted in English. It, lasted approximately twelve months.

A syllabus for the course was suggested in the Oldman Report, but it was modi
fled and extended so as to give the siudents knowledge not only of the technique

' of administration, but also of thi essential functions of local Government as laic
down in the Nigerian Constitution. Special stress was laid on English usage
written and spoken, in all lectures; discussions and tutorials, and remedial teaching
and exercises in English were devised on the basis of the students' mistakes it
their work. The plan and syllabus of the course are shown in Appendix A.

The first class, 1962/63, had the advantage of helping to formulate the schemes,
delegation of duties to committees, standing orders, etc. and also in suggesting
arnetidements to the 1962 Education Law. (In 1963, the House of Assembly
amended the law, which became the 1964 Education Law.) The participants'
experience and knowledge of Northern Nigeria's primary school system were
invaluable, all the students cattle to think of the regulations,of the Education Law
and of administrative schemes as something closely connected with themselves and
something'which they were determined to operate successfully.

A useful task which the students performed was the collection of school statistics
from their Native Authorities on special staff and organization cards as 9wn iii
Appendix D, From these cards the development plans for each Native Authority
were prepared and later submitted to the Ministry of Education for the preparation
of the over-all primar, lucation plan. Four copies orthe statLand organization
card-were completed for each school, one to be retained in the school, pne to 6e kept
by the Native Authority, one for the-Provincial Education Secretary, and one for
the Ministry of Education. .

This then was the framework within which the development plan for primary
education was to be implemented at Government and local levels. But let us first
comider how it was elaborated.

.
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2: Elaborating the plan for primary
education

Elaboration at Governme t level

The need for planning at Governmept level obviously made it necessary to create
a planning division within the Minisiry of Education. This was organized as shown
schematically:

Planning a d development
officer

Statistician

Assistant
statistician

Senior
executive

(grants)

I

Finance Planning
officer officer -

(Secretarial,.
,technical,
commercial
and craft)

I

Planning
officer ,;

(Teacher
training
and Arabic
studies)

I'
Planning
officer
(Primary
and
tinicef)

I

, Planning
officer--
(External
aid) .

Executive
office;

officer (grants)

It is expected that, as the development of Education Authorities progresses,
the Planning and Development Divisio&witl grow under its four planning officers.

The Division began its work by calculating the rate of expansion of primary
education from.,I952to 1962. It found that the 'rate was on an average 11.8 per
cent, per year, as against an assumed annual increase in the number of children of
school age of 2 1per cent. In absolute figures, Primary school enrolments rose
from 122,000 in 1952 to just under 360,000 in 1962. But even this rate of increase is
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insufficient to achieve the Ashby targets, which now imply some 829,000 child
(revised figure) in schools by 1970.

Projections of school enrolments to achieve the Ashby targets had been m
for'the Provinces, but the wide variations in actual enrolments between the vari
Native Authorities'in any one Province made it necessary to have projections

" each Native Authority, showing enrolment targets and the teacher requireme
necessary to meet the targets. In Ilorin Province, for instance, Ilorin Native.Auth.
ity had an enrolment of 47 per cent, whilst Borgu Native Authority had only
'enrolment of 5.8 per cent.

The collection of statistics from schools was in itself a problem, owing to t
remoteness of some schools coupled with bad communications and to the lack
experience of headmasters in compiling even simple statistics. Often a wh
Native Authority area had no one with knowledge of what the Ashby targets mea
and what information was requiretlfrom a district to enable the Ministry of Ed
cation to get a correct picture of primary education in the area as a whole. For
were then devised which, when completed, gave, the necessary basic informatio
in particular, details of enrolments and teachers. (See Appendix C.)

A second form was then devised to summarize the statistics for each Nati
Authority area, each Province, and the Region as a whole, showing for each' ye
from 1962 to 1970 the projected numbers of children, classes and teachers necessa
to achieve the Ashby targets. From these projections it was possible to calcula
the number otmew claSses, from Ito VII, and the number of grade II and grade I
teachers required to staff these new classes for each year. (See Appendix D.)

Next came the costing of this programme on both capital and recurrent accou
and this again was done for each Native Authority area, each Province, and t
Region as a whole. For capital expenditure, the actual cost of building and fur
ishing one class-room was put at £700, of which half would be covered by t
Gbvemment grant anti half by the proprietor.

In order to assess recurrent costs, the Ministryof Education carried out invest
gations to determine the minimum cost of efficient primary education per child an
per year. The post of staffing a seven-class primary school was determined on t
basis of two grade H teachers, three grade III teachers and two less well qualifie
teachers on the staff. Taking into accotint the salaries and the allowance of t
headmaster, the annual teachers' salary bill for a school of 245 children w
estimated at £1,650. The cost of books, stationery, equipment and materials w
deterinined by listing ail the essential items and dividing them-into-three categoric
those that requireTenew511 every ye'ar, those that must be renewed every two year
and those which last for five years. It was found to be £33.15.0 per year pet cla
for classes Ito IV, and £45:0.0 per year per class for classes V to VIJ. For a seve
class school, therefore, the total cost of equipment, etc. is £270 (4 x £33.15.0
3 x L45).
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The cost of maintaining the buildings was put at £7.3.0 per class per year, and
the cost of administration and inspection .was put at the same amount. Thus the
total recurrent costs for a seven-class school with 245, pupils on a yearly basis is
£2,020.2.0; i.e., £1,650.0.0 for teachers' salaries; £270.0.0. forbooks, equipment,
etc.; £50.1.0 for maintenance; and £50.1.0 for administration and inspection. The
total of £2,020.2.0 divided by 245 gives £8.5.0 as the average cost per pupil per
year..

As mentioned previously, the Government grant covers 61 per cent of these
recurrent costs, i.e., £ 5.0:0, the remaining £ 3.5.0 being covered by the proprietor.
The total of recurrent, costs could therefore be apportioned between the Govern-

,,-
Govern-

ment and the proprietors for each Native Authority area, Province and the Region
as a whole.

In financial matters, however, the Native Authorities are under the Ministry of
Local Government. The latter took the figures of the Ministry of Education for
capital expenditure, but calculated the recurrent expenditure on the basis of actual
costs incurred by the Native Authorities in previous years, and not on the basis of
the estimate of £8.5.0. Now the recurrent cost per pupil varies widely from one
Native Authority area to another, because of'the differences in the standards ,of
equipment,.the qualifications of the teachers, and the average number of pupils per
class. But the average cost per pupil came to £12. This the Ministry of Local

'Go'ventment considered to be too high a figure and, consequently, required the
Native Authorities to ,bring it down to £10,as a first step towards bringing it down
to the level of £ 8.5.0 as estimated by the Ministry or Education.

The Ministry of Education produced for each Native Authority_tables_showing
the number of streams and classes, that had to be added annually, to achieve an
enrolment of 28 per cent of the 6 to 7 age group in class I by 1970. The enrolment'
in class VII as related to the 12-year group was also given in each case. (All this was
naturally 'elated to the subsequent levels and kinds of education in accordance
with the Ashby targets.) It was thus possible to calctilatithe capital and recurrent
costs for each Native Autl- urity and the necessary increase in the tax levied by
Native Authorities on education.

The Government gave all this information required to achieve the Ashby targets
to the scheAl proprietors, but the realization of the programme naturally depended
on the extent to which the proprietors themselves could and would supply their
shi''re of the finance required. This share, infact, comes from the local population.
in the form of local taxes, school fees, community collections and mission fundi.
It was also necessary to plan primary schools in a given area so as to achieve
maximum efficiency and not have proprietors competing with each other in building
small uneconomic schools in one area, while leaving another area without any
priMary school. These problems could obviously be solved only at the local level.
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Elaboration at the local level

The plans of the Native Authorities were determined by the available resouro
The Ministry of Local Government, which is responsible for the finances of t
Native Authorities, decided to fix a ceiling for all capital expenditure by the Nati
Authorities. hi 1962, a Native Authority could spend a maximum of 30 per cent
the previous year's savings on capital expenditure on education, two - thirds, of
on primary education and one-third on secondary education. In areas which ha
no secondary schools, the whole of the 30 per cent savings could be spent on p
mary schools.

This ceiliktg figure, when diVided by the cost of one class-room to-the Nati
Authority, Lie., the-full cost less the Government share, gives the maximum numb
of class-rooMs which the Native Authority can build in that year. Subsequently, t
Ministry of focal Government changed the calculation so as to include in it t
Government rant of £350 per class-room and to take into account the financ
reserves 'of th Native. Authority, the ceiling being given as a. total for the six ye
of the developpient plan. Thus, in order to find the number of class-rooms a Nati
Authority can build in one year at the present time, the ceiling figure is first divid
by six and the by the full cost of a class-room. This figure can then be compar
with that nece sary to achieve the Ashby targets. Such a comparison has be
established in iable 3 for seven Native Authorities.

Some areas, orgu and Mari, hinitstance, have no secondary schools and cot
thus spend the hole 30 per cent on primary education, thereby increasing
number of classrooms they could build. Others could increase them by reduci
buildiltrcosts through community building.

As far as Volu tary Agencies were concerned, their capital and recurrent co
could not always ascertained with the necessary accuracy, and it was therefo
assumed that these costs would be similar to those estimated by the Ministry
Local Governmeni for the same area. tf the Native Authority becamean Educati
Authority and the VoluntarY Agency schools were transferred to it, then cleat

-both the capital an recurrent costs of the Native Authority would be correspon
ingly increased; tha is, if the Ashby targets were to be met. It is because of t

ra

tAlliLE 3. Nutnber of chiasrooms to be built per year according to Ashby, targets
'and Ministry or Ldcal Goyerninent ceilings

Native Authority Ashbi 'Ministry Native Autho`rity Ashby Minis
tersest ailing targets milli

Adamawa ,1S -16i 12 Katsina 132
Borgu 4',. 2 ..Muri 14 '' 10.
'Daura 6 't 10' Numan 7 !
florin 34 \ '" 14
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contingency that the building of new class-rooms in Voluntary Agency schools
was/reduced..

In any event, the total number of class-rooms which a Nadye Authority Was
allOwed to build in any year from 1962 to 1968 could be estimated and the maximum
allowable growth of primary school places could thus be projected. A plan could
thee be prepared for the expansion or each School necessark.to ensure for all
children now in school a seven-year primary; ducation either in a three-class-room
schOol, a four-class-room school, a seven-class-room schools or a school with a
multiple of seven class-rooms to take several streams. To 'this end, a table was
prepared for each school, showing the number of classes' and of class-rooms for
each year from 1962 to 1968. As the years pass, additional. classes are added to
extend the school to a full seven -year course. The staff and organization card
shows if there is a spare classroom at any school and, how many class-rooms have
to be, built in any one year to cope with the eXpected increase the following year.

Clearly, if the ceiling figures do not meet the requiremsnts, the building pro-
granune has to be delayed, with the result that some children now in school will
not be able to complete the full seven-year course. On the other hand, if the ceiling
exceeds the requirements, new schools can be built in areas where there is a demand
for primary education. ,

On the basis of the number of class:rooms,- it was possible o determine the
capital expenditure year by year for Native Authority and Voluntary Agency
schools separately,,,taking into account the Government grant of £350 per class-
room.

Similarly, on the basis of the estimated number of children in school each year,
total recurrent costs were calculated separately for Natiye Authority and Voluntary
Agency 'schools, using per capita costs in each case and allowing for the Govern-
merit grant of £5 per head. The staff and organization cards gave the status of
every teacher at every school, and it was therefore easy to calculate.the number of
teachers Of each grade required to bring each school up to the staffing requirements
of the Ministry, taking into account extensions to existing schools and new schools
to be built. In this way, the yearly staffing requirements were established for the
Native Authority area, considering separately Native Authority and Voluntary
Agency schobls. In areas where the Native Authority wished to become an
Educational 'Authority and receive schools from the Voluntary Agency, the
recurrent (and capital) costs were calculated accordingly.

It was now possible to draw up the final development plan for each Native
Authority area, specifying the new schooli to be built and the schools scheduled for
extension, the capital costs ,and the recurrent expenditure. These development
plans still had to receive the approval of the Native Authority Council or the
Education Authority or the Voluntary Agency, concerned. They were then for-
warded to the Ministry of Education,for comment and final approval.
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Integration of local plans into the Government plats

It now remained to co-Ordinate and fuse the Native Authority plans into.(
coherent wholethe Governitient development plan. The Ministry of Educati
in checking the local plans, had to ensure that (a) all capital costs were within
ceiling' figures of the Ministry of Local Government; (b) the Ashby .targets w
achieved to the fullest extent compatible with these ceiling figures; (c) the siting
Class-rooms was in accordance with the Government policy of establishing sevi
year primary schools; (d) the planned increase in classes did not entail the empli
ment of untrained and unqualified teachers.

Some Native Authority plans exceeded the Ashby targets, others fell short ofthl
owing to the lack of resources; but on 'the whole the plans, when adjusted, were
conformity with Government, policy within the bounds of financial possibiliti
As for the Voluntary Agencies, the response varied from one.Agency to anoth
but the develOpment of their schools was grant-aided only if itconfonrned,with t
principles laid down in the Government development-.plan.

Let us take, as example, the plan of the Lafia Native Atithority. Under t
Ministry of Local Government ceiling, the Authority could build seven and.a h
class-rooms per yeas,,(i.e., eight one year and seven the-next year) at a cost
£700 per class-room. The table belOw shows the number of class-rooms to be bu
under the Lafia,plan by the Native Authority (N.A.) and the Voluntary Agen
(V.A.) respectively, and the number required under the Government plan.

O

Tikst.E 4. Number of class-rooms to be build in Lafia Native Authority area.

.1963 , 1964 1965 196345 total

N.A. V.A. Tots) N.A. V.A. Total N.A. V.A. Total N.A. V.A. To

Ministry plan 8 11 .19 9 10 19 3 8 11 20 29..
Lafia N.A. plan 8 9 17 7 9 '16 8 17 23 27

As can be sten, by 1965 Lafia Authority will have built twenty; three class-roon
as against the Government target of twenty class-rooms. The Voluntary Agency
target as set by the Government is twenty-nine class-rooms, but the plan of tl
Native Authority counts only on twenty-seven Voluntary Agency class-room
Altogether, however, Lafia will have built one class-room, in excess of the Asht
targets. The Lafia plan was therefore approved because the costs (originally set
£800 per class-room, but later brought down to £700) are within the ceiling lim
of the Ministry of Local Government, the programme achieves the Ashby target
the policy of upgrading schools to i seven-year course is being followed, and tt
new schools are sited in areas which lend themselves to such an upgrading.
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Teacher training

The needs. for teachers are derived directly from the projections of-enrolments by
applying the Government staffing ratios. These needs were .calculated for each
Native Authority, Province and for the Region as a whole; and it, was decided, to
consider teacher-training needs on a Provincial basis.

The projections showed that the number of qualified teachers (mostly grades II
and needed by 1970 in order to meet the Ashby targets was some 18;000. As
the number of qualified teachers was onb 5,215 in 1961, and as the teacher wastage
amounts to. 6 per cent per year, it was., calculated that almost 19,000 qualified
teachers would have to be produced during the period,1962-70 if the Ashby targets
were to be met. The number of additional teachers required each year was as
follows:

Average
1962 1963 194 1965 1966.. 1967 1968 ,1969 19% Total ,,per year

2 433 2 065 2 228 1 705 1 862 1 954 EZ156 2 222 2 421 18 946 2 100

I

The next step was to. assess the necessary teacher-training facilities, taking into
account those thatavere already available and allowing for a 5 per cent failure rate
at teacher-training colleges. The fact that during the first three or five years of
the expansion programme no extra teachers will be produced had also ,to be taken ,
into consideration.

In 1963, there were tufty -four teaCcier-training colleges with, an average-of 1.10
students anclastaff of eight each. Many of them were sited in area' 8. of low popul-
ation denpity and remained small because of their association with the missions.The
Government decided, thejefore, to expand existing Government colleges and build
new ones, to expand Voluntary Agency colleges by giving them liberarcapital and
reCurren-tgrants for the purpose, to close small uneconomic colleges, and to estab-
lish in all colleges a five-year course after primary VII for gra& II Certificate, with,.
selection lit the end of the second years .

The effect of such a course would naturally be to increase even further the
number of places required in, teacher-training colleges. In 1961, only abOut 20 per
cent of the students were enrolled I.& the five-year grade II course, the remaining .

80 per cent following the three-year grade III course. The average duration or studies
was, therefore, 3.4 years (5 x 0.2 + 3 x 0.8)..

If the proportion of grade II students was to be increased to so per cent, the
averageduration of studies would be 4.6 years (5 x 0.8 + 3 x 0.2).

Now in 1961 there were 4,668 placei in teacher-trainingcolleges. With an average
duration of studies of 3.4 ;ears, this means that there were 1,373 places (4468

at ; .
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The pluming of primary education in Northern Nigeria

..
raiz 5. Number of students in teacher-training colleges

1961 3%2 1963 1964

Year Mak Roods Total Male Piktals Total Male Female Total . Mak ,Female Tot
. . ._

1 966._ 255 1 221 1 888 329 2417 1989, '477 2466 1 911. 515' 24
2 1 030 217 7247 1 052 260, 1:312 1.947 495 2 442 1 982 498 21!
3 994' 175 ,1'169 1 044 212 1.256 1 1 252 ,1.383 1 802 384 21
4 373 97 470 580 98. 678 2 496.` 112' 608 733 .146 8'5' 323 . 76 399, 372 90 462 539 86 625 435 107 5.

3 686 820 4 506 4.936 1'189 6 125 6 102 1'422 7 524 6 863 1 654 85w
..,. .

.
-

.. - ,
divided by 3.4) for intake every year. But with a duration of studies extended
4:6-years, the number of new places required to maintain this yearly intake
1,373 would be 1,648 (1,373 x 1.2). HOWever, as was pointed out earlier,. t
output of trained teachers should amount to some 2,400 in 1970 which, taking in
account the 5 per cent failure rate, means that du, intake in .1965 should amou
to 2,520 (i.e., eighty-four streams of entry), instead of 1,373. This means an adc
tional yearly intake of 1,147 who will be in training for .an average of 4.6 yea!
creating the need for 5,276 extra places (1,147 x 4.6). The total extra places require
to cope WithbOth expansion and lengthening of the average duration of the cours
is, therefore 6,924 (1;648 1-5,2765, i.e., an increaseof almost 50 per cent over tl
4,668 placestavailible in 1961:0

the' Government decided to build -five' new training colleges and to open tli
others in premiss already built, to expand eighteen .of the nineteeh.Goventmel
colleges and to close the' remaining one. All the Voluntary Agency colleges we
to be either expanded or closed down. As a result, the increase in the number I
places of 150 per cent was to be ensured as to over 100 per cent by the Goventtnel
and:less than .50 pet cent by the Voluntary.Agencies.

The'first effects of this policy can be seen inTable 5.
At the end Of 1966, when the increased numbers who entered training colleges

1962 will,be fully trainet1 teachers, there should be some 2,300 additional teache
available, and the same number Will become available in 1967 and 1968. Clear1
the building programme for teacher training is beginning to show results. Howeve
the full programme is hot yet being implemented. Expansion and new college
were schedujed to produce, aecording to the Government plan, the followin
numbers of teachers:. .

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 '1968, 1969

Number; of - .
,..

teachers 1461 1 684 1 101 1 309 2169 3 079 2 760 ,s3 210 3 363

...o....,

.
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'Elaborating the.plan forprimaiy education

The number of teachers expected in 1969 being 3,363, the number of students
entering training colleges in 1964 should have been at least 3,363 insteag of 2,426.
But the estimateof 2,400 teachers. from 1966 onwards is being maintained.

-nit WisConsin team's critical review
sob

The develosinent plan for primary education as. formulated by the Government
was submitfjd to a team provided by the University of Wisconsin for a critical
review. In October 1962, the University of Wisconsin entered into a contract with
the Agency, for International Development (AID) to .provide a team of edu-
cational consultants to the Government of Northern Nigeria with a view, to review-
ing, advising and making recommendations on the giwernmental programme for
the expansion of primary education and of teacher-training facilities.Aftera,review
of the enrolment projections, the team. suggested (a) that the wastage of 10.7 per
cent allowed over the seven-year course in accordanix with Archer's assumptions
was not realistic, and Ahat it should-be put, at 30 per cent; (b) that it would not be
po'ssible to retfrict school enrolments in Native Authorities where more than 28
per cent of.cliildren were enrolled until Native Authorities with an enrolment of
less than 28 per centanade rapid progress.

When these two factors were taken into account and the 1961 enrolment figures
projected accordingly, it was found that the number of children in ,school each
year from 1962 to 1970,would be smaller than that given in the Government esti-
mates. This in turn meant that fewer teachers would be required than forecast by
the Government plan. The latter, however, allowed in its calculations for the
continued employment of unqualified 'teachers. This the Wisconsin team did not
accept, making its calculations on thebasis that all, teachers employed in primary
schools in 1970 should be qualified. It's final estimate of the number of qualified
teachers required was therefore greater than the Government estimate. To achieve
this objective, the Wisconsin team proposed to expand the Government teaCher-
'training progjamme and enlarge all Government colleges up to four str;ams of

-entry.

^z"
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3. External/assistanee

Northern Nigeria has received external aid for education from many source/ ..but no aid had been received for prima:), education until the Unit
Nation Children's Fund supplied- invaluablehelp in the form of essential schoo
materials., . .

Si ce Government grants on recurrent accounts are given on the basis of tea
ch rs' salaries, many Native Authorities and Voluntary. Agencies found the cus
0 textbook: and school material's very high in comparison with their income. Th
equipment of a new class with essential materials, most of which have to/.

/' imported, costs approximately £60. The average rate of Native Authority tax is £
Per adult worker per year, of which the Govetnment's share is 5 shillings. Volunta
Agencies' resources are perhaps even more limited. Thus Native Authorities ar
often unabletn-provide the right amount and kind of materials required for effi
cient teaching, while Voluntary Agenciis require:pupils to,provide their own-text
books and exercise books. As the parental income is probably no more than £40-
per annum, out of which school fees have to be paid, the extra cost of books is al
most prohibitive. ,

a

Unicef is now giving assistance on a very generous scale, and its object is no
only to provide the Materials, but also to show what basic materials are require
in each class and how they can be supplied in class units. In this way, materials ca
be ,purchased in bulk by proprietors from a contractor who will parcel orders i
labelled school lots and deliver them to the Native Authority store for forwardin
to the schools. The work of keeping a store stocked with all the necessary items an
issuing these items to schools as required is too difficUlt a task for the majority o
Native Authority storekeepers. .

.

The practical implementation of the scheme was as follows., Lists oCessentia
materials were prepared for each class from I to VII,,each class list being pivide
into three sections: (a) items which would last for five years, (b) items which woul
lastfor two years, and (c) items which would last for one year only. Unicef pack.

a
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External assistance.

all materials in coinplete class lots correctly labelled for each class;and Native
Authority, and sent them in bulIcto Kaduna; from there they were forwarded to
the various Native Authority stores, which in turn delivered the lots packed it
class units to the Native Authority and Voluntary Agency schools.

O

0
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4 Implemeritation.,of the plan:
achievements and failures

The progress Achieved in implc .-ting the plan can befit be judged by considering
the latest figurts of enrolments: a classes as sliov.n in Tables 6 and 7.

Ai can be seen from these tables, the average number of children per class in 1964
was 35.3 (452,319 divided by 12,817), which is in accordance with the Government
plan. Alto, the number of newly formed classes I has fallen:while the total number
cif classeeir, Wipd Villas risen sharply year by year. This indicates that priority
is being given to extending existing schools- to a full seven-year course over the
building of new schools, also in accordance with, Government ,policy.

TAM 6. Eandfnelai and classes in primary. schools

. You All duos Cl... I Clam V Cam VI Cl... VII

1961 Enrolments, 316 264 81 292 25 730 19 964 16 304
Classes 9 414 2 233 ' 729, 592 512

91962 Enrolmend 359 934 87 781 33 754 25 507 19 847
Classes N 10330. 2370, 923 705 S76

1163 Enrolmeitts . 410 706 91 567 42 010 -33 so; . 24 845
. Classes 11 620 2458 1 183 941 725
1964 'au'oltnatts 452 319 92 526 51 114 40 292 32 698Cants 12 817 2 519 1 451 1 167 922

..

... 41--.---......

TAMS Yearly increase in enrohnents and classes

Yeit
# AU clams._,-- Class I Mod it Clam VI Clam VII

.

Mlle Enrolments
.

43 670 6 489 8 024 5 543 3 543
Classes - 916 137 , 194 113 64

1962/63 Enrolments SO 772 3 786 3 254 7 995 4 998
Classes / 1 290 88 . 260 236 149'

1963/64 Enrolments 41 613 949 9 104 4 790 7 853
-1 Mogi f197 61 269 '. 226 197

228 . 2.1.9



Impleinentatioit. of the plan

However, enrolments in 1964 are 75,777-behind the Ashby target of 532,096,
and the number of classes is 2,702 behind the Ashby figure of 15,519 for 1964.
There was, however, a very substantial'increasein enrolments and' the number of
classes between 1961 and 1964, as shown, in. Table 6.

As far as teacher supply is concerned, the .situation is shown. in Table 8. It -

should be remembered that the staffing plan allows two gradelI, three grade Ill
and two uncertificated teachers for each seven:class school.

S. Numbers of teachers and desks

Year Chasm
and

VI Grads II
webs&

mow in,
IV agd V

Grade III
Somalian

Clones
I and II "

Unsriillailod
WWI=VII

s.: 2961 1 104 1 529 4 0E2 3 532.. 4221 _ 4 407
1962 1 281 1 713 4 519 4 310 4 530 4 536
1%3 I666 ' 2165 5 179 51E7 4775. 4 732'
1964 20E9 2 560 5 769 5 6E6 , 4959 4 973

: 1. ha:Iodine grade i toseloars

As can be seen, the,number of grade II teachers is.still in excess of the number
required to teach classes VI and VII, and the number of grade, HI teachers is
almost equal to the number of classes III, IV and V. With the surplus of grade II
teachers, there are enough qualified teachers for all classes from III to VII, though
natually they are not equally distributed,over the Region. The number of uncer-

:, tificated teachers in 1964 was almost equal to the number of classes Land II, and
has shown an increase, as was only to be expected. 'However, there has been a
decrease in the relat;ve number"of these teachers between 1961 and 1964, since the
nutnber of classes I and II has increased by 731, while that of uncertificated teachers
has risen by 566 only. °

These figures, encouraging as they are, still do not come up to the Ashby targets,
which,. for 1964, were '15,519 class-rooms and 10,663 qualified teachers, as against
12,817 class-rooms had 8,246 qualified teachers available in 1964. However, with
the expected output of well over 2,000 grade II teachers from 1966 onwards, the
number of new primary class-rooms can be increased without unduly affecting the
quality of the staffprovided that Native Authorities can, find the necessary
resources. The greatest deficiency is in classes V, VI and VII, indicating that there
is still much to be done in upgrading schools to a full seven-year course.

A survey is,also being made of the wastage of pupils, and preliminary results are
indicated in Table 9.

Here again there is an improvement, especially in the loss from class IV to
class V, indicating that more classes V have been created, according to the plan.

The reform of th: administration of primary education has been progressing
since the enactment of the 1962 ,Education Law. In 1963, three Native Authorities,
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The planning of ptimary education in Northern Nigeria

TABLE 9. Waitage of pupils in primary schools.(in percentage)

Chia I to
Pair -Class H

Clam II to
Clam HI

Cluj III to
Clem IV

OassiV to
Clue V

'Class V to
. Clam VI

Class VI to
class vu

1959/60 .9.4 8.4 0.9 48.2 1.1 2.6
19f0/61 8.2 TA 1:7 44.6. 5.4 6.2
1961/62 6.8 7.8 2.8 30.8 .0.9 0.6
1962/63 5.4 ''3.0 0.9 22.8 0.8 2.6

.1963164 53 5.2 3.9 .17.9 4.1 2.3
Annual average ,!

percentage reduction 7.1 6.4 2.0 32.9 2.0 - 2.9.

Bornu,'Katsina and Abuja, were selected to become Education Authorities on
I April 1964. All three areas had Native Authority and Voluntary Agency schools,
and all had men trained as Education Officers on thi first Zaria course. In addition,
a Provincial Education Secretary, also trained in Zaria, was available for help and
advice. In October, 1963, officers of the Ministry of Education visited the three
Native Authorities and explained' he whole scheme in detail, advising on the con-
stitution of the kind Of Education Authority that would be acceptable to the, Minis-
ter. As the result of discussions with Voluntary Agency proprietors, a majority of
the latteragreed to hand over their schools to the Education Authority.

The Education Authority system, when introduced in the whole of the Region,
will ease the administrative burden of the Ministry of Education and facilitate the
pladnidg of primary education. Three planning officers, trained on the first Zaria
course and now id the Ministry of Education, are responsible for theforpation of
.P.clucation Authorities and for dealing wit!: them administratively. They form -the
core of the Primary Education Section which is now being built within the Ministry
of Education.
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Conclusiong

0

The financial limitations restricting the expansion of primary education in Northern
Nigeria are not confined to the Government sphere; half of the capital costs and
39 per cent of the recurrent costs have to be covered from local resources, in the
case of the recurrent costs, slightly less than one-third from Native Authority rates
and taxes, and over two-thirds from school fees and Voluntary Agency funds.
Thai" even if the Government ,could increase -its grants-in-aid to primary schools,
the ability of the local population to contribute its share would set a,limit to the
expansion. Recurrent costs tend to rise with the expansion of primary education,
and the justified insistence on more and-better qualified teachers is another factor
in raising costs. Native Authority tax, of which 12.5 per cent goes to the Govern-
ment, amounts to £2 per working adult per year, and this sum may represent as
much as 5per cent of the earnings of an agricultural worker. In addition, parents
who send their children to Voluntary Agency schools have to pay school fees °fat
least £2 per pupil per year, but sometimes as much as £5 or £6. This is a heavy bur-\
den which cannot but severely restrict" access to primary education.

The economic growth of Nigeria is estimated at 4 per cent per annum, but the
latest census figures show that the population is increasing at almost the,same rate,
i.e., 3.5 per cent per annum. There is thus little left for raising the standards of the
population. As in most developing countries, universal,primary education is a long
way from being achieved in Northern Nigeria, where only 15 per cent of children
of school age actually are in school. Without external aidand an increase in the
rate of economic growth it may not be possible even to maintain present edu-
cational standards, let alone achieve the goal of universal primary education.

49$0111
irtaff,rtP
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APPENDIX A

ti

. .
Plan and syllabus of the course in educational admmistrataot
in Northern Nigeria ,r

The course is divided into two parts. The introductory part will last four months appro
mately, at the end of which there wilbe an examination and unsuccessful students will
returned to their Native Authorities. The main part of the course wil, Last eight mono
approximately. Between the two parts there will be a break of fol.( weeks to coinci
with Ramadan. . .

SCHEME OF WORK AND TIMETABLE

October 1963 (lsi week): Introduction, allocation of books, timetables, syllabuses a
discussions of general arrangements (pay, lodging and the like).

November-DeceMber 1963 (2nd-9th week): Course of lectures anddiscussions acCordi
to the syllabus specified for the introductory part of the course.

January 1964 (10th week):Revision4 ;
January 1964 (11th week): Examinations and announcement of results and break.
February-Augtist 1964 (16th-43rd week): Course of lectures, visits and practical we

according to the syllabusior the main part of the course.
September 1964 (44th-45th week): Revision.
September 1964 (46th-48th week): Examinations, marking, announcement of results a

dispersal.

Si'LLABUS

A. How Nigeria is governed
1. Federal Government:

(a) Federal legislature (Parliament and Senate);
(b) Executive Council.

2. ,,Regional Government (with particular reference to Northern Nigeria):
(a) Regional legislature (Houses of Assembly and Chiefs);
(b) Executive Council; ;.

e (c) ,Judiciary.

3. Local Government (with particular reference to Northern Nigeria):
(a) Provincial Administration; ;

234
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Appendix A ,

(b) Native Authorities: the internal; organiza ion of Native Authorities; joint
services between Native Authorities; the services provided by Native Author-
ities; local Government finince; local Goverrent elections; control of Native
Lands.

B. Northern Nigeria Education Law 19'56
1: The existing pattern of education in Northern Ni eria:

kit) Primary;
(b) Secondary;
(c) Teacher training.

o
2. Thedifficulties and inefficiencies of the present patterns of education.
3. Suggestions and discussions on how the organization \can be improved its an intro-

duction to the formation of Education Authorities aid an outline of their duties.

C. Education- Authorities o
\

The place of an Education Authority in the present pattern of Gov,ernment:
1. Regional;

,
.. 2. Local. , 11

D. Oldman Report
The changes suggested in:

1. Education taw 1956;
2. The pattern of administration to _help achieve the Ashby targets in Northern

Nigeria.

'E. New Education Law 1962
How its affects:
1. The Minister of Education;
2. The Ministry of Education;
3. Native Authorities and Voluntary Agencies;
3. Adminiitration of education .and education monies.

F, Regulation) for the Education Law 1962
1. Reasons for regulations;
2. Preparation of regulations and study. of those available;
3. The Education Law, the regulations and Administration.

G. 'Formation. of Education Authorities primary (education)
1. Education Law 1962-,permission to set up ESucation Authorities by submission

of a scheme for apprOval, b
2. Outlige schetnes for use by Native Authorities when submitting their own scheme.
3. The Education Committee of the Education Authority and the functions delegated

by the Educatibn Authority to the Education Committee. SpeCimen resolution
to be passed by Education Authority.

4. Standing ordersspecimens prepared.
S. Preparation of schemes by each student for his own individual Native Authority.

5

'
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6. Education Committee:
(a) Practical use of standing orders;
(b) Agenda and minutes;
(c)'' Students to write agenda, hold actual meetings, and write minutes;
(d) Formation of sub-committeesdelegation of powers;
(e) Schools'subcommittee;
(f) Finance sub-cdmthittee;
(g) sub-committee;
(h) Staffing sub-committee;
(i) School visitors-,their duties;
(j) Management of secondary schools: preparation of outline; instrument a

articles- of government for all secondary schools; application of these in pea
, ular cases;

(k) Emergency powers granted to Education Officersand Chairmen of Eduati
Committees. '

1. Duties of Schools' Committee.
(a) Suppliesbooks, stationery and replacement of furnitinre;
.(b), Organization of schOols;
(c) Transport of pupils andteachers;
(d) Reports from school visitors, and governois, Voluntary Agencies and Goya

ment inspectors;
(el School meals.

8. Finance sub-committee: to supervise income and expenditure.
(a) Income. (i) Grants from Government: capital; recurrent. (ii) School fa

(iii) Contribution from Native Authority, Voluntary Agency or Educati
Authority precept$;

(b) Expenditure. (i) Capital expenditureschool buildings and initial fumitu.
(ii) Recurrent expendituren: teathers' salaries; supplies; administration; main
name of schools; transport; loan charges; school meals;

(c) Adjustment payments. What they are and ho* applied;
(d) Auditing and accounting system's.' A simple system to be developed by the clan
(0) Estimates.

9. Planning sub-committee:

(a) The-planning and siting of new schools practical work in drawing site pla
and simple school-building/slain;

(b) The planning of extensions tn'iXisting schools;
. (c) The maintenance of schools;

(d) Contracts -and tenders procedures and precautions;
(e) Co-operation with other Native Authority departmentsWorksDepartmei

10. Education Office:
(a) 'The need for an office;

(b) The organization of the office and how, the office serves: the committee al
sub-committee; schools (and children); teachers;

(c) Education Officer; .

(d) Collaboration with other departments. ,
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'11. The 'Administration and the Inspectorate:

(a) RepOrts on schools and - necessary action;
(b) COnsultation on: new school buildings; furniture; books ind equitritent;

development plink

H. Material to bi prepared and developed by each student
1. Scheme for his own Education Authority.
2. Agenda ind minutes for:

(a) Education Committee;
;(b) A sub-committee.

3: Statistics from the students' own Native Authorities on prepared Staff and Organ -
ization Caidi deVieed On the course:
Development' plan. for Their own particular Native_ Authority basedon, collected
statistics (3 above).

S. Mock estimates to be prepared for each Education Authority.
6. Building regulations to be drawn up for each area which allow the use of local

' materials, but which conform.to over-all standards.
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cardStaff..-84c1 organization card
... .e. .

Prdviiice " ' :114.autharify area , ho no.
own i. ate. . . .

District ,

: liable 'ol'ichol.
.

, ,

Aided/p on-aided
Proprietor . ,

,

Boarding/ Non-boarding

I' 'r-7"-- 2 . .
9

Enrolment
31 March.

_IQ

Average attendance
month.of March

II
School leavers
this liar

.Te' ,sicher, on .

Class Name, . , Regitter-
ed
number

Qualifi-
cation

Date of
Qualify

Salary 15escrip-
tion '

Area in
square feet

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
.

.

.

. .

.
P. E. S To initial and c rtif salaries correct! TOTALS ,.

E .... FOR OFFICE ,USE .ONLY
, A Number .

of class-
rooms

' not in use

Probable number
of new .

entrants

C Number
on roll

D Additiocal classes planned
for 196 for which further
ciass-ro ms are re9uired Tot'sl approved' salariei '' £

Total' approved other expenies £
Heidtnastees allowance £
Boarding jgrantstind allowances ' £ g
Total approved expense's £
LesS.A.L.C. , ., £
Adjustments from previous years £ &
Netgrant payable , £
Interim grant paid £
Adjustment grant payable £

Boys Girli Total 1963
,,

Class Reason for forming new class

,

,e

,

1962

1961 - ',

,

CERTIFIED tCORRECT
," `

, Za71$171;Tri=7 xaF7Flat



1110 LIP tone LIV.Lia Ds albs thiceirt

GINSIL% 1. This.card must be completed for.all primary schools,
Government,.N.A. and V.A.,,whethetaided or non-aided.

2. On this card the enrolment means thenumber of pupils
on theft:ester of a class on 31 March -1964.

3: This card should be completed in ink and must not be
folded.

CARD The Province, Native Authority, the district, end town or
)(SAVINGS village in which the school is situated should be dearly stated.

In addition the name of the,school, the school number,the name
of the proprietor and whether or not the schOol is sided,or
non-aided, boarding or.non-boarding should be clearly given.

,CoLutn. 1 Classes should be numbered' and entered in. order{ Class I having,
the youngestchildren being at the top..ifthere issnore than one
Class 1, then the classes should be designated Clau4A, IB etc.,
and entered on the card in that order.

COLUMN 2 Enter here the name of the teacher as 'registered,.
COLUMN 3 . Enter here the registered number of the teacher. If the teacher is

not registered write 'nil'. '
CoLUMN 4- The Professional qualification of each teacher should he entered

here as follows: .

G. I' for senior teacher's certificate
0.11 for higher elementary certificate
G. III for elementary certificate
G. Iii-tor vernacular teacher's,certillcate
C/S for specially-selected untrained teacher
P.P.:for probationary
FO..II for failed higher elementary certificate
PG. IIT for' failed elementary certificate
FG. IV for failed vernacular teacher's certificate
U.S. for untrained teacher who has completed secondary school
U.T. for untrained teacher who has not, completed secondary
school .

U.P. for untrained teacher.who has completed primary school
(The head teacher should put 'H' in front of his professional
qualification i.e., HG. II).

COLUMN 5 Enter hen the month and 'year during which thecteechir at the
examination for his lut professional qualification.

COLUMN 6 Enter here-the present salary of the teacher In fa.;per year.
CoLuMN 7 Each class -room must be entered in this column whether it is

occupied ("awl. If a clesi-room is unoccupied, write
'unoccupied' across - columns 7, $ and 9.-

COLUMN Enter hire the floor area of each dass-room in square fest
doLusin 9 The number of(s) boys; (b),girls, and (c) the total number

of children in the class on 31 March 1964 should be carefully
entered in this column.

COLUMN 10 Enter here the average attendance in each clasi for the month
of March 1964. These -averages should be for (a) boys,,(b) girls
And (c) total itiendances, separately.

COLUMN 11 The number, of (a) boys, (b) girls and (c) the totalnumber of
children in each class who will be leaving school at the end of
this school year-should be entered in this column against the
appropriate dass. In most cases school leavers will be from
daises IV aridyll. -

Boi A State here the, number of class-rooms which are not occupied
2 by a slass this year (1964).

Box B Estimate as accurately as you can the number of children you
expect to adinit in January 1965,,in the next school,year.

Box C Enter here, the-total number 'of children on the registers (school
roll) during the years 1961, 1962, and'1963.

Box D If you expect to establish any additional daises in 1965, enter
the particulars here. .
This space is for office use only'for, the eitimatiOn of your trent-
in-aid and you must leave it free. 0. A

If you have more members of, staff than classes enter their na-
mes and particulars in columns 2, 3, 4,5, and 6 and write
across columns 7, 8 and 9 what 'Pedal Services these teachers

.perform,.e.g., ArabIstvetc.
If- this card does not contain sufficient space to record the

,

necessary. details for all classes and teachers, you should use a
second card to complete your record, and then pin the two
cards together.

Box E

FINALLY
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To be filled in by each headmasterIndivIdual report of primary schools Te be printed in ink or typewritten

1 ameo ea. master 8 'Control of school (N. .; . , 6.M.;
Anglican Methodist; etc.)2 Name of school .

.3 Province in which schoolis located 9 Support of school (aided9r non.aided)
4 Native administration in.which school is Iodated tO Rate of grant per pupil '
S Division in which school is Iodated 11 Number of Nigerian Teachers I . Male Feniale
6 District in which school is iodated 12 Number of non-Nigerian teachers Male Female
7 Town ot ylage in which'school is located . . -

.

-
13. Qualification of teacbets by dais, Clue I ChM It CIUS IR Class Class V Class VI Class VII Total all classes

M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M. # I
1 Approved graduate 'or equivalent

(a) With teaching qualifications
' (b) Without teaching qualifications

.
.

.

.

2 Non - graduate
,

(a). U.L.I.E.. professional certif. or equiv
(b) Ministry of education certif.or equiv.

'
v

°

,.

3; Grade I
4 Grade It
5 Grade III .

.

6 Grade IV.
.

.
.

7 Teacheri'who failed Grade II eXam. .-

-8 Teacheis who failed Grade III exam , . r.

9 Manual instructors or equivalent -
,

.
.

10'Handwork instructors or equivalent
,

11 Untrained teachers, who
(a). have completed secondary school
(b). have completed primary school
(c) are specially selected uncertificated

.,

.

. ,, .

,

12 Probationary .
13 Other (please give details) .. ,h,



114 Ron a mama knuacn an-mammal slum, a nywasauyy
Teacher's name Registered number Sex 1.1i' pfon.Niogrige '. Tribe (if +ligainn) .

. ..

. .

.STick (1) one for each teacher"
1S Number ofclasies in school

.
" .

Number of, daises
j Class I Class II Class III Class IV V Mu VI Class VII Total all dassei

,
.

. .

.3

16 Indicate number' of Whim' chase's planned for next school term , -,

Cass! Class If Class III Class IV Class V Chu VI aau VII otal all clisin

Number of additional classes planned .,

,
.)

17 Enrolment of pupils, by age, by class, and by sex: .

ciass:i -ciass II Class 01. Class IV y Class VI Class VII Total all dune
Age of pupils

' M F M F M F M F M . F M F M F M 0 F
5 but under 6 years of age
6 but under 7 years of age
7 but under 8 years of age
8 but under 9 years of age .. '
9 but under 10 years °Tar l ,

10 but under 11 years of age .

I1 but under 12 years of a -

years o age in elver .

TTots
. .

Date:' Headmaster's signature:
'
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Foreword

a

Educitionat planning is sometimes talked about as if it were a separate package
which can be tacked on to an existing educational system and magically make it
work better. The fact is, of course, that educational planning, if his to amount to
anything, must be an integral:part of the whole.process of educational-adminis-
tration, tied intimately to all decision-making and implementation.

This has always been the case. Those responsible for administering education,
whether for an individual school or university or for a.whole-systern,,have always
had to tnticipatt at least one year ahead the number of students to be accommodated,
the number of teachers, seats and books required, the cost of all this, and where

':the money, would come from.
_ The essential difference now is that everything has speeded up enormously.
Far-reaching. changes in the 'environment of virtually every educational system,
including an explosive growth in the popular demand for education, have required
these systems to grow stnd change at an unprecedented rate.

Under conditions of rapid growth and change, an educational system can
encounter.serious imbalances, both internally and in relation to society and the
economy. To avoid sach imbalances and the consequent waste of resources,
educational managers now require a much-more extensive and complicated kind
of educational planning than used to suffice. This new type of planning must be
more comprehensive, in order to embrace and co-ordinate all main components
of the system; it must be effectively linked with the requirements for economic
growth and social development, and with the resource supplies of the economy;
it must look much farther ahead, to allow for the long 'production cycle' of edu-
cation; and it must be as much concerned with educitional change and quality
as with mere quantitative expansion.

To cope with these new necessities calls not only for a new kind of educational,
planning but, eveilmore, for a new kind of educational maiQement. An old And
obsolete administrative system, cannot successfully accommodate modern educa-

231
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Foreword

tional planning. Still, old systems of educational administration; of the supervis
and caretaker sort, cannot quickly be transformed into the more positive syst
of management which is requited for rapid and well-planned educational devel
ment, integrated with over-all national development.

This problem of administrative tfansition lies at the heart of the difficult
which newly developing countries have encountered in trying to establish mod
educational planning, To learn more about these difficulties, and how they c
best be overcome, the TIE? sent one of its staff members, Anthony Wheel
to study the early experiences of the various regions and the federal capital,
Nigeria. He conducted his field work; in close co-operation with Nigerian e
rational officials, during several weeks in 1965. Subsequently, he examined ma
other relevant materials and studies, both on Nigeria and on problems of devel
ment administration. The findings reported here pre-date the more recent politi
changes within Nigeria.

The Institute's hope is that this examination of the Nigerian experience,
regard to the adthinistrative aspects of educational planning, will be helpful
other developing countries as well. Their specific circumstanceslike those of t
regions of Nigeria itselfwill of course differ greatly. Yet most are likely to fi
in common with Nigeria a series of fundamental problems of educational planni
and administration which are inescapable when a country moves into independen
and into a fresh era of development.

At the successive-stages of this study the author received generous help, fro
many Nigerian authorities and educational experts. In particular, the auth
and the Institute acknowledge their special gratitude to the following: Chi

. Stephen Awokoya, former adviser to Nigeria's federal Ministry of Educatio
Mallam Shebu Bakari, chief inspector of primary education, Kaduna, Northe
Region, Nigerik; Mr. C. Ebert, chief inspector of secondary education, Beni
Mid-West Region, Nigeria; Dr. A. Musone, former Unesco adviser on statisti
to Nigeria's federal Ministry of Education; Professor Andrew Taylor, form
director of the Institute of Education at the University of lbadan; a
Mr. J. Thornley, a senior inspector with special jesponsibilities for prima
education in Nigeria.

14 addition, Chief Awokoya, Dr. A. Callaway, a research associate of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology2s Centre for International Studies, an
Mr: R. Lyons, isenior staff member of the IIF.P, spared valuable time to read an
criticize various drafts, and many of their suggestions have been incorporate
,intorihe study.

ti I

bill;IP H. Coo
Director, HE
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Introduction

..
This study examines e organization of educational planning in Nigeria
immediately before the ev is early in 1966 which produced substantial political
changes. Thus it focuses inarticular on the first three years of the 1962-68
National Development Plan. E' rlier efforts at educational planning in Nigeria
receive relatively little attention. e reasons for this restriction on the scope of
the study require some explanati n here, although they are referred to at
appropriate 'points later in the stu4\In a rapidly developing and changing
country such as Nigeria it is difficult to investigate closely the recent historical
period, since with the frequent changes of ,personnel, those most involved in a
particular undertaking are no longer easily accessible. In addition, written docu-
ments of events whose political repercussions are not yet exhausted are often .

unavailable. Thus we do, not treat extensively, he establishment of universal -
primary education in Western aud Eastern Nigeria. Tor for that matter do we
provide a thorough account Of the preparation of the 12-68 National Develop-
ment Plan, from the viewpoint of an exercise in organization, decision-making,
'and administrative prgcedures.1 Thus the primary focusof this study is on the
implementation of the educational programmes of the first National Development
Plan, up to and including 1965. \

It needs to be stressed at the outset that this study, is concerned pmarily not
with the, progress of education in Nigeria, but with the progress in developing
machineries and procedures for planning Nigeria's educational development. Of
course an examination of the progress of education is one aspect of the evaluion
of progress in planning, from the point of view of the results achieved, but*
must be emphasized that we undertake this only as an aid to arriving at conclusions
about'the progress in planning educational development. ,

'1. See W.F. Stolper, Plannitig without Facts, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University
Press, 1966, and 0. Aboyade, Foundations of an African Economy, New York, Praeger,
1966, which throw more light on these issues.
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The organization of.educational planning in Nigeria

The educational systems of the southern regions of Nigeria were in 19

considerably more advanced than that of Northern Nigeria, but for our purpo
this is less of interest than their relative progress in planning such developme
of education as, has taken place. Possibly this places the North at an advanta
in any ,recent comparison of progress among the regions, because the southe
regions went through their period of rapid educational expansion earlier, dun
the decade immediately before, and had subsequently settled down to a slow
pace of quantitative development, dictated partly by the need to consolidate earli
expansionary efforts, and partly by the growing burden of recurrent expenditur
which created a budgetary limitation on further expansion. Thus the most rece
history' of education in the southern regions might be characterized as
*reading of qualitative improvements, e.g., upgrading,of teacher? qualificatio

,contrast, the greatest expansion of the Northern Region educational syste
has taken place (from small beginnings) only during the recent period with whic
as is pointed out above, this study is most concerned.

Hence while it is easy to see a close connexion between the expansion
education in the North and the effort made to plan this expansion, it is less ea
to discover comparable evidence_ of planned educational development in t

other regions during the same period. The truest comparison of the effectivene
of planning as an agent of educational development in Nigeria might be, sa
between the North of the early 1960s and the East and West of the mid- a
late 1950s, but, as explained above, it was not felt possible to do this. (This
course refers primarily to a comparison of the quantitative expansion of edu
tiunal systems; since the application of techniques of planning to their qualitati
improvement remains by comparison.a less-developed subject.) We therefore fe
the need to indicate the possibility of a built-in emphasis in the conclusio
of this study, which tends to concentrate more. on experience in the North, simp
because recent progress there is much easier to observe, and also because, t
`current state of the art' in educational planning lends itself more easily t
analysis of this type of situation.

The criteria which have been used to evaluate the development of education
planning in Nigeria are as follows:

The regular collection of relevint data for planning.
2. The training and permanency of planning, personnel.
3. The phasing and costing of educational proposals within the context of a

other government activities so that the government agenCies concerned, suc
as the planning unit and the Ministry of finance, can see them as such an
provide for their implementation.

4. The development of proLedures and personnel for the implementation ofpla,
and review of their progress.
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Obviously it Lou ld not be expected that a country at Nigeria's level of develop-
ment could fulfil all these criteria entirely satisfactorilyperhaps no country in
the world couldbut the interest of the inquiry is in discovering the extent of
progress, the obstacles faced, and the solutions found to overcome themtl.

0
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1 The progress of education
in Nigeria

17

O

The progress of education in Nigeria during the years 1957-65 is brief!
summarized in the four tables below; these cover primary and secondary school,
but not higher education, which was the responsibility of premiers in the regions
and of the Prime Minister in Lagos. Tables 2 and 4 are especially instructive
because they show , the extent to which the schools were managed by differen
types of authority in the four regions, a miter of great relevance to th
implementation of educational planning. The regions are discussed in turn.

The North is the region with the largest population, thqugh its density is loos
as is the enrolment ratio in primary education over large areas. According to
1965 estimate,' this ratio for the 6 to 12, age group was below 10 per cent
five large prpvinces. Even so, the situation had greatly improved after 195
since the number of pupils had more than doubled, enrolmentiof girls havin
risen faster than those of boys, and the teaching force had also doubled. Th
number of primary schools, however, rose by only 35 per cent, reflecting a larg
increase in the average size of schools and a slight increase in the average siz
of classes. This suggests that better opportunities existed for iMproving the qualit
of education, since inspection was made easier, and teachers when grouped togethe
are in a better position to learn from their more experienced colleagues. It may b
added that the qualifications of the teaching force also improved during tin
period, though this is not shown in the tables.

Another problem not revealed by the tables, yet common to all the regions
was the high rate of drop-out in primary education. Thus, in 1965, there were if
the _North almost 100,0(X) children in class 1, but lees than 40,000 in class 7
Certainly part of this diffe.znce could be accounted for by the fact that an expansion

(continued on page 258

1. Ministry of Education of Northern Nigeria,Classes, Enrolments and Teachers in the Prima,.
Schools of Northern Nigeria, 1965, Kaduna, Planning and Development Division, 1965
p. 20, fig. 4. l)

252
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to

'Danz 1. Primary education: number of schools, and number of tt..vhirs and pupils,by sex

Number
Region, Year of schools Mali Female Total

Teachers)

North 1957 2 009 6,635
1960 2 600 8 528
1963 / 625 11059,
1965 2743 ' 13 063*

East 1957 6 986 $3 266
1960 fi 451' /35 382
1963 6 028 4; \ 3237E
1965 ...

West I 19$7A
B'

1960A
B

1963 A

19'65A
B

Laps 1957
1960
1963
1965

6'628
4 610
6540
4544
6 311
4 417

4 364

1.227
1 526
2 010
2249

7.585
90*6
6 576

Pupils

Girls

Average of pupils

Fa' Oat
Total icliool teacher

7 862
10 054
13 069
15 312

40 851
44478
38954,"

'1$4 496' . 51 273
206 443 76 405
295644 11'5 062
349 390 43 120

792 096 417 071
896 334 534 180
777 056 501 650

28 108 34 851 , 619 577
23 741. 414 223

32/37 7 878 40115' 687 215
. . 26 875 459 086

30477 8 315 38 856 643 826
26 500 433 075

23 480 438 114

96 ' 1 646 '27 432
112 2160 39 479
126' 3 297 5511E
...

.

716 .-

1.020,
1 715

, 6 743

936
1 140°
l saz

.4*

363 178
244 497
437 573
283 790
455 592
296 472

298 964

, 22 750
34 989
52 434

205.769
282 848

, 410 706
492 510

1 209'167
1 430 514
1 278 706

98275$
658 720

1 124 788
742 876

1099 418
729 547

737148

50182
7446E

10 552

102 26
109 29
156 31
180 .32

173
222
212

30
32
33

148 28
143 28
172 28
163 213

174 28
165 28

119.

523, 30
665 34
854 33

1.The A data for the Western Region refer to the
territory as it was before the formation of the MidWeit
Region in 1963. The B data refer to the Western Region
excluding,tbe area which formed the Mid-West Region.
Thus although separate data for the MidWest have
not yet become, available, examinhion of these two
sets of Sinn* pariahs an interpretation of the educa-
tional history of the area which subsequently became
the Mkl-West Region

SOURCES

I The 1957 data are taken from Annual Digest of Erh;ca-
slam 1061 (Federal Ministry of Education), except for
'West 19571'

2. The 1960 and 1963 data are taken fromSiatistics of
Editcation In Nigeria 196.1 (Federal Ministry of Utica-
don), except for 'West 1960 1' and 'West 1963 1'

...Data not available

.4. The 1965 data for the Northern Region are taken from
Cloves Enrolments and Teachers in the Primary
Schools of Northern Niserls,/965:(MinIstry of .Educa
dpn, Northern Nigeria)

Tbe 11 data are taken from Some Triads in .Education
in the Western Region of Nigeria 1955.65 (International
Labour Office Mission, lbadan, October 1965)

It
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trAsui,2.,Prirnary education: number of schools and pupils by controlling authority
cr,

Authority Yam

Northam Reakm Eastaen Region Westem Itagionf Lassos

Schools Schools Pupils Schools Pupils Schools Pupils

Government schools

Local authority schools

i
Aided schools

Non-aided schools

1957
196Q
1963

1957
1960
1963

1957
1960
1963

1957
1960
1963

'

t,', ' 3

7
... ,

'850
864

1 314

787
i 256
1.051

369
473
260

,.

, '351

: 849
.11

71 178
'89 551

174 925

114 768
148 257
213 476

19 472
. 44 191
22 305

\

1

1

1

5
4
4

11

11

12

511
597
515

381
728
464

83
115

57 '

1

1

1

3

3
2

86
202
224

115
218
046

4
7
3

046
042
888

298'
321
987

378
078
994

445
073
837

8
7
8

1 844
1 807
1'724

4 776
4 726
4 574

..."

...

,

1 12,2
1 731
1 969

182 357
236 759
235 854

7911276
886 276
861 595

ea*

...

'1

1

1

111111

3
5

73'
95

104

22
13
16

1

1

5

44
68
96

5

, 3
3

577
726
263

349
590

227
545
785

378
850
9141

1.Dam for the Western Neon include the area which somas 2.710 1960 and 1963 data are taken from Statistics of
. ionised the MldWest Region in 1963 Oise 1957 data are taken, frontkautal DriestofUrea- EtioreatIon in Nigeria 19.53 (Federal Ministry of

not available dm Statistics 1961 (Federal' Ministry of Edudation) Education)



The progress of education in Nigeria

.
TABLE 3: StrSecondary education: number of schools, and number of teachers

and pupils by sex

r . ...,
Averape of pupilsNumber Teachers Pupils

perPer Per
school teacher

of
Year schools , 4Malos Female. . Total Roy, S

Girls Total

NORTHERN REGION

General education ft . P
1957 27 272 46 318 3 306 345 3 651 135 11.51960 41 297 .408 405 5'795 539 6 334 153 161963 56 470 140 .610 8 469 1 412 9 881 176 16
1965 '72 -609 216 825 11 750 2 419 14 169 197 17,

Technical and vocational education -
1957 8 . 77 1 78" 872 872 109 11 ,1960 14 178 2 180 2 012 2 012. 144 111963 16 219 7 226 2 658 2 658 166 ,121965 16 224 12 236 2.884 2 884 180 12

Teacher training ,

1957 46 164 71 235 2 183 363 2 546 55 10.81960 51. 260 91 351 3 469 643 4 112 81 12.
1963 . 54 351 . 141 492 6 290 1 483' 7 773 144 16
1965 55 475 195

r
670 8 801 2 207 14 008 200 16

EASTERN REGION

General education
1957 83 915 106 1 021 ,18 200 1 632 14 832 179" 14.5960 113 1 147 128 1 275 -19 509< 2'628 22 137, 196 17
1963 231 1 944 445 2 389 31 862 8 076 39 938 173 .17

Technical and vocational education
1957 5 39 39 492 18 510 102 13.11960 9 55 1 56 863 13 876. 97 161963, 7 *68 3 71 1 643 45 1 688 241 24

Teacher training
-1957 < 152 565 173: 738 ' 7 252 2 161' 9 413 62 12.8-1960 159 505 160 665 . 9 122 2 891 42 013 i 76 18
1963 115 530 183 713 7 742 2 943 10 685 i 93 15

WESTERN REGION'

Generill education
1957 l!362 1 574 382 1 956 37 5652 9 2452 46 8102 1292 23.92
1960 700 3 944 829- 4 473 78 384 22 865 101 249 145 21
1963 911 5 914 1 357 7 271 104 411 46 27T 150 688 165 21

, 4
Technical and vocational education
1957 2 30 3 33 200 20'. 220 110 6.7
1960 4 36 36 , 137 57 194 49 5
1963 6 54 1 55 695 80 775 129 14.

Teacher training .

1957 , 99 547 191 738 7-963 2 508 10 471 106 14.2
1960 101 585 194 779' / 8 482 2 825 11 307 112 15
1963 92 . 613 162 775 9 922 3 063 12 985 141 17

trnoe notes overleaf)

'.4, 3 14' 255



The organization of educational plafning'in Nigeria

TABLE 3' (continued)

Number Teachers Pupils,
Average of pup

Per IP

'school teach
of

schools Male Female Total Boys Girls Total

LAGOS

General education
1957 17 205 87
1960 29 161 121

292
282

2
3

949
208

1

2
131
506

4 087
5 714

?AO II;
197 70

193 to, 435 200 635 7 065 4 307 11 372 242 11,

Techhlcal and vocational education
1957 2 52 1 418 '1418 709 '27.
A90 2 § .1 79 1 927 28 1 955 "978 25
1963 A 85' 5 90 2 161 73 2 234 1 117 25

Teacher training
1957 1 6 2 8 94 35 129 129 16.
1960 4 30 4 34 391 85 476 119 14
1963 . 5 54 18 72 632 264 s 896 179 12

-NOM

1. Data for the Western Region include the area winch
formed the Mid-West Region in 1963

2.,For strict comparability, with the other data ilex
figures should be slightly Increased, as they do not
Include post-certificate pupils

soma,
The lame as for Table 2, except for the 1963 figures f
the Northern Region which are from Classetprohner
and Teachers In tk Schools of Northern Nigeria, 19
(Ministry of Education, Kaduna)

ro

ro

TABLE 4. Secondary education: number of schools and pupils by controlling authority

Northern Region Easteyn Region Western Region" ;Lagos

Number
Year of schools

Number
of pupils

Number
of schools

Number
of pupils

Number
of schools

Number
of ptipils

Number
. of schools

Numb
of pup

GENERAL EDUCATION

Government schools
1957 4 675 4 '' 711 4 9522 2 41
1960 4 77 4 843 4 995 2 51
1963 3 1315 5 1 566 5 1 124 3 1 14

Local authority schools
1957" , 15 1 624 3 141. 98 15 7582

4. 1960 15 2 581 7 779 153 ; 24 64
1963 19 3 966 12 181E *168 30 482

Aided schools
1957 8 1 352 47 10 329 260 30 1002 12 223
1960 22 2 896 61 14 003 121 18 074 24 3 71
1963 27 4 106 99 23 970 113 25 048 29 53'

256 2 ":



Thiprosices of edmition in Nigeria

Tmas,4 (continued)

Notshorn 'Won, Eastern Region %stint Itesionl 4g«
Number Number Number

War of schOols of pupils of schools
Number
of pupils

Number
of schools

Number
of pupils

Number
of sebools

Number
of pupils

GINIRAL IDUCATION (COM.)

Nostaided schools
1957 29
1960 41

4963 5 294. 115
.

TIC$NICAL AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Government schOols- ,' . '4-t_
1957 t ' ., 5 709 . . 3
1960 14 2 012 3
1963. 16 2 658. 2

. :

3651
6 512

12 584

343
394

1154

422
620

2
4
6

57 537
93 834

220
194
775

3
3

15

2'
2
2

1381
1 366
4 853

.

1.418
1 955
2 234

,.

Local authority schools . 44.(4

Aidedichools k
1957 2
1960 4 i.
1963 7-- 1

4.4.4

167
I18
140

Non-aided Schools
1957 0 3 , 163
1960 -* .5 364
1963 4 4 494

TIACHER TRAINING .

, Government schools
20'1957 20 1 272 .4 5 629 6 534 I 129

1960 .22 1 802 6 480 5 125 1 172
1963 25 4 011 5 689 . 5 654 2 °. '155

Local authority schools d
1957 10 770 29 3 492 4

1960 12 1 030 28 3 827, t .4444,

1963 11 1 012 28 4 186

Aided schools
4

1957 . 26 1 274 122 7 494 64 6445 7-
1960 9 2110 127 10 002 68 6 935 3 304
1963 28 3 617 99 8 984 58 8.145 3 441

Non-aided schdols 1 .
1957 - -15
1960 414

520
501 0

1963 1 145 4---

4

N
I/

OTta ' somas
1. Data for the Western Itesion include the area whiCh

falloff the MIdWeselteglon in 1963
As for Table 2

2.Post-ichool certificate pupils in general4educr4tion in
the Western Region-were excluded In 1937
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in enrolments affects the lower classes first, but there remains a sign' ifi
proportion which indicates drop-out.

The pattern of management of primary education,in the North differed fr o
thatin. other regions in that the native authorities cIntrolled the largest num
of schools, with the voluntary agencies coming seoand, whereas in the of
regions the reverse was the case. Furthermore, the number-0°f native autho
schools in the North increased, while that of voluntary agency schools remain
stationary in. the last two years afterhaving decreased previously. This reflects t
more restricted influence of voluntary agencies in the North 'and, conversely, t
greater recent influence of government during the period of expansion followi
the Ashby Commission's report. . .

The development of secondary education In tke North was much more ra
than that of primary education during the period 1957-65. There was,a /cud,
increase in the number of pupils and a threefold increase in teachers. Gent
secondary schools tripled in number and technical schools doubled, with ho
types of school substantially increasing their average size. to leacher training; t
number of institutions increased by only 20 per cent, but the average s'
quadrupled to reach 200 pupils.

By 1965 the North had a much more diversified system of secondary educati
than the other regions; although the number of general secondary schools w
relatively small, that of technicalsand vocational schools was larger in, both relati
and absolute terms, Teacher training was also expanding at a much faster rate th
in.the other regions, though f;om a much lower ler el. On the other hand, the figui
do not show the fact that the other regions were more successful than the Nor
in raising the output from the higher levels of teacher training.

Thus; the main features which distinguished the North frog the other regio
during the 1957-65 peripd wee the rapid growth in all sectors of education fr
a late start, the relatively greater emphasis on technical and vocational educati
at he secondary level, and the more apparent influence in educational matte
of the government and the native authorities as compared with the volunta
agencies,

The East and the West can considered together because of their very simil
educational systems Both had very large primary enrolments by African standard
owing to the introduction of universal free primary education in the mid-195
(subsequently partly replaced by fee-paying in the East). But after theintroducti
of free primary education in the East in 1957, the number of primary schoo
steadily decreased, particularly among ailed volAntary, agency schobls, and th
suggests that the government, by virtue Of grants-in-aid, was able lo encoura
mergers among schools. Also, the number of teachers showed a. tendency, t
decrease in more recent years, though their average qualifications were improvin
whiCh suggests a steady qualitative improvement in primary education in the Ea

or, of,
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;

folio g the expansion-generated by the introduction of universal free primary
education. Less easy to explain is the fall in-total enrolments after 1960, though
this is no doubt partly accounted for by the geimpositton of fees from class-03 in
I958 and the reduction in the length of schooling from eight years to seven years
in 1960 arid to six years in 1962.

Tp the West, universal free primary education was introduced in 1965 and has
been maintained since, In this case, also, enrolments and the numbers of teachers
and schools' showed a tendency to decrease after 1960. A recc it publication'
ascribes this as well as the increasing drop-outs to the lack of employment
opportunities fear school leavers, poor standard's of teaching, and the lack of
finance among parenti. More children remained as part,of the labour-force on
family farms. Iowever, in the "a, ms closest to Lagos, which offered the most
varied employment opportunities, enrolMents continued lo increase.

Secondary modern schools were established to enable primary school leavers
to fontinue their education with a view to enhancing,their employment possibilities.
The results were disappointing, mainly because the schools were inadequately
equipped and Staffed to do their job. Enrplments have greatly decreased in more
.reeent years, arid an effort is Icing made to replace several of these secondary
modem schools'by 'comprehensive' high schools.

Both the East and the West had very few facilities for technical and vocational
education, but devoted considerable efforts to the training of teachers for the

large system of Primary education. Also they were rapidly expanding their
secondary grammar systems.

Thus quantitatively the main characteristics of the educational systeni's of the
East end West were a large primary level topped 'by a relatively, small secondary
*Vet, a significant part of which was geared to producing teachers for the primary
level; :However, this picture conceals the important qualjtatiye changes which
were taking plabe. The training of teachers shifted from grade III to grade II,
which Was expected to influence favourably-the quality'aprimary school instruc-
tion. Tit the secondary grynmar schools in the East, greater provision was being
made in the curriculum for scientific subjects. There were also plans for a rapid
expansion. of .technical education.

The Mid-West was created as recently, as 1963, and by 1965 had not published
any statistics. Even so, the few data available by inference from table I show
thal the characteristics of the educatiOnal system were similar to those in the West.

The federal territory of Lagos, like the North, experienced a continuous and
rapid expansion of all' types of education, though this expansion was least
pronounced in the field at technical and vocational education. However, this

1. IX Csdoott, Some Trends in rducation in the Western Region of Nigeria, 1955 -65.,
lbadan, ILO mission, October 1965, pp. 6 and 22.
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+ advance was due not to any previous lag, but rather to the unusually rapid gro
of the population of school age due to natural increase andAttantial immigrat
from other parts of the country. A notable feature of primar9 education was
large pupil enrolment per schoolsome schools had double streams, and a
operated a shift system.

As can be seen from this brief review, the development of education in Ni
varied considerably from one region to another. This is due to the extens
autonomy whic;16 each of the' regions enjoyed in educational matters. It would
wrong, however, to asume that the federal government had no power or influe
over Nigerian education. The following chipter describes the nature of fade
responsibilities and the instruments used, in particular with reference to
planning of educational development.
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2 The e-role and powers
t)f the federal government

O

1.11111.111111111111111

Under the federal constitution of Nigeria in operation in 1965 there was a division
of executive responsibilities between the federal and regional governments. The
latter were responsible for education within their territories,, while the former e
was ,responsible for education within the federal territory and for a number of
other educational institutions, mostly at the higher level deemed, to be of national
importance. This meant, in effect, that higher education was the joint responsibility
of the federal and regional governments, while primary and secondary education

. remained the sole-responsibility of each regional government. But notwithstanding
INS delimitation of powers, the federal Ministry of Education became, in some
measure,a national Ministry of Education, particularly with regard to international
eduoi0onbd affairs and endeavours to co-ordinate the educational policies of the
regional governments with a view to maintaining national standards.

Manning at the federal level

Akan independent feddation; Nigeria dates only from 1960. Before 1960, under
I

'be colonial regime, there were national institutions and, at least on paper, national
development plans. But accounts of these plans agree in treating them as something
less than planning exercises. Referring e 'Ten Year Plan of Development andoij.,14.h
Welfare for Nigeria, 1946', and Revised Plan of Development and Welfare
for 'Nigeria, 1951-56', Clark' says; 'These early plans were essentially a disjointed
set of individual- projects grouped iogethei under departmental headings which
reffected the adminigative structure of the colonial government rather than any
Co-ordinated sectotil division of the economy. It was therefore impossible to test

1. P.R. Clark, 'Economic Planning for a Country in Transition; Nigeria', ch. 9 of Planning
.Economic Denlopment (ed. Hagen), Homewood, Illinois, Richard D. Irwin, I9c 1963.
T1I quotation is from p. 255.
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whether the parts of the plan were complementary or whether the resource sup
would balance anticipated future demands.' Similarly a federal governm
publication, the text of the National Development Plan 1962-681 adds: `Th
were not "plans" in the true sense of the word. More accurately, they constitu
a series of projects which had not been co-ordinated or related to any over
economic target. Many of the individual schemes proposed no more than
expansion of existing normal departmental activities and, in large measure,
schemes aimed at building up the social as much as the economic services.'

Thus federal activity in any type of planning is a *recent phenomenon, and
must remember further that with indepeddence many expatriate civil servants 1
and Nigerians who were not always prepared for such responsibilities had
control newlyrecruited and inexperienced subordinates. Thus neither the insti
tions nor the men to carry out federal planning activities existed to any ext
before fed&ation. The main task 9f the apparatus which has been built up
the formulation of the National Development Plan 119-68, which took place
the very beginning of its existence. Moreover, in reation to federal planning
education, most of the institutions which were brought into existence and wh
roles are discussed in this section were subsequent to the formulation of the p1
Accordingly our evaluation of them must be regarded as tentative in the extre

The apparatus for national development planningcentred around three bpdi
the Nationil Economic Council, the Joint Planning Committee, and the Econo
Planning Unit of the federal Ministry of Economic Development. The Natio
Economic Council, which was the highest political (ministerial) level, issu
over-all directives to its working arm, the Joint Planning Committee, consisti
of senior officials, which developed these over-all directives before it passed th
on to its technical arm, the Economic Planning Unit, which in turn translat
them into draft proposals. These then had to go back up the scale for modificati
or final approval. Both the council and the committee were inter-regional
their representation. Naturally, at all stages in this process co-ordination w
aimed at between the regional and federal plans, which together formed t
National Development Plan.

In preparingAhe 1962-68 plan the Economic Planning Unit had two distin
tasks: the first, to bring together the proposals of the various federal ministri
to form a federal government development programme, the second, the furth
incorporation of regional programmes to form the National Development Plan
It should be noted, however, that it is very difficult to obtain: a first-hand accou
of how the Economic Planning Unit proceeded in practice, for the turnover
personnel has been so rapid that the current occupants of positions no longer ha

I Federation of Nigeria. National Development Plan 1962-68. Lagos, federal Ministry
Economic Development, undated, p.

2. For the precise meaning given to terms such as 'programme' and 'plan', sue next chapter.
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a first-hand knowledge of,what was done several years ago by their predecessors.
We must rely to a large extent, therefore, on documentary Sources which are
themselves not in complete agreement.

According to Rivkin' the unit began its work with a small staff of foreign
experts brought in for the purpose, who had first to learn to work as a team, and
also with a great variety of politicians and professional people at both regional
and federal levels. The essential work of making estimates -and projections for the
plan had cc?, be carried o 't with generally inadequate data. At the same time, the
foreign experts had to strain Nigerians who would later supersede them. The
cc- ordination of the various proposals was not made easier by the fact that not
every ministry was at first willing to accept national planning. Lastly, the economists
in the planning unit, in making alternativie projections of the progress of the
economy, used, aggregate economic analysis to present their findings. While useful
.to the technicians, this presentation was not always fully intelligible to the
administrators in the Joint Planning Committee, who had to propose policy
choices, or to .the politicians in the National Economic Council, who had to make
the final decision. Consequently the administrators, instead of making basic
recommendations for over-all strategy to guide the subsequent detailed planning,
restricted themselves to examining individual federal and regional programmes
and considering their financial feasibility. There was, thus, some failure in commu-
nication between the technicians and,the senior administratorsthey had to serve,'
due to their different concepts of planning.3

Thus-the formulation of the Nigerian development plan should n,ot be considered
as a good example of cliganization for planning, and the role of the Economic
Planning Unit cannot be taken as a good guide for the future.,The unit has since
concentrated on training planners in federal ministries and developing processes
of data collection and analysis in readiness for the preparation of subsequent
development Pans.

As far as educational planning was concerned, the federal activities were of a,
diffuse nature and do not easily lend thernselves to a precise description. The
federal ministry did not carry out national planning of education in Nigeria, but
neither, was it concerned Only with the planning of educational development in
the federal territory of Lagos. It concerned itself (a) witb representing Nigerian
education abroad, which is not to suggest that regional ministries were thus

1. Arnold Rigtin Economic Development Planning in Nigeria', Journal of Local Administration
Overseas, London, January 1964, pp. 17-34.

2. Clark, op. cit., pp. 260 ff, and pp.'273.4, also, James O'Connell, 'Some Social and Political
'Reflections on the Plan', Journal of Economic and Social Studies, lbadan. July 1962, p.,135.

3. However, Stolper, who worked as head of the group of econorni; planners, feels that the
accommodations necessitated by these considerations were a strength of the planning process.
See Stolper, op. eit.,p. 39, footnote.

or) fr'el,
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excluded from international contacts and (b) Is/RI:endeavours .to extend
ordination of educational activities between the regions. A number of fed
bodies had research, information-gathering, co-ordinating and -admin.
aCtiiiiiii4hoseproducts were-utilized by_the regional governments for educatio
planning purposes. The contribution of the federal government irk.the field
educational planning can perhaps best be indicated by describing the activities
the main bodies concerned, e.g., the federal Ministry.of Education, the Natio
Manpower Board the Federal *Office of Statistics.

The federal.'Ministry 'of Education\
The ministry had both a national and a loCal role. In its local role it was responsi
for all,education within the federal territory. of Lagosnot a minor task if o
considers that the population probably iiUmbered about one million and w
rapidly increasing. With respect to primary education, the goverrunent's.autho
devolved largely on the Lagos City Council, whi\cb 4icted as the local educati
authority, functioning through. its education committee. In other respects, vario
officials of the ministry were concerned with educational needs of Lagos, e.
vocational' guidance.

In considering the national role of the ministry, it is necessary to' bear in

Minister of education
I
Parliamentary secretary

0

Permanen(secretary and chief federal adviser on education (I. person)I <
1
Administrativee. Development
division section

Finance
Establishments
Information
Staff welfare
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projection analysis external aid
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Figure I. Federal Ministry of Education: rCsponsipitks (April 1965)
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not totcly the ministry's-structure, but also the manning of the constituent divisions.
As is the case in nearly every administrative body in a developing country, the
federal Ministry of Education suffered froin shortages of qualified personnel and
a rapid turnover.

Given this background, it is not surprising that many of the section's of the
Ministry dien-otfunction in-the-way their appelations-might-lead-one-to-expect.
Thus `Planiiing and projection analysis' was inactive because it had no personnel
(as of May 1965). In the professional division, the sections dealing with the various
levels and types of education had federal advisers but sometimes no other executive
officers; moreover, the advisers apparently operated mainly as inspectors of
educational facilities in the federal territory, thougit), this may only imply that they
were misleadingly named.

Another aspect of the work of the professional division which requires
consideration with regard to the fostering of educational co-operation between
federal and regional authorities is the Joint Consultative Committee. This was the
parent body of a series of reference coriimittees for teacher-training, primary,
secondary, techniCal and rural education. These met periodically, in theory every
six months, though in practice thd parent committee at least met less frequently,
e.g., the June 1965 meeting was the first for over a year. Committee meetings were
attended by representatives of the- federal and regional ministries of education,
the university institutes of education, and teachers' and principals' organizations.
Their purpose was to ensure interchange of information on educational progress
in the regions, explore possibilities of inter-regional co-ordination, discuss the
development of Nigerian education, and make recommendations to regional'
governments.

Examination of minutes of meetings of some of these committees suggests that
their discussions did" not always deal with problems important for educational
planning; indeed, one regular participant in these meetings expressed the view
that, as is often the case with inter-governmental bodies within a federal state,
discussions were confined to rather miner and uncontroversial subjects. Another
participant, a senior official of one of the regional ministrieS of education, gave
the opinion that the meetings were always packed with representatives of the
tederal ministry (though attendance records do not always clearly, show this), and
would reflect strongly federal viewpoints. For our purposes the important point
about such opinions if not their truth or falsehood, but simply their existence,
with its implications for the conduct of regional officials concerned with educational
planning. Consequently, the Joint Consultative Committee appeared ineffective
as a device for co-ordinating federal and regional activities rt,lating to-education,
and this ill turn seriously lessened the potential, role of the federal. Ministry of
Education as a co-ordinating mechanism for national educational planning. Indeed,
one is forced towards the conclusion that there was no national educational
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planning, but rather a series of regional programmes operating to a large exte
'independently of each other, despite all the efforts of the federal .ministry
overcome this situation.

It is against this background that the National Educational Research Coun
must be viewed. Its purposes were (a) to gather information on all educatio
research relating to Nigeria, whether completed, in progress or envisaged; (b)
set up a documentation centre to collate such research and studies. as are relev
to Nigeria and to circulate them in the form of abstracts to Nigerian authoriti
and (c) to prepare proposals for educational research by Nigerian institutions
accordahce with the needs of the country. The council included representatives
the ministries of education, the universities, research bodies, and principals' a
teachers' organizations. It could play an important role in .Nigeiian iducatio
planning by maximizing the use of scarce research resources; but there was so
suspiciori in the regions Towards the federal government which will have to
overcome if the council is to fulfil its purpose. It began its activities by compili
a list of educational research, completed or in progress, carried out by Nigeri
Institutions.

As can be seen from the foregoing, the role of the federal Ministry of Educati
in the planning of Nigerian education has been, limited by many factors, a
especially by the constitutional division of responsibilities for education.

The National Manpower Board

The National Manpower 'Board was one of, the bodies whose creation w
recommended by the Ashby Commission. Its basic task was to co-ordinate t
work of all ministries concerned with manpower -at the federal level these we
in particular the Ministries of Labour, Education and Economic Developme
The board could only make recommendations to the ministries, though the f
that-it is directly responsible i.o the National Economic Council, the supre
co-ordinating body in development planning, makes it more likely that ministry
will take account of its recommendations. But discussion of the board's role
the preparation of plans is. still largely academic, because it was set up.after t
current plan had been prepared (except that it worked out the manpower imp
cations of the Mid-West development plan). At present, its importance lies in

ry

role as a servicing agency for fhe ministries concerned with manpowere.g.,
annual recommendations form the. basis of federal scholarship policy.

Its first major project was the survey of high- and mcdium-level manpow
resources and, projection of needs until 1970. Further tasks included a labour-for
survey, and a compilation of available training facilities as a step towards ensuri
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their maximum use. The board is thus 'producing information which is of immediate
relevance to educationarplanning. On the basis of such information the level of
scholarship grants was reduced in order to' ermit an increase in their number ,
and .the allocation of scholarships between different subjects altered in accordance
with manpower needs. This was done in the first instance by the federal government,
but the advice-was passed.on_to.the.regionaf scholarship hoards for-similar-action.

The board' was criticized by the regions, mainly on the ground that a manpower
survey which set national targets was of no use in the endeavours of regional
governments to meet regional requirements. There .were regional manpower
committees for liaison between the board and the regional governments, but they
appeared to be inactive. Regional governments could direct the board to undertake
specific studies for them, and on this basis the board worked out the manpower
implications of the development plan for the Mid- West.' The usefulness of the
board will thus depend on the demands made upon it by the regional governments.
Initially, with its Iiiited resources, the board concentrated on national matters.
But, potentially, it represents a ve:y valuable adjunct to educational planning, on
the. regional. as well as federal levels.

The National Universities Commission

This was another of the bodies established as a,result of a recoms menclation of the
Ashby commisslon. An administrative agency, directly responsible to the prime
minister,; it came into being in October 1962. .

The principal -task of the cornmissicn relates to the financing of university
development. It therefore began its work with a survey of university development,
futire needs and financing, making specific recommendations for the period
:963/644967/68. These recommendations, published in 1963,2 concerned all the
governments of the Federation, though in their financial aspects they. involved
Primarily the federal' government. Accordingly, before taking action on the
commission's recommendations, the federal government consulted with the
regional governments andthen made its decisionsin the expectation thatthe latter
would 'follow suit.

As oversceof university development, the commission was naturally concerned
with fostering this in directions which accorded with national manpower needs,

1. Mid-Western Nigeria, Mid-Western Nigeria,Developnieni Plan 1964-68, Benin City, Ministry
of :Internal Affairs, 1965. Sec ch. 8, 'Manpower Implications and Employment Potential of
the Developintrit Plan'.

. 2. Federal Republic of Nigeria, University Development in Nigeria, Report of the Nanonal
Universities Commission, Lagos, Federal Ministry of Information, 1963.
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though it recognized the danger of interfering with the independence of
=km-cities and characterized its role as that of 'stimulation, encouragement
co-ordination'.1 A basic policy was to encourage each of the five Nigeti_
universities to concentrate, initially on certain faculties so as to make the best
of existing resources. I,n this way, the universities assumed a national role, althou
three of them were regional institutions. Indeed in selected instances fac'ul
developments were intended to serve pan-African needs, e.g.tmedicine at Ibad
veterinary science at AhMaciu Bello.

The commission was in close contact with the National, Manpower Bo
the commission's secretary sat on the board's policy committeeand was
informed of future manpower requirements so that it could advise the universal
accordingly. It also advised the Economic Planning Unit of the federal Minis
of Econoinic Development on the likely future output of the universities.Lastl
the commission acted as the channel for external assistance t9,Nigerian universiti
and, in, this connexion, was also an ex officio member of the Co-ordina
Committee for External Aid for Education.

All these functions are of recent origin and post-date the preparation of
current plan, so that a fuller evaluation of their significance will only be possib
when subsequelt plans have been prepared. In theinterim, the commission beg
undertaking a series of studies bearing on' the output of secondary schools
the university input during the period,.1968-72, on the administration. nd finan
of higher education, and on student accommodation, toproyide information need
for future decision-making.

The commission, as already mentioned, was directly responsible, to the feder
Prime Minister, and responsibility for university education in the regions als
rested with the regional premiers. It is not clear why there was.this sharp diviio
of ministerial responsibility between the universities and other levels of educatio
though the strong belief in Nigeria that universities should be autonomous an
Independent may have led to the feeling that any degree of control over them m
be exercised by the highest political authorities. This and the fact that t
commission was associated with all federal agencies concerned with nation
development planning make it potentially an important body in the planning
education in Nigeria. The federal structure combined with regional autonomy an
the division of responsibility as between the universities and other levels
education seemed likely to keep the commission rather remote from the activiti
of the regional ministries of education; in fact, there did not appear to be an
direct formal channel of communication between the commission and the region
ministries of education. For the sake of over -all planning of education. in eac
region such a, link would seem desirable.

1. Federal Republic of Nigeria, op. cit., pp. 4, 9.rJ,268
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The Federal Office of Statistics ,

This is the main source of ,statistical information in Nigeria, though, hitherto,
educational statistics Were:the responsibility of the,federal Ministry of Education.
However, the Office schedule,of work for the remainder of the current planning
period (i.e., until 007/68) under the heading of education included `development
of the current Dig st of Educational Statistics, surveys of investment in human
resources and of the output of different levels and types of education, and the
collection of statistics on educational, financing. It was not clear whether these

4
tasks would be performed by the Office or by the federal Ministry of Education.

The Office arsncollects other data relevant tc educational planning, such as in
employment surveys, and intended to make sample surveys of the labour force
which would include questions on literacy and level of education. Lastly, the
Off ee is responsible for the collection of demographic data, which has meant
principally the most recent census. Processing of the census data will takeseveral
years and should result in basic information for use in regional,eaucational planning.

Of the agencies discussed above, the NationarManpower Board and the National
Universities Commission seemed the most important, both actually and potentially,
for educational planning in particular, because they represented sources of infor-
mation and expertise which cobld be utilized by the regional governments. There
were 'definite signs that this was beginning to happen. But when considering
whether it would be possible to devise better federal,machinery for educational
planning on a national leirel, one should bear in mind the delicate andcomplicated
balance of power as,between federal and regional governments and the suspicion
with which the latter looked upon initiatives of the former. It is for these reasons
that edUcatiOnal planning in Nigeria was a reality on thy. regional rather than the
federal level, and must be considered in nore detail in this context.

r
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3 The planning process
in the -regions of Nigeria

e

, .
Before analysing the planning process with- its, stages as it has.been carries
out in The different regions of Nigeria, it will be useful to define clearly the meanini
of certain terms and the nature of the planning proCess itself. It is only agains
such a conceptual bacicground that the, unfolding of a specific planning proses
can be properly analysed, and possibly this conception may be of interest to othe
analysts of experiences of planning.

The nature of the "planning Process

The planning process entails action on a number of levels, corresponding to Oa
are usually ca:led 'project', 'programme', and 'plan'. The meaning of these ierm
is indicated by the title of a chapter in a United Nations publication: `Integration
of a Programme of Projects into an Investment Plan'.' Accordingly, a projec
can be defined as 'the smallest unit of investment activity to be considered in the
course of programming', a programme as 'a co-ordinated set of projects' ;2 anc
a plan as a co-ordinated set of programmes. The term 'co-ordinated' is importan
for; without co- ordination, a set of projects does not make up a programme no
a set of programmes a plan. In the context of an educational plan, a programme
might be the expansion of enrolments in secondary education, and the relevan
set of projects would then include such its as theprovision of new or the extensior
of existing secondary schools, the pkovision of secondary school, teachers, etc.

The planning process can be divided into several stages. In,the :first place, the
tv planners, before beginning, the.task of prIparing a plan, must be given directives

about its aims These can only be set bythe highest political authctity in accordance

1. United Nations (ECAFE), Programming Techniques for Economic Develop:nen:, Bangkok,
1960, Salcs,no. 60.1I.F.3, ch. IV.

2. Ibid., p. 33,. .
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with its general policies in the political, economic and social fields. The issuing
of directives is then the first stage.

The second stage consists in the preparation of the plan /by the planning
agency, in accordance not only withithe over-all aims as set out by the government's
directives, bat also with the amount of resources available to fulfil objectives
consistent with these aims. If the resources are not sufficient, the objectives have
to be scaled down accordingly.

This leads the third stage, the approval of the, plan by the government or
another body:. such as a planning council or the relevant ministry, specially
entrusted by the government with this task. The plan thus approved goes into
its fourth stage, that of implementation, which is followed by the fifth and final
stage, the review of progress achieved in the fulfilment of the targets of the plan.

At the first glance, these five stages appear as consecutive ones. However, as
soon as they are examined in detail, it becomd clear that the sequence in terms of
timing is much 'more. complex than this. It is suggested that this sequence depends
to a laige extent on the nature of the governmental and administrative structure.
within which the planning process is carried out and in particular on the freedom
of action enjoyed by the planning agency.

In thii context we can examine more closely the second stage following upon,
the iss, 'ng of directivesthe preparation of the draft plan for approval. Such a
draft may be simply a setting-out of the major targets of the plan,.or it may be
a very detailed exposition of the constituent programmes and projects required.
The point here is that approval of the draft plan may relate only to the broad
outlines of theslan and may be given before the detailed proposals have been
worked out, the latter being left to the responsibility of,the planning agency or
even of.some lower,authorities. In otheri,viords, instead of saying that approval
follows preparation, we are justified in saying that preparation must begin, but
need not be completed, before approval. It follows that the implementation of the
plan may also begin before the detailed' preparation of it has been completed.
Some projects, for instance, may be timed for the latterpart of the plan period,
and their detailed preparation can-be left until earlier and more urgent projects
have been completed. Similarly, the review of the progress of,the plan need not
await the completion, of the implementation stage; in fact, it should begin in the

5

course of it. -
The conclusionis that, while the beginning of each stage may be expected to

precede the beginning of the next stage, no stage need be completed before the
next one starts. Thus several stages maybe running concurrently, and the planning
process may be represented graphically by Figure 2 (page 272).

In a planning process there is theoretically a distinction between planning and
policy;-the planner proposes, the policy-maker disposes. But in practice it is not
always possible to make a clear distinction between the two. To'the extent that
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Figure 2. The stages of the planting process

the planning agency has freedom of action, it can formulate policies in deta
e.g., when the approval of the political authority is limited to the broad outlin'
of the plan br programmes, while the working-out of projects is.left the plannig
agency We suggested before that a key factor governing the disposition throug
time of the stages of the planning process is the structure of authority surroundir
the planning agency. This now becomes clearer, e.g., to the extent that responsibilil
for approval of the plan and its contents, is concentrated at a level above-that
the agency so the latter must complete preparation of the plate before approve
takes place. Dissatisfaction on the part of the approval body with the jnith
Proposals of the planners nKfiresUlt in their return for reformulation an
resubmission. Similarly the extent to which preparation of all the details of Oa
plan is concentrated in the planning agency is likely to determine, at least to sour
extent, how far preparation work is copleted before implementation begin
Also the nature of the link between the educational planners and the higher
government authorities may help to determine how far the planners feel able t
begin work on prepa:ing a plan before they receive the government's directive!

Naturally in a country which embarks on its first plan, the apparatus fc
planning has to be created, and here the biggel problem is the lack of resource
for planning, especially of personnel and infoWnation. The former may initiall
be overcome by importing foreign experts, who should !train local replacement!
But then the 'changeover to local staff creates a discontinuity in the plannin
process, particularly in the initial period. In any event,a priority task.of an,
planning personnel is the creation of machinery and procedures for the collectio:
and processing of the necessary data for planning. .

Another difficulty arises from the lack of familiarity with planning among
those at the political level who are charged with issuing directives and approving
proposals In issuing their directives, they may make unrealistic or even conflicting
demands on the planners, and in approvingor rejectingproposals, they m_ i.,
use wrong criteria for evaluating their.
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The inter-ministerial linkages demanded by educational planning are also a
potentiatsou rce of failure in an initial educational planning exerdise.' The education
ministry needs clde contact with ministries such as finance, public works, local
,governments, labour, and economic development in planning a comprehensive

' development of education in relation to national development. It is essential to
establish Aith tale relevant officials in other ministries the implications of the plan
in the- areas of their competence,, P nd to make sure that they make allowances in
their own work accbrdin8iy. inisiseasy to state, it may lie less easy to carry out
in a framework of government not adapted to such consultations.

;When planning begins, ojficials have to adjust- to the,_ idea of working with
_programmes which may run throughout the planning period, instead of having
their operations dominated by an annual expenditure budget. This, adjustment is
not easy, especially in the case of the ministry of finance, whose revenue-colletting
activities inyarticular are organized on an annual basis. The order of priorities

ifor the fulfilment of planning objectives, in education as in any other activity of
government, does not accord with the criteria for,support of projects used bythe
miniatry.of finance working with annual budgets. In Eastern Nigeria in 1965 these
were stated to be (a) the revenue- producing potential of projects, (b) the availability
of foreign aid to support lo'Cai financing, and (c) the need to preserve a balance
between, capital and recurrent expenditure' to maintain on-going projects before
initiating new ones. The implications for government financial operations of the
adoption of planning as a technique of governing are a relatively geglected topic,
sive satisfactory implementation of a plan on schedule requires long-term financial
commitments, presented in the, form of programme budgets, which go beyond
the hdrizon provided by a framework of annual budgets.

But perhaps The biggest hurdle to oNercome is in the implementation of the
plan, because it presupposes the existence not only of an efficient central machinery,
but also of .a system of local administration capable both of carrying out
instructions from above and of reporting back to the centre on the progress
achieved. For the purposes of educational planning, an efficient inspection service
is essential to success. Thus in the following pages we shall deal at some length
with the local 'administrathe. arrangements for educational inspection..

It now remains to consider, against the background of the conceptual
`framework sketched above, the ways iri which the five !-tages of educational
planning were carried out in the four regions of Nigeria.

.

1.Ste Raymond Vernon, 'Comprehensive Modelbuilding in the Planning Process. the Case of
the Las-develoved Economies', Economoc Journal, Lond(,n, March 1966, pp. 57-69, and
the references therein, for further discussiun of this and Associated points.
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Directives for planning

This first stage of planning is the one which so far has received least considerati
in 'Nigeria, and itbou which very little information is available. The pblitici
are the people most coticerned at this stage of the planning process. Indee
recent commentator' has stated, with reference to West Africa as a whole,
`it is no longer possible, as in the colonial days, for senior civil servants to
largely on their own initiative. They no longer formulate government polici
but, rather, provide policy advice and implement policy decisions made by
political leadership. Indeed civil servants in West Africa have often found
difficult to perform even these function's. Politicians in most of these sea
frequently make important policy decisions, without the advice of their ci
servants; Moreover, political leaders and i.irty officials interfere to an excessi
degree in even the detailed implementation of government policies
programmes'. What leads politicians to advocate certain broad edusiiional ai
as national or party educational policies ? What influence., the educational thinki
of political leaders responsible for initiating the development of new nations?

These questions are not easily answered. Recent educationalplanning in, Nige
has taken place Within the frame(vork of the federal and regional components
the National Development Plan 1962-68, and directives for planning derived fro
several sources of power and opinion, in particular regional ministries a
boards of education and various independent commissions appointed to nevi
the educationa' "systew. and make recommendations with a view to its furth
development.

Each regional ministry of education had an advisory board of educatio
composed of representatives of the ministry, the local education authorities, t
voluntary agenbies; private institutions and teachers' organizations. The board
the Northern Region included in addition members of parliament and represe
tatives of the university and of Islamic learning. The role of the boards was
make recommendations to the Minister of Education on policy matters refe
to them. But discussidn with various ministry officials suggested that, except i
the North, the boards did not have a significant influence in originating policie

A far ,greater influence on the formulation of policies was exerted by t
report's and recommendations of a number of specially appointed commissions

1. Richard L. Harris, 'The Role of the Civil Servant in West Africa, Public AdministratioReview, Washington, D.C., December 1965, pp. 308-13. The quotation is from pages 308-2 Federal Ministry of Education, Nigeria, Investment in Education, The Report of the Commiisio
on Post-School Certificate and Higher Education In Nigeria, Lagos, Federal Governme
Printer, 1960 (The 'Ashby Report'). Ministry of Education, Eastern Nigeria, Report on th
Review of the Educational System in Eastern Nigeria, Enugu, Government Printer, 1962 (Th'Dike Report'). Report of the Conference on the Review of the RducationSystem in EasterNigeria, Enugu, Government Printer, 1964 (The 'Ikoku Report). Government of Weste
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Of these, the most eitnificant was the report of the Ashby Commission which
provided the basis for the expansion of primary education in Northern Nigeria,
the impetus to create the National Manpower Board and the National Universities
Commission, a first analysis crf Nigeria's future requirements for qualified
manpower, and an imptilse for the expansion o f Sixth forms, science teaching,
technical education and advanced teacher training, and also focused attention on
the utilization of foreign aid for educational development. The Oldman Report
in Northern Nigeria, the ough its recommendations with regard to the development
of educational inspection services, amendments of the education law and, above
all, the proposal setting up local education authorities, provided much of the
foundation for subsequent educational planning in the region. In Eastern Nigeria,
the Dike Report foreshadowed the emphasis in the region's programme on the
expansion of secondary education, particularly with regatd to science, on the
rationalization of teacher-training facilities, and on the development of technical
and vocational education in line withAanpowei needs. In the Western ,Region,
the Banjo Report led to steps to imprpve the structure of the Ministry of Education
and of local administration, and to certain modifications in the system of secondary
modern schools, though it would seem to have had fewer practical results than the
other reports, perhaps owing to the political and economic difficulties experienced
by the Western Region. It is interesting also that this Report contained a section'
on the significanfe of 'the Ashhy Report for the West.

All these reports had influence not only on the ministers of education who
were responsible' for inaugurating them, but on governments in general, and they
Were -apotent factor in the formulation of directives for educational policies.
This was no doubt connected with the eminence of the people who sat on the
commissions and with their first -hand experience 'of conditions in Nigeria or
elsewhere in Africa.

It is much-more difficult to assess, the relative influence of the various ministries
concerned in the formulation of educational policies, particularly the ministry of
education and the ministry of' economic planing in each region. According to
an expert who participated in, the process Eastern Nigeria,' the- executive
Ministries there each enjoyed considerable freedom of action in the initial proposal
of projects. This suggests that the main responsibility for directives for educational
planning rested with the Ministry of Education. However, the contents of the plan
were influenced at a later stage, that of approval, by other regional ministries,

Nigeria, &port of the Commission Appointed 7eview the Educational System of Western
Nigeria, lbadan, Government Printer, 1961 (. 'Banjo Report). Northern Nigeria, The
Administration of Primary Education, Kaduna, Government Printer, 1961, ('The Oldman
Report').

1. Chapter III.
2. Frank J. Moorc, 'DevelopMent Planning in Eastern Nigeria', Journal of Local Administration

Overseas, London, Juli 1964, pp. 13644.
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particularly the Ministry of Economic Planning, within the framework of inte
ministerial committees. In addition the Ministry of 'Economic Planning initial
had th assistance of the federal Joint Planning Committee in establishing poh
guidelines for the subsequent approval Of regional ministerial proposal
A somewhat similar situation appears to have prevailed in the North.

it seems, less likely that this independence of the executive ministries wit
regard to planning could be maintained in the future, since the planning orga
were established more or less simultaneously with the initiation of the p'csent pla
and hence hat! no time to assert independent lines of action.

Preparation of plans

4n the case of Nigeria, it is not possible to'speak st:aightforwardly of the prepaiatio
of educational plans, since there were no specifk,,.' educational plans[ no
except in Northern Nigeria, educational plarining uth,s, before 1965. Thus th
second stage of planning was limited ti) the preparation of programmes
educational projects in the context of the National Development Plan by sent
civil servants in regional ministries of education. There was, however, an earl
instance, of the preparation 'Id a partial planthe plan to introduce univers
'free primary education in Western Nigeriaand we shall consider this brief!
before discussing the preparation of the educational programmes in the curre
National Development Plan.

The preparation of universal free primary education
in Western Nigeria

This provides an instance of planning where the govern rent gave a lead an
invoked local assistance to facilitate expansion of an educational system wher
many facilities were to be prO%'ded from sources other than the government
though with significant goNer`r.a.ent financing. The preparation of the programm
began in 1952, nearly three years before it was to come into effect. However,
'started without thi'most fundamental prerequisites for,planningeven the bast.population data were lacking, as were personnel with previous expenence o
similar worICTrial and error was the rule rather than the exceptiori, and it too
newly a year to evoke a consolidated qUestionnaire for the gathering of th
necessary statistical informat;on. The work of gathering this intormation and thei
planning the development of facilities to operate the new policy devolved, partly

I For the meanings attached to the terms 'plan', 'programme', and 'project', the reader i
referred to p. 270 of the present studs,.
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on the verjsmall stafftif the Ministry of Education and, partly, on the educational
officers responsible for the eight provinces then constituting the Western Region.
They in turn established a series of district planning committees, usually corres-
ponding to a district council, area and, set up by the existing local education
committees.' The planning committees were composed of.local people, including
chiefs, councillors, teachers, missionaries and traders, one of them acting as
chairman. Each committee 'had as secretary a government visiting teacher
(G VT), roughly equivalent to an area inspector of educ.ation, who usually acted
as secretary to several committees in addition to his normal duties. The GVTs
forined the lowest echelon of the planning staff, expounding and enforcing
government policy in their committees. They were kept informed of government
policy by meahs of circulars and regular meetings with the provincial officers,
whg acted as Lhe link between the ministry and the district planiOng committees.

A major task for this machinery was the registration Of, all children who
would be 6 years old in January 1955, the potential first intake of the programme,
and a survey 'of available class-room accommodation. This was undertaken in
July 1954 by the district planning committees, operating through Jieadmasters.
But, in the absence of a system of registration of births, it was found that the
number of 6-year-old children in January 1955' greatly exceeded the number
derived from the 1952 census which had formed the basis for initial planning.
In consequence, the numbers of class-rooms and teachers initially proposed were
found to be inadequate, particularly in the towns, where the discrepancy was
greatest and where it was most difficult to find sites for additional schools, and
a considerable late effort was necessary to accommodate all the children.

It must be added that the GVTs, who were the key men at the local lefel in
the preparation of the plans, had many other duties unconnected with this task,
that communications between the regional capital and the local centres were slow
and irregular, and that the inexperience of the ministerial planning staff often

I! resulted in imprecise or inadequate instructions to GVTs which needed
subsequent correction. Hence the considerable delays in the process of gathering .

information.
On the basis of the information, the G" :s drew up plans for approval by

their district planning, committees and subsequent submission to the provincial
officer and the ministry. After the ministry's approval, work began on the expansion
of existing schools or the buildings of new ones by the proprietors, i.e., local
authorities and voluntary agencies, aided by a government grant of £200 per
class-room. The GVTs had the additional task of reporting progress to the
ministry.

I. For an account -of the work,from the point uf view of a provincial official, sce R.E. Crookall,
'Universal Education in Western Nigeria', Overseas Education, London, April 1958, pp. 3-11.
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Simultaneously, the Ministry of Education had to. ensure the availability
the necessary resources, which meant in practice organizing the training of t
additional teachers needed and finding the necessary finance. Capital expendi
was financed by means of grants from the reserves of the Cocoa Marketi
Board, and the additional recurrent expenditure mainly from supplemen
indirect taxes, again largely on Cocoa. But owing to the instability of coc
prices on the world markets, this proved a source of built-in weakness. Wh
prices fell the ability of the Western Region to support the recurrent financi
burden was seriously impaired but, because of the legal commitment to -t.ovi
universal free primary education, this limited the capacity to provide other service

The greatest mishap was the discovery, a few months before the scheme w
due to be put into effect, that the number of children registering for inclusion, an
hence the requirements for class-rooms and teachers, were much higher tha
expected, thus impairing the effectiveness of the arrangements made in advan
to train extra teachers. Thus when the scheme became, operationalin January 195
there were only just over 4,000 trained and ,certificated teachers as against 26,
entrained or partly trained,' and even by 1958 less than one-third of the prim
school teachers were classified as trained.' Because of the initial failure to discov
far enough in advance the scale of the requirement for teachers there was a
impairment of the subsequent quality of primary education in Western N,igeri
which perhaps partly accounted for high rates of wastage, in turn lessening th
effectiveness of a large segment of government expenditure. This 'traces bac
ultimately to the unpreparedness of government personnel for undertaking suc
an exercise, which in turn highlights the crucial importance in a planning exercis
of having some trained personnel available.

The preparation of educhtional programmes within
the National Development Plan.1962-68

.
It should be said at the outset that in studying even the recent history of plannin
in Nigeria the main difficulty is lack of first-hand information, which is the resul
of the mobility "of the personnel involved. Nigerianization has resulted .in :h
replacement of most of the expatriate staff, and the Nigerian replacement
th -.-selves have moved rapidly between posts to meet the most pressing shortages
or have gone abroad for further training. Thus the occupants of the relevan
posts in 1965 were usplly not the people', who prepared the educational proposal.
for the National Development Plan in 1962,. and hence it is-ass easy to evaluat

1.0'6 nnell:op. cit., p. 119.
2. J E. Arictoro, 'Universal Primary Education and the Teacher Suppl, Problem in Nigeria'

Comparative Education. 0,xford, June 1966, p. 210.
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this work as an instance of the preparation stage of an educational planning
exercise.

As indicated above, the recommendations of the various ad hoc commissions
have been reflected in planning proposals in all regions. In Northern Nigeria,
the Ashby ten-year targets for primary, secondary and higher education led to
the White Paper on Education Development, and were then staled down to the

,six -year period of the development plan. In Eastern Nigeria, the educational
proposals of the plan,. with their emphasis on technical education, were also
based on the Ashby recommendations, though it is not clear how the figures for
Nigeria as a whole 'iven in the Ashby Report were translated in terms of Easterh
Nigeria's needs. .

Each region's educational proposals were set out in the National Development
Plan, together with the annual allocations for expenditure over the planning
period. But it was not made clear how these figures 'were arrived at, though it
would seem that the initial financial allocation acted as a ceiling on the scale of
the proposals. The choice of projects'in each region appears to have been made
by the respective ministries of education through their senior civil servants, though
the ministries of economic planning have formally the responsibility for the
preparation of the plan in each region. But in the case of Eastern.Nigeria, the
Ministry of Education, and the executive ministries in general, were encouraged
to submit proposals of their own to the Ministry of Economic Planning, partly
because the latter was short of competent staff, and partly to encourage smooth
co-operation between the ministries concerned.' Similarly, in the North, a newly
established Ministry of .Economic Planning had little control over proposals
submitted by the Ministry of Education. In the West, there seems to have been
inadequate project analysis by ministries, reflecting a lack of qualified personnel.2

If all these steps appear as very limited exercises in educational planning, they
should be viewed in the light of the considerable difficulties and obstacles which
they faced in the different regions. Among these we discuss below in greater detail
the opposition of some influential interests to the idea of government control over
education, the lack of statistical data, the lack of information on educational
costs, and the extreme shortage of qualified personnel.

To take the firsfof these obstacles,, some important interests in the Nigerian
educational community were unwilling to consider the idea of government control
over education being extended beyond the traditional role of setting standards to
be observed by the proprietors of schools. Thus in Eastern Nigeria the Dike
Report stated' 4... the Cathplie mission which owns and controls a little less than

-
1. Moore, op. cit., p. 138.
2. Western Nigeria Development Plan 1962-68, First Progress Report,_tbadaa, Government

Printer, 1964, pp. 2-5. , 0

3. Dike Report, op. cit.,pp. 44-45. '
, . .,,

r
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50 per cent of the schools in the region and which ,receil4ed well over Ll milli
last year from the state Id run these chools, is opposed to state education'.
reportwent on to support.this forthright statement with quotations from Catho
publications The tenor of these was that datholie opinion was opposed, to.a
scheme of rationalization of facilities for primary education, even where th
were wastefully duplicated by various voluntary agencies, on the ground that
might resul(in some Catholic children not having easy access to Cat6olic schoo
Similarly it was not felt that the provision of religious education in ,a system'
state schools was an adequate substitute for existing Catholic education faciliti
Again the IkokU Report stated there has been a culpable lack of co- ordinal
planning. Governmefit has been content to demand the minimum requirements f
efficiency while giving the 'agencies a blank cheque for educationaI expansio
and 4 . no one will question the right of Government ... to plan a national syste
of education within the capacity of the national economy to bear'. The rep
went on to call for the amalgamation of uneconomic school units. However t
Catholic education secretary, who was a member of the .Ikoku Commission, f
obliged to disiociate himself from adherence to these statements, singling out t
proposed school amalgamationpolicy as open to objection.2 In sucha climate
opinion meaningful educational planning was difficult to contemplate.

In' parts of the North, there has been very little enthusiasm for any but Mosle
education, and the main problem consisted in getting the children into the school
In view of the large measure of authority exercised by' ocal rulers in this regiont
was necessary to encourage these faders to support educational developmen
This was done by establishing a network of local education authorities, eac
serviced by a specially trained education officer, in which local dignitaries lleca
n*mbers. The PreparatiOn stage of educational planning in the North,Was th

'concentrated on the forMulation of local plans at the local level by the educatio
officers, naturally subject to the supervision of the Ministry of Educatio
planning unit.

Another major obstacle to the prepa ation of plans was the lack Or stitistic-
informatiob In fact, one of the reasons developing Weal planning machiner
in the North Was to aid the' collection and transmission of local statistic
information The North has possibly the most useful collection of published dat
for educational 'planning, though of limited duration. Since 1961, it has bee
publishing an annual volume entitled, School Statistics of Northern Nigeria, late
changed to Classes, Enrolments and Teachers in the Schools of Northern Nigeria
and there was an intention to publish separate data on educational expenditures
However, there was inadequate information on the stock of buildings an'.

1.1kokiNeport,,op. cit., p. 2.
2. Ibid., appendix G.
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equipment, or the additions to that stock, and, above all no information on the
size of the population. This last question became, a matter of political dispute, and
lack of information on this subject constituted a major obstacle to educational
planning. -

In Eastern Nigeria there was also a -lack of demographic information, and, in
addition, the region had nothing to compare with the staff and organization card
of the North, which had to be completed annually by each primary school
headmaster provide data on teachers, buildings, enrolments, attendance and
school leavers: Instead, the East made use of the grant-in-aid applications to
gather data on the numbers, salaries and qualifications of teachers and dile number
ofpupils in each clas. Some effort was being made to collect other data, but their
processing had been very slow. The only regular publication containing statistics
-was.the Annual Report of the Ministry of Education, which appealed with a delay
of two to three years.

In Western Nigeria the machinery for the collection of statistics was-zentralized
in the statistical division of the Ministry of Economic Planning and Community
Development. Its publicatiops included an Annual Abstract of Education Statistics.
This contained data on numbers, types andproprietorship of educational institutions,
on enrolments, numbers and qualifications of teachers,:butvery little on expends-

. tures for edudation The main means for the collectionof data were questionnaires
seddirectly- to schools, but the rate of response was not known. The arrangements
for the collection of statistics were to be changed in 1965, with indiN idual ministries
taking over responsibility for the coll Lion and dissemination of statistics in
their respective fields. Thus, a new plant:), g and research section within the
Ministry of Education, headed by a curricul m, planning and research officer,
was to .be responsible 'for educational,'statistics.

The regions. had vary;ng adminis' give arrangements within their ministries
of education for the collection and pr essing of statistics. That for the West' has
been mentioned above. In the East, t is task was perfoimed by the statistics
section in the Ministry ..f Education which, in May 1965, had one US -AID expert)aretwo

Nigerian assistants under training. In-the North, it was carried gut by-the-
statistics stdion in the planning dvision of the Itnistry of Education, run by a
Nigerian trained by a US-AID expert.

Apart from the uncei tainty with regard to demographic data, the inadequate
information on educational costs was frequently stated by officials to be a.major,
obstacle to the preparation of educational plans in Nigeria. It also contributed to
the difficult relations between ministries of finance,and ministries responsible for,
planning It was difficult to predict with any certainty how much finance would,be'
available for the period of the National Development Plan, for several reasons.
Fore;gn aid, which' had been assumed to cover 50 per cent of the capital
expenditure of the plan, amounted in fact to only 12.3 per cent during the first
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two years, or 20.9 per cent if the value,of technical assistance is included.' In f
the position, was even less satisfactory than is suggested by these figures, si
donors often offered ,aidfor projects which were not in line with the prioriti
the plan. Another source of finance, the government receipts from export earni
can vary considerably in accordance with trends on the world's markets,
international prices,in fact declined in recent years. The amount of governm
revenue was therefore uncertain, and this made it difficult for ministries of fina
to guarantee advance support ,of projecti in the plan.

But the costing of the projects by the ministries of education was also ins
ciently detailed. Their demands on the ministries of finance tended to
`open - ended'', "as,, for instance, the Eastern Region's project called 'Ashby Rep
recommendations not elsewhere specified' which accounted for half of the regio
projected capital expenditure on education under the plan and for well o
80 per cent of recurrent expenditure; the plan simply stated that detailed rec
mendations and their cost would be worked out in the course of the plan perio
Conversely the finance ministryythen lacked criteria for allocating money betw,
the projects of different executive ;ministries. This not only forces a ministry
finance to use some rule of thumb in allocating avaiLble finance between
various executive, ministries, but can also delay foreign aid to education, beta
donors are often unwilling to commit funds without having detailed informat
on the projects for which these funds are going-to-be used.

Thus the figures set down in the plan for expenditure -for educational proj
should be considered tentative in the extreme. No doubt, planners fin
difficult to prepare,projects when there is so much uncertainty about the possibi
of financing them, but neither can ministries of finance find it easy to alloc
funds to projects whose. costing and phasing are inadequate.

All or most of these difficulties and obstacles in preparing plans were due
the last resort to one primary causethe lack of qualified personnel, qualifi
that is, for planning education. In most cases, the officials who carried out
work had had extensive experience as inspectors or principals of educatip
institutions, but no experience of planning, of relating the components of an edu
tional system together in terms of timing and of stocks and flows, whether
finance, teachers, pupils or class-room accommodation. The question arises
not only in Nigeria, whether educators who have been primarily concerned
administering the standards of an educational system can be. expected to c
successfully with the problems involved in planning both quantitative
qualitative ecLeational development, or whether a better, solution, where
possible, would be to entrust such tasks to personnel specifically trained for t

N

I. Federal Reptibleritigepa, National Development Plan, Progress Report 1964, Lagos, Fed
Ministry of Economic Development, 1965, p. 34,

2. Federation of Nigeria, op. cit., p: 248.
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'purpose and working in close conjunction with the existing experienced educators.
In considering the various regions, no mention was made of the Mid-West.

'This region was established only in 1963 and subsequently produced a development
plan for the period 1964-68. As far as educational development is concerned, the".
preparation was rather different from that of the programmes discussed above.
An important role was played by the National Manpower Board, which undertook
a survey to discover the manpower implications of the proposals for development.
In the light of the findings of the manpower board and in view of the regioa's
very liMited financial resources and almost complete absence of statistical
information,,it was decided to lay the emphasis on cpialitative improvements of
the 'existing educational structure ,so as to ensure the essential manpower
requirements provided for in the plan. This was to be achieved by extending
government-owned educational institutions to every part of the region so that
they should act as models for private institutions, many of which left much to
be desired. The projects bore mainly on the improvement and expansion of facilities
for scientific, technical and vocational education in line with manpower needs.
Indeed, it may be said that, within the limits of its financial possibilities, the
Mid-West plan laid a stronger emphasis on education as a prerequisite for
economic development than any of the other regions, with particular stress on
the quality of education as distinci from mere quantitatiye expansion.

As can be seen, the main obstacle to the preparation of plans in Nigeria was
the lack of statistical information. The situation has perhaps best been summed up
by Moore, and his statement with reference to the Eastern Nigeria plan for 1962-68
can be extended to the rest of the National Development Plan.

`It is well to think of the plan as published as a satisfactory first approximation
an outline of suggested solutions to roughly defined problemswhich will
4e refined by stages and over time, as more facts become available and as
experience is gained on the job of working along the directions set by the plan.'

Approval of plans

When considering the third stage of planning, it may be asked whether this stage
begins when the planners initially submit a set of proposals for approval and
continues until a final set of prO-Posafs has received political approval and been
embodied in legislation; or whether the approval stage should be confined to the
final act of acceptance and legislative sanction, the submission of successive drafts
and the ensuing discussions between planners and authorities being treated as

part of the preparation of plans. According to our concept of the plannipg process
as a series of successive but overlapping, stages, it is clear that the approval stage

1. Moore, op. cit., p. 144.

ev-4.14'
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begins with the initial submission of propos-als and continues until the fi
proposal's receise appro al and legislathe sanction. Equally, the preparation st
does not stop when the approval stage begins; the two continue toget
preparation ceasing only when a set of proposals is accepted by the govcrnm
It. is on this basis that we shall consider the rather similar methods used for
approval of both the federal and regional programmes contained in the Nati
Development Plan.

The arrangements at the federal level have already been mentioned previo
in connexion with the federal contribution to educational planning, but we s
refer to them in-so far as they affect regional arrangements.

In the Eastern Region, the first step in.the.approval stage, was the considerat
of the projects b) the Standing Working Party, a group of officials from
Ministries of Econontic Planning, Finance, Works, Comrrierce, Agriculture,
the premier's office, with officials of other ministries as and when their proj
were under discussion. Within this group, the Ministry ofEconomic Planning
an advisory and co-ordinating role. The recommendations of the Standing Work
Party were, then transmitted to the Economic Committee of the governm
composed of the ministers of the Cabinet, the permanent secretaries for fina
and economic planning, and a representative of the Eastern Nigeria Developm
Corporation. This committee in turn made its recommendations to the Execu
Council, the final arbiter. If at this stage there was still disagreement between

'executive ministry, such as the Ministry of Education, and the Ministries of Fina
and of Economic,Planning, each submitted its views separately. Initially, the b
criterion for the evaluation of a project was the general mailability of finan
resources, followed by criteria of feasibility. This approach was adopted, par
because of lack of personnel qualified to appraize projects. But, as already no
earlier, such an approach makes it difficult to allocate financial resources t
project whose costs have not been-letermined, and constitutes a serious obst
to successful planning.

The Western Region machinery was similar to that of the East for the appro
of plans. But in the North, the machinery centred on the Regional Plann
Committee, the members of which .,ire the ministers of economic planning
of finance, their permanent secretaries, and the premiees secretary. The meeti
of this committee were also attended by the officialusually the perman
secretary of the execujie ministry whose projects were under discussion.

The important element in the Northern Nigeria Ministry of Economic Plann
was the Economic Planning Wait, whose responsibility was to indicate .to
committee the policy implications of the proposed projects. In addition, it
to approve any changes in the nature or cost of the pr4jects approved for inclus
in the plan. There was an intention to expand this unit by creating a proj
evaluation team, probably staffed by an engineer, an economist, and a finan
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expert, which would work priindtily on the evaluation of projects fcr the next
plan, but also on some ciiry-over projects, steadying their relation to thepriorities
of the plan and their tecurrent cost implications. This team was expected to
co-operate closely with the Ministry of Finance, making recommendations to the
latter on both capital and recurrent expenditures. It would seem then that the
executive ministries"; such as the Ministry ,of Education, could not have as much
freedom in submitting proposals for any future plan' as they probably had in the
case of the current plan. With such development of central planning machinery,
the Ministries of Finance and of Economic Plairing seemed to be disposed to
assume a much more ,active.role.in the planning process.

The Mid-West Region, possibly benefiting from the experience of the other
regions, paid special attention to the educational projects in its development plan
with a view to minimizing the huge burden of recurrent expenditure carried by
"the Eastern and Western Regions. The educational projects were first formulated
by the Ministry of Education, in consultation with the Ministry of Local
Government, and then commented upon by the Ministry of Economic Develop-
ment in the light of plan priorities and of the availability of resources. However,
the key body in the formulation of the plan, the Economic Planning Committee,
felt that too much was being proposed for education and, accordingly, an ad hoc
working party on Government Expenditure on Education was established to
consider ways of pruning the proposals and establishing an order of priorities.
The working party comprised the secretary and-under-secretary of the premier's
office and the permanent secretaries of the Ministrieg of Education, Finitnue,
Local Government and Economic Development. Its role was to ensure that
educational propos-Ms were in line with he priorities of the development plan.
The final approval was given by the government with the concurrence of the
Economic Planning Committee, most of whose members also had first-hand
experience of education owing to the fact that the teaching profession has
traditionally been the avenue of African, advancement to higher administrative
posts.

The co-ordination of regional and federal planning for the 19.62-68 National
Development Plan took place mainly within the Joint Planning Committee in
Lagos. The regions also had to inform the federal Economic Planning Unit of their
projected programmes so that tRe necessary requirements for foreign exchange,
and finance in general, could be calculated in advance. Conversely, the unit

) advised the regions of likely changes in the distributable part of the federal revenue
which could affect the ability to finance the regional programmes.

The actual and projected developments in the Northern and Mid-West Regions
suggest that efforts were being made to improve the Rachinery for the approval
of educational proposals. Much would depend; however, on the.qualitications of
the personnel involved°, and their capacity to evaluate projects submitted to them
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in the context of the recp irements of the plan. In this connexion Clark coinme
unfavourably with reference to the work at the federal level on the Natio
Development Plan.'

Implementation of plans

In considering the implementation of educatiOnal programmes and projects
Nigeria, we are concerned primarily with the'personnel and procedures involve
The discussion of personnel requires that we take account of the complex struck
of control over education in Nigeria. In our brief discussion earlier of the curs
progress of ithication in Nigeria, we showed the division or proprietorship
schools in each region between government, local authorities and volunt
agencies. From thisjit$ollows that the contacts between government, the vane
proprietors, the network of local educational administration and the schc
inspectors*, are numerous, and hence it is a complicated matter -to elaborate t
precise nat, tre of procedures in the 'implementation stage in 'Nigerian educatio
planning.

'Dv

The Eastern Region

The process of implent,mtation d' :red between primary and secondary leve
and between the three main proprietors, i.e., the voluntary agencies, the la
authorities, and the government. We consider first primary educatiOn.

In the larger voluntary agencies, there was an tlabOrate hierarchy of officio
concerned with education. For example, for the Catholic missions there was
education secretary who acted as liaison between the government and the bishoj
who \were the nominal proprietors. Each bishop had a supervisor of schools f

200 schools in his diocese, and each school had a manager, usually t
th priest, who managed one or sever,a1 schools in the parish. In addition, the
a regional Catholic education committee, composed of one priest and o

layman from each diocese,, the priest being usually the supervisor of schog
This hierarchy may be shown by Figure 3.

Key men were the education secretary end the supervisors of schools, bo
paid by the gover'nment. They advised the bishops and gave instructions to echo
managers, thus acting as two-way channel of communication. In addition, t
education secretary, who acted as liaison between the bishops and the governme
dealt directly-with the principal or senior inspector in the Ministry of Educatit
on educations) matters, and with the chief accountant's office on financi

flp.4
1. Cluk, op. cit., pp. 273-4. Y..r 0
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Figure 3. Eastern Region. organization of a voluntary agency (Catholic schools)

matters. Conversely, ministerial directives concerning the running 'of mission
schools Were transmitted thrcmgh him.

In the local authority ,schoOl system each curlian or comity. council acted as
proprietor Within its area, with its clerk as manager of the schools. The councils
-functioned through their education committees, and the key men who acted as
liaison between the committees and the schools in-der ,their authority and who
transmitted the decisions of the Ministry of Education were the education
assistants. How.Aer, the peculiar feature of this structure was that the education
assistants were responsible not to the Ministry of Education, but to the Ministry
of Local Government. Their task was to supervise the implementation of directives
by the school, while members of the inspectorate, who were employees of the

,Ministry ofT.ducation, had- the task, of checking that such implementation was
in fact being carried out. Such division of :esponsibilities was pregnant with
difficulties Lind, indeed, the Ministry of LOcal Government emphasized the' need
.foredtication assistants to co-operate with the iiispectoratc instead of irying to
assume its duties. However, it would seem difficult to assume responsibility for
the functioning of the schools without appearing to be carryini, out the tasks of`'
the inspectorate.,

Tit 1965 new prin'tary schools could be created only by local authorities, the
Voluntary 'agencies having. been restricted to the establishment of secondary
schools. Howexer, toOal enthusiasm for education was not matchedby the ability
to collect local taxes, and educationa: ,expansion thus often had the result of

,impairing the functioniag Of other local services.' But if this constituted an
argument in favour of the Minisyy of Local Government being directly concerned
with the expansion of primary zducation (its authorization was required for the

HollaNad, 'DoelOpments in Local Government ih Eastern Nigeria', Journal
ofocal Admit:I:matron-Ow teas, London, Jtinuary 00, p. 13 and ff.
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.
,opening of n hods), it is not clear why it rather than the Ministry of EduC4t
should have bee concerned with the daily administration of the schools; e
the .outine' ordering of school, equipittent was done under the authority of
education division of.the Ministry bf Local Government. Hence the situation
which this ministry appeared to play an independent role in the educatio
activities of local authorities does not ..secm very logical. If the educati
assistants had ,been under the control of the Ministry of Education, it would In
been much easier to harmonize their work with that of the inspectorate. This d(
not mean that the Ministry of Local Government would have had no say in st
matters as the expansion of educational facilities by local aulnorities.

The arrangements with regard to government schOols have been ignored abo
since these schools represented a very small segment of the educational syste

At the secondary Joel, the system was administered directly by the Minis
of Education through its headquarters inspectors (the 'professional divisio
i e., the principal and senior inspectors of secondary education tind the inspect(
for science, English, and commercy subjects. The senior inspector of technil
education had the special responsibility of taison with the Ministry of Woi
with regard to the building of government schools. Contact was direct betwe
the inspectors and the proprietors and principals of secondary schools.

The administration of primary education, as it devolved from the ministry
the local level, was carried out mainly by the senior assistant inspectors, w
were deputies to the zonal inspectors. They replaced, in 1964, the senior provinc
education officers who had been in charge of the local administration of educatic
which thus became the responsibility of the inspectorate. The main task of t
senior assistant inspectors was the administration of the grants-in-aid systt
within their area, and in this they were aided by two audit offices, staffed
executive officers, which worked in the field and also audited the accounts
school managers. The senior assistant inspectors were responsible to t
principal and senior inspectors of primary education based in the ministry.

As can be seen from this description, The various 'channels for the impleme
tation of educational decisionswhich reflected the various interests in t
educational systemformed a disjointed structure whiCb was conducive to
loose and limited government control over education, the mechanism was comp]
and tended, therefore, to be ipefficient. Such inefficiency encouraged freque
failures in the implementation of educational decisions.

We now examine in more detail the role of '.he inspectorate in the impleme
tation process, bearing in mind that this was only one of its tasks.

The inspectorate could, be ided into two parts, the headquarters and t"
field staffs, and, broadly speaking, the latter was responsible for primary educatio
while the former dealt with secondary education. The main task of the inspectora
consisted in criticism of malpractices and encouragement of initiative in tl

e)v..
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schools. In the process, checks could be made on the implementation of educational
decisions concerning the expansion and improvement of the educational system.
Thus, sep' from the viewpoint of proprietors and teachers, there were both
positive land negative aspects to the role of thee inspectorate. This needs to be
emphasized because there is a popular image among teachers, and not only in
Nigeria, that the inspector is primarily a restrictive influence on the educational
systein, less an agency of change than a means of discipline. If this emphasis can
be'made clear then, aside from forinal duties, such as the administration of tests-
for teachers, the inspectors can report on the implementation oFboth quantitative
and qualitative improvements of education, and encourage these where they are
lagging, commend the initiatives of energetic teachers,- inspire or even reprimand
the less efficient. Thus, the inspector has a very significant role to gay in the
modernization of an educational system. Because of the local knowledge which
he acquiresthrough systematic visits to the schools, he is also well qualified to
advise the ministerial planners on the relevance of their proposals to,local condi-
tions andio make suggestionsfor appropriate modifications. Table 5 below shows
the distribution of the field inspectors between the different provinces, derived
from Ministry of Education data.

The actual inspection of primary schools was carried out by the inspecting
assistants, who stayed for a period in each district. They were, therefore, the,main
link between the teachets and the authorities. The grade II (junior) assistant would
sually have a, grade '1 teaching certificate and about ten years . of teaching
experience. After some five years of service, he could expect to be promoted to

TABLE 5. Field inspectors in 1964

Province

- Ratio of
Senior a inspectingZonal assistant Assistant Inspecting assistants toinspectors inspectors inspectors assistants primry teachers

Abakalikit I' 3 1:928-Apnangs
1 2 1:1030Calabar2

1 1 1:751Degema3
1Enugu 1 1 1 5 1:751

1:09
Port Harcourt3 1 1 2 3 1:730Ogojat '

1 4
11::720273

Onitsha 1 1 1 6Owerri 1 1 1 7 1:1032Umahia 1 1 2 5Uyo2 1 1 1 4 1:1158538Yenagoa3 ' . r. 1 1:521

I.Tbe zonat inspector in Abakallkl was also responsible for Ogoja province
2. The zonal inspectoi in Uyo was also responsible for Annang and Calabar provinces
3. The zonal inspector in Port Harcourt was also responsible for Degema and )(mason provinces-scititia Ministry of Education, Enugu

4. `'

e."10441.")
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,

grade I, which involved more varied work, such-as conducting grade H teach
tests. But beyond this,. there was no provision for promotion to the rank
assistant inspector.

.
The coverage of primary. schools by :nspecting assistants was considerab

improved but, as the above figures show, there were still significant local variatio
However, the provinces which appear/ to be, well served may be those whe
communications were difficult and, hence, where more personnel were requir
to carry out inspections with comparable frequency.'

All the higher ranks, from assistant inspector upwards, had to be graduat
often with training outside Nigeria, and also had to have experience in one of t
few governmpnt schools ar training colleges. But some of them had liThe teachi
;experience and were quite young.

Thus, the field inspectorate did not offer a unified career pattern. there Va
break,between inspecting assistants ,and the higher ranks. As a result, the field
recruitment to the her ranks was very narrow,' and those 'with most teachi
experience were less li y to be eligible. To jump .the gap an inspecting assists
would have required both a degree and, a period pf employment in ofie of the f
.government. institutions. This .serious curb on the career of the inspect;
assistant's tended to lessen their effectiveness through discouraging the _b
teachers from recruitment. It also meant that they often had to work un
superiors who were less experienced than they werc, a situation that was s
further exacerbated by the minisay's action in some instances of appointing t
less successful government school teachers to positions in the inspectorate in
endeavour to improve thefunctioning of the schools.

It remains to examine further the duties of the senior ranks of the inspectora
The assistant inspector was in charge of inspectiZn of primary schools by t

, inspecting assistants and the senior assistant inspector was concerned w
administration rather than inspection; The highest rank in the field inspector
was the zonal inspector, equivalent to an inspector in the ministry.Apartefr
general administrative duties as the head orthe field inspectorate in an area,
particular task of the zonal inspector was the inspection of secondary educatil
It shou.d be 'noted, however, that unlike the situation at the primary level,
expansion of secondary education had not been matches: by a correspondi
expansion of the inspection machinery: described below.

The principal inspector (secondary) and hi, staff in the ministry arran
inspections of secondary schools With the zonal inspectors. But this proced
was proving lescs and less efficient, because of the increase in the number of scho
and their increasingly diverse locations, the lack of personnel, and their lack
qualifications for the task. The ministry officials brought together an ad hoc to
for the inspection of a particular school. However, in doing this, apart fr
themselves they chose to draw only on the very limited pool of cxperien

, , .
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teachers -in the-government secondary schools, and not on the" far larger number
of equally qualified people mailable from voluntary agency schools. Also the zonal
inspectors frequently lacjced extensive teaching experience, so were not well
qualified to inspect Hence graduate teachers, especially in themajority of voluntary
agency schools, resisted inspection, as bringing to bear the influence of a minority
of the profession, and sometimes a relatively unqualified minority at that. Except
whensacondary schools applied for a grant-in-aid, inspection was not systematic-

4 this is an aspect of the ministry's activities which seemed unplanned, or at least
which had been overtaken by the expansion of the system.

Another important, duty of the zonal inspector was the presentation of an
annual report to the Ministry of Education on the work performed by his.staff,
but it is not known what notice the ministry took or these reports. The zonal
inspector was also responsible for improving the performance of his staff,
particularly with a view to making inspections more rigorous:

At headquarters, the inspectorAte numbered fifteen officials in May 1965, but
their duties embraced much More than inspection. In fact, they -were the main
body of administratorkconCerned professionally with education, carrying a heavy
load of administrative and policy-making functions. The Dike Report criticized
this situation and suggested that the inspectorate should be concerned pitnanly
with Inspection and not with administration.' ,

Tht Northerp Region

,From the point of view of implementation, the most important agency in the
Norther ..egion was the planning division of the Ministry of Education. Its
title suggests that its primary function was the preparation of plans, but in fact
the division was created after 1962 and has, therefore, been involved mainly in
the implementation of the educational proposals of the current development plan,
Figure 4 (page 292) shows the structure of the Ministry ofEducation.

The inspectorate and planning divisionswere those concerned with planning,
the other divisions having mainly 'administrative functions. These two divisions
co-operated closely with each other, and some of the staff of the planning
division came from the inspectorate. The two divisions often produced joint
reports for higher' officials, so that the views of the inspectorate could be said
to-permeate the work of the planners, and vice-versa.

The planning division was headed by a planning and development officer.
tinder him were the statistical and finance officers, and below them three
planning officers concerned respectively with, primary education and the develop-

* 1. Dike Report, op. cit., p. 38.
21:J3
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meht of local education authorities, secondary education and teacher training,
and technical assistance to education.

The officei concerned with primary education'dealt, in particular, with staff
and organizational cards and a Unicef scheme for aid to primary education
in the region. The staff and organization cards were completed annually by all
primary school headmasters and provided data on teachers, buildings, enrolments,
attendance and school leavers. It was on the basis of these ,cards that the local
authority education officers drew up loCal authority educational development
plans, whether -for a new local education authority or within a native authority
development plan (in cases where .a native authority ha,' not yet established a
local education authority), and the officer in the ministry evaluated the plans
arid approved, them or recommended modifications. Because of their close
connexion With local authority plans the cards were the responsibility of the, officer
dealing with primary education and not of the statistics officer. Previously, the
work of this officer was concentrated on the collection of data, but as local.
authority plans became more widely operative, it was increasingly concerned
with the evaluation and apprkal of these plans. he Unicef project consisted
in the allocation of teaching materials, mostly visual aids for teachers, to wirnary
schools throughout the' region.

The officer concerned with secondary education and teacher training, planned
their,buildings and equipment, in the case of government facilities, in co-operation
with the Ministry ,of Works. The preparation of capital requirements for new
projects, and estimates of recurrent expenditure, were made in co-operation With
the division's finance 'officer. The allocation of new facilities at this level was
governed by regional needs and availability of resources rather than local claims.
With regard to technical education, the inspectors concerned advised on manpower
requirements, the planning division 'being concerned only with the provision of
the necessary facilities. For other types of secondary education, estimates of
growth were made by the stastistics officer.

The officer responsible for foreign aid arranged the absorption of Peace Corps
and other expatriates into the teaching Rime and alsu had-to plan requirements for
such personnel. Also, in consultation with the Ministry of Establishmen4 and
Training, he made arrangements for the sending of educational personnel abroad
for.further training,. UP to 1965.the,w ork of-this officer -wits concerned with technical
assistance rather than financial aid, and was, therefore, perhaps more adminis-
trative in character than that of the other members of the planning division.

The work of the statistics officer was discussed previously and requires little
further explanation beyond saying that he was concerned to a greater extent than
any other member of the division with the preparation of future plans as distinct
from the implementation of current plans.

The finance officer dealt with the costing, both capital and recurrent, of
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educational proposals. For this purpose, he co- operated with the Ministn
Local Government in connexion with the grants made by that ministry to 1
authorities, and with the Ministry of'Finance with regard to the resources
to be available for educational expenditure.

The structure of the planning division', with indications of how the wort
all the officials concerned drew on each other, is shown in Figure 5.

In principle, the planning and development officer was involved in both
preparation of future plans and the implementation of current plans. Howe
the latter was by far the most important part of the work of the division, an
was probably for this reason that the staff of the inspectorate division wa.
closely involved in the work of the planning division, though the' inspecto
also had an important role in the preparation of future plans, for it was onwtl
progress reports that subsequent planning would be based.

Apart from the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Local Government
the most closely involved in the implementation of educational plans.. It
Over-all tlesponsibility for the finances of local authorities. Accordingly it authori
them to devote 20 per cent of annual recurrent expenditure to education,
35 per cent of capital expenditure. Given these proportions, education represen
the largest single head of expenditure by local authorities. The ministry
concerned to achieve a surplus on recurrent revenue, in order to establish a rese
to finance capital expenditure. However, this endeavour was not entirely success
apparently because of the inability of many local authorities to collect ti-
revenues, with the result that local authority capital expenditure on education
curtailed below the levels proposed in the 'local authority plans. This in tt
would curtail the implementation of other aspects of these plans.

The Ministry of Education assisted the implementation of both capital
recurrent aspects of local authority plans. It provided a .capital grant of £350
class-rooml and There was also the system of grants-in-aid to cover recurr
costs, in. which teachers' salaries were.the largest item. However, the provision

ell a^ Ir)
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the capital grants prbsupposed thdt the local authority concerned would also make
its contribution, which as mentioned above was frequently the bottle-neck to
implementation.

Local authority plans, which concerned only primary education, had to
accord with the over-all planning objectives of the Ministry of Education, but
required, in addition, the approval of the Ministry of Local Government, since the
latter was the final authority NN ith regard to loc,a1 authority expenditures. Such
arrangements, seemed liable, to constituLe, a potential source of inter-ministerial
conflicts, because the two ministries used different criteria in evaluating educational
proposals.cf.local authorities; the Ministry of Education Viewed such proposals in
the context of educational objectives, the Ministry of Local Gov ernment:in the
light of total expenditure by local authorities.

The possibilities for conflict were likely to geow as more native authorities
se't up local education authorities which produced educational plans indepen-
dently of the native authority development plans (hitherto, the latter contained
a' section relating to education). This was because, under the new system, the
educational plans would be submitted directly to the,Ministry of Education instead
of being ,forwarded through the Ministry of Loyal Gov ernment, but the latter
would still keep the control of the native authorities' financial outlays on
education. Hitherto, inter-ministerial conflicts, had been avoided by means of
frequent informal contacts, but it remained to be seen whether this would continue
to be the case, in view of the apparent shift in ministerial authority over education
ai -the local level.

An example of how this issue, might suddenly come to a head was provided by
the impact of the salary increases awarded to local officials by the Morgan
Commission.' These disrUpted the plans of the local "authorities by absorbing
much of their revenue, and thus called in question the validity of long-term
projectiohs of financial outlays on educational projects. When ,short-term needs
of daily administration come into conflict with long-term needs of planning, the
former are likely to prevail, and then the Ministry of Education's requirements
for the support of a local educational plan over a period of would be
Overridden by the Ministry of Local Government's more immediate requirement
fOr the smooth functioning of local administration.

Although primary education was,an important joint concern with the Ministry
of Local Government, secondary education and teacher training were the direct
and exclusive responsibility of the Ministry of Education, As over ball of the
secondary grammar schools and teacherqraining institutions were run by voluntary
agencies, the relations between the latter and the ministry were an important

1.Nigeiia, Federal Ministry of Informationp,Report of the Commission on the Ream of Wages,
Salary and Conditions of Serbite of the Junior Employees of.the Govezints of the Federation
'and In Private Establishments, 196344, Lagos, 1964.
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factor in the implementation of government policies at the secondary level.
voluntary agencies have not been dealt with in connexion with primary educat
since, under the 1964 Education Law, they were in effect being gradually exclu
from operating primary schools, though retaining specific rights with regar
their religious interests.

The key figures in the relations between the government and the volunt
agencies at the secondary level were the two education secretaries, one of wh
acted for the Catholic agencies, and the Other for the Protestant agenc
Northern Education Advisory .Council, composed of various denominatio
members, each of which had a secretary of its own. The secretaries were paid
the government and acted in a liaison and advisory capacity between the gove
ment and the proprietors, usually the local bishops. Their work exemplified
significance of good personal relations in thel'unctioning of educational plan
in the North; the close contacts established between the two sides were in contr
with the experience of the East.

A voluntary agency wishing to ,open a new secondary school had to get
permiision of the Ministry of Education, and the education law stipulated
'conditirs to be fulfilled before permission wou141 be granted. The ,agency t
went alt. ad with building, and in this context it is interesting that a survey and
taken by the Ministry of Works showed that school-building costs of the agenc
were much 'lower than those of the government. One possible reason for t
would be the willingness of commercial entrepreneurs of a given denominati
to work more cheaply under the auspices of thlt denomination, and another t
community spirit which often pervaded the building of denon,:national scho
and led to the provision of free or cheap labour.

The design requests of the Ministry of Education for new government scho
or extensions to the existing ones went in the first instance to the permane
secretary of the Ministry of Works, who forwarded them to the chief architz
Low-cOst standard designs were available, but projects based on foreign aid Taft
contained stipulations which presented their use. The costing was carried out
the quantity surveyor's section at the Ministry of Works, and the complet
designs were then sent back to the Ministry of Education for approval.

Apart from the Ministries of Education, of Local Government, and of Wor
a number of other ministries were involved, though to a much lesser extent,
the implementation of educational plans, usually with regard to the training
manpower in the field of their operations, e.g., nurses, by, the Ministry of Healt
agricultural assistants 13:,, the Ministry of Agriculture. But-therewas,no establish
Machinery for .co-operation with the Ministry of Education,0 such instance
personal contacts with inspectors of technical and rural education usually ensuri
the necessary linkages, and perhaps Ministry of Education representation
'boards of governors. In many, cases, the scale of requirements 'was so mu
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larger than the financial and physical facilities available that any attempt to relate
the training effort to manpower requirements was meaningless, and the principal
aim was to make the best possible use of such facilities as were available and of
the new ones coining into operation.

As in the other regions, the arrangements for inspection of education were
different for the primary and secondary levels. At the primary level, there was
devolution on a provincial, basis, each provincial inspector having under him a
number of assistant inspectors in relation to the school population and the
territorial distribution of the schools. At the secondary level, inspection was
carried out by the inspectors from the Ministry in Kaduna. Table 6 below shows
the distribution of the inspecting personnel for primary education by provinces,
derived from-the then available figures.

The development plan provided for a provincial inspector and a provincial
education secretary for each province, and Table 6 shows how nearly the
target was achieved in the case of the inspectors. But in the case of assistant
inspectors the picture was very different and, indeed, much worse than the figures
in the table might suggest. In,the first place, the target figures in the table related
to the school population as it was in 1964, whereas primary education was to be

'considerably expanded. S-condly, this expansion would be most concentrated in
the provinces with the lowest current enrolments, i.e., provinces such as Bornu,
Katsina, Sardauna and Sokoto, which had almost reached the target for assistant
inspectors. Hence the target figures must be considered as totally inadequate to

TABLE 6. Northern Nigeria: inspectors for primary education

Province "

Target for
assistant inspectors

Provincial inspectors Assistant inspectors (allowing i for
every 5,000 of the

October April October April school population
1964 1965 1964 1965 in 1964)

Adamawa 1 1 2 3 4
Bauchi 1 ' 2 1 6
Benue 1 3 3 16
Bomu 1

..y. 6 5 4
Ilorin' 1 3 3 9
Kabba 1 1 3 3 11
Kanci 1 1 4 4 8
Katsina 3 ' 3 3
Niger 1 4 3 4
Plateau 1 1 3 3 8
Sardauna 1 1 2 2 -2
Sokoto 1 4 3 4
Zaria 1 1 3 3 8
Kaduna
v

1 1 1 1 2

soma hilnistryof Education, Kaduna
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future needs. Nor is the figure of 5,000 school population per assistantsinspec
a low one in view of the Alan' average size of the schools, their remoteness,
the paucity of transport facilities.

The assistant inspectors were in most cases grade I or .grade II teachers
had had sufficient,teaching experience to become headmasters. In principle e
covered qne of the constituent native authority. areas in a province, but u
to differences in the size of school populations and the areas to be covered t
was not rigidly adhered to. The provincial inspectors were not pormally_gradua
but were expected be better qualified than grade I teacheg.

The inspectorate at the ministry comprised, apart from the chief inspec
and hi deputy, Fenior inspectors and subject inspectors. The former were dis
butch between primary, secondary and technical education, teacher training,
womem's educatiop The special post for women's education, which cut across
other types of education, was felt to be necessary in view of the position of
in a develor Moslem society. The number of subject inspectors for second
education, were responsible for inspection of the region's secondary scho
was liable to fluctuate because of the custom of employing them temporarily
other positions in the ministry whenever the necessity arose. In May 1965 th
were subject inspectors for English, mathematics, chemistry, technical subj
arts and crafts, domestic science, rural science and Arabic studies. The qualificati
required were a degree, a teaching certificate, and extensive teaching experien
most if not all of the posts were occupied by expatriates, and this situation seem
unlikely to change in the near future.

A particularly important aspect of inspection at the secondary level was t
attention paid to the English language, since ability in English largely gove
performance in other subjects. As secondary education facilities expand, it co
be necessary to, devolve inspection duties in this subject to territorial entities
order to ensure a proper coverage. A similar problem could arise with regard
other subjects. The then current arrangements with the centralization of inspecti
at Kaduna-were viable, but with the expansion of secondary education, the num
of subject inspectors would have to be at least doubled, Since a territorial devoluti
would. require at least two teams instead of one to cover the region.

The Northern Region published a handbook for the guidance of inspecto
stressing their twofold role, to act as a channel for the :Iiread of educatio
impiovements and to check on the implementation of por.,:ies. With regard
these functions, it should be noted that although the inspectors were employ
of the regional government, while the key figures in local administration, the lo
education officers, were employees of their local authorities, this did not me
that the government had no control over local education officers. A nati
authority desiring to attain the status of a local education authority was requir
by the education law to send its candidate for the post of education officer f
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training to the educational administration course at Zaria run by the ministry.,
The ministry was thus able to endue that education officers learnt what the
ministry expected them to do, that they acquired the right approach and became,
as it were, the ministry's agent within the local education authority.'

To sum up, it would seem that the North had a more integrated machinery
for implementation than the East, mainly because of the relatively stronger
position of the Northern Ministry of Education. } ,gentially weak aspects of this
implementation machinery were the inspection of primary education and the
possibility of frictions between the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of
Local Government.

The Western Region

Planned educational expansion in this region dates from the commitment to
universal free primary education in 1952, and accordingly there is longer
experience of the implementation of educational planning. Before the introduction
Iof universal free primary education in 1955, school inspections were a rare occur-
renCe, but the need for them became urgent with the great expansion of fa-cilities
and the consequent-rise in the number of *,adeguately trained teachers. However,
the proprietors, who were operating inspection services themselves, objected to
pvernieent control of inspection, and in addition the Ministry of Establishments
woald :tot agree to the necessary expansion of Ministry of Education staff. As
an alternative, the Ministry of Education advanced funds to voluntary agencies to
enable them to recruit school supervisors who would act as inspectors, but the
results were not encouraging and the scheme had to be. curtailed. This inadequacy
of the inspection system was one of the factors contributing to the widespre4
fall in standards after the introduction of universal free primary education.

Thus a failure in implementation was largely due to administrative failures
which, in turn, had their origins in the multiplicity of interests endeavouring to
control the educational system. However, in other respects the regional government
did achieve a degree of competence in educational planning which was not attained
until much later elsewhere in the country. The maintenance of the universal
primary education scheme, at whatever cost, was a considerable planning
achievement, greatly helped by the care taken to achieve co-operation with the
voluntary agencies whenever feasible.2 Subsequently the Western Region experi-
enced srious political and economic difficulties; the splitting off of the Mid-West
Region in August 1963 had the unfortunate effect of increasing the Western

1.1n this connexion, see J.F. Thomley, The Planning of Primary Education inNorthern Nigeria,
(pp. 201.242 of this volume).

2. See Dayid B. Abernethy, 'Nigeria', in,David G. Scanlon (ed.), Charch, State and Education
In Africa, New York, 1966, pp. 220-24.
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Region's dependence on cocoa revenues for its income a, a time of falling wo
prices for this product. Thus the government was fated witr,a crippling burden
subsidies to the cocoa farmers. After the separation of tim: Mid-West, politi
unrest conflated as competing parties struggled for control of the governme
backed by various factions outside the region. In these conditions, the evaluati
of the implementation process during the development plan period according
normal administrative criteria becomes somewhat academic, particularly when
legal requirement ',a maintain free primary education is seen against the bac
ground of the population explosion.

During the fjrst year of the regional development plan (1962-63), actual capi
expenditure exceeded the planned figure by about 50 per cent.' Instead of t
£250,600 originally scheduled, almost £2 million were spent on teacher-traini
colleges, all cf it on advanced'teacher-training colleges, no new action apparen
having been taken towards overcoming the inadequacy offrimary school teache
Similarly, the allocation for secondary grammar schools was exwded, but most
it went for a single comprehensive school established with US-AID assistan
Conversely, no money was spent on handicraft and trade cent*. Consequent)
capital expenditure in the next year had to be reduced to £934,000 compared. wi
the £2 54 million scheduled.' Political factors weiA commonly claimed to play
important role in the implementation of eiucational projects, politiciyis strivi
to be associated with popular projects rather than those justified on education

e, grounds.
For the local administratiOn of education the region was divided into fourzon

each containing approximately 1,000 primary schools of all types which
under the control of a pritt,ipal inspector of education, who was both the he
of the inspectorate and in charge of administration of primary education in
zone. Below this level, each local authority had a local education 'adviQ.
usually an experienced teacher who acted asoschool supervisor (the chief educati
officer envisaged by the 'regional education law), and was apparently ,responsib
to the zonal principal inspector, who in, turn acted as a channel botween t
Ministry of Education and the local authorities, and thus occupied a key ro
with regard to both inspection and the implementation of educational decision
The Ministry of Local Government also played a significant role in the impleme
tation process, since it provided annual grants to local education authorities f
recurrent expenditure (£10 per teacher-and 5 s;per child), though apparently t
Ministry of Education retained the sole control of the policies of Ideal educ
tion authorities.

However, this did not 'add up to a well-organi-ted administrative machine,4.
0

.1. Western Nigeria Development Plan 196248..., op. cit., p. 34,1able
2. Federal Republic of Nigeria, National Development op. cit., p. 172, table I.
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many of the local education authorities were too small to function effectively,'
'and apparently no special training was given to their advisers. The zonal principal
inspectors were too few to overcome such handicaps.

The inspectorate consisted of five grades--principal inspector, senior inspector,
senior inspecting assistant, and inspecting assistants grades I and II. Principal
and senior inspectors had to'be graduates, the former with eight years' teaching
experience, the latter with four years. Senior inspecting assistants were mostly
grade! teachers with about twenty years' experience of primary teaching, assistants'
were grade I teachers with five years' teaching experience, and assistants U could
be newly qualified grade I teachers. The inspectorate operated from the four zonal
centresoyo,lbadan, Akure and Ijebu Ode- -each of which had its zonal principal

iinspector, a 4enior inspector and a senior inspecting -assistant. The distribution
of assistants,I and II within each zone endeavoured to reflect the urban concen-
tration of the primary school population, an effort having been made to establish
the zones so that each should contain abouLIMO primary schools. The graduate
inspectors also had charge of the secondary schools in their area.

The region's annual financial estimates provided in recent years for five principal
inspectors, thirteen senior inspectors, eight senior :nspecting assistants, fourteen
inspecting assistants I a..d ninety -two inspecting assistants II, but it was not
possible to establish the extent to which this establi.hment was filled. It was not
thlrefore possible to evaluate the functioning of the inspectorate.

The Mid-West Region
p

The recent emergence of the Mid-West as an autonomous region and the eNen more
recent advent of its development plan (published in 1965) make any discussion of
implementation procedures an ,academic exercise./.11oWeer, it may be useful to
review existing machinery as an indication of the prospects for possible future
activity in this context. The local educational administration was similar to that
of the Western Region. However, suggestions ,were made for the setting-up of
new local education authorities, more independent of other local goNernment
affairs than hithertO,'and with greater participation of voluntary agencies.

As shown in Table 7, the inspectorate was almost up to establishment, but the
figures were deceptive because many of the inspectors could not perform their
duties owing to the rack of transport facilities and: their periodic allocation to
other tasks, e.g., the collection of census data. In any case, the ministry had so far
made little use of inspectors as a feed-back mechanism from below.

The senior inspectors had to be graduates with teaching experience, the senior

!.Abernethy, op. cit., p. 224, in this context.

1
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TABLE 7. The field inspeciorate in the Mid-West Region, 1965

Present
establishment

Present
staffing

Proposed
establishment

Senior inspectors of education 2 1 ' 8Senior inspectors (secondary) "
3Senior inspecting assistants 4 3 ' 4Inspecting assistants (grade I) 10 9 16'Inspecting assistants (grade II) 34 34 36

soma Ministry of Education, Benin

inspecting assistants grade I teachers with extensive teaching experience, and the
inspecting assistants at least grade II primary teachers. The proposed additions
to the establishment would have enabled a senior inspector to be stationed in each
district to act as the ministry's spokesman and source of information with regard
to primary education, while three other senior inspectors would deal with
secondary education.

Reviewing procedure

This stage of the planning process hitherto hardly received any serious consideration
in Nigeria Since there 'were no comprehensive national educational plans, but
rather educational components of federal and regional development plans, and
these still far from realization, any specific machinery for their review seemed
premature, particularly in view of the scarcity of manpower available for such an
extra task There are, however, two topics relevant to the reviewing procedure
which will be discussed brieflythe progress reports on the national development
plan and the potential role of the inspectorate in the review of educational plans.

The progress reports,'which were the responsibility of the federal and regional
economic planners, gave an account of the progress achieved in the realization of
projects during each financial year, and the federal report also stated the amount
of resources available for the implementation of the projects. But the regional
reports, whenever they indicated a failure to achieve targets, did) not generally
make proposals for re-phasing the implementation of projects, and this was a
significant omission.

The inspectorate in each of the regions had, among other duties, that of
reporting on local observance of ministerial instructions and, as such, it could
have been trained to perform the task of a local review agency for implementation,
though this might require expansion of its personnel.

There were thus two actual or potential channels for the reviewing procedure,
one central and the other local.' What seemed to be lacking was an intermediate
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channel able to collate and relate local reports to regional or national targets and
to make informed recommendations for further implementation. It may be that
certain officials in the ministries of education were already doing this kind of
work as part of their duties, but it did not appear that anyboCy was officially
charged with this task. Perhaps the advisory boards attached to the ministry of
education would have been an appropriate body to perform such a task, or perhaps
a new body could have been created for this purpose.

)
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Conclusion

4

This study has examined some of Nigeria's recent experience of educationa
planning. A number of points arise out of this examination, and the principles
implicit in these are relevant to the improvement of educational planning not only
in Nigeria, but in many other countries as well.

Ac the beginning of Chapter 3 we established a simple theoretical framework
for the discussion of educational planning experience in the regions of Nigeria.
This enabled us to isolate the different major activities in the educational planning
process, with specific reference to the 1962-68 National Development Plan, and
to examine each region's progress in each of these activities. With the period of the
plan only half-elapsed at the time of examination this was obviously a tentative
exercise The choice of this period possibly favours the North, and certainly our
observations tended to suggest that in 1965 this was the region of Nigeria with the
most active commitment to the use of planning techniques and procedures as an
aid to its further educational development. However, it must also be recognized
that the particular educational problems of the North at that time were perhaps
more suited to the use of planning procedures than the contemporaneous problems
of other regionsi.e., from the viewpoint of planning, it is probably easier to
concentrate on expanding an educational system than on upgrading it, though of
course this is not to imply that any part of Nigeria was preoccupied with either of
these endeavours to the exclusion of the other.

In any case Nigeria is a difficult country for which to make such an evaluation
of the educational planning process. A federation of not many years' standing
which was undertaking a pioneering planning exercise, and in which some of the
potentially most significant elements of the planning machinery had scarcely
become operational when the plan was published (see Chapter 2),_provides.a very.
complex case In addition, during the years under consideration one part of the
country was undergoing serious economic and political difficulties which interfered
with its ability to carry out planned policies., Thus our conclusions must be
tentative, and subject to the influence of the above obserw.tions.

.,
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Conclusion

However, taking into account also the point made in the introduction about
the influence on any such comparison of the different levels of educational progress
in the regions, the following conclusions can be drawn from the study.
1' A federal structure of government makes planning a much more complex

operation The nature of this complexity is of course dependent on the precise
federal structure in the country under study. In Nigeria's case the predominantly
regional responsibility for education eaisted in conjunction with a considerable
federal control over sources of government revenue. Thus the division between
spending and revenu"- earning ministries, in which education falls squarely
among the former, was made more complicated by the division of levels of
government Behind this lies the more general point that any planning process
is more complicated when it has to pa...5 through a more complex planning
machinery.

2. A major determinant of the content of any educational plan is the previous
educational history of the area to be plAnned. Thus in Northern Nigeria the
previous comparative absence of educaanal development limited the possible
pace of further development because of, for instance, the absence of teachers
for an enlarged educatioral system. Similarly in the southern regions the previous
rapid development of primary education had created such a burden obrecurrent
expenditure that the further development of other educational levels was limited
by shortage of finance.

3. The scarcity of personnel with training as planners impaired the,,preparation of
plans, e g , in Western Nigeria earlier during the preparation for universal
primary education, and elsewhere later in adequately preparing and costing
projects.

4. One of Nigeria's greatest difficulties lay in the comparative lack of statistical
data, the machinery to collate them, and the personnel to interpret them.'
As was noted in the course of Chapter 3, it appeared to be the Northern Region
which had taken the most active steps towards the overcoming of this difficulty.

5. At the stage of implementation of planning there was a lack of recognition of
the possibility of using the inspectorate in a more positive way as an agency
for Plan implementation, or at least, if this possibility had been recognized it
was knot being followed up actively.

These conclusions lead us to reiterate the criteria for the evaluation of progress
in planning which we set out in the introduction, but this time as principles to be
observed in attempting to improve planning performance.
1. Regular collection and processing of relevant data for planning.
2. Training and permanency of planning personnel.

I Thus it is noteworthy that W, F Stolper, the original head of the federal Economic Planning
Unit, entitled a book substantially based on his Nigerian experience Planning without Facts.

nn 4)
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3. Phasing and costing of educational proposals within the context of other
government expenditures so that the agencies concerned, such as the economic
planning unit and ministry of finance, can' see them as such and provide for
their implementation.

4. Development of procedures and personnel for the implementation of plans and
review of their progress.

7
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IIEP book list

The following books, published by UnescollEP, are obtainable from the Institute or
' from line= and its national distributors throughout the wqrld:

0
Educational development in Africa (1969. Three volumes, containing eleven Afncan re-

search monographs)

Educational planning: a bibliograp)y (1964)

Educational planning: a directory of training and research institutions (1968)
Educational planning: an inventory of major research needs (1965)
Edmational planning in the USSR (1968)

Fundamentals of educational planning (series of bloklets, full current list available on
request)

Manpower aspects of educational planning (1968)

Methodologies of educational planning for developing countries by J. D. Chesswas (1969)
Monographies africaincs (five titles, in Freach only, list available on request)
New educational media in action. case studies for planners (1967. Three volumes)
The new media memo to educational planners by W. Schramm, P. H. Coombs, F. Kahnert,

J. Lyle (1967 A report including analytical conclusions based on the above three
volumes of case studies)

Problems and strategies of educational planning. lessons from Latin America (1965)
Qualitative aspects of educational planning (1969)

The following books, produced in but not published by the Institute, are obtainable
through normal bookselling channels:

Quantitative methodologies of educational planning by Hector Correa. Published by Inter-
nationarTextbook Co., Scranton, Pa., 1969

The world educational crisis. a systems analysis by Philip H. Coombs. Published by
Oxford University Press, New York, London and Toronto, 1968
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The International Institute
for Educational Planning

The International Institute for Educational Planning (IMP) was established by Unesco to
serve as an international centre for advanced training and research in the field of educa-
tional planning. Its basic financing is provided by Unesco and its physical facilities
by the Government of France. It also receives supplemental support from private and
governmental sources.

The Institute', aim is to expand knowledge and the supply of competent experts in
educational planning in order to assist all nations to accelclate their educational devel-
opment. In this endeavour the Institute co-operates with inte.ested training and research
organizations throughout the world.

The governing board of the Institute is a. follows:

Chairman Sir Sydney Caine (United Kingdom), former Director, London School of
o Economics and Political Science

Members 'Hellmut Becker (Federal Republic of Germany), President, German
Federation of Adult Education Centres

Main Bienayme (France), Technical Adviser, Ministry of Education
Roberto Campos (Brazil), former Minister of Economic Planning and

Development

Richard H. Demuth (United States of America), Director, Dettlopment
Services Department, International Bank for Reconstruction and Devel-
opment

Joseph Ki-Zerbo (Upper Volta), President, National Commission of the
Republic of Upper Volta for Unesco

D.S. Kothari (India), Chairman, University Grants Commission
David Owen (United Kingdom), Co-Administrator, United Nations

Development Programme
P.S.N. Prasad (India), 'Director, Asian Institute for ''Economic

Development and Planning
S.A. Shumovsky (Union of SoNiet Socialist Republics), Head, Methodological

Administration Department, Ministry of Higher and Specialized Secondary
Education (RSFSR)

Fergus B. Wilson (United Kingdom), Chief, Agricultural Education Branch,
Rural Institutions and Services Division, Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations

Inquiries abght the Institute and requcsts for copies of its Plogre,ss Report 1963.67 should
be addressed to: .

The Director, IIEP, 7, rue Eugene-Delacroix, 75 Paris-16'
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